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Preface

With the rapid development of advanced manufacturing 
technology, manufacturing models have developed: from single‐
piece production, mass production, small batch production 
with large product variation to customized production. More 
challenges lie ahead in this global manufacturing era, such as 
rapidly changing consumer demands, increased product varie-
ties and shortened product life cycles and increasingly fluctuat-
ing markets, to name a few. Traditional push or pull production 
management methods have become more and more unsuited to 
the dynamic environment. In order to be more efficient in such 
an environment, flexibility, intelligence and self‐adaptation have 
become the rule‐of‐thumb criteria for the evolution of new 
manufacturing systems. Therefore, a new hybrid push‐pull pro-
duction planning, scheduling and control system has been 
proposed.

Since 1992, Agent technology has gradually become a hot 
topic for Japanese and American research. In 1992, the Japanese 
Intelligent Manufacturing System Program concentrated on the 
invention of new Agent‐based manufacturing methods as one of 
its main research areas. In 1993, the U.S. National Center for 
Manufacturing Science started a number of projects related to 
Agent‐based manufacturing. Agent technology has been taken 
into consideration as a promising technique to solve production 
planning, scheduling and control problems in complex manu-
facturing systems so as to effectively enhance system flexibility, 
to improve product quality and to reduce production costs.

I have worked on investigating theories and techniques of production 
planning, scheduling and control in advanced manufacturing 



systems. In particular, I have completed National Natural 
Science Foundation Programs of China and National High 
Technology Research and Development Programs of China 
based on Agent technology. With the support of these projects, 
I have published a large number of papers in the field of Agent 
technology. This book is a systematic summary of these research 
results. The focus of this book is on Agent‐based adaptive, intel-
ligent, collaborative methods and technologies related to pro-
duction planning, scheduling and control systems. The book 
also presents data acquisition systems based on RFID technol-
ogy and OPC technology.

I am grateful to Xiaoxi Wang, Wei Qin, and Qiong Zhu for 
their assistances in the preparation of this book. Meanwhile, 
Cong Pan, Junliang Wang, Peng Zhang and Jungang Yang com-
pleted many auxiliary works. Lihui Wu, Gong Zhang, Shiyong 
Tian, Yijun Dong, Lei Sun, Guobao Liu and Zhi Xia have pro-
vided relevant documents, I thank all of them. I wish to acknowl-
edge a large number of references in the completion of the 
manuscript. The responsibility is mine alone for any errors.

The writing of this book has been supported by the National 
Nature Science Foundation of China under Grant No. 51435009, 
Grant No. 51275307, and Grant No. 50875172, and by the 
National High Technology Research and Development Program 
(863 Program) of China under Grant No. 2007AA04Z019.

Theories, methods and applications of production planning, 
scheduling and control in modern manufacturing systems are 
rapidly developing. Agent technology has become a hot topic in 
the field of production planning, scheduling and control. If you 
have any questions about shortcomings and mistakes of this 
book, please do not hesitate to contact me.

Jie Zhang
December 2015



About this book

 This book introduces methods and technologies of Agent‐based 
production planning, scheduling and control on the basis of Job 
Shop manufacturing systems and Re‐entrant manufacturing 
systems. It consists of eight aspects as follows:

1) Multi‐Agent‐based hybrid push‐pull production planning 
and control framework

2) Multi‐Agent‐based production planning in distributed man-
ufacturing systems

3) Multi‐Agent‐based production scheduling in Job Shop 
manufacturing systems

4) Multi‐Agent‐based production scheduling in Re‐entrant 
manufacturing systems

5) Multi‐Agent‐based production control
6) Multi‐Agent‐based material data acquisition with RFID
7) Multi‐Agent‐based equipment data acquisition with OPC
8) Multi‐Agent‐based production planning and control proto-

type system

The purpose of this book is to track and trace the real‐time 
production data, and to make real‐time decisions in the produc-
tion scheduling and control process.

The book is intended primarily for academic researchers in 
Agent‐based manufacturing, and industry managers willing to 
develop a new manufacturing management model. This book is 
also a textbook and reference book for graduates and last‐year 
undergraduates in mechanical engineering, industrial engineering, 
management, automation, and computer engineering and so on.
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1.1  Introduction

With the development of internet, computer, management, and 
manufacturing technologies, the manufacturing industry is 
undergoing a huge transformation from traditional manufacturing 
to agile manufacturing, networked manufacturing, virtual 
manufacturing, service‐based manufacturing, and cloud manu
facturing. These new manufacturing systems are characterized 
by smartness, integration, and flexibility, and can be well 
described as Agent technology. The cooperation and commu
nication of multiple agents can be adopted to improve the 
 performance of manufacturing systems.

1.2  Agent and Multi‐Agent System

Research and application of Agent technology stem from a 
series of studies on distributed artificial intelligence conducted 
by MIT researchers in the 1970s.[1] Distributed artificial intelli
gence mainly focuses on solving distributed agent problems. 
There are two important branches:[2] distributed problems and 
Multi‐Agent Systems (MASs). The distributed problems were 
conducted at an early stage in the distributed artificial intelli
gence area. The distributed problems have been extended to 
Multi‐Agent Systems. The Multi‐Agent System is a system with 
Agents of different abilities to complete collaboratively certain 
tasks or achieve certain objectives.[3–5]

Agent Technology in Modern 
Manufacturing
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1.2.1 Agent

The concepts, properties, and research methods of Agent technology 
are developed from artificial intelligence. It is difficult to define 
either artificial intelligence or Agent. Many different definitions 
have been given by different schools for different requirements. 
The earliest concept of Agent was defined based on the concur
rent actor model proposed by Hewitt in the early 1970s.[6] In the 
concurrent actor model, Hewitt defined a term—actor with the 
characteristics of self‐organization, interaction, and parallel 
execution. The most classic and widely accepted definition was 
given by Wooldridge, et  al.[7] The definition contains “weak 
 definition” and “strong definition”. The weak definition defines 
an Agent as a hardware and software system with autonomous 
ability, social skill, and responsive and predictive ability; the 
strong definition includes the properties of the weak definition 
and also the properties of knowledge, mobility, veracity, ration
ality, and so on.

Computer science researchers[8] consider that an Agent is a 
computer system based on software and hardware; it also has 
autonomy reactivity, socialability, proactiveness, and other 
properties. From the perspective of the evolution of software 
design methods, agent‐based software engineering methods are 
proposed on the basis of object‐oriented software engineering 
methods. Moreover, decomposition and abstraction methods of 
complex software systems, distributed computing capabilities, 
interactive coordination mechanism, calculation model, and 
software architecture have been proposed.

Researchers in artificial intelligence are more inclined to a nar
row point of view, except for the above properties. It is therefore 
necessary to give a more specific meaning for an Agent. Terms 
such as belief, intention, and commitment are used to describe an 
Agent. An Agent tries to mimic a human’s thinking and intelligent 
behavior: for example, what the Agent is doing, what the Agent 
knows, what the Agent wants, and so on. This definition is devel
oped on the basis of AI knowledge symbols. Shoham[9] thought 
an Agent was a symbolic reasoning system, which contained the 
expression of symbols on environment and expected behavior.

Therefore, an Agent is an intelligent individual. Wooldridge 
and Jennings[7] proposed that an Agent should have four basic 
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attributes: autonomy, reactivity, social ability, and initiative. 
Sargent[10] considered that the most basic attributes of an Agent 
were reactivity, autonomy, goal‐orientation, and environmental 
resistance. An Agent was defined by Muller[11] as follows: 1) it is 
necessary to have other Agents and a virtual world where an 
Agent exists; 2) an Agent can perceive a virtual world and influ
ence the virtual world; 3) an Agent can at least partly represent 
the virtual world; 4) an Agent is target‐oriented and has the abil
ity to arrange its own activities; 5) an Agent can communicate 
with other Agents. Most researchers think that an Agent should 
not only meet basic properties, but should also have other prop
erties according to application requirements: for example, 
mobility, learning and adaptability, interactivity, planning abil
ity, rationality, persistent or time continuity, and so on. Three 
directions of current research are intelligence, agency, and 
mobility.[12] From the intelligence point of view, an Agent is an 
expert system; agency means that an Agent can be used to 
represent the role of a man and machine; while mobility means 
that an Agent can move or run on a different machine on the 
internet.

As the previous presentation demonstrates, an Agent should 
have the following properties:[13–21]

1) Autonomy: An Agent can control its behavior and internal 
state by itself, and it cannot be controlled by others. This is 
used to differentiate an Agent with other concepts such as 
process and object.

2) Reactivity: An Agent can feel the environment and respond 
appropriately to environment‐related events.

3) Sociality: An Agent is in a social environment constituted by 
multiple Agents. These Agents exchange information with 
each other in some interactive methods. These Agents col
laborate with each other to solve different problems and help 
other Agents complete related activities. Agents exchange 
information by a communication language.

4) Initiative: The reaction of an Agent to the environment is a 
goal‐directed initiative behavior. In some cases, the behavior of 
the Agent is triggered by its own requirements. The reactive 
behavior is a kind of positive behavior or an active communication 
with the environment.
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5) Adaptability: An Agent can respond to environmental 
changes, adopt a goal‐oriented action at the appropriate 
time, and learn from its own experience, the environment, 
and the interaction process with other Agents.

6) Interoperability: An Agent can work with other Agents to 
complete complex tasks, which is a social behavior.

7) Learning ability: An Agent can learn from the surrounding 
environment and cooperative experiences so as to improve 
its own capability.

8) Evolutionary development: An Agent can improve itself 
through learning, and reproduce and follow Darwin’s natural 
selection rule “survival of the fittest”.

9) Honesty: An Agent does not intend to deceive users.
10) Rationality: the action taken by an Agent and its conse

quences will not harm its own interest and other Agents’ 
interests.

11) Persistence: An Agent is ongoing, not temporary, its status 
should be consistent, which is not in contradiction with 
property (8).

12) Mobility: An Agent should have the ability to move indepen
dently in the network, while its status remains unchanged.

13) Reasoning: An Agent can reason and forecast in a rational 
manner according to accumulated past knowledge, states of 
the current environment, and other Agents.

14) Others: philanthropic, adventurous or conservative, helpful 
or hostile, and so on.

The above attributes show that an Agent is similar to a person, 
which provides a new method for solving complex problems in 
computer science and artificial intelligence. Although an Agent 
may have a variety of properties, researchers and developers do 
not need to develop one Agent or an Agent system with all the 
attributes. Agents with several attributes and Multi‐Agent 
 systems with several attributes are developed according to 
actual requirements.

1.2.2 Multi‐Agent System

Agent Systems can be classified into two classes: Single‐Agent 
Systems and Multi‐Agent Systems (MASs). The research of a 
Single‐Agent System focuses on simulating human intelligent 
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behavior; it concentrates on investigating human intelligent 
behavior such as computing ability, reasoning ability, memory, 
learning ability and intuition, and so on. The research of a MAS 
focuses on the collaborative process among autonomous 
intelligent Agents that generate their corresponding behaviors 
or solve problems by coordinating Agent goals and planning 
Agents. In the problem‐solving process, these Agents share all 
their knowledge about related problems and methods in order 
to achieve a global objective, or their own local objectives.[22–25]

As regards a MAS, a computing system aims to complete 
 collaboratively certain tasks or achieve objectives by some Agents. 
The system consists of multiple autonomous or semi‐autonomous 
Agents.[26] In a MAS, each Agent cooperates with other Agents to 
complete a complex task that cannot be solved by  single Agent. All 
the Agents are autonomous, running in a distributed mode, or 
even heterogeneous. The subroutine, function, or process of each 
Agent are different, its goal and behavior are relatively autono
mous and independent. Each Agent cooperates with other Agents 
in order to deal with conflict among them. A MAS has advantages 
of traditional distribution concurrent problem, and it runs in an 
interactive communication mode. Compared with a single Agent, 
each Agent in a MAS has incomplete information and it is able to 
solve problems, the data is dispersed or distributed, and the com
puting process is asynchronous, concurrent, or parallel. A MAS is 
very suitable to express an environment with a variety of methods 
and entities. A MAS has the following features:

1) Sociality. In a MAS, an Agent may be in a social environment 
constituted by several Agents and may have the information 
and knowledge from other Agents. Agents communicate with 
each other by using a special language to complete the coopera
tion and negotiation activities. For example, in an Agent‐based 
manufacturing process production management system, Multi‐
Agents representing the roles of customers, sales, production 
management, material procurement and quality inspection 
departments cooperate together to complete production tasks.

2) Autonomy. In a MAS, when an Agent sends out a service 
request, other Agents that have this service ability and inter
est will accept it. One Agent cannot force another Agent to 
provide service.
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3) Cooperation. In a MAS system, Agents with different objec
tives work collaboratively to solve the problem through 
mutual cooperation and negotiation. The coordination pro
cess consists of resource sharing coordination, the producer/
consumer relationship collaboration, tasks/subtasks rela
tionship collaboration.

The Multi‐Agent System theory is developed on the basis of 
the Single‐Agent model and structure, which focuses on investi
gating interoperability, consultation and cooperation among 
Agents on the basis of the Single‐Agent theory. The consulta
tion and collaboration activities in a MAS are realized based 
on social organization theory and modeling and implementing 
theory. The social organization theory provides a society‐oriented 
conceptual model about integration, interaction, communica
tion and collaboration; while the modeling and implementing 
theory is used to eliminate the gap between the society‐oriented 
conceptual model and the reality. Therefore, the process to 
develop a MAS consists of the following aspects:[27–30]

1) Agent model. An Agent model is developed in order to meet 
the requirements of individual autonomy, group interaction 
and the environment. The organizational structure, knowl
edge composition and operation mechanism of an Agent are 
described in a certain level of abstraction.

2) MAS architecture. The asynchronous, consistency, auton
omy and self‐adaptive features of an Agent are affected by 
selecting an architecture. This will determine information 
transmission channels and transmission ways for a single 
Agent internal intelligence collaborative behavior.

3) Interaction and communication. The interaction activity is a 
basic requirement for multiple Agents to collaborate with 
each other. The communication activity is the basis for the 
interaction activity. The communication activity includes 
two aspects: the first is to construct the underlying commu
nication mechanism, and the second is to construct or select 
an Agent communication language.

4) Consistency and collaboration. Consistency describes the 
overall features of distributed artificial intelligence systems. 
Collaboration expresses the behavior and interaction pat
terns among agents. Good collaboration is important to 
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achieve the stability and consistency of the system’s overall 
behavior. An efficient MAS should trend toward the overall 
consistency quickly through less learning.

5) MAS planning. MAS planning activity is a kind of adaptation 
planning activity, which reflects the continuous changing 
process of the environment.[31]

6) Conflict management. Conflict in the collaborative process is 
very common. Conflict can be classified into three classes: 
resource conflict, objective conflict, and result conflict.[32]

1.3  Agent Technologies in Manufacturing 
Systems

The development of Agent technology borrows many ideas and 
technological achievements from computer science, sociology, 
organizational science, economics and ecology and other disci
plines, which has obvious advantages in many ways: extensive 
adaptability for real‐world applications, simplicity of design and 
good systematicness and others.[33, 34] Agent technology has 
been widely applied in manufacturing, communications, air 
traffic control, traffic management, information management 
systems, business process management, remote diagnostics and 
education and entertainment and many other fields,[35–39] which 
had achieved remarkable results. This section focuses on introduc
ing Agent technology application in modern manufacturing.

1.3.1 Contemporary Manufacturing Systems

The third industrial revolution through the development and 
usage of computer technologies is affecting the manufacturing 
industry in a serious way. From the early 1970s, several influenc
ing and representative manufacturing modes and relevant tech
nologies had been presented, for example, the Toyota JIT system 
in 1980s, the Agile manufacturing system and the networked 
manufacturing system that were famous in 1990s. These 
advanced manufacturing modes reflect changes in different 
periods of external demand, manufacturing models, and related 
technical support, and reflect the evolution process: “information 
integration – process integration – inter‐enterprise integration”. 
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In this section, we will introduce the current situation and 
trends of the manufacturing industry, present a literature review 
concerning production planning and control technologies, and 
analyze problems and solutions.

Supported by the US Congress and the Defense Department 
of United States in 1991, the Iacocca institute and the other 13 
companies prepared a “21st Century Manufacturing Enterprise 
Strategy” report, which proposed a new strategy – agile manu
facturing to revitalize the manufacturing sector. As a new 
manufacturing model, agile manufacturing quickly got the 
 recognition and support of US industry, government agencies 
and the community, and soon became a theoretical research and 
manufacturing practice hotspot.

Virtual enterprise is an application mode of agile manufactur
ing. A virtual enterprise is a temporary alliance that comes 
together to share skills or core competencies and resources in 
order to respond rapidly to business responsibilities. The whole 
cooperation is supported by computer networks. Most of the 
research for virtual manufacturing focuses on organizational 
management, cooperative partner selection, profit assignment 
problems, and so on.

From 1996–2000, funds became available to support the agile 
manufacturing program, for example, the national industrial 
information system program of United States, the virtual manu
facturing network program of Russia and the United States, the 
European information technology development program, the 
Japanese smart manufacturing system plan. These research projects 
focus on investigating virtual enterprises that run related enabling 
technologies, commercial operation infrastructure, collabora
tive design, and information integration platforms. The Ecolead 
program formulated a cooperative organization network including 
28 units in 15 countries.

1.3.2 Agents in Production Planning  
and Control Systems

A production planning and control system is the core and key 
technology of production management systems. An excellent 
production planning and control system is an important tool to 
improve the overall automation level of enterprises and provide 
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significant economic benefits for enterprises. A production‐
planning and control system can directly determine whether the 
manufacturer can complete specific tasks in accordance with 
the expected demand. Its core function is to manage production 
tasks and resource allocation and utilization in manufacturing 
systems, and to meet customers’ demands in the best possible 
way. A production planning and control system should contain 
the following processes: decomposing product tasks, analyzing 
resource demands, determining the operation sequence of a job, 
allocating machines, and monitoring real‐time task progress. 
Meanwhile, this system should be able to deal with sudden 
changes in the actual manufacturing environment, such as lack 
of material, random machine breakdown, order changeover and 
rush orders, and so on. Even though production planning and 
control problems are complex, Agent technology has been 
introduced in this field. A MAS has a certain adaptability in a 
dynamic environment; it can independently adjust the behavior 
of individuals in order to respond rapidly to sudden changes in 
manufacturing systems.

Parunak, et al.[40] developed a production planning and shop 
floor control system based on Agent technology. Shen et al.[41] 
studied the integrated modeling framework for business‐oriented 
mixed Agents. Lin and Solberg[42] proposed an autonomous 
Agent‐based integrated production planning and control frame
work. In their study, a general methodology that consists of a 
market‐based model, a job priority strategy, a multi‐stage nego
tiation technology were developed to adapt to changes in the 
manufacturing environment. Hadavi et al.[43] proposed a Multi‐
Agent distributed dynamic planning, scheduling and control 
system. Applications of MASs to production planning and con
trol problems were summarized by Maria and Sergio.[44] It was 
noted that its related research tended to be more diverse. 
Baker[45] studied a MAS‐based shop scheduling algorithm. 
Shaw[46] proposed Agent‐based production scheduling and 
 control strategies. In his study, a manufacturing unit could sub
contract its task as a subcontract to other manufacturing units 
by using a bidding mechanism. In the study of Wang et al.,[47] 
the Agent technology was used to solve real‐time distributed intel
ligent manufacturing control problems. Wiendahl et al.[48] studied 
a self‐organizing production control system based on Agents. 
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Butler[49] proposed a Multi‐Agent system architecture to solve 
distributed dynamic scheduling problems. In his study, the 
scheduling process was divided into two levels: the first layer 
was used to assign manufacturing units to jobs by using an 
Agent‐based consultation mechanism, the second layer was 
adopted to allocate dynamically shared manufacturing 
resources. Shen and Norri[50] proposed a hybrid Agent system 
architecture to solve scheduling and rescheduling problems.

Many Chinese researchers have also proposed different MAS 
solutions for production planning and control systems. In the 
study by Zhang Jie, Li Penggen et al.,[51] virtual manufacturing 
cells were introduced to deal with production planning and con
trol process. The system consisted of a shop floor layer, a virtual 
cell layer and a resource layer. On the basis of this study, some 
MAS‐based production planning and control solutions have 
been developed for solving Job Shop,[52–60] reentrant Manu
facturing System,[61–66] agile manufacturing systems,[67–72] and 
other planning and control problems for complex manufactur
ing systems. Zhu Qiong, et al.[73] proposed a Multi‐Agent‐based 
collaborative negotiation mechanism for solving dynamic Job 
Shop scheduling problems. Zeng Bo, Yang Jianjun, et  al.[74, 75] 
proposed a Job Shop scheduling and control system that hybrid
izes a MAS‐based Generalized Partial Global Planning (GPGP) 
mechanism with a Task Analysis, Environment Modeling and 
Simulation (TAEMS) language. Liao Qiang et al.[76] proposed a 
Multi‐Agent‐based Job Shop dynamic scheduling model by 
using field bus. Gao Guojun et al.[77] used Agent technology to 
developed a reconfigurable enterprise information system by 
using Agent technology. Liu Jinkun et al.[78] proposed an Agent‐
based steel industrial production process control system.

1.3.3 The Existing Requirements

An Agent system can be used to coordinate production plan
ning dynamically and control activities, adjust individual behav
ior, and respond rapidly to deal with product changes, machine 
breakdown, and other incidents. Therefore, Agent technology is 
suitable for the production planning and control process 
in  manufacturing systems to make decisions. Agent‐based 
 production planning and control methods and techniques are 
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presented in detail in this book. A Multi‐Agent‐based hierarchical 
adaptive, intelligent, collaborative production planning and 
control system is developed to investigate some Multi‐Agent‐based 
planning, scheduling, and control problems. Moreover, a MAS‐
based data acquisition technology is proposed for complex 
 production processes in order to collect real‐time data and track 
real‐time production processes. The MAS‐based technology 
provides a set of optimal solutions and ideas for the production 
planning and control process in manufacturing systems.

1.4  Book Organization

1.4.1 Purpose of the Book

Production planning, scheduling, and control optimization have 
become urgent demands and a trend in modern complex manu
facturing systems such as weapon manufacturing systems and 
semiconductor manufacturing systems. In this book, weapon 
manufacturing systems are characterized as small‐batch man
ufacturing systems, which are similar to typical Job Shop 
Manufacturing systems. The semiconductor manufacturing 
systems are characterized as typical re‐entrant manufacturing sys
tems. The book will focus on developing a hybrid push‐pull 
 production planning and control system architecture based on 
MASs to describe the characteristics of Job Shop and re‐entrant 
manufacturing systems. The overall system objectives are com
pleted by communicating and collaborating amongst Agents to 
manage and make decisions so as to respond rapidly to internal 
and external changes in the manufacturing environment. The 
production planning and control process presented in this book 
consists of three layers: the production planning layer, the pro
duction scheduling layer, and the production control layer. In the 
production planning layer, MAS‐based production planning 
methods for distributed manufacturing systems are given. In the 
production scheduling layer, a Multi‐Agent double feedback 
strategy‐based scheduling method is developed for Job Shop 
Manufacturing systems, and a Multi‐Agent hierarchical adaptive 
production scheduling method is proposed for Re‐entrant man
ufacturing systems; in the production control layer, the radio 
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 frequency identification (RFID) technology and OLE for Process 
Control (OPC) technology and Multi‐Agent Systems are inte
grated, and a material and equipment data acquisition method is 
then designed for manufacturing systems. This method is able to 
collect heterogeneous device data and integrate information 
between heterogeneous networks. This method also provides a 
new way for tracking real‐time production processes in com
plex manufacturing systems and a foundation for real‐time pro
duction decision‐making in manufacturing systems.

1.4.2 Scope of the Book

This book systematically presents methods and technologies 
concerning Agent‐based production planning systems. The 
content of this book is illustrated in Figure 1‐1. Chapter 1 and 
Chapter 2 introduce advantages and applications of Agent tech
nology. Chapter  3 presents requirements of production plan
ning and control systems. An Agent‐based push‐pull production 
planning and control system is developed. Agent‐based produc
tion planning and control technologies for distributed produc
tion systems are introduced in Chapter 4 to Chapter 9. Chapter 4 
proposes a Multi‐Agent contract net protocol and bid auction 
protocol based production planning approach for distributed 
production systems. Chapter 5 develops a Multi‐Agent double 
feedback–strategy based production scheduling method for Job 
Shop production systems. Chapter  6 proposes a Multi‐Agent 
hierarchical adaptive production scheduling architecture for 
Re‐entrant manufacturing systems. Chapter 7 presents a Multi‐
Agent production control system. Chapters 8 and 9 present data 
acquisition technology based on RFID technology and OPC 
technology, and construct a Multi‐Agent material data acquisi
tion system and a Multi‐Agent equipment data acquisition sys
tem. Chapter  10 presents the prototype of an Agent‐based 
production planning and control system.

1.4.3 Content of the Book

Chapter 1 introduces Agent technologies in modern manufac
turing. A short review concerning Agent technology is given to 
provide the background for investigating production planning, 
scheduling, and control approaches.
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Chapter  2 presents Agent technologies used in this book, 
which includes three aspects, that is the structure of an Agent 
and a Multi‐Agent System, the interaction model of a Multi‐
Agent System, and communication protocols and interaction 
protocols of Multi‐Agent Systems.

Chapter 3 analyzes production planning and control activities 
and operation modes, and requirements of a production planning 
and control system. A hybrid Agent‐based push‐pull production 
planning and control system is developed.

Chapter 4 presents Agent‐based production planning methods 
for distributed manufacturing systems. First, the production 
planning process in distributed manufacturing systems is 
investigated. Second, a production planning model and a MAS 
structure are developed. Third, a contract net protocol–based 

Chapter 1 Agent Technology in Modern Manufacturing

Chapter 2 The Technical Foundation of a Multi-Agent System

Chapter 7 Multi-Agent-Based Production Control
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Chapter 8 Multi-Agent-Based Material Data Acquisition

Chapter 9 Multi-Agent-Based Equipment Data Acquisition

Chapter 10 The Prototype of a Multi-Agent-Based Production Planning and Control System

Chapter 4 Multi-Agent-Based Production Planning in Distributed
Manufacturing Systems

Chapter 5 Multi-Agent-Based
Production Scheduling in Job
Shop Manufacturing Systems

Chapter 6 Multi-Agent-Based
Production Scheduling In 

Re-entrant Manufacturing Systems

Figure 1‐1 The content of this book.
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MAS collaborative production planning method is proposed in 
which plants collaborate in a distributed manufacturing system 
with complete information sharing. Finally, a bidding auction 
protocol–based MAS collaborative production planning method 
is proposed where plants collaborate in a distributed manufac
turing system with incomplete information sharing.

Chapter 5 presents Agent‐based production scheduling meth
ods for Job Shop manufacturing systems according to the basic 
principles of push and pull modes. In particular, a multi‐Agent dual 
feedback–based production scheduling method is developed. 
Then, a hierarchical optimization theory–based positive feedback 
job scheduling method, and an ant colony negotiation mechanism–
based negative feedback rescheduling method are proposed.

Chapter 6 develops a Multi‐Agent‐based hierarchical adaptive 
production scheduling architecture to describe the characteristics 
of re‐entrant manufacturing system. A combinatorial auction–
based method is developed in the system layer; a GPGP‐CN 
based method is developed for hierarchical production sched
uling processes in the machine layer; and a fuzzy neural 
network–based adaptive rescheduling method is developed for 
re‐entrant manufacturing systems.

Chapter 7 proposes a Multi‐Agent‐based production control 
method by analyzing requirements of production control activi
ties. Several important business Agents and related methods in 
the production control process are presented.

Chapter 8 presents the basic concepts and function require
ments of material data acquisition, and develops a Multi‐Agent 
RFID technology–based material data acquisition system.

Chapter  9 presents a Multi‐Agent OPC technology based 
equipment data acquisition system.

Chapter 10 presents both hardware architecture and software 
architecture of an Agent‐based production planning and control 
prototype system.
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2

2.1  Introduction

Since the 1990s, with the development of computer networks, 
computer and communications technology, Agent technology 
has not only become a hot spot for distributed artificial intelligence 
research, but also has become a hot field of information technol-
ogy. It has been noted that reseach achievements in  various 
fields of artificial intelligence should be integrated into an Agent 
of intelligent behavior, and more importantly, that the nature 
of artificial intelligence is social intelligence. “Collaboration”, 
“competition” and “negotiation” are the main manifestations of 
human intelligent behavior. The prerequisite for the application 
of the Agent is to achieve its intelligent behavior by building an 
Agent, guiding its interaction with the surrounding environ-
ment, and communicating with other Agents, which plays an 
important role in forming new computing and problem‐solving 
norms, and establishing an Agent technology–based distributed 
collaborative model with certain autonomy.

2.2  The Structure of an Agent

The basic function of an Agent is to interact with the external 
environment, to obtain and process the information obtained, 
and to influence the environment. An Agent can be seen as a 
black box, which senses the environment by sensors and acts on 
the environment through actuators. Most Agents not only interact 

The Technical Foundation of a  
Multi‐Agent System
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with the environment, but also process and interpret the infor-
mation received for their own purposes.

The basic structure of an Agent is shown in Figure 2‐1. An 
Agent can be defined as a series of operations that consist of 
information‐perceiving action, information‐processing action 
and the action on the environment. Assuming that O is the 
information collection sensed by the Agent at any time and A is 
the set of possible actions that can be completed by an Agent in 
the external world, then the information processing function f of 
an Agent is:

 *O A 

The structure of an Agent is a specific method to construct an 
Agent, which illustrates how an Agent is decomposed into sev-
eral modules and how these modules interact with each other. 
Modules and their interaction define how the Agent determines 
the output operations α( A) in accordance with the perceiv-
ing information o(o O) obtained and its processing methods.

The main studies of the structure of an Agent include the 
composition of an Agent, their relations, and the mechanisms of 
perceiving and acting on the environment. For example, in 
terms of design, some structures of an Agent can be abstracted 
as a blackboard, in which sensors detect the environment infor-
mation and record the information sequence on the blackboard, 
the information‐processing unit receives information sequence 
to form an action sequence listed on the blackboard, the actuators 
act on the external environment, and the feedback information 

Environment

Sensors: perceive

Information 
processing unit

Actuators: act on

Agent

Figure 2-1 The basic structure of an Agent.
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after the execution is received by the blackboard. In terms of the 
theoretical basis, the structure of an Agent can be classified into 
three major classes:

1) Thinking Agent (Cognitive or Deliberative Agent). In this 
type, the Information processing unit consists of a variety of 
behavioral knowledge, domain knowledge, and decision rule. 
The information‐processing unit is able to implement complex 
logical reasoning in order to make decisions.

2) Reactive Agent. In this type, the information‐processing unit 
doesn’t include any domain knowledge or behavior knowledge 
of the environment. Complex reasoning mechanisms are not 
adopted by the information‐processing unit, and decision‐
making is performed by using the predefined rules inside the 
information‐processing unit.

3) Hybrid Agent. This is a new structure that is formed by the 
combination of two structures above.[1–4]

2.2.1 Thinking Agent

A thinking Agent contains the information model that can 
explicitly represent the environment characteristics, and its 
decision‐making behavior and actions (such as what action to 
perform) are determined by means of logical reasoning and 
 calculation. The structure is shown in Figure 2‐2.

The cognitive components of a thinking Agent consist of sen-
sors and actuators. It receives the information of the external 
environment by sensors, performs information fusion based on 
internal state, and generates the information parameter model, 
including external environment information and internal state 
information. Then the next plan is developed with the support 
of a knowledge base, a series of actions is generated by optimiz-
ing objective, and actions affect the environment by actuators.

The core of a thinking Agent is as follows: how to map the 
real environment into an accurate, appropriate expression 
formed by symbols and formulas within a certain time so as to 
develop a mathematical model; how to perform reasoning 
and  decision‐making by planning the information obtained 
within a certain time. Although many scholars have studied 
this area, it is hard to solve some simple problems such as 
 common‐sense reasoning.
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The foundation of a thinking Agent is Bratman’s philosophy,[5] 
in which rational balance between the faith, desire and intention 
are maintained so as to effectively solve the problem. Its infor-
mation‐processing unit is adopted to plan the information 
model of environment and internal system by knowledge base to 
perform logical reasoning, and to perform knowledge‐based 
decision‐making in terms of pattern matching and symbolic 
operational decisions. The key issue of this mechanism, which 
follows the classical AI, is to map a real environment to the 
information model.

The most important feature of a thinking Agent is to treat an 
Agent as a kind of intentional system, which can simulate all the 
intentional stances of the human individual and social behavior, 
for instance, belief, desire, intention, goal, commitment and 
responsibility. Although the concepts of intentional system and 
intentional stances are introduced as a natural and intuitive way 
to understand, describe, standardize, reason and predict the 
structure of an agent, operating rules and changes in status of an 
Agent, which help researchers inherit the results of AI, the pro-
ject also faces many challenges from actual requirements.

The prime problem in constructing a thinking Agent is to 
choose an intentional stance. Various classifications of intentional 
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Figure 2-2 The basic structure of a thinking Agent.
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stances can be obtained by using different Agent models or 
 systems. Currently, the representative structure of a thinking 
Agent is the BDI (Belief Desire Intention) Model proposed by 
Rao and Gergeff,[6] which describes the structure of an Agent by 
using three intentional stances, belief, desire, and intention, and 
investigates the abstract nature and reasoning process of the 
BDI model by using a knowledge base. The BDI theory explains 
how an Agent system interacts with others to complete the map-
ping from input to output. According to the characteristics of 
applications, intentional stances can be classified into four 
major classes by Shoham et al.:[7] information class (describing 
the information of an Agent), motivation class (Agent’s action 
selection), social class (social, moral and rational behavior 
related to Agent), and other classes (such as joy, fear, etc.). 
Intentional stances have been classified into two major classes 
by Wooldridge et  al.:[1] information class and state class. The 
former one refers to the information and knowledge about an 
Agent, the environment and other Agents, such as faith and 
knowledge and so on. The latter one refers to the states that lead 
to the implementation of the Agent’s action, such as desire, goal, 
intention, commitment, responsibility, ability, and so on. It is 
believed that a rational Agent always adopts a positive attitude 
based on information, for example, selecting a target and form-
ing intention in terms of belief.

The metal states described by a thinking Agent include:

1) Belief: the current world situation and a certain effect 
achieved by using the route of a behavior are estimated by an 
Agent. The information model is used to describe each scene 
that corresponds to a possible condition of the world, which 
represents the world that an Agent may be in.

2) Desire: the preferences of an agent for the future state of the 
world and the route of possible behavior. An Agent may 
 possess incompatible desires, which cannot necessarily be 
achieved.

3) Target: the achievable subset of desires is pursued by an 
Agent, but it doesn’t promise to take concrete actions.

4) Commitment: conversion from the target to the action, which 
shows the extent of insistence on the action and reflection.

5) Intention: to guide and supervise the actions of an Agent.
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6) Planning: When an Agent commits to reach a goal, intention 
should be regarded as a part of the planning behavior. 
Intentions are commonly combined to form the planning 
behavior in terms of specific structures.

In these mental states, the relationship between belief and 
intention is presented as follows:

1) Intention‐belief consistency: an Agent should believe in the 
possibility of its intentions and believe that goals can be 
obtained in the right conditions.

2) Intention‐belief incompleteness: a rational Agent holds 
incomplete belief in its intention.

3) Side effect: an Agent intends to do action a., and it believes if 
A is done, then B must be done; but it is not required to have 
the intention to do B.

The relationship between desire and intention is presented as 
follows:

1) Internal consistency: an Agent should avoid having conflict-
ing intentions, but it may have conflict desires.

2) Means‐objective analysis: an intention requests that an Agent 
consider asking questions in the future; whilst a wish does 
not request that an Agent consider asking questions in the 
future. nor do desires.

3) Successfully track or not: since intention can be regarded as 
the combination of desire, action and fulfilled commitment, 
whether the intention is successful should be tracked. It 
should be re‐planned if it failed.

2.2.2 Reactive Agent

Since a thinking Agent depends on specific knowledge and 
objective optimization methods, it is not able to adapt to 
dynamic environment and changing situations. Some research-
ers thought that the knowledge base cannot objectively reflect 
the real world due to its simple abstraction of objective things 
and their behavior patterns in the real world. And they thought 
that the intelligent behavior of an Agent depends on perception 
and actions, and the overall performance of an Agent can be 
shown in the interaction with the real world and the surrounding 
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environment. Therefore, an intelligent behavior structure called 
reactive Agent has been proposed. It has been noted that An 
Agent does not need knowledge, representation and reason-
ing – it only needs a variety of behavior patterns – and it evolves 
in terms of the “perception‐action” mechanism. The behavior of 
an Agent is the result of mutual collaboration and competition 
of many entities that try to control the behavior of the Agent, 
and the basis of its behavior is this competition. In this “percep-
tion‐action” mechanism, the information model of the external 
environment and internal state are not required to be developed 
during information processing. Complicated reasoning and 
decision‐making are not required to be conducted, and the 
action sequences are obtained directly, which shows good 
robustness and fault tolerance.

The “perception‐action” mappings are preset in the internal 
part of a reactive Agent. When certain conditions are met by the 
environmental information, an Agent directly calls the preset 
perception‐action mappings to generate its corresponding 
action output. The basic structure of a reactive Agent is shown 
in Figure 2‐3. In the figure, information perception and actions 
are combined by the perception‐action relationship base, which 
interacts with the environment through sensors and actuators.

In contrast to a thinking Agent, a reactive Agent responds 
quickly; mainly because it does not contain a logical reasoning 
module and does not adopt a complex reasoning system.[8] 
Experimental results indicate that the processing speed of a reactive 
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Agent is faster than that of a thinking Agent when processing a 
limited number of tasks in the real world. However, there are some 
problems for a reactive Agent when it handles tasks requiring 
knowledge of the environment. This knowledge must be obtained 
from memory or by inference, not by perception of sensors. In 
addition, a reactive Agent has relatively poor reasoning ability, it is 
not able to learn, and each behavior of a reactive Agent must be 
encoded separately, which also leads to poor system scalability.

2.2.3 Hybrid Agent

A thinking Agent has high intelligence, but it is unable to respond 
quickly to changes in the environment, and its efficiency is rela-
tively low. A reactive Agent is able to respond quickly and in a 
timely fashion to changes in external information and the envi-
ronment, but it has low degree of intelligence, and it lacks flexibil-
ity. A reactive Agent has two major weaknesses: (1) its decision is 
made on the basis of local information rather than considering 
the whole and the remainder of the information; it cannot predict 
the effect of its decision on the overall behavior: that is to say, it 
lacks foresight, which may lead to instability of system behavior; 
(2) the relationship between individual behavior, the environment 
and the overall behavior of the system cannot be understood, 
which makes it very difficult to design an Agent to complete the 
assigned tasks; designers must go through many experiments and 
error‐modification processes to design a better Agent.

Neither a pure thinking Agent nor a pure reactive Agent is 
appropriate for most of the practical problems; it is better to 
combine the advantages of both structures to form a hybrid 
Agent structure. The multi‐layer structure is commonly 
adopted, in view of different requirements of time in response to 
questions; the structure of the different layers is set to be a reac-
tive agent or a thinking Agent accordingly.

In general, the structure of a hybrid Agent is designed as a 
hierarchical structure that consists of at least two portions: the 
upper layer is a cognitive layer containing a knowledge base, 
which plans and conducts objective decision by using the tradi-
tional logic reasoning approach; the lower layer is a reaction 
layer that can respond quickly to and deal with emergencies in 
the environment, which doesn’t adopt any symbol representation 
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and reasoning system. In addition, the reaction layer is generally 
given a higher priority. There are two important issues with 
respect to the hierarchical structure. One issue is what kind of 
framework should be adopted in each layer. The other issue is 
how the layers should interact with each other.

A typical example of a hybrid Agent is the Procedural 
Reasoning System (PRS), which is a BDI system to reason and 
perform tasks in a dynamic environment.

Currently, the thinking Agent is the domain in which the BDI 
structure is most popular in the research and application areas due 
to its solid theoretical foundation and easy operability. Research in 
the area of the reactive Agent is still in its infancy. The hybrid Agent 
has its own characteristics: (1) the hybrid Agent is applied in differ-
ent areas; (2) in the procedure of design, it is possible to apply one 
type of structure to another area after adjustment; (3) rather than 
using one type of structure to develop a Multi-Agent System 
(MAS), a hybrid design with integrated advantages of various types 
of structures should be adopted to solve many problems. Indeed, a 
hybrid Agent becomes a hot topic because a hybrid Agent com-
bines the advantages of two Agents and the problem itself is diverse.

2.3  The Structure of a Multi‐Agent 
System

2.3.1 The Environment of a Multi‐Agent System

In order to solve complex problems that cannot be solved by a 
single Agent, a Multi‐Agent System is developed by multiple 
Agents collaboratively to form a problem‐solving environment. 
A Multi‐Agent System is an intelligent society composed by a 
number of Agents, which can solve a distributed problem. These 
Agents analyze and reason according the messages received by 
mutual communication, and learn from experience.

When a Multi‐Agent System is in the environment, the 
environment has the following typical characteristics:

1) The environment of a Multi‐Agent System provides an infra-
structure for communication and interaction protocols among 
Agents.

2) The environment of a Multi‐Agent System is mostly open.
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3) The environment of a Multi‐Agent System consists of 
independent, distributed Agents, cooperative relationship 
among agents may exist.

2.3.2 The Structure of a Multi‐Agent System

In terms of the characteristics of its environment, a Multi‐Agent 
System designs the competition and collaborative relationship 
among Agents, and determines the organizational structure of a 
system. The organization of a Multi‐Agent System determines 
the behavior characteristics of a system, the interactive way 
among Agents, and the problem‐solving structure, which has a 
great impact on solving efficiency and system performance. The 
structure of the existing Multi‐Agent System can be classified 
into three major classes: hierarchical structure, federal structure 
and fully autonomous structure.[10]

2.3.2.1 Hierarchical Structure
Figure 2‐4 represents a MAS with a multilayer structure, and its 
managing style is top‐down. The notable feature of a hierarchy 
structure is that there is information exchange among Agents in 
the same layer, and it is a loose “master/slave” relationship among 
Agents in different layers. Although Agents in the lower layer are 
under the control of Agents in the upper layer, it has a certain 
autonomy and intelligence. The control method is presented as 
follows: Agents in the lower layer are started up by Agents in the 
upper layer. In each layer, an Agent initiates the negotiation 
 process with associated Agents in the same layer. Only when 
important events happen or Agents in the lower layer cannot 
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Figure 2-4 The hierarchical structure of a Multi‐Agent System.
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reach an agreement, which affects the realization of the overall 
objective, would the negotiation process be coordinated by 
Agents in the upper layer. The advantages of this hierarchical 
structure are as follows: its response time to disturbance is short; 
reliability and fault tolerance have been greatly improved; Agents 
in the lower layer can run independently when Agents in the 
upper layer cannot work. Examples of a hierarchical structure 
include hierarchical manufacturing systems,[11] multi‐layer 
 production planning and control systems,[12] and so on.

2.3.2.2 Federal Structure
The coordination mechanism based on a mediator are intro-
duced in the federal structure. As shown in Figure 2‐5, there are 
three mediators: each mediator gathers a group of Agents to 
become an Agent set, and each Agent in the Agent set coordi-
nates communication and behavior by a mediator. Meanwhile, 
the mediator on behalf of the entire Agent set conducts coordi-
nation of communication and behavior with other mediators in 
the system.

The federal structure of a Multi‐Agent System reduces the 
amount of communication of coordination activities among 
Agents in the Multi‐Agent System through the mediator Agent, 
which ensures the stability and extensibility of the system so as 
to obtain a large number of applications. The federal structure 
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Figure 2-5 The federal structure of a Multi‐Agent System.
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provides an open and scalable framework for the develop-
ment of a Multi‐Agent System.[13] Agents in the federal struc-
ture of a Multi‐Agent System undertake different tasks so as 
to simplify the computational complexity of the system and 
increase the controllability of the system. Therefore, in par-
ticular, it is more suitable for the development of a complex 
and dynamic intelligence system composed of a large number 
of Agents.

2.3.2.3 Fully Autonomous Structure
All Agents in a Multi‐Agent System with fully autonomous 
structure are autonomous and equal; its structure is shown in 
Figure 2‐6.

Although there are various definitions of the autonomous 
Agent, it is generally accepted that the autonomous Agent 
should have at least the following four characteristics in com-
mon: 1) The Agent cannot be controlled or managed by other 
Agents or people, and there is no central control Agent; 2) The 
Agent can communicate or interact directly with any Agent in 
the system and external systems, and control through coordina-
tion of Agents; 3) The Agent has knowledge of other Agents in 
the system and environment; 4) The Agent has its own interest 
targets and its corresponding motivation. Hence, the fully 
autonomous structure of a Multi‐Agent System possesses sev-
eral advantages over other structures. Firstly, it is able to track 
and deal with random changes and has a high system sensitivity, 
which can effectively improve the fault tolerance of the system. 
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Figure 2-6 The fully autonomous structure of a Multi‐Agent System.
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Next, its unified system structure and mutual collaboration 
improve the modularity and flexibility of the system, and reduce 
the complexity of the system, which is good for decreasing costs 
of system development. For example, a distributed intelligent 
design system is developed by using the fully autonomous struc-
ture of a Multi‐Agent System, in which intelligent design tools 
distributed in different locations are packed as an Agent to pro-
vide service for the system. The fully autonomous structure of a 
Multi‐Agent System can also be applied in an autonomous 
multi‐robot system.

When the autonomous structure of a Multi‐Agent System is 
applied in fully distributed engineering systems, there are obvious 
defects as follows:

1) It is difficult to obtain the global objective. Each Agent is 
always trying to achieve its own objective regardless of the 
overall objective. The global optimization capability of dis-
tributed systems is regarded as a difficult problem in the area 
of the distributed artificial intelligence research.

2) The instability of the system. The interaction among Agents 
gives the system unstable dynamic characteristics, and thus it 
is difficult to predict the behavior of the system, and there is 
a “deadlock” and “live lock”.

3) Large amount of communication. Agents mutually share 
information and knowledge. When the system is large‐
scale,  the number of Agents in the system increases, and 
the amount of communication will be greatly increased.

4) Sensitivity of coordination rules. This structure mostly adopts 
a rule‐based implicit coordination manner, for example, in a 
Multi‐Agent‐based manufacturing system, the market‐
rules‐based coordination is mostly applied. In such a system, 
sometimes small changes in market rules will lead to major 
changes in system behavior.

Therefore, the fully autonomous structure of a Multi‐Agent 
System is suitable for small‐scale systems. When the system size 
becomes larger, with the increase in the number of Agents, the 
communication amount of the system will increase, and the 
 system structure will be very complicated. Although the local 
autonomy of this structure is very good, it is not easy to achieve 
global optimization objectives.
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2.4  Modeling Methods of a Multi‐Agent 
System

Each Agent in a Multi‐Agent System is physically or logically 
dispersed, and its behavior is autonomous. They are linked 
 following a specific type of structure so as to complete a common 
task or achieve certain goals, and effects are revealed by organi-
zational behavior. In order to describe various organizational 
behaviors of Agents in a Multi‐Agent System, a MAS modeling 
method is developed in this section to describe Agents. The 
Unified Modeling Language (UML) is a common visual mode-
ling language on the basis of object‐oriented ideology with the 
goal to build object‐oriented systems clearly and intuitively. 
The ULM modeling approach provides nine model diagrams: 
use case diagram, class diagram, object diagram, sequence dia-
gram, collaboration diagram, state diagram, activity diagram, 
which provides support to describe the system behavior and 
interaction relationship from different perspectives, therefore, 
the MAS modeling method based on UML is presented in this 
section. Considering that the use case diagram is applicable to 
describe the object function from the user’s perspective, a use 
case diagram is used to build the behavior model of an Agent in this 
book. Meanwhile, since the sequence diagram is able to describe 
the sequence relationships of the interaction among objects, a 
sequence diagram is used to construct sequence relationships of 
the interaction among Agents in the MAS in this book.

2.4.1 The Behavior Model of a Multi‐Agent System

A use case diagram is adopted to develop the behavior model of 
single Agent in a MAS, and to describe the system functions and 
the corresponding operator, which is simple and easy to under-
stand and communicate.

The accounts receivable and payment of manufacturers in the 
production management process is presented as shown in 
Figure  2‐7. The accounts receivable process of manufacturers 
involves a vendor Agent, a manufacturer Agent, a bank assistant 
Agent, and an account Agent, and so on. Among them, the ven-
dor Agent is responsible to issue bills for the bank assistant 
Agent; the manufacturer Agent instructs the bank assistant 
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Agent to pay through the payment initialization module; the 
bank assistant Agent selects the required account in accordance 
with the objective to minimize the cost of transfer; the account 
Agent pays the bill. The use case diagram describes each func-
tion of the system and its corresponding operating Agent during 
the procedure of accounts receivable and payment of procure-
ment in production management process.

2.4.2 The Running Model of a Multi‐Agent System

The sequence diagram is adopted to present the running model 
among Agents in a MAS, which emphasizes the sequence of 
information sent among Agents, and also presents the interac-
tion among Agents. The sequence diagram has two dimensions: 
the vertical dimension describes the occurrence of information/
call chronologically; while the horizontal dimension represents 
the Agent object that the information is sent to.

The accounts receivable and payment of manufacturers in the 
production management process is illustrated in Figure 2‐8. In 
the accounts receivable process, firstly, the manufacturer Agent 
orders products through the order module from the vendor 
Agent. Secondly, the vendor issues bills to the bank assistant 
Agent. Thirdly, the manufacturer Agent instructs the bank 
assistant Agent to pay through the payment initialization 
module. Fourthly, the bank assistant Agent selects the required 
account in accordance with the objective of minimizing the cost 
of transfer. Finally, the account Agent pays the bill.
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Figure 2-7 The use case diagram of accounts receivable and payment in 
the procurement procedure in the production management process.
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In contrast to the use case diagram, the sequence diagram is 
used to express the function execution sequence of different 
Agents in the system during the receivable and payment of pro-
curement procedure in the production management process 
from the perspective of function execution.

As the previous presentation shows, it is clear that the main 
purpose of a use case diagram is to understand the function and 
its corresponding role of a MAS in a visual way. Nevertheless, a 
sequence diagram focuses on the interaction process of each 
Agent in a Multi‐Agent System. The UML‐based MAS‐inte-
grated modeling method fully takes advantage of the model 
 diagram in the UML, which visually represents various behav-
iors of a MAS by using the extended UML graphical symbols. 
Moreover, auxiliary maps are converted to express an Agent’s 
characteristics, such as autonomy, reaction, and so on, and the 
consistency of any model at each stage during the development 
of a MAS. It has the following significant features:

1) To present the characteristics of an Agent comprehensively: 
the use case diagram shows its autonomous behavior, and the 
sequence diagram indicates the interaction between them, 
and so on.
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Figure 2-8 The sequence diagram of accounts receivable and payment of 
procurement procedure in the production management process.
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2) A systematic modeling method: this method contains a visual 
model diagram, the model diagrams at various stages are 
compliant with the strict diagram conversion mode, and the 
method supports the whole process from requirements analysis 
to the model realization.

3) Modular and reusable: there are modular component design 
features from the requirements analysis phase to the design 
phase, and these reusable modules are easy to reconstruct.

4) Strong practicability: the use case diagram is adopted to form 
a document by using visual models, which helps the design 
developers to understand the system requirements and func-
tionality, and also helps them to communicate with custom-
ers. Meanwhile, many UML‐based modeling tools support 
the extension of UML, and support generating a source code 
framework from the model directly, which makes it easy to 
implement the model.

2.5  The Communication and Interaction 
Model of a Multi‐Agent System

The behavior of communication and interaction among Agents 
in a MAS is an important manifestation of the sociality of an 
Agent, it is a way for an Agent to interact with the external envi-
ronment, and it is also an important feature to distinguish a 
MAS from traditional AI systems. The process of communica-
tion and interaction is a relatively broad concept, which refers to 
interactive behavior among Agents in any form and any depth.

The mechanism of communication and interaction among 
Agents represents the intrinsic factor of the interactive behavior 
among Agents. It is not only the basis of collaboration among 
Agents, but also a premise to reflect the organizational relation-
ship among Agents in a MAS.[14] Three problems are solved by 
this mechanism: Why interact? Interact with whom? How to 
interact? The MAS runs in an environment in which each Agent 
can efficiently run, and all Agents can interact with each other: 
the environment provides the infrastructure for such interaction. 
The basic framework must be hierarchical according to the 
inherent hierarchy feature of an Agent shown in the information‐
transfer process and the hierarchical structure of a computer 
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network protocol. The entire communication and interaction 
behavior is divided into three levels: the transport layer, the 
communication layer, and the interaction layer. The communication 
and interaction behavior in the lower layer serves the behavior 
in the upper layer, and the communication and interaction 
behavior in the upper layer is implemented on the basis of the 
behavior in the lower layer in order to generate a hierarchical 
service relationship.[15]

Figure 2‐9 illustrates the structure of the communication and 
interaction behavior between two Agents. The transport layer at 
the bottom (i.e., the computer network protocol layer) is a layer 
for the final application, which is responsible for expressing the 
message in the intermediate layer (i.e., the communication 
 protocol layer) by using a specific computer network protocol in 
order to ensure that various interaction behaviors among Agents 
are realized. The network protocol is TCP/IP or HTTP, which is 
determined by the application of an Agent. Since the focus of 
this book is not on its theory and implementation, it is assumed 
that the interaction in this layer is achieved in the following 
discussion.

The layer in the middle is the communication layer (i.e., the 
communication protocol layer), which is mainly used to ensure 
that Agents CAN exchange messages with each other and 
understand the information. The messages mostly have clear 
intentions such as instructions, promises, proposals, rejections, 
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Figure 2-9 The hierarchical model of the communication and interaction 
process among Agents.
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and so on, which reflects the initiative of an Agent as a conscious 
system. In the current study, the communication protocol layer 
is generally developed on the basis of a speech act theory.

The upper layer is the interaction layer (i.e., the interaction 
protocol layer). Its role is to make sure that Agents can exchange 
messages containing a certain structure with each other. If the 
aim of the communication protocol layer is to make the interac-
tive sides understand every word of each other, then the purpose 
of the interaction protocol layer is to make the interactive sides 
collaborate by using a series of dialogues under the guidance of 
strategies from the upper layer. The interaction protocol layer is 
one important issue with respect to the interaction mechanism 
of Agents. There are many successful interaction protocols such 
as blackboard structure, contract net protocol, voting protocols, 
and auction protocols, and so on.[16]

Communication languages and interaction protocols in the 
communication layer and the interaction layer of the MAS com-
munication and interaction hierarchical model will be presented 
in the following section.

2.6  The Communication Protocol 
for a Multi‐Agent System

The communication protocol of a MAS is a convention of com-
munication between two sides, the current MAS communica-
tion protocol is mainly based on the principle of speech act 
theory, which provides the basic idea of MAS communication, 
and ensures mutual understanding and message exchanges 
between Agents. In terms of the speech act theory, communica-
tion is treated as an action, which is based on the assumption 
that verbal action performed by an Agent is to promote its inten-
tion as to other actions. According to the research achievements 
of the speech act theory, the communication protocol between 
Agents is expressed by the communication language and the 
communication ontology. The communication language between 
Agents should be able to present the content and intent of a mes-
sage with a concise syntax and clear semantics, and the back-
ground knowledge of the message should also be mastered by all 
communication parties so as to ensure high efficiency and clarity 
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of delivery messages. The communication ontology is adopted to 
represent the basic terminology used in this field. There are 
numerous communication languages for an Agent that have 
been developed to date, for example, KIF (Knowledge Interchange 
Format), KQML (Knowledge Query Manipulation Language) 
developed by DARPA (the Defense Advanced Research Projects 
Agency), and FIPA‐ACL (FIPA: Foundation for Intelligent 
Physical Agent, ACL: Agent Communication Language).

2.6.1 Communication Languages for an Agent

2.6.1.1 KIF
The KIF language was originally developed as a common lan-
guage to express the features in a specific area. Instead of defin-
ing the message itself, it is a language to represent the content of 
a message. KIF is strictly based on first‐order logic. For example, 
an Agent can be expressed by using KIF as follows:

1) Properties of things in a field (e.g., equipment manufacturing 
enterprises belong to the discrete manufacturing indus-
try – equipment manufacturers have attributes of the  discrete 
manufacturing industry).

2) The relationship between things in one area (e.g., when 
assembling computer accessories and a chassis shell to form 
a computer, there is an assembly relationship between com-
puter accessories and chassis shell).

3) General properties of a field (e.g., every production process 
takes time).

In order to express these things by using KIF., assuming that a 
basic fixed logical structure consists of common first‐order 
logic connectors, binary Boole variable connectors and, or, not, 
and so on, the universal quantifier forall and existential quanti-
fiers exists. Furthermore, KIF develops a basic object vocabu-
lary, in particular, numbers, characters, strings, and also 
develops a number of standard functions, and the relationship 
between objects such as the less‐than relationship between 
numbers, the addition function, and so on. Symbols similar to 
LISP language are also developed to represent objects. The 
objects, functions, and a new relationship between these objects 
can be defined by using this basic structure.
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2.6.1.2 KQML
KQML[17, 18] is a relatively successful Communication Language 
for an Agent, and its ideology is developed on the basis of a 
speech act theory. KQML was initially proposed in the knowl-
edge‐sharing plan supported by U.S. Defense Advanced 
Research Projects Agency, which defines the smallest unit in 
the process of information interaction‐message structure, 
syntax and semantics, and so on, and its characteristic is that 
all message content is contained in the communication 
information.

KQML is an Agent communication language based on mes-
sages; KQML has defined a public format for information. 
A messages in KQML is an object: each message has a predicate 
(i.e., class of messages), and multiple parameters (i.e., attributes 
and attribute values, which are instantiated variables). In the 
1990s, several different versions of KQML appeared, and each 
version has different collection of predicates. Finin[18] et al. sum-
marized predicates in each version to generate a new version 
which contains 41 predicates.

Here is an example of a KQML message:

(ask‐one
:content (PRICE IBM server? price)
:receiver server price
:language LPROLOG
:Ontology NYSE‐TICKS

)

The intuitive explanation of this message is that the sender is 
asking the price of IBM servers. The predicate is ask‐one, that is 
to say, one Agent asks another Agent, and an answer should be 
given. Other parts of this message represent its properties. The 
“content” domain is the most important attribute, which defines 
the content of the message. In this case, the content is only to 
inquire the price of IBM servers. The “: Receiver” attribute 
 represents expected recipients of messages; the “: language” 
attribute specifies that the expression content is a language called 
LPROLOG (assuming the recipient “understand” LPROLOG);  
“: Ontology ” (Ontology) attribute defines a term used in the 
message.
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2.6.1.3 FIPA ACL
In 1995, FIPA began to be engaged in defining the system standard 
for an Agent. The core of the first step is to develop ACL.[19] 
FIPA ACL is similar to KQML, and it defines an “outer” language 
for messages. It has 20 kinds of predicates (e.g., inform) to define 
the expected interpretation for messages. It does not specify any 
particular language for the message content. In addition, the 
specific syntax of FIPA ACL messages is very similar to that of 
KQML. Here is an example of FIPA ACL messages:

(inform
:sender agent1
:receiver agent2
:content(price good2 150)
:language sl
:ontology hpl—auction

)

In this example, it is obvious that FIPA communication language 
is similar to KQML: the structure of a message is the same, and the 
attribute domain of a message is also very similar. Relationship 
between FIPA ACL and KQML were discussed in FIPA.[19]

2.6.2 The Communication Ontology for an Agent

Ontology is a formal definition of knowledge. The general ontology 
to construct an Agent includes a structure, a basic classification, a 
relationship between subsets, and a definition of the relationship 
between related things. If two Agents communicate on issues of a 
field, then they must agree on the terms to express this area. For 
example, an Agent is buying goods (e.g., nut or bolt) from another 
Agent, and the purchaser must be able to tell the seller the features 
of the items needed (e.g., size). Therefore, Agents must be able to 
agree on the meaning of “size”, “inch”, or “cm”, and other terms.

FIPA defines the standard ontology for an Agent communica-
tion, which is required by an Agent communication, it consists 
of object description ontology, function description ontology, 
and exception description ontology.[19]

1) Object description ontology consists of objects involved in 
the dialogue of the implementation of an Agent management 
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process, which includes Agent identifier description, service 
description, search constraint description, property descrip-
tion, and so on.

2) Function description ontology consists of operations involved 
in the implementation of an Agent management process, 
which includes Agent registration, Agent cancellation, Agent 
modification, and so on.

3) Exception description ontology consists of exceptions that 
occur in the implementation of an Agent management pro-
cess, which mainly includes incomprehension exception, 
refuse exception, and failure exception.

2.7  The Interaction Protocol for a  
Multi‐Agent System

The MAS communication protocol ensures that the communi-
cation parties can exchange and understand messages; a series 
of organized and structured message is exchanged to express the 
intent of an Agent in a MAS. This organized and structured 
message exchange process, driven by certain intent, is regarded 
as a dialogue process. The interaction protocol is the abstract 
and regulation of a relatively stable dialogue process.

The interaction protocol for a MAS directly reflects the pur-
poses and rules of interaction between Agents, which is closely 
related to the internal information‐processing mechanism of an 
Agent. Therefore, the focus of a MAS is on the interaction 
protocol.

2.7.1 Classification of Interaction Protocols

Interaction protocols can be classified according to various cri-
teria. In general, there are two classification methods: those 
based on the interaction purpose and those based on the action 
time of the interaction protocol.

The method based on the interaction purpose is to consider 
the tightness of the relationship between Agents. This can be 
subclassified into methods based on collaboration and those 
based on negotiation, which are referred to as “collaboration 
protocol” and “negotiation protocol”. “Collaboration protocol” 
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emphasizes that interaction parties have consistent, or tempo-
rarily consistent interests, and the purpose of collaboration is to 
help them cooperate with each other in order to achieve a com-
mon goal: for example, the contract net and the blackboard 
structure are commonly used to solve collaborative problems. 
Unlike the “collaboration protocol”, the “negotiation protocol” is 
a competitive or self‐serving interaction protocol. The aim of an 
Agent using this interaction protocol is to maximize its own 
interests, for instance, voting mechanism, auction mechanism, 
negotiation mechanism, debate mechanism, and so on.

In terms of the action time, interaction protocols can be fur-
ther classified into three classes: the long‐term protocol, the 
mid‐term protocol, and the short‐term protocol. The long‐term 
protocol provides interaction rules for an Agent in a very long 
time, for example, in the MAS organization, the long‐time com-
mitment of an Agent limits the interaction pattern and content 
of an Agent so as to generate a long‐term interaction protocol 
between roles. When an Agent plays its corresponding role, its 
interactive activities must be carried out in accordance with the 
requirements of the “role”, and its corresponding commitments 
of the “role” should be fulfilled. On the other hand, the short‐
term protocol gives interaction rules for each Agent in a specific 
task, and may even be one‐time, for instance, a contract net pro-
tocol, in which an Agent obeys the protocol regulations only on 
a specific task; the protocol is terminated when the task is com-
pleted. The action time of the mid‐term protocol is between the 
former two protocols. In general, it is an interaction protocol 
based on planning, for example, local wide‐area planning; it 
emphasizes that the activity planning process between Agents 
in the future should be negotiated interactively to generate a 
wide‐area planning process involving each party (or contracts, 
protocols), and the local planning process should be modified in 
accordance with the wide‐area planning process so as to guide 
their future behaviors in a certain period.[21, 22]

In fact, there is no strict definition in the classification of 
interaction protocols. Some comprehensive interaction proto-
cols may be adopted by an Agent or a designer for a specific 
reason. Its purpose is to ensure the organization of the dialogue 
process so as to reflect the intent of the interactive parties and 
achieve a certain objective.
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2.7.2 Description of Interaction Protocols

In terms of the purpose and process of interaction protocols, an 
overall description of various types of interaction protocols are 
given in this section.

Let A denote the set of all Agents; S denotes all the possible 
states of an Agent; B denotes all the possible interactive behaviors 
of an Agent. If the power set of a set Q is ℘(Q), then a communica-
tion protocol InP can be defined as a six‐tuple.

 
InP Ag St Ob R Bh Act, ; , , ,

 

Where Ag A( ) denotes objects involved in the interaction 
protocol. It consists of Agents related to interest: for example, 
the auctioneer and bidder in a contract net protocol, the parties 
of interest conflicts and the arbitrator in the negotiation protocol, 
and so on.

Sg ( )S , denotes each interactive state during the interac-
tion process of an Agent. A state is always related to a specific 
interaction between Agents. For example, in the contract net 
protocol, it is a state after the auctioneer issues the bidding 
information for potential bidders and another state after receiving 
responsive bidding information, and the target state is reached 
when solving the problem.

Ob S Ob St( ), and , denotes the target state that the interac-
tion protocol is to reach. Target state reflects the rational pursuit of 
an Agent, for instance, some evaluation indexes. In addition, the 
target can be clearly pregiven, and it can also be determined in the 
interactive process.

R St St , denotes the direct relationship between interac-
tive states. The process from the initial state to the target state is 
clarified by defining the state relationship and combining behav-
iors of Agents.

Bh ( )B , denotes the interactive behavior allowed in the 
interactive process of an Agent. It is subclassified as passive 
behavior and active behavior. Passive behavior describes the 
ability of an Agent to receive actions implemented by other 
Agents, namely capability of sensing‐related events, for exam-
ple, in the contract net protocol, the capability of the auctioneer 
and the bidder to mutually receive bidding information. In the 
negotiation protocol, the ability of a party to receive proposal, 
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approve and oppose. Proactive behavior describes the ability of 
an Agent to implement behavior initiatively, for example, in the 
contract net protocol, the ability of the auctioneer to call for bid-
ding, and the ability of the bidder to bid. In the negotiation pro-
tocol, the ability of a party to propose, anti‐propose, approve 
and oppose.

Act R St Bh: , denotes the relationship between changeo-
ver of interaction states and the specific interactive behavior 
under the influence of state relationship. On the one hand, 
changeover of the interaction state of an Agent is always related 
to a certain behavior of an Agent. For example, in the contract 
net protocol, the status of the bidder is changing because it 
receives a bidding notice, issues bidding information, or com-
pletes a contract. On the other hand, any effective behavior 
implemented by an Agent should be associated with its corre-
sponding interaction state based on the state relationship. For 
example, in the contract net protocol, under the state that the 
auctioneer receives the responsive bidding information issued 
by the potential bidders, the effective behavior of the auctioneer 
at this time is to evaluate and select the object, and send mes-
sages to confirm the bidder, and so on.

A general description of communication protocols is given 
above. In the practical application, there are two important 
issues to ensure the effective implementation of the protocol. 
One issue is the applicable environment of an interaction proto-
col. For example, the contract net protocol assumes that the 
interaction parties are cooperative rather than hostile and the 
network resource is sufficient; the negotiation interactive protocol 
based on game theory assumes that the interaction parties are 
perfectly rational. The other issue is to give additional rules and 
conventions according to the specific circumstances of the 
application environment. For example, in the interaction protocol 
of the contract net, the auctioneer sets reaction time restrictions 
when bidding in order to promptly obtain the bidding message, 
and so on.

In addition, in order to prevent interaction protocols from 
deadlocks and live locks in the real environment, the analysis 
and design process of an interaction protocol should also be 
verified, and its verification process can be found in the 
literature.[27]
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2.7.3 The Collaboration‐Based Interaction Protocol

The collaboration‐based interaction protocol is referred to as a 
“cooperative protocol”, which emphasizes that the interaction 
parties have consistent or temporary consistent interests and 
cooperate with each other in order to achieve a common goal.

The main function of the collaboration protocol is to improve 
the performance of the system. When Agents collaborate with 
each other, Agents with different intentions arrange goals and 
resources reasonably by coordinating their actions in order to 
achieve individual and group objectives. If there is collabora-
tion, multiple Agents try their best to complete a common 
objective. More Agents can collaborate together to complete the 
task so as to increase productivity. Therefore, the productivity of 
a group generated by collaboration is generally higher than that 
of a group without collaboration.

The collaboration protocol usually has the following 
characteristics:

Concentration: The collaboration protocol is determined by a 
core decision‐maker, and it is a master‐slave relationship 
between the core decision‐maker and multiple participants.

Efficiency: In the implementation procedure of a collaboration 
protocol, all the participants work for the common objective, 
which ensures high execution efficiency.

Stability: No Agent has a motive to deviate from the agreed 
protocol.

Effectiveness: In achieving agreement among Agents, no 
resources are wasted.

Concordance: No dictatorship or prejudice on an Agent due to 
inappropriate reasons.

Common collaboration protocols include contract net, blackboard 
system, and so on.

1) The contract net protocol
When the contract net interaction protocol works, the task is 
divided into a series of subtasks. The manager provides the 
contract of a subtask by using a message structure defined by 
the contract net protocol. The bidding notice is open to all 
Agents. The manager gets access to the specific knowledge 
and solving methods to select the most appropriate Agent 
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and allocates the contract‐related subtask to it, and the man-
ager accepts the contract in a specific format. When the task 
is solved, the solved task will be sent to the manager. If the 
scheduled task is over the capacity and resources of a junc-
tion point, it can be further divided into subtasks, and the 
subcontracts can be assigned to other nodes.

2) The blackboard system interaction protocol.[29]

When the blackboard system interaction protocol works, 
distributed problems are solved with the support of an 
appropriate structure. When the blackboard system is used 
by a MAS to write, the blackboard is regarded as a public 
work area, on which an Agent can publish and obtain 
information, data and knowledge. When the Agent makes 
the corresponding decision and changes some parts, its 
corresponding information items can be written on the 
blackboard. The collaborative work items are allocated to 
other Agents, other Agents can obtain information through 
the blackboard and perform its corresponding work items. 
After all the works are completed, Agents will feedback 
results on the blackboard.

2.7.4 The Negotiation‐Based Interaction Protocol

The interaction protocol based on negotiation is referred to as 
the “negotiation protocol”, which is a competitive or self‐serving 
interaction protocol, and the purpose of an Agent using this 
protocol is to maximize its own interests. When the target of 
each Agent in a MAS is inconsistent, the means adopted by 
them is to negotiate. Two or more Agents reach a joint decision 
in the negotiation process, and each Agent tries its best to 
achieve a specific objective. Agents exchange their positions 
with each other – there are some conflicts – then they achieve 
unity through concessions or other alternative methods.

The negotiation protocol is the key step for a MAS to realize 
collaboration, conflict resolution, and conflict handling. Due to 
the autonomy of an Agent, there is always a conflict between the 
Agents; the conflict comes from occupying limited resources. 
For example, two Agents are required to use a resource that can-
not be shared. Since resources are limited in most cases, it is 
necessary to adopt the conflict resolution technique to deal with 
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these conflicts. Neither complete conflict situations nor complete 
cooperation situations exist; in most cases both conflict and 
 collaboration co‐exist. Moreover, a complex system is generally 
developed on the basis of a mix of collaborative environment 
and conflict environment. Therefore, it is necessary to improve 
the performance of a system by the negotiation process, and to 
select the resource of its corresponding Agent in the conflict 
environment by the negotiation protocol.

Apart from stability, effectiveness and concordance, the 
 following characteristics should be taken into consideration in 
an ideal negotiation protocol:

Simplicity: the negotiation protocol will reduce the require-
ments of an enterprise on computation and frequency width.

Distribution: a central decision maker is not required in a nego-
tiation protocol.

Common negotiation protocols include the voting interaction 
protocol, the auction interaction protocol, the debate interac-
tion protocols, and so on.

1) Voting interaction protocol. By specifying the “ballot” format 
in detail and the computing method to calculate the voting 
results, the voting interaction protocol mechanism supports 
the negotiation process among Agents on a particular issue 
in order to optimize the ultimate goal. In the study of human 
communication, Grosz et al.[29] proposed a formal model to 
support the voting interaction protocol.

2) Auction interaction protocol. It is an application of one trad-
ing mechanism in business, also known as a bidding auction, 
in which the sellers sell the goods to people who meet the 
requirements of a bid. Wellman et al.[30] used the market‐ori-
ented auction method to design the negotiation process 
between Agents and proposed the “market‐oriented auction” 
negotiated interaction protocol based on the general equilib-
rium theory.

3) Debate interaction protocol. When an Agent faces a proposal 
or debate sent from an opponent, it should determine 
whether to accept or reject the proposal and debate by ana-
lyzing the conflict, and generate a corresponding debate or 
proposal on this basis. Sycara[31] studied the interaction of 
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non‐cooperative multiple Agents with the background of 
labor negotiation, and proposed a “persuasive debate” model 
based on the solid reasoning and the multi‐attribute utility 
optimization theory.

2.8  Conclusion

An Agent is an abstract entity that has independent functional 
characteristics of autonomy, self‐adaptability, self‐learning and 
mobility, and so on. It can act on its own and the surrounding 
environment, and can respond to the surrounding environment. 
Meanwhile, an Agent has knowledge and objectives, can com-
municate and interact with other Agents, and also has the ability 
to solve problems. This chapter starts from the micro level, vari-
ous different extensions of Agent structures (such as thinking 
Agent, reaction Agent and hybrid Agent) are introduced in 
detail by analyzing the basic structure of an Agent. Moreover, 
the environmental characteristics of a MAS is comprehensively 
analyzed from the macro level, and MAS structures, modeling 
methods, and communication and communication protocols 
are discussed in detail, which provides a foundation for develop-
ing a MAS system, collaborating among Agents, and solving the 
planning and control problems in a manufacturing production 
system in the following chapters.
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3

3.1  Introduction

Nowadays, the structure of a manufacturing system trends to 
be a distributed structure, and its internal correlation and 
uncertain factors increase, which makes the manufacturing 
system become more and more complex. Traditional produc-
tion planning and control systems can no longer satisfy the 
requirements. A Multi‐Agent System (MAS) is a method that 
accomplishes tasks by communication and collaboration 
amongst Agents. It not only has features of a distributed system 
such as resource sharing, good extensibility, reliability, and 
real‐time responsibility, but it also can solve large‐scale and 
complex problems by collaboration amongst Agents, which 
give the system strong robustness, reliability and self‐organization 
ability. Therefore, the framework of a Multi‐Agent‐based 
 production planning and control system is developed in this 
chapter by analyzing requirements of the current manufactur-
ing system. An intelligent production planning and control system 
is generated by cooperation amongst multiple Agents so as to 
implement distributed and flexible production and to respond 
rapidly to customers’ demands.

Multi‐Agent‐Based Production Planning 
and Control
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3.2  Manufacturing Systems

3.2.1 Concept

3.2.1.1 Manufacture
Manufacture is a process that transforms raw material to 
expected products.[1]

Moreover, manufacture can be defined in a narrow way or a 
broad one.[2] Special manufacture refers to traditional mechani-
cal manufacture, which mainly emphasizes processing and 
assembly. The generalized definition given by International 
Production Engineering Research Association is this: Manufacture 
refers to all the related activities in a product life time, such as 
product design, material selection, production planning, produc-
tion process, quality assurance, operation management, market 
sales and service.[3]

3.2.1.2 System
The definition of a system given by Cihai is “a self‐contained 
organization that integrates a set of same or similar items by 
certain order or internal relationship”.[4]

The eminent scientist Hsue‐shen Tsien defines a system as “an 
organization that is composed of several parts that interact with 
and depend on each other with specific function”.[5]

The definition in Webster’s dictionary is “an integrated whole 
formed by a set of interactive or mutually related factors in a 
certain way”.[6]

In the Japanese Industrial Standards, a system is an aggrega-
tion of several organization factors that move to a common des-
tination in a certain order.[7]

Hence, a system is an organization which includes several 
parts that interact and correlate with each other. A system 
emphasizes correlation and collaboration of components, which 
provides the possibility to thoroughly analyze and consolidate 
all the different parts.

3.2.1.3 Manufacturing Systems
The International Production Engineering Research Association 
issued the definition of a manufacturing system in 1990:[8] a 
manufacturing system is an integration of production in the 
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manufacturing industry. In the electrical mechanical industry, a 
manufacturing system has the functions of design, production, 
delivery and sales.

Professor Chryssolouris[9] at MIT proposed that a manufac-
turing system was a combination of human, machine, material 
flow, and information flow.

In this book, the definition of a manufacturing system is given 
in a narrow way: a manufacturing system includes all the pro-
cesses from raw material to production, and is a combination of 
human, machine, material, energy, auxiliary equipment, mate-
rial flow and information flow. Manufacturing systems have 
become a hot research topic. In particular, in the past 30 years, 
various advanced manufacturing systems have been proposed, 
for instance, the agile intelligent manufacturing system,[10] the 
all‐round manufacturing system,[10, 11] the biological manufac-
turing system,[12, 13] the random manufacturing system[14] and 
the re‐entrant manufacturing system.[15]

3.2.2 Classification

Manufacturing systems can be classified in many ways, which 
generate various kinds of manufacturing systems. According to 
the manufacturing process, manufacturing systems can be 
classified into three categories: discrete manufacturing systems, 
continuous manufacturing systems, and hybrid manufacturing 
systems.

1) A discrete manufacturing system is a manufacturing system 
in which products are produced by physical format change of 
raw materials or assembly. The manufacturing process of this 
system is a complex combination of production processes of 
different components in parallel or series. A product contains 
multiple components, which have a relatively fixed product 
structure and a fitting relationship. A discrete manufacturing 
system is applied over a wide area of applications, which 
include electronic component manufacturing, automotive, 
furniture, hardware, medical equipment, and so on.

2) A continuous manufacturing system is a manufacturing sys-
tem in which products are produced by chemical reaction of 
raw materials. In the system, materials continuously go 
through the same path, and valuable products are produced 
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by processes such as mixing, separation, molding and chemical 
reaction. Products produced in this system always have a 
V‐shape product structure, which includes co‐products, 
by‐products, and large amounts of recycled products and 
waste. All the materials and costs have their own special pro-
cessing processes. A continuous manufacturing system is 
applied mainly in the field of petroleum and metallurgy.

3) A hybrid manufacturing system is a manufacturing system in 
which products are produced by physical and chemical reactions 
of raw materials. This system consists of features of a con-
tinuous manufacturing system and a discrete manufacturing 
system. In general, the production process of a product in the 
system should go through continuous manufacturing processes 
as well as discrete manufacturing processes. In particular, it 
is possible that the production process may not belong to 
either of them, just a semi‐discrete or semi‐continuous pro-
cess. A hybrid manufacturing system is applied in the field of 
cosmetics, liquor, food, drinks.

This book mainly focuses on discrete manufacturing systems, 
which can be classified into two categories according to the 
resource location.

1) Centralized manufacturing systems. A manufacturing sys-
tem, in which resources have a centralized location, and all 
the production processes are performed in one plant.

2) Distributed manufacturing systems. A manufacturing system, 
in which resources have a geographical distributed location, 
and production processes are accomplished in multiple 
plants located in different countries or areas. Production 
processes include multiple processing phases that are com-
posed of a series of intermediate stages. Every processing 
phase contains one plant or several plants. If a task can be 
accomplished by more than one plant, it is necessary to 
assign the task among multiple plants by using a certain allo-
cation strategy. If there is a supply‐and‐demand relationship 
between two plants, then it is necessary to match time and 
quantities of components between them according to the 
product structure. The structure of a manufacturing system 
tends to be a distributed structure. As the internal correla-
tion and uncertainties in a manufacturing system increase, 
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the production planning and control process in a distributed 
manufacturing system becomes more and more complex.

Discrete manufacturing systems can further be classified into 
three classes according to the material handling operation mode, 
that is Job Shop manufacturing systems, Flow Shop manufactur-
ing systems, and Re‐entrant manufacturing systems.

3.2.2.1 Job Shop Manufacturing Systems
In a large product variation and small batch manufacturing 
company, major components are manufactured by using a Job 
Shop manufacturing system. The system consists of a number of 
machines, and implements material movements between 
machines by using material‐handling equipment or manpower. 
Figure 3‐1 shows the material handling process of a Job Shop 
manufacturing system. Its characteristics are presented as 
follows.

1) Versatile machine. In a Job Shop manufacturing system, a 
machine may either have a single function or multiple func-
tions. It is a flexible machine.

2) Flexible material handling path. In a Job Shop manufactur-
ing system, material moves between various machines; dif-
ferent processes of a product may be produced by different 
machines; each machine can be automatically adjusted to 
effectively produce different products within a certain range; 
and the production sequence of components can be changed 
timely to meet market demands.

Machine21 StorageMachine22 Machine23

Machine11 Machine12 Machine13 Machine

Machine

MachineMachine31 Machine32 Machine33

Raw material
station

Figure 3-1 The material handling process of a Job Shop manufacturing 
system.
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3) Suitable for large product variation and small batch production 
process. While improving the flexibility of a manufacturing 
process and efficiency of production simultaneously, a Job 
Shop manufacturing system can guarantee product quality, 
meet customers’ demand for various functions and quickly 
updating. Therefore, it is very suitable for large product 
variation and small batch production process.

3.2.2.2 Flow Shop Manufacturing Systems
In a Flow Shop manufacturing system, material‐handling equip-
ment and machines are fixed. Figure  3‐2 shows the material 
handling process of a Flow Shop manufacturing system.

1) Single‐function machine. In a Flow Shop manufacturing sys-
tem, machines are vertically integrated with a single func-
tion; and division of labor is very small. Such a manufacturing 
system has a lot of advantages such as high efficiency, high 
machine utilization, and low production costs. However, its 
disadvantages are low responsibility to market and customer 
demands, high one‐time investment, and inflexible machines.

2) Consistent material handling path. In a Flow Shop manufac-
turing system, the production processes of different products 
are all the same and seldom changed. Therefore, the material 
handling path in such a system is consistent.

3) Suitable for mass production process. A Flow Shop manufac-
turing system is suited to manufacture similar products. If a 

Machine21
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Figure 3-2 The material handling process of a Flow Shop manufacturing 
system.
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product type is changed, it will become a costly and time‐
consuming job. This system is mainly applied in mass pro-
duction process such as automobile manufacturing.

3.2.2.3 Re‐Entrant Manufacturing Systems
When Kumar studied semiconductor manufacturing systems in 
1993, he proposed a manufacturing concept called Re‐entrant 
Manufacturing Systems (RMSs), in which the production process 
of wafers presents a regular re‐entrant characteristic. It is com-
pletely different from that of traditional Job Shop and Flow Shop 
manufacturing systems. The system is developed on the basis of 
batch‐processing machines, and single‐processing machines, 
materials are moved by using an Automated Guided Vehicle 
(AGV). Figure 3‐3 shows the material handling process of a RMS.

1) Various machines. In a RMS, batch‐processing machines and 
single‐processing machines coexist.

2) Re‐entrant material handling path. There are many re‐
entrant flows in a RMS. Kumar[16] defined material handling 
process in a RMS as follows: wafers at different processing 
stages repeatedly visit the same processing station.

3) Suitable for semiconductor manufacturing process. Since the 
semiconductor manufacturing process has characteristics 
such as re‐entrant flow, coexistence of batch‐processing 
machines and single‐processing machines, and unbalance of 
machine workload, which are different from those of a tradi-
tional manufacturing system, it is a typical RMS.

This book mainly focuses on production planning and control 
process in Job Shop manufacturing systems and RMSs.

3.3  Production Planning and Control

3.3.1 Production Planning and Control Activities

From a broad perspective, the production planning and control 
process of a manufacturing system involves a wide range of 
scopes, which includes various departments and functions 
within a company: for instance, product development, supply, 
distribution, personnel, equipment maintenance, power, customers, 
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dealers, joint ventures outside a company, and so on. Top managers, 
middle managers and grassroots managers are involved in the 
production planning and control process in various degrees.[17] 
From a narrow perspective, the production planning and con-
trol process determines what to produce, how many to produce, 
and allocates resource and time for these tasks.[18]

As the structure of a manufacturing system gradually tends to 
be a distributed structure, an advanced and efficient production 
planning and control strategy indicates an increasingly impor-
tant role in the enterprise competition. It involves organization 
and distribution of manufacturing resources, and is directly 
related to both the economic efficiency and the social benefits of 
an enterprise. Activities involved in production planning and 
control process mainly include:

1) Production planning activity. This indicates a promise by 
production to demand. Its major task is to determine the 
number of products to be produced in the planning horizon. 
The production planning activity mainly considers whether 
manufacturing resources can satisfy customers’ demand. It is 
a crude capacity‐balancing process, in which received cus-
tomer demand is divided into products‐production tasks, 
and then these tasks are grouped so as to improve the com-
prehensive resource utilization of the system. The production 
planning activity has a long time horizon, which is usually ten 
days or weeks.

2) Production scheduling activity. This indicates organization 
and implementation activities of production plans, which 
involves the specific arrangement and resource assignment 
in the production process to decide the time for processing 
each task by using a resource. According to the production 
plan released by the production planning activity, the pro-
duction scheduling activity guides the production control 
activity through the production plan. Meanwhile, it is 
required to respond in real time to dynamic events in a man-
ufacturing system so as to maintain the stability of a system. 
The aim of this activity is to maximize resource utilization. 
The time horizon of the production scheduling activity is 
shorter than that of the production planning activity, which 
is a day or a week.
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3) Production control activity. This indicates tracking and feedback 
activities throughout the manufacturing process. The pro-
duction control activity covers a wide range of contents. 
According to the function of an activity, it mainly consists of 
two issues, task execution and production data acquisition. 
Data acquisition includes resource data acquisition and 
material tracking process; the data are preprocessed to 
become useful for the production planning and scheduling 
process. For example, in the execution process of the produc-
tion schedule, Kanban and barcode are often used to collect 
the production data. According to production factors 
involved in a manufacturing system, tracking activities can 
be further classified into three classes: production progress 
tracking activity, material tracking activity, and quality retro-
spect activity. The aim of production control is to improve 
the visualization of the production control process. It manages 
the activities within the working shift, which are real‐time.

In summary, production planning activity, production sched-
uling activity, and production control activity in the production 
planning and control process of a manufacturing system are 
closely related. The production planning activity provides the 
quantity of products that customers need and the delivery due 
date requirements in a certain period for the production sched-
uling activity. The production scheduling activity arranges the 
specific production activities in accordance with the results 
obtained by the production planning activity. Whether the 
scheduling result is reasonable, is related to the released tasks. 
Meanwhile, the execution of the production schedule will affect 
the development and implementation of the production plan. 
The production control activity feeds back the execution pro-
gress of various tasks to the production planning activity and 
the production scheduling activity.

3.3.2 Production Planning and Control Mode

In a complicated and volatile production environment, the pro-
duction planning and control strategy determines the informa-
tion interaction and organization in the implementation of the 
production planning, scheduling and control activity so as to 
affect the efficiency and flexibility of the production planning 
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and to control activity to a large extend.[19] Since the 1960s, the 
investigation and application of the production planning and 
control strategy in academia and industry has undergone an 
evolving process. The typical production planning and control 
strategies include push and pull.[5, 20–25]

1) Push. This kind of production planning and control strategy 
is developed on the basis of future demand predicted and 
actual orders received. Figure 3‐4 shows the task of push‐based 
production planning and control activity.

This strategy is mainly used in a make‐to‐stock manufacturing 
system with a single product, stable demand and long delivery 
due date. It can improve production efficiency, strengthen sys-
tem stability and shorten the product delivery due date. However, 
it cannot be applied in make‐to‐order and make‐to‐assembly 
manufacturing systems.

2) Pull. This kind of production planning and control strategy is 
to respond rapidly to customers’ demand. Figure 3‐5 shows 
the material handling pull‐based production planning and 
control activity.

The strategy is mainly used in make‐to‐order and make‐
to‐assembly manufacturing systems. With this strategy, the pro-
duction execution activity is driven by the response to customer 
orders. It can reduce inventory, improve system flexibility and 
rapidly respond to customers’ demand. Nevertheless, due to lack 
of coordination with suppliers, it will put inventory pressure 
onto suppliers, which cannot achieve a win‐win situation.

Logistics Task push

Delivery Task

Figure 3-4 The push‐based production planning and control strategy.
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3.3.3 Production Planning and Control Systems

Since the 1970s, computers have been widely applied in 
 production management. The landmark of the production 
planning and control area was developed by IBM. Then the 
American Production and Inventory Control Society issued 
the Material Resource Planning (MRP) system.[26] After that, 
enterprises developed their production plans according to the 
MRP system, which included timely conducted process 
 control, adjusted scheduling results and inventory in accord-
ance with customers’ demand and changes in the external 
environment.

MRP/MRP II/ERP systems are representatives of the push‐
based production planning and control strategy.[27] Among 
them, MRP is the early stage of production planning and con-
trol technology, which is developed to decide the inventory of 
raw materials and components production plan. MRP clearly 
points out that production must be oriented by market 
demand; the external demand (i.e., the products that will be 
sold as commodities) determined by the market rather than 
the company is regarded as “independent demand”; all the 
materials required for products production are regarded as 
“dependent demand”, which describes the correlation of mate-
rials. It develops the product structure model by using time as 
the X‐axis, and divides the final products, production materi-
als and purchased materials into three levels. Final products, 
purchased parts, and processed parts are all integrated in one 
model so as to synchronously generate and to adjust the 

Logistics Logistics pull

Output Input

Figure 3-5 The pull‐based production planning and control strategy.
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 production plan and the procurement plan. MRP II adds the 
 application of management accounting on the basis of MRP. 
And then ERP further expands the scope of information inte-
gration to the upstream and downstream of an enterprise. The 
developments of MRP, MRP II and ERP are treated as different 
levels and different solutions of enterprise applications; the 
latter is complementary to new demands of an enterprise. 
MRP/MRP II/ERP systems have a wide range of applications 
and affect the production management of an enterprise. With 
a huge and complex structure, they are a strategic business tool 
for an enterprise. MRP/MRP II/ERP systems are suitable for 
make‐to‐stock manufacturing systems. However, as the scale 
of industrial production increases, market demand diversifies, 
and some enterprises gradually begin to adopt the make‐to‐
order manufacturing model so as to satisfy the customers’ 
demand. And requirements for the production planning and 
control strategy are increased in the make‐to‐order manufac-
turing model.

A Just‐In‐Time (JIT) system is the typical representative of a 
pull‐based production planning and control strategy, which is 
developed for a make‐to‐order manufacturing system.[28] The 
basic idea of the system can be summarized as “when it is 
needed, according to the amount needed to produce the 
desired product”. The core of a JIT system is to pursuit either a 
non‐inventory manufacturing system or a minimum inventory 
manufacturing system. Hence, a series of specific methods 
including Kanban are developed to generate gradually a unique 
production planning and control system. The successful appli-
cation of a JIT system depends on four basic principles: waste 
elimination, participation of employees in making decisions, 
involvement of suppliers, and comprehensive quality manage-
ment. The overall aim of a JIT system is to obtain a balanced 
manufacturing system, and a smooth and rapid material han-
dling flow throughout the entire system, which consists of fol-
lowing sub‐objectives: 1) to eliminate interruptions that are 
caused by low quality, machine breakdown, change of produc-
tion schedule and delivery delay; 2) to be flexible, adapt to 
changes as variety and capacity; 3) to reduce production 
exchange time and production lead time; 4) to minimize 
inventory 5) to eliminate waste.
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3.3.4 Hybrid Push‐Pull Production Planning 
and Control System

As the structure of a manufacturing system tends to be a distributed 
structure, the internal correlation intensifies, dynamic uncer-
tain factors involved in a manufacturing system increase (i.e., 
sudden changes in order, machine breakdown, operators’ fault), 
the manufacturing system becomes more and more complex. The 
traditional push (or pull) production planning and control strat-
egy cannot satisfy requirements of the actual manufacturing 
environment. The complexity of these production planning and 
control problems in the dynamic uncertain manufacturing 
environment has led to the recent interest in addressing the 
problems by using a hybrid push‐pull production planning and 
control system.[29–33] The framework of a hybrid push‐pull pro-
duction planning and control system is presented in this section, 
as shown in Figure 3‐6. The method is to achieve a good balance 
between two strategies by effectively organizing production 
planning, scheduling and control activities so as to meet the 
management requirements in the dynamic uncertain environ-
ment and to maintain the flexibility and stability of the sys-
tem.[34] This system is composed of a push production planning 
subsystem, a hybrid push‐pull production scheduling subsys-
tem, and a pull production control subsystem.[35]

3.3.4.1 Push Production Planning Subsystem
A mathematical model is developed to describe uncertain factors 
incurred in the production process of a manufacturing system 
to implement the production planning process, which deter-
mines a reasonable time resource allocation scheme in order to 
formulate a flexible production plan. The central part of a push 
production planning subsystem is how to develop a mathemati-
cal model to express uncertain factors. A predicted production 
plan with certain flexibility is generated in this subsystem to 
support the production scheduling process.

3.3.4.2 Hybrid Push‐Pull Production Scheduling Subsystem
A hybrid push‐pull production scheduling subsystem is developed 
on the basis of a push production planning subsystem. The pro-
duction schedule with anti‐interference ability is generated by 
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Figure 3-6 A hybrid push‐pull production planning and control system.
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receiving a flexible production plan. Since it cannot completely 
eliminate the effects of all dynamic events, it is necessary to 
evaluate dynamic events in the process to implement the pro-
duction schedule. After the extent and scope of the effects of 
dynamic events are clarified, a rescheduling scheme is formu-
lated by modifying the original scheduling scheme as little as 
possible to maintain the overall stability of the scheduling 
scheme, and eliminate the effects of dynamic events.

3.3.4.3 Pull Production Control Subsystem
Real‐time production data is acquired. Since there are differ-
ences in data collection methods, data formats and analysis 
approaches of quality, machine, and capacity, it is necessary to 
study the integrated processing technology of heterogeneous 
data. After that, the subsystem will feed back the real‐time pro-
duction data and pull the rescheduling activity.

The running flow and data interaction process of a hybrid 
push‐pull production planning and control system is very com-
plex. The following requirements on system performance are 
requested by enterprises to operate the system stably.

1) Reliability. This is the length of time that is required to ensure 
that a system continuously runs without failure according to a 
specific indicator. Due to intensified international competition 
and increasingly fluctuating market demand, enterprises should 
decide whether to accept orders, what order to accept and when 
to deliver the order. Otherwise, enterprises may lose their clients 
or even the entire market. In the manufacturing process, a pro-
duction planning and control system should adjust the original 
production plan in real time for coming orders, so as to respond 
rapidly and to ensure the stability of plans, operators and 
machines. Therefore, reliability is the basic principle to ensure 
that an enterprise can respond rapidly to customers, and main-
tain the stability of the production process.

2) Scalability. It is the feasibility to expand the system functions 
and add in new function units, and the capability to accept 
new features and functions. The expanding feature of a man-
ufacturing system requests that a system can be extended 
according to requirements.

3) Adaptability. This refers to the ability that a system must adapt to 
the fast‐changing manufacturing environment. The system is 
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required to adapt to unpredictable environmental changes, 
and to meet both various requirements of the market and the 
requirements of manufacturing resource distribution and 
function distribution in a distributed manufacturing system. 
Moreover, it should support managers to make decisions, 
and to exchange and cooperate with others. When a task can-
not be completed, the system should also be able to seek 
partners to undertake the task, and to provide information 
services for other partners.

4) Agility. This is the ability that allows every entity in a system 
to make decisions independently and complete the task 
quickly. A manufacturing system consists of a number of 
manufacturing resources and entities, and it includes a com-
plex material flow and an information flow. Its logical rela-
tionship is very complex. The information flow in a 
production planning and control system is required to send 
requests from bottom to top, and to send commands from 
top to bottom. By contrast, an interactive negotiation can be 
conducted in the same layer; an independent local decision 
can be made automatically; all entities jointly serve the com-
mon global goal, and accomplish the production planning 
and control task in coordination.

5) Flexibility. This is the ability of a system to respond rapidly to 
the dynamic environment. The characteristics of a modern 
manufacturing system are a distributed structure and 
dynamic events. All the related function modules are com-
bined by integrating various heterogeneous information 
modules, physical layer devices, material information, and 
indicators in the control layer to generate a highly flexible 
whole module in order to manage a manufacturing system 
quickly and easily, and to ensure that it is easy to develop, 
debug and maintain a manufacturing system.

3.4  Multi‐Agent‐Based Push‐Pull 
Production Planning and Control System 
(MAP4CS)

A MAP4CS, which consists of a push production planning sub-
system, a push‐pull production scheduling subsystem, and a pull 
production control subsystem is developed in this section. The 
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production planning, scheduling and control system generated 
is not only required to make local decisions independently in the 
management area, but should also work together to support the 
global objective in order to complete the overall management 
tasks. The features of implementing the system include various 
data formats, multiple decision variables, frequent information 
communication, and complex information transmission paths. 
Agent technology is a method with adaptability, intelligence and 
self‐organization. In a continuously variable and unpredictable 
environment, an Agent‐based production planning and control 
system can rapidly adapt to sudden changes by handling various 
data rapidly and efficiently. Therefore, a MAP4CS is presented 
in this book to improve the flexibility and optimal performance 
of a manufacturing system.[36]

3.4.1 Mapping Methods

Agents are introduced in each function point to formulate an 
Agent mapping process in order to construct a MAP4CS. In this 
process, one kind of functional entity (including physical entity 
and logic function) is mapped (or encapsulated) to an Agent, 
which determines the granularity of an Agent, and affects the 
overall performance of a production planning and control sys-
tem. The smaller the physical function scale is, the more Agents 
are in the system. The flexibility and adaptability of a system 
improve. However, the complexity of organization and control 
of a system increase, which may reduce the operating efficiency of 
a system. Currently there are no simple and efficient theory or 
mathematical methods to solve Agent mapping problems. 
A decomposition method is adopted in practice, which depends 
on the intuition and experience of a system planner. Since the 
system planning process is an innovative activity, this depend-
ency is inevitable. The mapping methods can be classified as 
follows:

1) Function mapping method. In this method, an Agent is used 
to encapsulate system function modules, for example, order 
acquisition, planning, scheduling, materials handling, trans-
portation management, product distribution and so on. 
There is no clear correspondence between an Agent and a 
physical entity. Agents generated by decomposing functions 
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must share some state variables with others, which may lead 
to consistency problems and unnecessary interactions.

2) Physical mapping method. In this method, an Agent is used 
to represent a physical entity in the real world, for example, 
worker, machine, product, component and process. The cor-
respondence between an Agent and a physical entity is very 
clear. Agents generated by physical decomposition indepen-
dently define and effectively manage a set of state variables 
respectively, which reduces interactive information.

Although it is hard to implement the function mapping 
method, it has shown good performances for large‐scale com-
plex systems. Therefore, the physical mapping method is 
adopted, while the function mapping method is supplemented 
to provide system level service. The entire process is conducted 
in the recursive format. Firstly, the physical mapping method is 
used to obtain its corresponding Agent entity. The whole system 
is regarded as a large Multi‐agent System, and then it is decom-
posed into some subordinate Multi‐Agent Systems, and subsys-
tems can be further divided into smaller Agents. If an Agent 
granularity is satisfied, then terminate the process. Finally, each 
Agent plays an important role in the system. In the decomposi-
tion process, some Agents only temporarily exist, and may not 
be the final Agents in the system. The final Agents needed by the 
system are those that play important roles in the system.

3.4.2 Functions of a Hybrid Push‐Pull Production 
Planning and Control System

Functions of a production planning and control system are 
collected as the prerequisite to conduct mapping to a MAS. By 
analyzing the transaction flow of a hybrid push‐pull production 
planning and control system, functions of a production plan-
ning, scheduling and control system are further planned to gen-
erate specific functional requirements as shown in Figure 3‐7.

3.4.2.1 Functions of a Push Production Planning Subsystem
A push production planning subsystem is responsible for man-
aging orders and uncertainties, and planning manufacturing 
resources according to orders’ requirements. Functions of this 
subsystem are presented as follows.
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1) Order management. Customer orders are collected; orders’ 
requirements are transformed to product tasks; completion 
status is feedback.

2) Production plan management. Workloads of key resources in 
the planning horizon are analyzed; types and quantities of 
final products in customers’ demand are decided; the deliv-
ery due dates of the various products are determined.

3) Planning layer collaborative management. Resources status 
information and changed information in the planning hori-
zon are collected and converted into resource workload 
information. All of these are completed by collaboration 
amongst Agents to provide information to optimize the pro-
duction planning process.

3.4.2.2 Functions of a Hybrid Push‐Pull Production 
Scheduling Subsystem
A hybrid push‐pull production scheduling subsystem is respon-
sible for allocating products to resources. Its major features 
include:

1) Production scheduling. Product tasks are allocated to 
machines; specific resources and completion times are deter-
mined to formulate the scheduled production plan while con-
sidering the constraints related to the processes of various 
tasks and the maximum capacities of manufacturing resources
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Pull production control
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production scheduling 
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Figure 3-7 Management layers and contents of a production planning 
and control system.
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2) Rescheduling. There are various dynamic events in a 
manufacturing system. The related real‐time information is 
collected to implement the rescheduling process to update 
the scheduled production plan in order to effectively deal 
with these dynamic events.

3) Scheduling layer collaborative management. In view of the 
collaborative requirements of internal production resources, 
the real‐time status information of each resource is collected 
by collaboratively managing Agents to support both the pro-
duction scheduling process and the production rescheduling 
process.

3.4.2.3 Functions of a Pull Production Control Subsystem
A pull production control subsystem is responsible for releasing 
the production plan, collecting data and visualizing the real‐
time production data to manage the entire production execu-
tion process. Functions of this subsystem are presented as 
follows.

1) Release the production plan. A dispatch list for machines and 
workers in a given period is developed according to the 
production plan obtained by the production scheduling 
process.

2) Data acquisition. The real‐time status data of machines, 
manufacturing times and product quality are collected to 
support production tracking and monitoring activities.

3) Production monitoring. The data collected is visualized; the 
processing tasks are monitored; responding to the results of 
production execution and to sudden changes; the fault infor-
mation is sent to the planning layer and the scheduling layer; 
assisting in adjusting production task operation arrange-
ment. This serves to monitor the production process, rectify 
deviations and support making decisions.

4) Tracking production process. The information collected in 
the data acquisition process is collated and classified. It 
includes the production progress tracking activity, the mate-
rial tracking activity, and the quality tracking activity to meet 
the tracking requirements of the production process.

5) Material management. The movements, buffers and storage 
of materials are managed to provide a data base for the material 
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data retrospect. It can display and provide material data 
according to an enterprise’s specific requirements, which 
accurately reflect the material handling situation of the pro-
duction process. This function also involves constructing 
real‐time data interfaces for all materials, and supporting 
production scheduling and rescheduling activities.

6) Production performance analysis. The latest performance 
evaluation report for an actual manufacturing process is for-
mulated. The performance evaluation indicators are deter-
mined to reflect the production execution status while 
considering the production process evaluation requirements 
of each plant in the production process.

7) Resource management. Equipment and tools maintenance 
activities are tracked and guided; the accurate data of main-
tenance activities are recorded and analyzed statistically to 
support decision‐making and to decide the number of main-
tenance operators and the processing time.

8) Quality management. The quality information generated in 
the production process is recorded and analyzed to control 
the product quality.

Moreover, some functions (e.g., basic production information 
management) are shared among subsystems in a hybrid push‐
pull production planning and control system. This includes basic 
information about components, product structures, processes 
and workstations. This information is presented as follows:

1) Material code management. Each material is given a unique 
code to manage material resources.

2) BOM (bill of material) management. The technical file of a 
product structure is defined to guide the planners to formu-
late production plans and production schedules.

3) Process management. The processing steps and the operation 
sequence of manufacturing and assembling of products are 
presented. These contain the operation sequence of a prod-
uct, the processing machine for processing each process, and 
the operation processing time for processing each process.

4) Resource fundamental data management. Each resource is 
given a unique code to manage the fundamental data of 
machines and tools, which is a basic unit of production progress 
arrangement, capability calculation, and computation cost.
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5) Calendar management. It is used to manage the factory 
 calendar; it includes general holiday mode, working hours, 
overtime setting and so on.

3.4.3 Structures of a MAP4CS

The physical mapping method and the function mapping 
method are integrated to complete the Agent mapping process 
by using the recursive format in order to develop a MAP4CS. 
The basic procedure is presented below:

1) Complete function mapping according to the hierarchical 
structure of a hybrid push‐pull production planning and control 
system. Then a Multi‐Agent hierarchical production plan-
ning, scheduling and control system can be obtained.

2) Complete physical mapping for resources in the production 
planning, scheduling and control process. Then Agents 
including critical resource capacity management Agents, 
resource capacity management Agents, equipment management 
Agents and material management Agents in the enterprise 
layer, the plant layer, and the workshop layer can be obtained.

3) Decompose tasks in a production planning, scheduling and 
control system. Then order/product demand management 
Agents and task management Agents can be obtained.

4) Mapping the specific functions of a production planning, 
scheduling and control system to Agents. Then the collabora-
tive planning Agent of a push production planning subsys-
tem, the collaborative scheduling Agent of a hybrid push‐pull 
production scheduling subsystem, the collaborative dis-
patching Agent of a pull production planning subsystem, the 
data acquisition Agent, the production process tracking 
Agent, the production monitoring Agent, the quality man-
agement Agent, and the alarm Agent can be obtained.

5) Determine other auxiliary function Agents according to sys-
tem requirements. For all the Agents mentioned above, a set 
of Agents are grouped by their characteristics to form a 
Multi‐Agent System with a clear organization structure. 
A Multi‐Agent fundamental information management system, 
which consists of a process management Agent, a resource 
fundamental data management Agent, and a BOM manage-
ment Agent, is developed by considering the fundamental 
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information (e.g., basic resource information, material code 
information, process information and BOM information) of 
a manufacturing system required in all the layers.

By mapping a production planning and control system to a 
Multi‐Agent System, the structure of a MAP4CS is established, 
as shown in Figure 3‐8.

The structures of a Multi‐Agent System can be classified into 
three classes: hierarchical structure, federal structure, and com-
plete autonomous structure. A hybrid hierarchical‐autonomous 
structure is adopted by a MAP4CS to construct a Multi‐Agent‐
based hybrid push‐pull production planning and control sys-
tem. The structure of a MAP4CS is composed of a planning 
layer, a scheduling layer, and a control layer. Each layer has its 
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independent internal structure to its corresponding intelligent 
management entity. Different layers work together to complete 
a series of activities; different internal collaborative decision 
strategies are used to optimize each layer. A complete autono-
mous structure is employed by the fundamental information 
management Agent and other Multi‐Agent Systems. A MAP4CS 
has the following characteristics.

1) Modularity. This means that each function module has its 
independent features. In this structure, each Agent works 
and functions independently, such as resource management, 
production planning, production scheduling, and produc-
tion control are relatively separated and greatly unified in 
one system. The management process is modularized so as to 
reconstruct the workshop management system according to 
environment and resources. Agents are introduced in differ-
ent decision nodes to combine artificial intelligence tech-
niques with manufacturing systems. Since different events 
are processed independently, each function of the hybrid 
push‐pull production planning and control system should be 
realized by an Agent or a well‐organized Multi‐Agent System.

2) Intelligence. This means that each Agent has its own knowl-
edge base and the ability to solve problems based on the 
knowledge base. In the system, each Agent solves local prob-
lems based on knowledge and collaborates with others to 
complete the overall task.

3) Dynamic. This refers to the dynamic nature of the organiza-
tion structure of a Multi‐Agent System. A hybrid push‐pull 
production planning and control system can dynamically 
organize manufacturing resources to complete the produc-
tion tasks to mostly satisfy requirements by using the existing 
manufacturing resources according to market opportunities 
and customer orders.

4) Flexibility. This refers to the sensitivity of a Multi‐Agent 
System to external changes. The performance of a hybrid 
push‐pull production planning and control system depends 
greatly on the speed of the feedback system. There is no strict 
control relationship among different layers of a hierarchical 
structure, but a gradually thinning decision relationship 
exists. Each layer has a relatively independent ability to make 
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decisions. In general, when a down‐level adjusts due to 
changes, it doesn’t need to feed back to the upper level; it 
 collaborates with redundant network resources to make the 
system more sensitive to changes, so as to improve the flexi-
bility of a hybrid push‐pull production planning and control 
system.

5) Autonomy. This means that an Agent has the independent 
ability to deal with processing flow and to control logic activ-
ity. In a MAP4CS, orders are assigned at the production 
planning stage, product tasks are scheduled in the produc-
tion scheduling stage, and a Multi‐Agent control layer is 
responsible for tracking and collecting data in the production 
execution process. In this process, each Agent with its 
 corresponding processing process, indicators and logical 
control ability collaborate with each other to improve the 
autonomy of a hybrid push‐pull production planning and 
control system.

6) Open. This refers to the scalability of a system. Rather than 
using an organization‐unit‐oriented hierarchical structure, a 
decision‐making process–oriented flat hierarchical structure 
is adopted by a Multi‐Agent System. Indeed, the flat struc-
ture reduces decision‐making areas; it improves the scalability 
of the system by integrating with a complete autonomous 
structure, which satisfies requirements for the openness of a 
hybrid push‐pull production planning and control system.

3.4.4 The Running Model of a MAP4CS

The running process of a MAP4CS is completed by using a 
Multi‐Agent production planning system, a Multi‐Agent Job 
Shop production scheduling system, a Multi‐Agent re‐entrant 
production scheduling system, a Multi‐Agent production con-
trol system, a Multi‐Agent material data acquisition system, a 
Multi‐Agent resource data acquisition system, and a Multi‐
Agent fundamental data management system. The running 
model is illustrated in Figure  3‐9. When customer orders are 
accepted by a manufacturing system, production plans, produc-
tion schedules, dispatch lists and production control instruc-
tions are generated by collaborating a Multi‐Agent production 
planning system, a Multi‐Agent production scheduling system, 
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a Multi‐Agent production control system, a Multi‐Agent 
fundamental data management system, and a Multi‐Agent data 
acquisition system to guide the production execution process. 
The equipment status information and the material production 
process information are collected by using a Multi‐Agent mate-
rial data acquisition system and a Multi‐Agent resource data 
acquisition system to support the production planning and 
control activity. When dynamic events (e.g., rush orders, 
machine breakdown) happen in a manufacturing system, a 
Multi‐Agent production scheduling system will make a resched-
uling decision. And a Multi‐Agent production control system 
will guarantee the system stability by re‐planning production 
control instructions.

3.4.5 Behavior Models of a MAP4CS

A MAP4CS can respond rapidly to market demand through 
mutual collaboration, achieve effective data feedback, and 
support the transparency of a production planning and con-
trol process. Behavior models of a MAP4CS are presented 
below.

3.4.5.1 Multi‐Agent Push Production Planning System
As shown in Figure 3‐10, a Multi‐Agent push production plan-
ning system is used to determine the amount of products to be 
produced in a given period according to customers’ orders and 
predicted demands, and to output the order delivery time, which 
is the first step to determine the delivery due date in a production 
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Figure 3-10 Use case diagram of a Multi‐Agent push production planning 
system.
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planning and control system and also to solve the upper 
 management problem in a planning and control process. The 
production planning activity aims to determine a reasonable 
product task allocation scheme to make the production plan as 
stable as possible. Therefore, a Multi‐Agent push production 
planning system should consider sudden changes in customers’ 
demand; a production planning method is developed according 
to requirements to balance the production process. A balanced 
production plan is generated by considering changes of demand 
to guide the production process.

3.4.5.2 Multi‐Agent Hybrid Push‐Pull Production  
Scheduling System
As shown in Figure  3‐11, a Multi‐Agent hybrid push‐pull 
production scheduling system is used to arrange product tasks, 
allocate machines, and determine completion times to guide 
the actual production process according to a specific produc-
tion plan. In terms of dynamic events in the production process, 
a hybrid push‐pull strategy is adopted in a Multi‐Agent‐based 
production scheduling system. In the periodic rolling phase, a 
push production scheduling model is developed, based on 
results of the production planning activity to improve the 
 stability of a manufacturing system. In the dynamic environ-
ment, a pull rescheduling strategy is used to adjust the original 
production schedule to improve the adaptability of a manufac-
turing system to deal with dynamic events in the manufacturing 
system.
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Figure 3-11 Use case diagram of a Multi‐Agent hybrid push‐pull 
production scheduling system.
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3.4.5.3 Multi‐Agent Pull Production Control System
As shown in Figure 3‐12, a Multi‐Agent pull production control 
system is used to visualize the production process by collecting 
material/equipment real‐time data, to provide real‐time data to 
support the Multi‐Agent planning and scheduling system. 
Therefore, the running process of a Multi‐Agent pull produc-
tion control system is to collect real‐time data in order to track 
and monitor the production process.

3.4.5.4 Multi‐Agent Fundamental Data Management System
As shown in Figure 3‐13, a Multi‐Agent fundamental data man-
agement system is used to manage material code, BOM, equip-
ment fundamental data and process information. Therefore, a 
Multi‐Agent fundamental data management system is adopted 
to provide basic data to support other Multi‐Agent systems in 
the production planning and control process.
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3.4.6 The Interactive Model of a MAP4CS

In order to run a MAP4CS effectively and stably, the interactive 
protocols and the communicative protocols between Agents 
should be defined. Since the interactive protocol between 
Agents directly reflects the purpose and rule of interaction, and 
theaims of Agents are different in different layers, different 
interaction protocols are adopted in different systems. In this 
book, Agent interaction protocols for specific problems are pre-
sented in Chapter 4 to Chapter 9 in order to optimize and solve 
problems.

The basis of communication between Agents in a Multi‐
Agent System is the communication protocol, which is inde-
pendent from any one Agent. Each Agent deals with messages 
through a common message interface, which is independent 
from the internal data structure of an Agent. For the MAP4CS 
presented in this book, the knowledge query and manipulation 
language are adopted by all the messages. Only for some mes-
sages with remote service request, they are required to be 
transformed into their corresponding remote object requests, 
and to be issued by a remote service interface. This is presented 
in detail in Chapter 2.

Since the blackboard system is an expansion of agendas of 
 traditional artificial intelligent systems and expert systems, it 
supports information transmission through appropriate com-
munication protocols.[37] In a MAP4CS, a blackboard provides a 
common workspace as an information carrier, on which Agents 
can exchange information, data and knowledge. Agents can also 
write information on the blackboard; other Agents can read it.

In a blackboard system, each Agent has a number of black-
boards. When one Agent exchanges information with another 
Agent, one can write data on the blackboard, and another 
reads it, and so communication does not occur directly 
between Agents. In the implementation process of a black-
board system, a blackboard can be defined as a class, and can 
derive many different classes by inheritance. An Agent finds 
the right class of a blackboard object through its properties. 
Typically, each Agent has a blackboard object. Then Agents 
will exchange information through the blackboard. A Multi‐
Agent System can also contact other systems through a  blackboard. 
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Agents can access the blackboard at any time, and read the 
information if it is updated. The information would expand 
more and more through accumulation; if it is not effectively 
maintained and managed, it will not only occupy resources, 
but also become more difficult to search. Hence, it is neces-
sary for a blackboard system to delete the old information 
when its capacity exceeds a certain amount, and to set a valid 
time limit for the published information.

The main parameters concerned in a production planning and 
control system consist of resource capacity information, the unit 
product processing time information, task information and so 
on. This information is presented as follows:

3.4.6.1 Resource Capacity
The expression (p, c) is used to express the resource capacity 
information on the blackboard, where p is a product identifier 
(i.e., the type of a product, rather than the product instance), 
and c is a resource capacity. Each type of resource displays its 
capacity information on the resource panel. The resource capac-
ity information can also be unified on a blackboard as shown in 
Figure 3‐14.

The resource capacity information should be updated in real‐
time so as to ensure the accuracy of the information in the col-
laboration process. In the resource capacity layer, the content of 
issued information is shown in Figure 3‐15.
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3.4.6.2 Unit Product Processing Time Information
By measuring the unit product processing time in different 
resources, the unit product processing time information is then 
issued throughout the whole resource network. For each 
resource, a blackboard for its corresponding Agent is estab-
lished, in which the information is expressed by the format 
(destinationResourceID, currentResourceID, transportTime). 
Where destinationResourceID represents the number of an 
objective resource, currentResourceID represents the number 
of the current resource, transportTime represents the unit prod-
uct processing time. Figure  3‐16 illustrates the unit product 
 processing time information blackboard. The unit product 
 processing time required in each resource is transmitted in this 
way so as to ensure that each resource has a corresponding 
 processing time information identifier.

3.4.6.3 Task List
The task list in a blackboard is expressed by the format (orderID, 
productID, productAmount), where orderID is order No., 
productID is material No., productAmount is the quantity of 
external demand.

Each Agent places various blackboards in their corresponding 
positions. A resource management Agent is taken as an exam-
ple, the blackboards are placed on each type of resources. 
A resource management Agent can write real‐time resource infor-
mation on a blackboard so as to display the latest information in 
its list. When a resource allocation Agent arrives and uses 
resources for an advance, or changes the reserved resources due 
to repair and maintenance, the resource list should be updated. 
When a resource in a resource management Agent is ordered, 
the Agent will perform the update operation, as shown in 
Figure 3‐17. If the task list changes, the resource management 
Agent will update the information. The resource management 
Agent calculates the actual occupied time and the amount of 
resources, and then it updates and releases the information.

When a resource breaks down, a resource management Agent 
triggers an update, then the information in the resource infor-
mation list is updated. The time information blackboard accu-
rately reflects the situation. When a resource breaks down, its 
related capacity information will be updated, and the updated 
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information is transferred to other relevant Agents. Therefore, 
the task list related to these resources should be updated, and 
those tasks whose starting time is later than the breakdown time 
should be removed. Once the resource is recovered, it will trig-
ger another update, and notify other Agents to respond to the 
new task information.

3.5  Conclusion

Firstly, the basic concept of manufacturing systems has been 
presented in this chapter, and manufacturing systems have been 
classified from three aspects, that is, the manufacturing process, 
organization and the material handling mode. Secondly, pro-
duction planning and control systems have been analyzed, and 
the basic activities in the systems have been presented. 
Production planning and control systems can be classified as 
those based on push mode and those based on pull mode. By 
analyzing various methods and current systems, the advantages 
and disadvantages of existing systems have been summarized. 
Then in view of the practical requirements of current manufac-
turing systems, a hybrid push‐pull production planning and 
control system has been proposed. Finally, a Multi‐Agent–based 
hybrid push‐pull production planning and control system has 
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been developed. The structure characteristics, behavior models, 
running models and information interaction modes of the sys-
tem have been further illustrated by analyzing various Agents 
and their functions.
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4

4.1  Introduction

With the rapid development of IT and network technologies, 
the market tends to be global, so that manufacturing resources 
are available all over the world. Meanwhile, customers’ 
demands tend to be personalized and diversified. As a response 
to these demands, customization, large product variation, 
small batches and quick delivery become the rule‐of‐thumb 
criteria for the evolution of new manufacturing systems. 
Therefore, a new system called distributed manufacturing has 
been proposed, in which various companies cooperate collab-
oratively. To deal with unpredictable events in the global market 
environment, the production planning process should opti-
mize long‐term task allocation while considering the impacts 
of uncertainties (i.e., the push production planning process 
presented in Chapter  3). In terms of the characteristics of a 
distributed artificial intelligence–based Agent technology 
such as personification, autonomy, adaptability, intelligence 
and collaboration, it can be used to formulate production plans 
for distributed manufacturing systems, as well as to improve 
the flexibility and agility of the medium to plan over the long 
term for uncertainties.

Multi‐Agent‐Based Production Planning 
for Distributed Manufacturing Systems
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4.2  Production Planning for Distributed 
Manufacturing Systems

4.2.1 Distributed Manufacturing Systems

With the changeover of enterprises’ external environments, internal 
organization and management concepts, and the development of 
IT and enabling technologies, the traditional “all‐control”, rigid, 
pyramid production organization mode is no longer applicable. 
Meanwhile organization modes with high flexibility, flat organi-
zational structure and strong adaptability to changing market 
conditions are gradually attracting production managers’ atten-
tion. More enterprises are transforming to the customer demand–
oriented, core competencies–supported, and collaboration‐based 
distributed manufacturing mode. In this process, some large 
enterprises are gradually being divided into a number of small 
subcompanies, each of which has its own core business and 
focuses on producing specific types of products. On the other 
hand, some SMEs (small and medium‐sized enterprises) tend to 
share their information, technology and knowledge to generate a 
network‐like or chain‐like distributed structures in the network 
environment in order to implement distributed collaborative 
manufacturing to meet specific customers’ demands. Figure 4‐1 
shows the typical structure of a network‐like distributed manu-
facturing system, in which individuals assign decision‐making 
abilities by coordinated capacities, creating strong flexibility and 
adaptability. Currently, with increased varieties for consumer 
demands, accelerated technology updates, shortened product 
life cycles, and intensified enterprise competitions, distributed 
manufacturing systems have been developed rapidly. The distrib-
uted manufacturing system is now playing an increasingly impor-
tant role in the economic globalization process;[1] it acts as a 
critical tool to improve the resilience, adaptability, flexibility, and 
robustness of manufacturing enterprises.

In contrast to traditional single factory manufacturing sys-
tems, distributed manufacturing systems have the following 
characteristics:

1) Distributed autonomous decision‐making. This model 
has been adopted by a number of manufacturing systems 
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proposed in recent years, and the distributed structure 
is used by these manufacturing systems. The basic cell of 
a  manufacturing system contains a set of manufacturing 
resources that are able to accomplish tasks independently. 
Each resource manager in a system has autonomy and can 
make decisions alone.

2) Collaboration. Various advanced manufacturing technologies 
have been developed by factories in distributed manufacturing 
systems to enhance self‐competitiveness in order to deal with 
the ever‐changing business environment and internal organi-
zation. However, the performance of an enterprise depends 
not only on manufacturing technology and management models, 
but also on their collaborative manner. Enterprises improve 
their manufacturing flexibility and compress lead time through 
collaboration, which further improves their response ability 
and revenue.

Distributed manufacturing systems have been proposed for 
distributed autonomous decision‐making and collaboration. 
With the development of manufacturing science and technology, 
as well as the integration with techniques of computer, com-
munication, network, automation and artificial intelligence, the 
composition of modern manufacturing systems has achieved a 
qualitative leap. New organization structures, their corre-
sponding internal management, and collaborative modes should 
be adopted in order to better meet market demand, improve 
the performance of manufacturing systems and implement the 
flexibility, agility, scalability and reorganization ability, reliability 
and fault tolerance of manufacturing systems. Various compo-
nents of manufacturing systems have collaborated effectively by 
constructing the organizational structure and collaborative 
manner that is adaptable to the current market environment to 
respond rapidly to market changes, to output in a timely manner 
the products needed by the market, reduce production costs, 
and improve machine utilization so as to obtain a better invest-
ment return. In terms of manufacturing technology and current 
status of manufacturing systems, new production planning 
approaches for distributed manufacturing systems are investi-
gated in this section.
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4.2.2 Features of Distributed Manufacturing Systems

It is hard to implement production planning, scheduling and 
control processes in distributed manufacturing systems due to 
their complex organizational structures As regards driving data, 
production planning results reflect what companies intend to 
produce, as well as when and how much to produce. Specifically, 
a production plan must arrange the product types, output speed, 
output time, labor, equipment configuration, inventory and 
other issues of manufacturing systems in advance according to 
the market demands and production capacity of an enterprise. 
Customers’ orders, customers’ predicted demands, available 
resources and management objectives must be taken into con-
sideration by a production plan, which determines the quantity 
of products produced and the delivery time in the planning 
horizon, and balances the production demands and available 
resources by the rough capacity plan (RCCP). The production 
planning objects in manufacturing systems are usually the final 
products, that is the products on sale. A production plan is 
eventually executed by production sectors, and is regarded as a 
standard to evaluate the customer service level.

The main differences between a distributed manufacturing 
system and a traditional centralized single plant manufacturing 
system is in resource location and decision‐making processes. 
Hence, the production planning process in distributed manu-
facturing systems is different from that in traditional manufac-
turing systems. The traditional production planning process is 
illustrated in Figure 4‐2. Firstly, a production plan arranges the 
type and quantity of products to be produced each period in the 
future according to predictions and customer orders. Secondly, 
the plan must balance critical capacities. It focuses on calculat-
ing the capacities of critical work centers, and evaluating 
whether the existing personnel, equipment, plant, capital and 
other resources can meet the plan demand in order to arrange 
timely resources and ensure the production plan execution. 
The balance of critical capabilities is used to estimate whether 
the production plan could be carried out and determine where 
there might be bottleneck machines. Then a production plan is 
confirmed, and the production planning process is completed.
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In a multi‐plant distributed manufacturing system, since the 
issues related to critical capacities are more extensive, it is neces-
sary to consider the capacity balance of distributed resources. 
Due to the complexity of the problem, capacities of plants to 
manufacture components must be confirmed and balanced. 
Next, we will give the definition of a production plan in distributed 
manufacturing systems and their differences from traditional 
ones by using an illustrative example. The bill of material (BOM) 
of product A is illustrated in Figure 4‐3, where product A is the 
final product and contains five types of components, namely, B, 
C, D, E and F. In this product structure, the relationship between 
adjacent upper level and lower level is parent and children. 
For example, product A is the parent of components B, C and D, 
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Figure 4-2 Traditional production planning process.
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Figure 4-3 The structure tree of product A.
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or components B, C and D are the children of product A. In the 
figure, data in brackets represent the number of children every 
parent needed, and every product, component or part in a node 
corresponds to a production plant. In this case, every plant 
should determine the supply capacity in each specific period in 
the production planning process. Therefore, the production 
planning process in distributed manufacturing systems is defined 
as follows: according to market demands and capacities of 
distributed enterprises, a plan determines the quantity of each 
final product that is produced in each specific period.

In contrast to the production planning process in traditional 
manufacturing systems, the planning process in distributed 
manufacturing systems changes a lot and adds the following 
features:

1) High integration and synchronization. Processing informa-
tion sharing, quick response ability, and flexibility are the key 
factors to achieve synchronization. Those who cooperate can 
improve the performance of manufacturing systems and 
achieve quick response ability by visualizing manufacturing 
information. On the other hand, they might achieve tight 
integration and perfect information sharing through efficient 
organization of the manufacturing systems. As resources of 
current manufacturing systems become increasingly com-
plex, the demand for flexibility and information visualization 
of manufacturing systems becomes higher. It is necessary to 
achieve an orderly organization at all levels, to enhance and 
optimize scheduling results.

2) Collaboration. Information in the manufacturing process is 
transformed in real‐time through collaboration. A production 
plan should effectively regulate changes in demand and 
supply in each period so as to avoid production delays or 
excessive results from disorder production.

3) Uncertainty. It is known that plants in distributed manufac-
turing systems are autonomous and collaborative. However, 
there is competition among plants as they consider require-
ments of production efficiency and development. Therefore, 
the interaction and coordination between plants should be 
taken into consideration in the production planning process 
in order to achieve efficiency and meet customers’ demands.
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4) Extensive information. Nowadays it has been noted that the 
completion of an order involves the cooperation of several 
companies; the production plan is not limited to a single 
production entity; it is related to production activities with 
timing constraints among production members. In the tradi-
tional production planning process, information is composed 
of two parts: demand information and internal resource infor-
mation. On the other hand, in a distributed manufacturing 
system, the resource information contains not only its own 
information but also the collaborators’ information.

In summary, the production planning process in distributed 
manufacturing systems plays a very important role in the pro-
duction management process. It develops a bridge between the 
inside (manufacturing) and the outside (marketing and sales) of 
an enterprise. Therefore, it is important to propose an effective 
production planning method to develop and manage a new 
manufacturing enterprise in the distributed manufacturing 
environment.

4.2.3 Production Planning Methods for Distributed 
Manufacturing Systems

The production planning process in distributed manufacturing 
systems is an important task for plants; the key to solve this 
problem is to design an optimization method. This optimization 
problem has attracted the attention of scientists in the field of 
applied mathematics, operations research and engineering 
technology; the field has seen many important achievements, 
while various optimization methods are still booming. In the 
past decades, production planning optimization methods began 
with operations research methods, including a variety of math-
ematical programming methods; then a variety of heuristic rules 
appeared while considering computation times; by the 1980s, 
artificial intelligence methods began to be used to solve produc-
tion planning problems, including expert system, Multi‐Agent 
Systems, intelligent optimization algorithms and other methods. 
Production planning optimization methods for distributed 
manufacturing systems can be classified into three major classes: 
operations research methods, heuristic methods and artificial 
intelligence methods.[2]
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4.2.3.1 Operations Research Methods
Operations research methods mainly focus on solving linear 
programming and mixed integer linear programming problems, 
specifically the simplex method, the Benders decomposition 
method,[3] the branch and bound method,[4] the Lagrangian 
relaxation method[5] and so on. These kinds of methods have 
generated a mature theory, and many commercialized software 
packages have been developed, such as Cplex, Lingo and so on.

Mathematical programming–based production planning 
methods mainly use linear programming, mixed integer linear 
programming and dynamic programming to analyze planning 
problems.[6] Since mathematical programming methods belong 
to the accurate modeling methods, any changes of problem 
parameters may cause a model to fail in a different production 
environment. Linear programming is primarily used to determine 
the investment, number of products, demand for raw materials, 
number of machines needed, energy demands and work hours 
required, in order to obtain the maximum economic benefit. 
Hu Zexin[7, 8] established the mathematical programming model 
for a production planning problem to maximize the economic 
benefits, which included the constraints related to machine 
quantity and working hours required.

Mixed integer linear programming models are linear pro-
gramming models with integer decision variables, for example, 
the number of machines and workers in manufacturing systems. 
While considering the availability of resources, equipment or 
tools in different stages, some decision variables are 0 or 1, and 
then the model becomes an 0/1 mixed integer linear program-
ming model.[9] Sahindis and Grossmnna[10] considered the 
availability of equipment, and set the decision variables corre-
sponding to the assignment of equipment to task as 0/1, then 
constructed a 0/1 mixed integer linear programming model to 
minimize the production cost.

Dynamic programming models are developed on the basis of 
optimization theory. The main idea is to decompose an optimi-
zation problem into multiple interrelated stages, a decision has 
to be made in each stage so as to achieve the best activity results. 
Emlaghrbay[11] considered the situation where the selection of 
available resources was not arbitrary at different stages; the 
decision depended on the current state and affected the future 
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development. When decisions were made in various stages, a 
decision network was constructed, and then a dynamic program-
ming model based resource allocation model was built. Dynamic 
programming models are mainly used to establish models for 
the dynamic process optimization problem with several stages 
in different periods.

The common feature of operations research methods is to 
seek an optimal or near‐optimal polynomial time algorithm for 
production planning problems. However, with the expansion of 
the problem scale and constraint quantity, the computation time 
grows exponentially. Therefore, this kind of method is primarily 
suited to deal with small‐scale optimization problems.

4.2.3.2 Heuristic Methods
The heuristic method is to use task‐irrelevant information to 
simplify the search process, and the solving process is to system-
atically construct or find solutions, during which search space 
checking, possible solvability paths evaluation and searched 
paths record are included to form the problem solution. 
Panwalkar[12] reviewed 113 heuristic methods, and divided 
them into three categories: simple rules, composite rules and 
heuristic rules. Kanakamedala[13] et  al. proposed a heuristic 
method for production planning problems, in which the Beam 
search method with the “minimal impact” heuristic rule was 
used for the pruning of a two‐story tree. Together with Kusiak,[14] 
he constructed an optimization model for production planning 
problems in network distributed enterprises. He set every pro-
duction entity as manufacturer or assembler, and the proposed 
model was to assign tasks to the assembly center to minimize 
the average transportation cost and inventory cost. A heuristic 
method was used in the solving process of the model, and exper-
iment results showed the feasibility of the method.

Heuristic search methods provide some other advantages, 
such as easy implementation and low computation complexity, 
so it is suitable for complex dynamic environments. It has been 
attracting researchers’ attention for quite a long time, and many 
new rules are emerging. This kind of method uses the knowl-
edge and experience of specific problems and can generate a 
better solution in a short time. However, only a few attempts 
have been seen to evaluate the effect of solutions. Besides, it is 
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necessary to investigate measures to improve efficiency and 
solve large‐scale problems.

4.2.3.3 Artificial Intelligence Methods
In the field of production management, the Artificial intelligence 
(AI) method is a MAS‐based optimization method which is 
widely used and has made a great progress.

In the 1980s, the MAS technology was gradually used for 
production management research areas along with its continu-
ous research. Then the study of MAS enjoyed a boom after 
the 1990s with a diversification of the technology roadmap. 
Bussmann[15] studied the Agent‐based distributed constrained 
heuristic search (DCHS) problem. He distributed the entire 
problem to each Agent, and carried out asynchronous and par-
allel searches. The solution has been validated in production 
planning problems in distributed Job Shop–type manufacturing 
systems. Dong Hongbin[16] viewed all functions and entities of a 
manufacturing system as Agents in the proposed MAS frame-
work, and presented a price mechanism–based market model to 
express the negotiation between Agents. Then he proposed a 
contract network protocol‐based distributed scheduling strategy 
for flexible manufacturing systems. Yanxiang[17] presented a 
knowledge‐based task assignment method for distributed com-
puter systems with an application of Agent technology. This 
study can serve as an important reference for the design of 
Agents in production planning processes.

One of the key problems in MAS‐based production planning 
methods is the collaboration and negotiation between Agents. 
The purpose of deciding upon a collaboration/negotiation 
mechanism is to determine the joint problem‐solving mecha-
nism of Agents.

In today’s global economy, the market demands stricter 
requirements for manufacturers in regard to product quality, 
supply response speed, agility and flexibility. This trend has 
encouraged companies to improve their competitiveness, no 
longer by acting alone, but together with other companies in the 
global competitive market environment. The production plan 
for distributed manufacturing systems is to achieve the overall 
objective of the enterprises. In order to realize these goals, it 
determines the production targets for all the enterprises of 
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distributed manufacturing systems, balances these targets among 
the production factors of the manufacturing system, and globally 
arranges various resources in time and space.[18] Production 
planning problems have been endowed with new features in 
this new environment. It can easily be seen that the classical 
optimization methods have become nearly mature; however, 
they still cannot satisfy requirements of practical problem and 
computation precision. Some basic principles of the classical 
theory cannot be used for solving practical problems; they 
should be further reconsidered and expanded. Single operations 
research methods, heuristic methods or artificial intelligence 
technology can achieve satisfactory performance only with 
difficulty. Therefore, the integration of a variety of artificial 
intelligence technology‐based methods is one of main directions 
to be considered for future research in the area of production 
planning problems.

4.3  Multi‐Agent‐Based Production Planning 
in Distributed Manufacturing Systems

Because the alliance formation of enterprises is often scattered 
in different areas, the production planning process in the 
 current manufacturing system is based on a large system in 
the form of distributed network rather than one based on the 
traditional internal processing chain. Demand management 
must be associated with resource capacity to realize the inter-
action and integration of heterogeneous information.[19] Since 
a production plan is long‐term, it should consider a variety of 
unknown conditions over a certain period to allocate resources. 
From another perspective, the uncertainty in the environment 
makes the production planning process more complex. Agent 
technology has good intelligence and distributed computing 
capability for such a complex distributed optimization problem. 
A production planning model for distributed manufacturing 
systems is presented in the following section to construct 
MAS solutions for this problem, in which a MAS is described, 
and the structural model and the behavioral model of each 
Agent are given.
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4.3.1 A Production Planning Model for Distributed 
Manufacturing Systems

At the production planning stage, the potential impact of uncer-
tain factors in a period should be considered to make decisions 
in order to deal with uncertain factors. The production planning 
results must absorb or resist the effects of uncertain factors to 
some extent, so as to be able to adjust production plan during 
the execution process. The general approach to deal with uncer-
tain factors includes probability theory, fuzzy set theory, and 
interval algebraic method. Sensitivity analysis method comes 
from uncertain factor (i.e., statistics, prediction, estimation, and 
assumption) modeling, and it can be used to analyze the influ-
ence of the uncertain factor changeover on the model output.[20] 
The sensitivity analysis method determines the effects of uncer-
tain factors through a passive behavior. The sensitivity analysis 
method does not consider uncertain factors in advance; the 
shortcomings of this method are that the results depend on the 
optimal solutions or the search method of optimal solutions. 
The stochastic programming method acquires the features of 
regular model structure and block structure.[21] Hence, the 
decomposition method is commonly used in calculations, 
which may lead to the rapid expansion of the model and cause 
difficulties in computation. The Fuzzy Programming method 
adopts the possibility programming approach.[22] It has been 
applied successfully in a wide variety of problems, and it usually 
is used where the parameters of objective function and con-
straints are uncertain. The robust optimization method is based 
on a scenario analysis and design issues.[23] Its purpose is to 
find a balance between the optimal solution and feasible solutions. 
A production planning model for distributed manufacturing 
systems is developed by using a scenario analysis–based robust 
optimization method.

4.3.1.1 The Basic Principle of Robust Optimization
The robust optimization model is presented on the basis of a 
typical mixed integer programming model. Assuming that there 
are three product lines that can produce the same kind of 
products. The operation costs of each assembly line, the produc-
tion cost of a product, and the largest production capacity are 
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shown in Table 4‐1. A reasonable production plan should be 
formulated to manufacture 4000 products to maximize the profit.

In the Model, the capacities of assembly line 1, 2 and 3 are 
respectively x1, x2 and x3. Three 0/1 variables y1, y2, and y3, are 
used to represent whether each assembly line is ready to start. 
The mixed integer programming model has the following form:

 min z x x x y y y10 4 2 100 200 3001 2 3 1 2 3 (4-1)
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The mix integer programming model above can be described in 
the form of basic linear programming model as follows:

 max z c x d yT T  (4-2)

 s t Ax b. .  (4-3)

 Bx Cy e  (4-4)

 x y, 0 (4-5)

Where z is the objective function, x and y are decision varia-
bles. Formula 4‐3 is an independent constraint, and A is a 
parameter matrix. Formula 4‐4 is the constraints generated 
by  interaction of decision variables, B and C are parameter 
matrixes, e is the vector constraints. Formula 4‐5 is the non‐
negative constraints.

Table 4-1 Resource Information.

Resource Operation Cost Cost per Product Maximum Capacity

Assembly line 1 100 10  800
Assembly line 2 200  4 1400
Assembly line 3 300  2 1000
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In 1995, Mulvey et al.[24] proposed a robust optimization method 
to solve large‐scale optimization problems with uncertain factors. 
They combined the objective programming model with the 
problem data description method, and established a robust opti-
mization model on the basis of the mixed integer programming 
problem. The set of possible scenario values is { }1 2, , ,S ; and 
the set of parameters corresponding to each scenario s  is 
{ds, Bs, Cs, es}; the probability is Ps where pss 1. The robust 
optimization model for the above problem is presented as follows:

 min x y yS s, , , , ,1 1  (4-6)

 s t Ax b. .  (4-7)

 B x C y e for all ss s s s s  (4-8)

 x y for all ss, 0  (4-9)

The first part of formula 4‐6 is the robustness of solutions, 
which is to express the lowest cost or risk objective function. 
The second part represents the robustness of the model, which 
indicates the penalty cost when some constraints cannot be 
satisfied, for example, the production constraint is not satisfied. 
δs is the error vector, which represents the degree that the actual 
value deviates from the constraint value. ω is a weighted para-
meter to express the ratio of solution robustness to model robust-
ness. The model consists of two different components. One is 
the structure component that is fixed and not affected by noise 
and input; another is the control component that is influenced 
by input. In addition, two sets of variables are also included in 
the model. x is the decision variable, the optimal value of which 
does not depend on the realization of all uncertainties; ys is the 
control variable, the optimum value of which depends on the 
realization of all uncertainties. Since the infeasible situation is 
inevitable, the penalty function is adopted to coordinate it. The 
selection of penalty functions is closely related to the problem 
background. Yu and Li[25] gave a further definition for the 
robustness of solutions, just as formula 4‐10, where s sf x y( ),  
represents the profit objective function in scenario s; x is the 
decision variable, ys is the control variable in scenario s; λ is the 
weighted solution error. The larger λ is, the lower the solution is 
sensitivity to changes in the external environment.
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Where,
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If s s ss P , then s 0; otherwise s s s ss P .
Then formula 4‐6 can be converted to formula 4‐13:
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4.3.1.2 The Production Planning Model for Distributed 
Manufacturing Systems
The following notation is used in the development of the math-
ematical model:

Index:

t Time node in the production planning period. T is the set of all 
time nodes, i.e., t T ;

i, j Material No. of the final product structure tree. J is the set of 
final products; N is the set of all raw materials. i j J N. , ;

k Plant No. K is the set of all plants, k K ;
s The number of customer order demand scenarios that may 

appear in plants, s .

Parameters:

Mi,j The number of children i needed by parent j. If child i has 
parent j, then Mi j, 0; otherwise Mi j, 0;

psc j k
s
,  The inventory/stock cost factor for parent j in plant k in 

scenario s;
rsci k

s
,  The raw material inventory cost factor for child i in plant k 

in scenario s;
D tj

s( ) The external demand for parent j in scenario s in period t;
pcj,k The inventory for parent j in plant k;
rci,k The raw material inventory for child i in plant k;
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Bi,k The working hours of critical resources needed by child i in 
plant k;

Ps The possibility of scenario s, pss 1;
Ck(t) The available working hours in period t for plant k.

Decision variables:

Pj,k(t) The number of processing products in period t for parent 
j in plant k;

ST tj k
s
, ( ) The number in inventory for parent j in plant k in scenario 

s at the end of period t;
jt
s  The shortfall demand in period t for parent j in scenario s.

The purpose of production planning optimization is to minimize 
inventory while satisfying the critical capacity constraints and 
customer requirements. Therefore, the inventory/shortage cost 
factor is introduced in the optimization process. The objective 
function to minimize the product shortage cost and inventory cost 
for distributed manufacturing systems is presented as follows:
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Formula 4‐14 is the objective function, which is to minimize 
the total cost of the product shortage and inventory. Formula 
4‐15 is the equilibrium equation to express the material demand 
of the final products that customers needed. Formula 4‐16 is 
the equilibrium equation to express the material demand of 
components. Formula 4‐17 represents the demand of critical 
capacities. Formula 4‐18 indicates that the number of products 
or components produced in every period cannot be negative.

4.3.1.3 Robust Production Planning Optimization 
Model for Distributed Manufacturing Systems
The most important step to introduce uncertain factors at 
the production planning stage is to develop a model to describe 
uncertainties. In terms of the basic principles of the robust 
optimization model, a robust optimization model is developed 
according to equation 4‐13. As shown in formula 4‐19, the first 
part is the robust function of solutions, and the second part is 
the robustness of model.

Min P z P z P z P
s

s s
s

s s
s

s s s
s

s jt
s[( ) ]2
 

(4-19)

S.t.

 
z P z z ss

s
s s s 0  (4-20)

 z ss 0  (4-21)

4.3.2 Production Planning in MASs

The Agent‐based push‐pull production planning and control 
system structure that was developed in section 3.4 is used to 
satisfy requirements of production management in the dis-
tributed network environment. In this structure, a production 
plan is completed jointly by using a cooperative planning Agent, 
a resource management Agent and an order/product demand 
management Agent. The production planning process in dis-
tributed manufacturing systems consists of two progressive 
stages: one is production planning and capacity balance of final 
products; another is production planning and capacity balance 
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of components. Hence, the internal structure of a Multi‐Agent 
production planning system for distributed manufacturing 
systems could be further refined to construct a Multi‐Agent 
hierarchical production planning system as shown in Figure 4‐4.

The basic feature of distributed manufacturing systems has 
determined that their production planning mode is a distributed, 
group decision‐making process. The traditional production 
planning mode is a centralized decision‐making process for inter-
nal production activities of a single manufacturing system. Most 
modern enterprises are a distributed system consisting of multi-
ple manufacturing systems; each system has a separate legal entity 
and its own core decision‐making ability. The production plan of 
each member in distributed manufacturing systems is affected by 
other members’ production decisions, it is necessary to collabo-
rate among members. The distributed manufacturing production 
planning process is a collaboration and communication process. 
In a multi‐layer coordination structure, a Multi‐Agent‐based pro-
duction planning system has the following elements in common:

1) Multi‐layer collaboration: Agents in each layer complete the 
task demands of a parent Agent in a distributed collaborative 
way by sharing knowledge and information in order to 
achieve local control. In particular, the cooperative planning 
Agent in each layer receives the demand information of a 
parent cooperative planning Agent, and then decomposes it 
into production planning processes in a certain sequence, 
finally allocates them to lower‐layer Agents in turn, (i.e., a 
multi‐layer collaborative planning process).

2) Distributed collaboration: A single Agent has its own intelli-
gence so that it can optimize the process locally. Therefore, it 
is possible for Agents in the same layer to interact with each 
other, which can be regarded as a local optimization strategy. 
Similar to the collaboration‐based approach presented previ-
ously, the collaboration style of Agents in the same layer is 
determined by the information‐sharing degree of Agents in 
the same layer. In the case of complete information sharing, 
a MAS collaborates by using the collaboration agreement. 
In the case of incomplete information sharing, a MAS collabo-
rates by using the negotiation agreement while considering 
the competitive relationship between enterprises.
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Figure 4-4 The structure of a Multi‐Agent production planning system for distributed manufacturing 
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The advantage of the MAS‐based production planning 
optimization method for distributed manufacturing systems is 
that it decomposes production planning problems vertically 
and horizontally in order to integrate related enterprises in 
time and space. Its optimization objective is to manufacture 
best products with the least cost in the shortest time so as to 
satisfy customers’ personalized demands. Since this method 
integrates multiple Agents to make decisions, the decision‐making 
process has some features of autonomy and complexity. The 
production plan determines what to do according to the ability 
of an enterprise. It improves the customer service level, inven-
tory turn and productivity, and updates and sustains the feasi-
bility and effectiveness of the plan by proportionately arranging 
the production process. Besides, it makes sure that the maximum 
available amount of material and the maximum capacity of each 
machine have not been exceeded. More specifically, it should 
follow some basic principles:

1) Least product types. Least product type numbers are used to 
arrange the main production plan. If the number of product 
types is greater, it will increase the difficulties of prediction 
and management.

2) Independence and specification. The job list only consists of 
specific types of products or components to be produced. The 
main production plan should record products or components 
to be purchased or produced from the perspective of practical 
demands instead of a plan list. These products are all specific 
and can be divided into identifiable parts or components.

3) Critical product types. Product types that have a significant 
impact on production capacities, financial indicators or 
critical materials are recorded. The products that have a great 
influence on production capacities are those products that 
affect processing and assembly greatly, for example, some 
types of mass production products, products that result in 
bottlenecks, products processed by using critical work centers. 
As regards financial indicators, these are those products that 
are most related to the company’s profits, for example, prod-
ucts with high manufacturing costs, valuable components 
and expensive raw materials, or products including some 
components with special requirements, and products with 
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relatively inexpensive components being regarded as the 
main profit source of a company. As regards critical raw 
materials, these are products that have a very long lead time 
or limited raw material suppliers.

4) Comprehensive representation. Products in the production 
plan should be as comprehensive as possible to represent the 
company’s processing products. The production plan should 
cover components as much as possible in order to reflect the 
information of manufacturing facilities as much as possible, 
especially bottlenecks or critical work centers.

5) Appropriate margin. Appropriate capacity rooms are reserved, 
and preventive maintenance times are taken into considera-
tion. The preventive maintenance process is arranged as a task 
in the production plan; the capacities of work centers are 
reduced according to preventive maintenance times.

6) Basic stability. The production plan should remain stable over 
a certain period. The approach that changes the production 
plan randomly according to subjective desire will damage the 
original reasonable normal limited plan and weaken system 
planning capability.

4.3.3 The Running Model of a Multi‐Agent‐Based 
Production Planning System

In order to optimize the production plan for distributed manu-
facturing systems, the running model of a Multi‐Agent‐based 
production planning system is developed in Figure 4‐5.

1) The order/product demand management Agent develops a 
production plan in accordance with the aggregated and 
sorted customer orders, which include both products in a 
stable life cycle and those that have never been produced 
before. The former class is taken into consideration in this 
book. The production plan is developed by considering 
beginning inventory, current demand, specific planned 
amount, and time factors in combination with operation 
sequences and resource constraints.

2) The production plan is arranged for plants to manufacture final 
products. The future market demand for products in a mature 
and stable life cycle is predictable. According to the orders 
received in the first step, the cooperative planning Agent 
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balances capacities of plants and arranges a pre‐production 
plan according to the resource capacity information provided 
by the critical resource capacity management Agent. Then the 
pre‐production plan is obtained by the optimization method, 
and the pre‐production plan is formulated by combining data 
from the first step and the second step.

3) The production plan of the raw material supply factory is 
developed. The cooperative planning Agent considers the 
arranged plan in the previous layer to be the production 
planning constraints in the current layer. This allows the 
Agent to obtain the amount of component resources needed 
for the final products. Then it can balance resource capabili-
ties of distributed plants, which are provided by the critical 
resource capacity management Agent, in order to form the 
production plan for the raw material supply plant, to control 
the supply speed of each component of final products.
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1. Product demand
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3. Resource demand of
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4. Constrained resource
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2. Product list

7. Balance production
capacity of component raw 

material

6. Information list of
components resource

8. Plan

9. Verify

10. Release production
plan

5. Multi-plant production plan

Figure 4-5 The running model of a Multi‐Agent‐based production 
planning system.
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4.4  Agents in Multi‐Agent Production 
Planning Systems

The interaction process among Agents during the execution 
process of the production plan is determined by the structure of 
a Multi‐Agent production planning system. In order to provide 
details of each Agent’s behavior and performance, the following 
section presents structures, behavior models, functions and 
running modes of an order/product demand management 
Agent, a cooperative planning Agent and a critical resource 
capacity management Agent in Multi‐Agent production plan-
ning systems.

4.4.1 Order Demand Management Agent

As shown in Figure 4‐6, an order/product demand management 
Agent is adopted to receive customer orders, to exchange infor-
mation with upstream and downstream customers and suppli-
ers just in time, to submit order execution progress to customers, 
and to release components tasks to corresponding plants in 
time. Moreover, the order/product demand management Agent 
is used to release the order demand to a cooperative planning 

Order/demand management
Agent

Receive task

Record order
execution

information

Exchange
information with

customers

Production 
planner

Cooperative planning
Agent

Production control MAS

Release task
information

Customer

Figure 4-6 The use case diagram of an order/product demand 
management Agent.
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Agent so as to formulate a production plan and to balance critical 
resource capacities.

As shown in Figure 4‐7, The order/product demand manage-
ment Agent is employed to manage the product sale contract 
of clients and manufacturing systems, to carry out communi-
cations between customers and enterprises, and to pass the 
information to sales in the internal system. The order/product 
demand management Agent is adapted to control sales in a 
planned manner by maintaining and managing customer orders 
in order to maintain sale activities, production activities and 
purchase activities in an orderly, smooth and efficient manner. 
The process flow of the order/product demand management 
Agent is presented as follows:

1) Sale orders are uploaded manually or generated by a quota-
tion. The quotation can be set to confirm whether it is to be 
considered in the calculation range of an MRP.

2) While sale orders are uploading, the sales contract–related 
information, such as order release dates and due dates, is 
recorded simultaneously.

3) An order number is generated automatically.
4) While products needed by customers are uploading, the 

system will calculate the promising quantity of products/
promising capacity information in accordance with the exist-
ing inventory and capacity.

5) The order‐created dates, creators, last modified dates and 
modifiers are recorded so that late information can be traced.

6) When the order information is changed, the order change 
version information is recorded in order to facilitate the 
latter query.

Customer relationship
management

Quotation

Order management
Product inventory/capacity

prediction
Out of stock Update inventory

Figure 4-7 The management flow of the order/product demand 
management Agent.
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The order/product demand management Agent is used to 
manage customers in relationship to orders, and to provide real‐
time order status information for customers. During the entire 
process, the order/product demand management Agent provides 
a variety of real‐time feedback information according to the 
customer order information. The order/product demand manage-
ment Agent is a kind of reactive Agent. The structure of the order/
product demand management Agent is shown in Figure 4‐8.

4.4.2 Cooperative Planning Agent

A cooperative planning Agent is used to develop a production 
plan and to balance capacities. In distributed manufacturing 
systems, orders/products are allocated according to the spare 
capacities of each plant to determine the amount of orders/products 
for each plant. In the production planning process, according to 
the critical resource capacities of plants, the tasks released by 
the order/product demand management Agent are assigned to 
different plants, in different periods, in terms of certain rules and 
objectives. The behavior model of  the cooperative planning 
Agent is shown in Figure 4‐9. According to the information‐shar-
ing degree of distributed plants, a negotiation protocol or a 
collaboration protocol is used to arrange the production plan.

The cooperative planning Agent is adapted to formulate 
the prediction plan by accepting orders and conducting sale 

Agent Order demand information

Order execution feedback
information

Sensor

Actuator

Information
processing

unit

Data-order judgement
relationship base

State change information

Action execution

Figure 4-8 The mechanism of the order/product demand management 
Agent.
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predictions, and to trigger the production planning process by 
regarding the prediction results and customer orders as demands. 
The production plan is calculated by arranging tasks on the basis 
of information, such as BOM configuration processing routes 
and inventory, in order to obtain a plan, which not only meets the 
total market demand, but also is relatively stable and balanced. 
This is the basis for a manufacturing enterprise to maintain 
sustainable development.

The running process of the cooperative planning Agent 
involves a great deal of basic information, parameter setting and 
complex parameters‐handling. Hence, the cooperative planning 
Agent is a kind of thinking Agent. Its structure is illustrated in 
Figure 4‐10. In the information processing process of this struc-
ture, an information fusion model corresponds to a planning 
model; a knowledge base corresponds to production planning 
optimization methods; objectives correspond to various perfor-
mance indicators. Finally, a production plan and a purchase plan 
are generated to guide the manufacturing execution process.

4.4.3 Critical Resource Capacity Management Agent

A critical resource capacity management Agent is used to 
balance production capacities in the production planning 
process. When the number of tasks assigned by the cooperative 
planning Agent has exceeded the maximum capacity of critical 
resources in a plant, the critical resource capacity management 
Agent should deliver this information to the cooperative planning 
Agent in order to trigger the cooperative planning Agent to 
change the original production plan.

Balance critical
resource capacity b

Confirm
production plan

Critical resource
capacity management

agent

Production
planner

Negotiation
protocol

Formulate
production plan

Cooperative
planning agent

Receive task

Order/demand
management agent

Collaboration
protocol

Figure 4-9 The use case diagram of a cooperative planning Agent.
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Figure 4‐11 shows the main functions of the critical resource 
capacity management Agent. Sophisticated critical resource 
management can not only greatly improve the efficiency of 
manufacturing systems and resource utilization, reduce operat-
ing costs, facilitate various activities of manufacturing systems, 
but also discover a variety of problems that appear in the running 
process, and then improve it.

The critical resource capacity management Agent provides 
the feedback of production planning results, balances critical 
resource capacities and judge whether planning results satisfy 
capacities of critical resources. Hence, the critical resource 
capacity management Agent is a kind of reactive Agent. The 
structure of the critical resource capacity management Agent is 
shown in Figure 4‐12.

Agent Demand information

Capacity information

Sensor

Actuator

Information
processing

unit

Information fusion: planning model

Objective: performance indicators

Action execution

Knowledge base: optimization method

Figure 4-10 The mechanism of a cooperative planning Agent.
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Figure 4-11 The use case diagram of a critical resource capacity 
management Agent.
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4.5  Contract Net Protocol‐Based 
Production Planning Optimization Method

In view of information sharing among multiple plants in distrib-
uted manufacturing systems, the cooperative production planning 
process among plants must be taken into consideration, to 
manufacture appropriate products at the lowest cost and with 
the fastest speed in order to satisfy customers’ demands. That 
is to say, the Agents in the MAS are required to collaborate with 
each other so as to reach a common goal, which conforms to 
basic standards of collaborative protocols. Since the contract 
net protocol is the most popular one among collaborative proto-
cols for Multi‐Agent Systems, the contract net protocol–based 
production planning algorithm for distributed manufacturing 
systems is given in the following section.

4.5.1 Contract Net Protocol

In 1980, Smith[26] proposed a contract net protocol to solve 
distributed problems. As a task allocation and cooperation mech-
anism for negotiation, the contract net protocol simulates the 
tendering‐bidding‐bidding‐winner mechanism in market behavior. 
The bidding values are regarded as task assignment rules, the 
collaboration and competition among Agents are adopted to solve 
dynamic, distributed and adaptive task assignment problems. 
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Production plan

information
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Actuator

Information
processing

unit

Resource capacity-
range relationship

base

Judge resource
capacity

Action execution

Figure 4-12 The mechanism of a critical resource capacity management 
Agent.
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The collaboration in the contract net protocol has the following 
characteristics: 1) collaboration is a local process that does not 
involve the central control; 2) a two‐way exchange of information; 
3) two sides of the negotiation evaluate the information according 
to their respective values; 4) the final contract is obtained by a 
two‐way choice. Therefore, this collaboration is entirely dependent 
on the self‐decision and control strategy at every solving node, 
and the adaptive task assignment is accomplished in a distributed 
control manner. The actual contract net protocol provides a con-
tract agreement and defines the task assignment, related Agents, 
and the implementation process.

In the contract net protocol, Agents are classified into two 
categories: executive Agents and management Agents. The 
procedure for implementing the contract net protocol‐based 
MAS is outlined clearly in Figure 4‐13.

Management agent Executive agent

Task information

Deadline

Refuse

Ignore

Tender

Refuse tender

Accept tender

Bid winning
send message

Bid fail
send message

Figure 4-13 The procedure for implementing the contract net protocol.
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4.5.1.1 Initialization
Each executive Agent in the system must report its location, 
status and ability and other information to the management 
Agent. The purpose is to reduce unnecessary communication in 
subsequent steps.

4.5.1.2 Task Release
When a waiting task arrives at the management Agent, the 
Agent decomposes it into sub‐tasks and generates a tendering 
deadline on every sub‐task, then sends task tendering informa-
tion to its corresponding executive Agent.

4.5.1.3 Tendering
When the tendering information is received, every executive 
Agent evaluates the information according to its state and 
knowledge base. If the evaluation result is “satisfactory”, then 
the executive Agent will send the bidding information to the 
management Agent.

4.5.1.4 Issuing
When the tendering deadline arrives, the management Agent 
will select the best bidding value. It will send “award” informa-
tion about the bidding winner to the selected executive Agent, 
and send “failed” information to other executive Agents.

4.5.1.5 Task Execution
When the executive Agent receives the “award” information, it 
will add this task in the task list. This task will be accomplished 
at the appropriate time, and then the executive Agent will return 
the execution information.

An important function of the contract net protocol based on 
the production planning MAS is to allocate orders/products in 
manufacturing systems by Agent collaboration. In distributed 
manufacturing systems, various Agents, such as order/product 
demand management Agents, cooperative planning Agents, 
critical resource capacity management Agents, and so on, work 
collaboratively to formulate the production plan. The critical 
resource capacity information of plants is collected by a critical 
resource capacity management Agent, and then a cooperative 
planning Agent is used to formulate the production plan.
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Figure 4‐14 shows the hierarchical decision model of the pro-
duction planning process in distributed manufacturing systems. 
In this model, the order/product demand management Agent is 
the task manager, which is mainly responsible for receiving and 
releasing tasks. The contract net protocol works mainly between 
the order/product demand management Agent and cooperative 
planning Agents, who act as managers and actuators, respectively. 
The critical resource capacity management Agent is adopted to 
provide critical resource capacity information about plants and 
to generate the bidding information. The cooperative planning 
Agent is used to determine the number of tasks allocated to 
each plant in distributed manufacturing systems.

4.5.2 Contract Net Protocol‐Based Collaborative 
Production Planning Algorithm

The production planning process for distributed manufacturing 
systems is a complex one, which includes the capacity informa-
tion coordination of cooperative plants and the task assignment 
among them. The information exchange process among coop-
erative plants can further be divided into several stages; different 
Agents are used in different stages in order to disperse the 
load of negotiation and adapt to different task assignment 
requirements of different Agents.

The order/product task assignment negotiation process con-
sists of three stages: 1) The order/product demand management 
Agent sends the bidding notice about the order/product tasks 
to cooperative planning Agents; 2) The cooperative planning 
Agents start to bid in accordance with the capacity information 
provided by the critical resource capacity management Agent; 
3) The order/product demand management Agent audits the 
bidding information provided by cooperative planning Agents 
according to content and time requirements of service, in order 
to determine the bidding winner and send the winning message 
to the bidding winner. Such a process formulates the collabora-
tion mechanism of cooperative planning Agents in task‐driven 
distributed manufacturing systems.

The contract net protocol‐based production planning process 
is completed by the internal coordination of cooperative planning 
Agents. The internal coordination is the process that cooperative 
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planning Agents use to collaborate resource arrangement accord-
ing to the bidding information provided by critical resource 
capacity management Agents. The production planning process 
is the task tendering and bidding process between the order/
product demand management Agent and cooperative planning 
Agents, and the production capacity balancing process between 
cooperative planning Agents and multi‐plant critical resource 
capacity management Agents. Figure 4‐15 illustrates the inter-
active information in the collaborative protocol‐based produc-
tion planning process. This diagram also indicates the contract 
net protocol‐based order/product task assignment negotiation 
process.

4.5.2.1 Tendering
The order/product demand management Agent sends out 
bidding notices about task assignment according to the task list. 
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Figure 4-15 The collaborative process of the contract net protocol‐based 
production planning MAS.
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The cooperative planning Agent is used to determine the amount 
of critical resources each plant needs, and then to send the 
tendering information of each component and product to the 
designated plant in order.

4.5.2.2 Bidding
After the tendering information is received, critical resource 
capacity management Agents of plants determine their own 
tendering value, which is mainly dependent on three indicators:

1) While considering uncertainties, the possible processing 
time arrangement and completion time are calculated as the 
tendering value of plants according to the plants’ critical 
resource capacity parameters. Moreover, the predictive task 
delay cost is given by critical resource capacity management 
Agents of the plants.

2) The earliest completion times of tasks are provided by critical 
resource capacity management Agents. The proper resource 
idle time is determined by searching tasks processed to be 
processed by critical resource capacity management Agents 
in order to predict the completion time.

3) The queue length of all the tasks processed by the plant.

Then, the critical resource capacity management Agent sends 
the bidding information to the cooperative planning Agent. The 
bidding information contains the three indicators mentioned 
above.

4.5.2.3 Signing
After the cooperative planning Agent receives the bidding infor-
mation provided by the critical resource capacity management 
Agents, the cooperative planning Agent will evaluate the bidding 
information according to the price and the queue length of all the 
tasks to be processed by using critical resource capacity manage-
ment Agents. The contracting rules are presented as follows:

1) Obtain scenario requirements and parameters of tasks 
provided by critical resource capacity management Agents, 
and generate the scenario feature list of each plant.

2) Formula 4‐19 is used to optimize to obtain the number of 
tasks processed in each plant.
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3) Send out the contract signing information. Plants receive the 
order/product tasks and add them to the queue, to support 
production scheduling of plants.

4.5.2.4 Implementation
In the contract net protocol‐based production planning MAS, 
the order/product demand management Agent unites the critical 
resource capacity management Agent of each plant by using a 
centralized control structure to work together and provide deci-
sion support for all members. The cooperative planning Agent 
is related to highly cohesive plants or enterprises in distributed 
manufacturing systems. The critical resource capacity manage-
ment Agent can obtain the plan or equipment capacity and 
inventory data in manufacturing systems in any way. This kind 
of collaboration process among Agents can improve comple-
mentarity among individual plans and enhance the effectiveness 
of the global production plan.

4.5.3 Case Study

In this section, practical data collected from a distributed manu-
facturing enterprise is used to demonstrate the effectiveness of 
the contract net protocol‐based production planning method. 
The distributed manufacturing enterprise consists of three plants, 
which work together to manufacture product 1. The BOM of 
product 1 is shown in Table 4‐2. Eight kinds of raw material are 
supplied by a number of factories. The supply capability is listed 
in Table 4‐6. The product inventory cost, component inventory 
cost, inventory capacity and processing time are summarized in 
Table 4‐3. Table 4‐4 shows demands in different scenarios. The 
capacity of plants is shown in Table 4‐5. Scenarios are generated 

Table 4-2 BOM of product 1.

product

Raw material

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

1 2 3 2 4 4 5 1 2
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Table 4-3 Scenario parameters in production planning optimization.

Plant Scenario

Product 
Inventory/
shortage 
Cost (Yuan)

Raw Material Inventory 
Cost (Yuan)

Processing 
Time (h)

J 1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

1 1 5 4 4 4 4 5 5 6 6 3.5
2 6 5 5 5 5 6 6 7 7
3 7 6 6 6 6 7 7 8 8

2 1 8 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 3.6
2 9 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6
3 10 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7

3 1 9 5 6 7 8 8 9 9 7 3.3
2 10 6 7 8 9 9 10 10 8
3 11 7 8 9 10 10 11 11 9
Initial  
Product 
Inventory 
(Piece)

Product 
Inventory 
Capacity 
(Piece)

Initial Raw Material 
Inventory (Piece)

Raw Material 
Inventory 
Capacity 
(Piece)

1 2 15 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 10000
2 2 10 10 15 20 12 15 20 15 20 12000
3 0 10 10 0 0 10 0 0 10 20 10000

Table 4-4 Demand of Product 1.

Scenario

Time node (t)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

1 100 250 350 300 100 200 250 0 100
2 200 250 300 350 200 200 200 350 400
3 150 200 250 300 100  50 0 100 200
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by using stochastic simulation methods,[27] and the final product 
demand is satisfied with the uniform distribution of a certain 
interval. The occurrence probabilities of three scenarios are 0.3, 
0.3 and 0.4. Parameter ω is 1, which reflects the robustness of 
the model.

After balance calculation in different layers, the results of 
production planning process are presented in Table 4‐7 and 
Table  4‐8. According to the method introduced above, each 
plant takes part in the bidding process. After receiving the quote 
from the cooperative planning Agent of each plant, the coopera-
tive planning Agent in the upper layer compares the time and 
cost of each critical resource capacity management Agent and 
sends out the bidding winner information. Then the plan is for-
mulated through the contract net protocol‐based collaboration 
process. The optimal solutions in the situation with nondeter-
ministic demand are compared with the optimal solutions in the 
situation with deterministic average demand. The results reveals 
that: 1) The increment of the total cost in a nondeterministic 
environment is 7.67%, which indicates that the robust optimi-
zation results are relatively conservative; 2) the decrement of the 
standard deviation of the total cost obtained by using the robust 
optimization strategy is 20.39%, which indicates that the model 

Table 4-5 Available production capacity.

Plant

Available Production Capacity (Available Working  
Hours per Time Node)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

1 144 160 168 176 120 192 200 200 192
2 144 160 168 176 120 192 200 200 192
3 144 160 168 176 120 192 200 200 192

Table 4-6 Available Amount of Raw Material per Time Node.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

3500 2500 3500 3500 3500 3500 2500 4000
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is robust, that is, the robust optimization strategy obtains better 
robustness at higher cost.

4.6  Bid Auction Protocol‐Based Production 
Planning Optimization Method

In view of the situation of incomplete information sharing among 
multiple plants in distributed manufacturing systems, Agents 
are used to compete to make a union‐decision in the production 
planning process, and to optimize globally production in each 

Table 4-7 Production Plan of the Contract Net Protocol‐Based 
Collaboration MAS in a Nondeterministic Environment.

Plant

Time node (t)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

1 20 59 38 10 52
2 20 20 50 53 30 35 20 30 62
3 23 46 59 20 32 26

Inventory/shortage cost: 4603
Standard deviation: 10.46

Table 4-8 production plan of the contract net protocol‐based 
collaboration MAS in a deterministic environment.

Plant

Time Node (t)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

1 20 30 38 80 75 65 52
2 24 82 53 33 35 20 30 62
3 31 39 38 82 53

Total cost: 4250
Standard deviation: 13.14
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plant and the whole system, which are basic norms of the 
negotiation protocol. The bid auction protocol is the most 
popular one among negotiation protocols in MASs. Therefore, 
the bid auction protocol‐based production planning method 
is developed for solving Multi‐Agent negotiation protocol 
problems in distributed manufacturing systems with incomplete 
information sharing.

4.6.1 Bid Auction Protocol

The bid auction is a common procedure throughout human 
societies. When people want to decide the final value of an 
item, the auction is a common method, in which the seller 
will get the most benefit. The typical auction rules are Dutch 
auction (Auction‐Dutch) that originated in the Netherlands, 
and the English auction (Auction‐English) that originated in 
England.[28] The Auction‐Dutch is a price‐cutting auction in 
which the auctioneer first gives an auction price higher than the 
commodity’s value, and then the price will be cut according 
to  certain operating rules until someone is willing to bid or 
the price hits bottom. The bidder will be the winner of this item. 
In contrast to Auction‐Dutch, Auction‐English is a price‐raising 
auction in which the auctioneer will raise the price gradually 
until there is only one bidder. In a distributed environment, 
both Auction‐Dutch and Auction‐English lead to repeated and 
redundant communication.

In the simple bid auction transaction mode, sellers bid in a 
buyer’s market; the seller who offers the lowest price will sell 
his item. Buyers bid in a seller’s market, the buyer who offers 
the highest price will get the item. It is noted that this kind of 
transaction mode will reduce repeated communication. However, 
it is necessary to reason dynamically concerning the wishes of 
other sellers and buyers to obtain the true value of a commodity. 
In this transaction mode, there may be some selfish individuals 
who offer a false price, for the sake of their own improper 
benefits, which results in a false deal.

A new bid auction strategy that selects the bidder offering the 
second‐highest price is has been proposed to encourage buyers 
and sellers to bid in accordance with their wishes and avoid 
speculation in the transaction process. Although the winner is 
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still the bidder who offers the highest or lowest price, the final 
transaction price between sellers and buyers is the second‐highest 
price, or the next‐lowest price, but not the highest or lowest 
price. For example, there is an auction of goods, and there are 
a number of buyers to take part in the bid auction. If bidder A 
is willing to buy the good with X dollars, and prices that other 
bidders offer do not exceed X, then the good will be sold to A with 
a price lower than X, that is, the highest price that other bidders 
offer. This kind of bid auction mode can also reduce complexity 
and redundancy of communication as the simple bid auction 
transaction mode. Besides, it can avoid the situation where 
bidders cannot offer prices in accordance with their wishes, 
which increases the possibility and honesty of transaction.

In view of incomplete information sharing among plants, the 
bid auction–based negotiation protocol is used to formulate the 
production plan, in which each plant tries to get the order/product 
task by highlighting its advantages. In this way, the competition 
among resources will be more orderly and rational; the whole 
system will get the most benefit; and each task will be the 
completed by the most appropriate and qualified resource. 
The order/product tasks will be transported to the cooperative 
planning Agent by their corresponding order/product demand 
management Agents, and will be auctioned by critical resource 
capacity management Agents among all the plants that have 
available capacities. Within a given period, the tasks will be 
assigned to cooperative planning Agents of the plants that offer 
the best price in order to obtain the solution with a most proper 
execution resource.

4.6.2 The Bid Auction Protocol‐Based Negotiating 
Production Planning Algorithm

The bid auction process is carried out by the negotiation of 
multiple Agents to locally optimize Agents within a competitive 
relationship. In the Multi‐Agent bid auction negotiation protocol‐
based production planning system, the negotiation is completed 
by using the critical resource capacity management Agent, the 
order/product demand management Agent, the collaborative 
planning Agent and the BOM Agent. The negotiation process is 
shown in Figure 4‐16.
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The bid auction is adopted to solve Multi‐Agent production 
planning problems, and its purpose is to regard the generation 
process of a production plan as a bid auction among resources 
to ensure that tasks can be rationally assigned and completed on 
time through auction and negotiation.[29] In this mechanism, the 
task owner is a manager; the resource owner is a signatory; the 
production task is the item to be auctioned. The resource owner 
decides the number of bids in accordance with the total quantity 
of tasks assigned in the enterprise. The task owner selects the 
resource owner with the lowest cost from all the bidders as 
signatory in its waiting task list according to the minimum cost 
rule. And then the task owner sends a signing message to the 
corresponding plant. The purpose of a production plan is to 
try its best to satisfy customers’ demands. The procedures are 
presented as follows.

4.6.2.1 Tendering
The order/product demand management Agent sends the 
bidding notice to tasks in the task set in turn. The cooperative 
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Figure 4-16 Bid auction protocol‐based negotiation process in Multi‐Agent 
production planning systems.
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planning Agent determines the amount of critical resources that 
should be used in each plant, and sends the tendering message 
to corresponding plants.

4.6.2.2 Auction
After the critical resource capacity management Agent of a 
plant receives the tendering information, it firstly determines its 
quote, which is mainly dependent on three indicators:

1) In terms of the critical resource parameters of a plant, the 
possible processing time arrangement and completion time 
are calculated as the tender value of a plant while considering 
uncertainties. The critical resource capacity management 
Agent of a plant determines the predictive task‐delay cost.

2) The critical resource capacity management Agent provides 
the earliest completion time of a task, determines the proper 
resource idle time to predict the completion time by search-
ing all the tasks.

3) The queue length of all the tasks processed by the plant.

Then, the critical resource capacity management Agent sends 
the bidding information to the cooperative planning Agent.

4.6.2.3 Award
In each round of bidding, the task to be signed up and the assigned 
plant are determined. The order/product planning Agent that 
issues the tender represents the parent in the product structure 
tree. Cooperative planning Agents are children in the product 
structure tree. After the bidding information is provided by 
critical resource capacity management Agents are received, the 
cooperative planning Agent judges the bidding information 
according to the tender value and the queue length of all the 
tasks processed by critical resource capacity management 
Agents. The contracting rules are presented as follows:

1) Obtain specific scenario requirements and parameters of 
completed tasks provided by critical resource capacity 
management Agents, and generate the scenario feature list 
of each plant.

2) In the incomplete information‐sharing situation, since there 
is no full‐trust relationship between the parent order/product 
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planning Agent and the child cooperative planning Agent, it 
is necessary to design the trust factor γ, which indicates that 
the parent product production plant has to trust the child 
component manufacturing plant. Assuming that γ is [0, 1], 
then the trust factor γ can be used to evaluate the credibility 
of the plan proposed by the cooperative planning Agent. 

0 indicates that the parent won’t trust the children; 
and 1 indicates that the parent will trust the children. 
In the evaluation process, 1  is used as the weight of cost.

3) Send out the contract signing information. Plants receive 
order/product tasks and add them into the queue, in order to 
further support the production scheduling process of plants.

4.6.2.4 Implementation
In the bid auction protocol‐based production planning process 
of distributed manufacturing systems, the protocol is used to 
assign every task in the waiting task list to a proper production 
plant and then delete the task from the list. When the protocol 
ends, the waiting task list is empty. Therefore, the implementa-
tion process of this protocol is to conduct the auction‐based 
bidding process iteratively.

4.6.3 Case Study

The case study presented in section 4.6.3 is adopted to illus-
trate the implementation process of the bid auction protocol. 
Assume that the information sharing between components 
production plants and final‐product production plants is 
incomplete, that is, the earliness/tardiness penalty factor is 
unknown. In addition, the product production plant trusts 
the components production plant. Here the trust factor vector 
is Gamma 1 0 5 0 6 0 8 0 4 0 5 0 7 0 4, , , , , , ,. . . . . . . .

After task assignment and balance calculation, the results of 
production planning are shown in Table 4‐9 and Table 4‐10. 
According to the bid auction negotiation method, each plant 
takes part in the bidding process. After the cooperative planning 
Agents of the components production plant give out the quote, 
the order/product demand management Agent sends out the 
bidding winner information by comparing all the cost informa-
tion of distributed plants and considering the trust factors. Since 
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incomplete information sharing is adopted in distributed plants, 
the negotiation‐based production plan is different from that in 
the situation of full information sharing.

4.7  Conclusion

This chapter has presented the production planning process for 
a distributed manufacturing system, which includes two stages: 
product task assignment and production capacity balance. 
Besides, a Multi‐Agent production planning system has been 

Table 4-9 Production plan of the bid auction protocol‐based collaboration 
MAS in nondeterministic environment.

Plant

Time node (t)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

1 20 39 53 33 43 20 10 52
2 53 33 45 33 43 20 30 62
3 53 33 45 32 23

Inventory/shortage cost: 5304
Standard deviation: 11.02

Table 4-10 Production plan of the bid auction protocol‐based 
collaboration MAS in deterministic environment.

Plant

Time node (t)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

1 53 33 35 20 30 20 30
2 59 12 32 59 12 32 20 30 62
3 23 46 31 46 26

Inventory/shortage cost: 4950
Standard deviation: 13.98
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proposed to solve production planning problems in distributed 
manufacturing systems. With the aid of the collaboration pro-
tocol or the negotiation protocol, multiple Agents in this MAS 
system formulate effective production plans. When plants 
collaborate in a situation with complete information sharing, the 
contract net protocol is used to implement the collaboration‐
based production planning process. When plants collaborate in 
a situation with incomplete information sharing, the bid auction 
protocol is adopted to implement the negotiation‐based pro-
duction planning process. In this production planning process 
for distributed manufacturing systems, the actual production 
process has been taken into consideration, and a case study has 
been included to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed 
method.
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5

5.1  Introduction

In general, Job Shop manufacturing has been carried out in a 
discrete manufacturing environment with small to medium 
batch manufacturing and large product variation. In the manu
facturing process of the Job Shop manufacturing system, the 
products that are formed by materials undergo separate manu
facturing operation sequences in various processing resources. 
In Job Shop manufacturing systems, the production scheduling 
scheme is regarded as an interface between the production 
planning layer and the processing resources control layer, which 
is responsible for arranging material flow and coordinating the 
production schedule. In the dynamic changeable manufacturing 
environments, it is imperative that production scheduling be 
expected to accept the task arrangements of production plan
ning, so as to conduct mid‐term job scheduling optimization 
and to respond to dynamic events in the short term. As pointed 
out in Chapter 3, the production scheduling scheme is defined 
as a typical hybrid push‐and‐pull production process. Scheduling 
problems in Job Shop manufacturing systems involve many 
f actors; in particular, its running process is full of dynamic 
events. The complexity of these scheduling problems has led to 
the recent interest in addressing the problems by using artificial 
intelligence techniques.[1] Production tasks are assigned by 
using Multi‐Agents in collaboration, based on Agent techniques, 
in order to simplify the complexity of production scheduling 
problems, to improve the stability of manufacturing systems, 
and to reduce management costs.

Multi‐Agent‐Based Production Scheduling 
for Job Shop Manufacturing Systems
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5.2  Production Scheduling in Job Shop 
Manufacturing Systems

Production scheduling problems in Job Shop manufacturing 
systems are characterized as a combinatorial optimization 
p roblem subject to highly complex constraints, which belong to 
the class of non‐deterministic polynomial (NP) hard problems. 
Previous studies have mainly focused on classical scheduling 
problems in processing operation sectors. In particular, four 
assumptions are taken into consideration to solve these classical 
scheduling problems: 1) The set of jobs is deterministic. 2) The 
operation processing time required in each machine is prede
fined. 3) All jobs are necessarily available at time zero. That is 
to say, the release time for jobs is not taken into consideration. 
4) There are no dynamic events in Job Shop manufacturing 
systems. Nevertheless, the actual Job Shop manufacturing system 
is a complex dynamic system with various dynamic events, 
for instance, random machine breakdown, preventive machine 
maintenance, sudden changes in delivery due dates, and so on. 
There are two important issues with respect to production 
scheduling scheme. One issue is to accept the task arrangements 
of production planning. The other issue is to continually update 
the released production plans in order to rapidly respond to these 
changes by considering the impact of a dynamic environment. 
Therefore, how to develop an effective production scheduling 
scheme is an important means to improve the stability and the 
efficiency of Job Shop manufacturing systems.

5.2.1 Job Shop Manufacturing Systems

As a functional unit in a distributed manufacturing system, a 
Job Shop manufacturing system is expected to reasonably 
organize the production resources in order to complete all 
the  tasks under the production planning phase. A Job Shop 
m anufacturing system consists of a number of manufacturing 
cells that are generated in two ways. In the former, a manu
facturing cell is generated by different types of machines or 
processes (e.g., an automated flexible manufacturing cell). 
On  the other hand, machines are grouped in terms of their 
functional similarities.
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An automated flexible manufacturing cell involves processing 
resources, material handling resources and cell controller, and 
so on.

1) Processing resources
Processing resources are capable of performing one or more 
processes. Due to different processing parts, these process
ing resources can be classified into six classes, such as 
machining centers, turning centers, computer numerical 
control (CNC) machines, milling machines, grinders and 
gear cutting machines, and so on.

2) Material handling resources
Material handling resources are employed to automatically 
supply and load/unload parts and fixtures, and to automati
cally deliver, dispatch and store between processes. These 
resources contain a variety of conveyors, automatic guided 
vehicles, industrial robotics, and so on.

3) Cell controller
In general, a multi‐level distributed computer system is 
adopted as a cell controller to deal with information (e.g., 
control commands in CNC machine and delivery informa
tion in automated material handling systems) in the Job Shop 
manufacturing system.

Another way to generate manufacturing cells is in terms of 
their functional similarities, in which machines of a specified 
type are grouped together. These manufacturing cells include 
the same types of CNC machines, machining centers and 
functional cells generated by general machines. In these manu
facturing cells, material handling is manual‐based without 
cell controllers.

A Job Shop manufacturing system includes following typical 
characteristics:

1) Complex manufacturing environment
In a Job Shop manufacturing system, there are mutual 
influences and constraints related to jobs, machines, 
operators, and buffers, and so on. In addition, the impacts 
of dynamic events are required to be taken into consid
eration, which cause the complexity of management to be 
increased.
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2) High equipment flexibility
Due to high flexibility, variability and the ability to manufac
ture various parts with different processes and to assemble 
different types of components and products, it is generally 
believed that a Job Shop manufacturing system satisfies the 
requirements of low to medium unstable demand with large 
product variation. In a highly automated manufacturing cell, 
it is capable of automatically performing processes including 
manufacturing, assembling, inspecting, handling, storing and 
so on. Moreover, it is also able to automatically replace parts, 
tools and fixtures so as to automatically clamp and deliver, 
and to automatically monitor machining processes.

3) High efficiency
Job Shop manufacturing is designed to minimize auxiliary 
time, preparation time and ending time by using an accurate 
processes‐controller so as to achieve high efficiency and 
improve equipment utilization simultaneously.

5.2.2 Production Scheduling in Job Shop 
Manufacturing Systems

Usually, production scheduling problems in Job Shop manufactur
ing systems are characterized as scheduling problems subject to 
highly complex constraints. These kinds of scheduling problems 
concern the allocation of limited sources over time to perform 
tasks among parallel and sequential processes. Each task consists 
of several processes with constraints related to the operation 
sequence of each part, the operation processing time required in 
each machine, and the requirements and the maximum capaci
ties of manufacturing machines. In the manufacturing process of 
the Job Shop manufacturing system, all the tasks of a specified 
type undergo their own independent manufacturing operation 
sequence, and each process occupies a specific processing 
resource in a manufacturing cell. The aim of the production 
scheduling scheme is to allocate proper resources to tasks and 
develop time arrangements in detail, in order to achieve the best 
production performance while satisfying constraints.

With the development of personalized customer demands, 
and intensified market competition, in the case of limited 
resources, as a response to these demands, it is necessary for Job 
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Shop manufacturing systems to shorten delivery due dates of 
products, improve the efficiency of the manufacturing system 
and reduce work‐in‐process (WIP) inventory. The characteristics 
of production scheduling problems in Job Shop manufacturing 
systems are summarized as follows:

1) Dynamic
This refers to the difference between the background based 
on the production plan and the actual condition in imple
menting an event.[2] The manufacturing environment in Job 
Shop manufacturing systems is constantly changing with 
various dynamic events[3] (e.g., rush orders, random machine 
breakdown, part rework, and wrong operations), a lot of 
inaccurate information (e.g., the arrival time of each material, 
the unit operation processing time required in each machine 
and the setup time of each machine) and incomplete infor
mation (e.g., the quality of materials and the quality of the 
manufacturing part). The entire manufacturing process 
cannot be implemented in an orderly way while system 
parameters change and dynamic events occur.

2) Multi‐constraint
This indicates that production scheduling problems are con
strained by many conditions. Considering the characteristics 
of manufacturing process in Job Shop manufacturing systems, 
there are constraints related to manufacturing processes, and 
the maximum capacities of manufacturing resources such as 
machines, operators, tools and auxiliary tools.

3) Multi‐objective
This indicates that a variety of different objectives are involved 
in the procedure of optimization, and these objectives are 
interrelated and contradictory. In Job Shop manufacturing 
systems, the optimization objectives include maximizing 
machine utilization, minimizing makespan and minimizing 
manufacturing costs.

4) Computational complexity
This refers to the NP‐hard (Non‐deterministic Polynomial) 
feature, which means it is difficult to solve the problem in 
polynomial time with a number of operations. In Job Shop 
manufacturing systems, there are four issues with respect 
to the production scheduling problems, which include 
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multiple types of equipment, complex collaborative rela
tionships in the manufacturing process, many involved 
factors, and multiple states. Therefore, production scheduling 
problems in Job Shop manufacturing systems belong to 
the class of NPhard problems due to their computational 
complexity.

5.2.3 The Related Literature Review

Due to the complexity of production scheduling problems in Job 
Shop manufacturing systems and the application requirements, 
numerous approaches have been proposed by modern manu
facturing researchers, all of which promote the development of 
scheduling theory and applications in Job Shop manufacturing 
systems. During the past few decades, production scheduling 
problems were a hot topic in the field of Job Shop manufacturing, 
and many approaches have been developed, which mainly focus 
on the development of effective production scheduling optimi
zation methods in order to achieve high efficiency and flexibility. 
These approaches can be briefly classified into five categories as 
follows:

1) Mathematical programming approaches
Mathematical programming[4] approaches simplify schedul
ing problems by formulating a mathematical programming 
model, and thus solve scheduling optimization problems or 
approximate optimization problems by using integer pro
gramming, dynamic programming and decision analysis 
methods. Srinoi et  al.[5] developed a fuzzy programming 
model to solve production scheduling problems in a dynamic 
Job Shop manufacturing environment. In their model, four 
input variables including machining time, machine priority, 
delivery due date priority and adjusting time priority were 
introduced to obtain one output variable that indicates part 
priority, by which jobs are scheduled. Yu et al.[6] also adopted 
a similar approach in a flexible manufacturing floor, in which 
system variables were predefined, and priorities of all objec
tives were outputted by detecting and inputting changes of 
these variables. Wan[7] proposed a fuzzy scheduling system 
to minimize the total weighted tardiness in dynamic Job Shop 
manufacturing systems.
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2) Heuristic approaches
The aim of heuristic approaches[8] is to obtain solutions 
by simplifying the search process by eliminating irrelevant 
information about tasks. The search process includes check
ing the search space, evaluating paths with possible solutions, 
and recording searched paths. Hu et al.[9] proposed a real‐time 
production scheduling method for Job Shop manufacturing 
systems. In a dynamic manufacturing environment, consid
ering the occurrence of real‐time events, such as some of the 
completed parts, changes of parts’ expiration time and the 
arrival of rush orders, they established a real‐time production 
scheduling model for Job Shop manufacturing systems based 
on S‐rough sets by studying reselection and rescheduling 
problems of parts in the real‐time scheduling window. Their 
method, in which the S‐rough set theory was successfully 
applied in the real‐time production scheduling field, not 
only adapted to the dynamic manufacturing environment to 
reduce the search size of scheduling problems, but also 
decreased the frequency of rescheduling. Li et al.[10] developed 
a priority scheduling algorithm based on bottleneck analysis 
to solve dynamic real‐time scheduling problems in manu
facturing systems. Moreover, it is common that rule‐based 
scheduling methods in combination with other distribution 
methods[11–13] are applied in solving Job Shop scheduling 
problems. Li et al.[14] proposed a genetic algorithm in combi
nation with heuristic rules to determine the best scheduling 
solution in dynamic scheduling environments. In their method, 
machine breakdown time was predicted by using mathemat
ical expectation theory. Li et al.[15] designed a real‐time Job 
Shop scheduling algorithm that consists of neural networks 
and heuristic distribution rules. In this algorithm, offline 
heuristic rules were obtained with neural networks trained 
by a genetic algorithm, fuzzy classification of operations was 
performed according to some dynamic characteristics at the 
beginning of machining process, and then online scheduling 
of classified operations was carried out in accordance with 
heuristic rules.

3) System simulation approaches
Rather than simply pursuing the mathematical model for 
manufacturing systems, system simulation approaches[16] 
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focus on describing the logic relationship in manufacturing 
systems so as to analyze results such as all the assignments, 
sequencing and time selection, and so on. Hence, they are 
capable of quickly analyzing a given schedule with low cost, 
and of comparing various solutions in order to choose the 
optimal scheduling strategy and dynamic system parameters. 
Shafaei and Brun[17] proposed a rolling time approach to deal 
with production scheduling problems in the dynamic Job 
Shop manufacturing environment, in which scheduling rules 
were introduced to generate scheduling plans, and the gener
ated scheduling plans were compared to one another based 
on system simulation approaches. Apart from inheriting 
these ideas, research on how to select scheduling rules has 
become a hot topic.

4) Artificial intelligence approaches
Production scheduling problem is a combinatorial optimiza
tion problem. Hence, since the 1980s, artificial intelligence 
approaches have been introduced as optimization tools to 
solve production scheduling problems in Job Shop manu
facturing systems. These artificial intelligence approaches 
include expert systems, neural networks and Multi‐Agent 
systems, and so on. As Fox and Smith[18] pointed out, an 
expert system was proposed to solve Job Shop scheduling 
problems. In their method, a knowledge base was developed 
according to human experts’ experiences and analog data. 
A  constraint‐oriented inference mechanism was adopted 
to ensure the consistency of scheduling by using constraint 
knowledge. Both quantitative knowledge and qualitative 
knowledge was used to generate complex heuristic rules. 
Complex data structure information and special technology 
to manipulate these data were employed. However, it is dif
ficult to establish, evaluate, maintain and upgrade the system, 
and it may produce not feasible solutions that deviate from 
optimal and suboptimal solutions. Tang et al.[19] studied the 
application of neural networks to solve dynamic mix Job 
Shop scheduling problems, in which the set of the training 
neural network sample was derived from simulating schedul
ing rules. Micheal[20] solved real‐time flow shop sequencing 
problems by using neural networks. Mashiko[21] developed a 
genetic algorithm in combination with neural networks to solve 
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real‐time flow shop scheduling problems. Cowling et  al.[22] 
proposed a Multi‐Agent System (MAS) to solve dynamic 
scheduling problems. In their method, meta‐heuristic algo
rithms were used to obtain the dynamic scheduling strategy, 
and when to reschedule or repair the scheduling policy was 
determined by the Agent. Aydin and Öztemel[23] focused on 
Agent learning and proposed a learning algorithm. Qiao 
et al.[24] studied the application of Agent technologies in Job 
Shop scheduling problems and developed a Multi‐Agent 
distributed dynamic Job Shop scheduling scheme based on a 
contract net protocol bidding mechanism. Shnits et  al.[25] 
suggested a two‐level control hierarchy to solve dynamic 
scheduling problems in flexible manufacturing systems. The 
higher level was used to determine a dominant decision 
criterion and relevant scheduling rules based on an analysis 
of the actual shop status; whilst the lower level used simula
tion to determine the best scheduling policy to be selected. 
Kouiss and Pierreval[26] proposed a Multi‐Agent architecture 
in Job Shop manufacturing systems. In this architecture, all 
the knowledge related to the Agents was stored in the static 
knowledge layer. Each Agent received the status information 
in the local scheduling environment and with information 
from other Agents. Appropriate scheduling rules in the 
knowledge base were selected to generate production plans.

5) Computational intelligence approaches
Common production scheduling approaches based on com
putational intelligence in Job Shop manufacturing systems 
mainly include simulated annealing, fuzzy logic and evolution
ary algorithms. For example, two methods[27, 28] established 
the parallel machines Job Shop scheduling model to minimize 
makespan, while other studies[29, 30] established the parallel 
machines Job Shop scheduling model to minimize tardiness 
and earliness. Gao and Fang[31] studied non‐identical parallel 
multi‐machine Job Shop scheduling problems to minimize 
makespan. In this method, the master‐slave network model 
was designed based on the parallel computing characteristics 
of genetic algorithms. Huang et al.[32] designed a hybrid genetic 
algorithm based on a dynamic fitness function to investigate 
multi‐objective, non‐identical, parallel machines Job Shop 
scheduling problems to minimize earliness, tardiness and 
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makespan. Hu et al.[33] proposed an ant colony algorithm–
based scheduling method for mixed Job Shop scheduling 
problems that consists of parallel machines scheduling prob
lems in combination with flow shop scheduling problems. 
George and Velusamy[34] treated dynamic scheduling problems 
as several static scheduling problems triggered by dynamic 
events. When dynamic events happen, the techniques of 
genetic algorithms will be used to update the whole sched
uling to obtain optimal scheduling solutions. However, this 
method increases computational effort. Pan[35] solved the 
scheduling problems in a time period as multi‐objective opti
mization problems by using a rolling time window method in 
combination with genetic algorithms. Liang et al.[35] proposed 
an offline learning and online scheduling algorithm based on 
similar ideas. Apart from the above method, there are numer
ous scheduling approaches based on the rolling time window 
to divide dynamic scheduling problems into a series of static 
problems.[37–39]

Indeed, it is difficult to maintain production schedules in an 
unaltered status in the running procedure of manufacturing 
systems. The major reason is that the actual manufacturing 
system confronts many changes: external changes as changing 
customers’ demands to respond rapidly to fluctuating markets, 
while internal changes such as random machine breakdown, 
scarce resources and changes in the unit operation processing 
time. These changes cause the original scheduling performance 
to be worse or not feasible. Hence, it is necessary to introduce 
rescheduling or dynamic scheduling.

In addition, a new approach called real‐time intelligence has 
been proposed as an alternative in order to implement produc
tion scheduling in dynamic Job Shop manufacturing systems. 
Real‐time intelligence is a new concept that hybridizes real‐time 
technology with artificial intelligence techniques and computa
tional intelligence approaches. Real‐time intelligence is mainly 
applied in the collaborative process of real‐time systems, in which 
the scheduling algorithm is the core as well as a research hotspot. 
Chen et  al.[40] proposed a dynamic scheduling model based on 
Agent techniques for Job Shop MASs. The collaborative process 
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among Agents is one of the key issues in dynamic scheduling. 
Determining the collaborative mechanism of dynamic scheduling 
in MASs is equivalent to solving the joint problems of MASs. In 
recent years, the positive feedback and negative feedback based 
on control theory have become a hot topic in the field of dynamic 
Job Shop manufacturing systems. The positive feedback opti
mizes the operation performance of manufacturing systems, 
whilst the negative feedback maintains the stability of their per
formance. This method is beneficial for manufacturing systems to 
rapidly respond to random events in dynamic manufacturing 
environments. Therefore, a highly flexible MAS architecture with 
double feedbacks will be introduced in this book. This system is 
able to meet the requirements of Job Shop manufacturing systems 
in complex dynamic environments. That is to say, it could intelli
gently, efficiently and quickly respond to customers’ demands and 
dynamic events.

5.3  Multi‐Agent Double Feedback–Based 
Production Scheduling in Job Shop 
Manufacturing Systems

5.3.1 Principles of Double Feedback Scheduling Strategy

The concept of feedback was proposed by Safonov,[41] Zames[42] 
and Doyle[43, 44] in the 1980s. Feedback can be briefly classified 
into two major classes:[45–47] positive feedback and negative feed
back. The former increases the impact of the input on the output 
in order to optimize the specified performance of manufacturing 
systems; whilst the other one decreases the impact of the input 
on the output so as to maintain the stability of the system perfor
mance. The purpose of feedback is to respond appropriately to 
objective changes. There are various cases when the feedback 
method is applied to solve production scheduling problems in 
manufacturing systems.

In Job Shop manufacturing systems, considering the complex 
and non‐stationary environments with mutation (e.g., changes 
in production tasks, rush orders, etc.), the negative feedback 
rescheduling method is adopted to realize the real‐time dynamic 
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adjustment in Job Shop manufacturing process so as to stabilize 
the entire system. Meanwhile, in order to quickly adapt to these 
mutations, it is necessary to introduce the positive feedback 
production scheduling method in Job Shop manufacturing 
systems to facilitate rapid evolution of the system to achieve 
more optimal states so that the entire manufacturing process 
can be conducted in an orderly manner. Therefore, a double 
feedback scheduling strategy that combines the negative feedback 
rescheduling method with the positive feedback scheduling 
method is employed in Job Shop manufacturing systems.

In Job Shop manufacturing systems, the positive feedback 
scheduling process is adopted to complete manufacturing 
tasks and allocate resources by task decomposition, organization 
management, and the optimization of the resources allocation. 
Due to large product variation and large quantities of WIP (Work 
in Process), the process causes the production scheduling 
optimization problem to be very complex. In order to improve 
machine utilization, minimize makespan and reduce manufac
turing costs, the positive feedback scheduling optimization 
method is used to optimize system performance.

Considering various uncertainties in the manufacturing process 
(e.g., rush orders, random machine breakdown, part‐rework 
and wrong operations), much inaccurate information (e.g., the 
arrival time of each material, the unit operation processing time 
required in each machine and the setup time of each machine) 
and incomplete information (e.g., the quality of materials and 
the quality of the manufacturing part), Job Shop manufacturing 
systems are required to effectively, accurately and rapidly respond 
to these factors in order to maintain the stability of their systems. 
The negative feedback scheduling method is adopted to achieve 
rescheduling and maintain the stability of the system to ensure 
that the entire manufacturing process can be implemented in a 
dynamic, orderly manner while system parameters change and 
dynamic events randomly occur.

5.3.2 The Architecture of the Multi‐Agent Double 
Feedback–Based Production Scheduling System

In the case of frequent information communication and various 
complex information transmission paths in the double feedback 
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scheduling process, the characteristics of Agent technologies 
(e.g., standard communications and interaction protocol) are 
adopted to effectively improve the efficiency of information 
transmission in manufacturing systems. In this book, the 
Multi‐agent double feedback production scheduling in Job 
Shop manufacturing systems is established based on Agent 
technologies, shown in Figure 5‐1.

In Job Shop manufacturing systems, the positive feedback 
production scheduling process optimizes the operational 
 performance of manufacturing systems, whilst the negative 
feedback rescheduling process maintains the stability of their 
performance. In the architecture of Multi‐Agent production 
planning and control system, the double feedback–based 
 production scheduling process in Job Shop manufacturing 
 systems is to accomplish the tasks and to achieve the control 
information exchange between the upper production planning 
layer and the lower production control layer by coordinating 
the collaborative scheduling Agent, the resource capacity 
management Agent and the task management Agent in the 
scheduling layer. In the production scheduling procedure of 
Job Shop manufacturing systems, the Multi‐Agent collabora
tion is realized by cooperation on various resources to manu
facture the same product in organizing production processes. 
The key collaborative procedure exists in the task allocation 
procedure of the positive feedback production scheduling and 
negative feedback rescheduling, in which the collaborative 
scheduling Agent, the resource capacity management Agent 
and the task management Agent become interactive to achieve 
information interaction in the production task allocation pro
cedure by certain interaction protocols, and to ensure that the 
production plan is properly adjusted while dynamic events 
randomly occur.

5.3.3 The Running Model for the Multi‐Agent Double 
Feedback–Based Production Scheduling

The double feedback production scheduling procedure in Job 
Shop manufacturing systems is so complex that it has to be 
carried out by the Multi‐Agent’s group decision‐making and 
collaboration, shown in Figure 5‐2.
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The crucial factors of the double feedback production sched
uling are listed below:

5.3.3.1 The Positive Feedback Production Scheduling
Assigned tasks in the production planning phase are obtained by 
the task management Agent, the resource capacity information is 
obtained by the resource capacity management Agent, and the 
process information is obtained by the fundamental information 
management Agent. When these three kinds of information are 
aquired, the collaborative scheduling Agent will be used to 
optimally allocate tasks to machines by designing information 
exchange protocols among Agents and the task allocation opti
mization algorithm.

5.3.3.2 The Negative Feedback Rescheduling
Real‐time production information on production procedures 
in Multi‐Agent production control systems is obtained by the 
collaborative scheduling Agent. When dynamic events (e.g., 
sudden changes in environments and tasks) occur, the collabora
tive scheduling Agent is employed to choose proper optimization 
objectives so as to adjust the results of the negative feedback 
rescheduling process by designing the information exchange 
protocols among Agents and by developing an optimization 
algorithm in the negative feedback rescheduling process.

5.4  Agents in the Multi‐Agent Double 
Feedback–Based Scheduling System

Effective production schedules for Job Shop manufacturing 
systems are formulated by the collaborative scheduling Agent, the 
resource capacity management Agent and the task management 
Agent based on the collaboration of the Multi‐Agent production 
control system and the Multi‐Agent fundamental information 
management system. In particular, these two Multi‐Agent systems 
are used to provide basic data and receive tasks. Hence, in this 
section, we will focus on introducing the architecture and behav
iour models of the task management Agent, the collaborative 
scheduling Agent, and the resource capacity management Agent 
in Job Shop manufacturing systems.
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5.4.1 Task Management Agent

When receiving production tasks assigned by the Multi‐Agent 
production planning system, the task management Agent will 
be adopted to transform them into a production task list in 
manufacturing cells. The task management Agent is used to 
manage a production job list specifying the information for each 
job – to manufacture a part, for instance – such as the delivery 
due date, the production volume, the operation sequence of the 
part, the required materials, and so on. The use case diagram of 
the task management Agent is illustrated in Figure  5‐3. The 
task management Agent is employed to achieve the real‐time 
task completion circumstances provided by the Multi‐Agent 
production control system, and to feed back the information 
related to task circumstances to the Multi‐Agent production 
planning layer. When a task is completed, the next operation will 
start. If the sub‐task is the last operation of the corresponding 
part; then the product will ship to stock.

The task management Agent is adopted to receive tasks 
assigned by the Multi‐Agent production planning system, and to 
deliver tasks to the collaborative scheduling Agent, so as to collect 
the production execution information. In the whole procedure of 
production management, the task management Agent is used to 
react with the information obtained by sensors. The relationship 
base in the information‐processing unit of the task management 
Agent mainly comprises options of receive‐deliver tasks and 
design of production‐process tracking feedback. Hence, the task 
management Agent belongs to the reactive Agent, and Figure 5‐4 
illustrates the mechanism of the task management Agent.

Task Management
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Tasks received
Production progress

tracking and feedback
Task delivered

Cooperative Scheduling
Agent

Production Planning
MAS

Production Control
MAS

Figure 5-3 The use case diagram of a Task Management Agent.
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5.4.2 Collaborative Scheduling Agent

In Job Shop manufacturing systems, the collaborative scheduling 
Agent is responsible for two feedback schemes. The positive 
feedback production scheduling scheme is used to develop 
production plans, whereas the negative feedback rescheduling 
scheme is adopted to adjust production plans in accordance 
with actual circumstances. Certain rules and optimal objectives 
are proposed to allocate tasks machines and labour resources in 
the procedure of developing and adjusting production plans. 
After that, the updated production plans should be delivered to 
the Multi‐Agent production control system to guide the manu
facturing process. As shown in Figure 5‐5, the behaviour model 
of the collaborative scheduling Agent is obtained by analysing 
the application of the collaborative scheduling Agent in Job 
Shop manufacturing systems.
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Figure 5-4 The mechanism of the Task Management Agent.
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Figure 5-5 The use case diagram of a collaborative scheduling Agent.
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After receiving production tasks assigned by the Multi‐Agent 
production planning system, the collaborative scheduling Agent 
is adopted to configure basic information and parameters, and 
to calculate complex parameters in order to generate production 
plans satisfying constraints such as manufacturing processes, 
the delivery due dates of various products, and the maximum 
capacities of manufacturing resources. The objectives are to 
minimize the inventory, to maximize the resource utilization 
incurred in manufacturing the products, and to improve the 
on‐time delivery rate. Since a complex knowledge reasoning 
process is needed in the production planning phase, the collabo
rative scheduling Agent is regarded as a typical thinking Agent; 
its mechanism is presented in Figure 5‐6. In the procedure of 
information processing, the information fusion model represents 
both the positive feedback scheduling model and the negative 
feedback rescheduling model, the knowledge base is equivalent 
to scheduling methods, and the goal corresponds to various per
formance indicators, and a feasible production plan is generated 
by optimizing. The principle of information processing unit will 
be described in detail in section 5.5 and 5.6.

5.4.3 Resource Capacity Management Agent

The resource capacity management Agent is adopted to provide 
real‐time information on resources and to balance capacity so as 
to achieve production tasks by communicating with the collabo
rative scheduling Agent, as shown in Figure 5‐7. According to 
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Figure 5-6 The mechanism of the collaborative scheduling Agent.
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the interaction protocols defined by the collaborative scheduling 
Agent, the resource capacity management Agent is able to provide 
a variety of resource capacity data, and to balance capacity based 
on the results of the positive feedback scheduling or the negative 
feedback rescheduling obtained by the collaborative scheduling 
Agent, in order to arrange resources. The real‐time changing 
information of resources is acquired by the resource capacity 
management Agent, and is reported to the collaborative sched
uling Agent.

The resource capacity management Agent is similar to the 
critical resource capacity management Agent, which is mainly 
responsible for acquiring resource capacity information, balancing 
capacity and judging whether the results of production scheduling 
satisfy the resource capacity constraints. Hence, the resource 
capacity management Agent belongs to a reactive Agent, and its 
mechanism is similar to that of the critical resource capacity 
management Agent presented in section 4.4.3.

5.5  Positive Feedback–Based 
Production Scheduling in Job Shop 
Manufacturing Systems

In the positive feedback scheduling phase, the task allocation 
is completed by using the collaborative scheduling Agent, the 
task management Agent and the resource capacity manage
ment Agent, simultaneously. In this section, according to the 
specific requirements of the collaborative scheduling Agent in 
the information‐processing phase, the knowledge base that 
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Production Control
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Capacity balancing

Figure 5-7 The use case diagram of a resource capacity management Agent.
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consists of the interaction protocols between Agents and 
the optimization algorithms is designed in the positive feed
back scheduling process. Then the performance indicators are 
selected and are optimized when the system is operating.

5.5.1 Problem Description

In the production scheduling process for Job Shop manufacturing 
systems, the task management Agent is used to receive product 
tasks and to decompose them into process plan tasks, which are 
received and executed by the resource capacity management 
Agent. The first crucial step to effectively implement production 
scheduling is to determine which devices are capable of under
taking these process plan tasks. The following two capacity 
assessments are considered in the development of production 
schedules in Job Shop manufacturing systems. First, processing 
capacity is evaluated. The manufacturing system should be 
able to provide processing methods and machining precision 
required to manufacture a part. And the machining machines in 
the manufacturing system should be able to meet the require
ments of product size and processing size. Second, production 
capacity is judged. In this study, it is important to make sure that 
the production tasks assigned to the manufacturing system 
will not exceed its current idle production capacity while still 
satisfying the delivery due dates. The current idle production 
capacity of the manufacturing system is calculated by the pro
duction plan being executed.

In this case, the following two aspects are taken into consid
eration to construct feasible production schedules in Job Shop 
manufacturing systems. The task management Agent is used to 
minimize the manufacturing costs; whilst the resource capacity 
management Agent is adopted to improve machine utilization. 
Therefore, the positive feedback–based production scheduling 
process in Job Shop manufacturing systems is a two‐level pro
cess. According to the tasks data and the production capacity, 
the task management Agent is used to generate the production 
plan by optimizing the allocation of resources. The production 
plan generated by the task management Agent is a global plan. 
The objectives are to minimize total manufacturing costs by 
globally considering the capacity of each machine, and to meet 
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the customers’ demands by quickly manufacturing products. 
The resource capacity management Agent is adopted to manage 
each resource unit to minimize makespan.

According to the specific requirements of the task manage
ment Agent and the resource capacity management Agent, two‐
level production scheduling in Job Shop manufacturing systems 
will be analysed so as to develop a Job Shop scheduling model 
based on the hierarchical optimization theory.

5.5.1.1 Principles of Hierarchical Optimization
Hierarchical optimization theory[48] is used to describe decision‐
making problems with hierarchical characteristics. The two‐level 
optimization problem is the most basic hierarchical optimization 
problem, which is also known as the bi‐level programming 
problem. In the case of the two‐level optimization problem, 
first, an optimization parameter is determined by the upper 
decision‐makers, and then with this optimal parameter, the 
objective is optimized by the lower decision‐makers according 
to their own preferences. Second, based on the best response of 
the lower level, the overall optimal decision is made by the upper 
decision‐makers as far as possible.

In addition, bi‐level hierarchical optimization theory is intro
duced. Firstly, the upper level contains a central decision‐maker, 
whilst the lower level consists of n parallel sub‐systems. Secondly, 
the constraint information provided by the upper level is used by 
the lower programming problem, so as to feed back the optimal 
value obtained by the lower decision‐makers to the upper level. 
Finally, the final decision in the global interest is determined by the 
upper level according to the optimal value obtained by the level.

The model for the bi‐level hierarchical optimization theory is 
expressed as follows:

The upper level:

 
max ,
x X

F x v x  (51)

where

 X x R h xn 0  (52)

 v x v x v x v xn1 2, , ,  (53)
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The lower level:
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Formula (5‐1) represents the upper objective function, while 
formula (5‐4) represents the lower objective function. Formula 
(5‐2) and (5‐5) are the upper and lower bound functions, respec
tively. x, yi are decision variables, and v(x) in formula (5‐3) is a 
decision vector.

5.5.1.2 Job Shop Scheduling Model Based 
on Hierarchical Optimization Theory
The Job Shop scheduling model is developed based on the hier
archical optimization theory.[49–51] In order to facilitate the 
presentation, the following notation is used in the develop
ment of the mathematical model:

Parameters:

M =Machine set {1,2, … m …, M},
S =Part set {1,2, … s …, S};

N =Part task set {1,2, … n …, N};
On

s  =The number of parts required by part task n;
T(m) =Available working hours of machine m in the planning 

horizon;
ts

m =the unit operation processing time for processing part s 
by using machine m;

Cs
m =the unit cost for processing part s by using machine m;

Ps
m =the production volume of parts in machine m;

Dn =the delivery due date of part n;
T
n =the tardiness of part task n, which depends on each part task;
λ =the earliness of part task n;

Tn
m =the completion time for processing task n by using 

machine m;

Decision variables: 1 , , m  = The set of allocation 
n parts to m machines, in which σm means the operation 
sequence of tasks assigned to machine m.
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The tasks in Job Shop manufacturing systems are allocated in a 
globally optimal way. At the same time, there is need to maximize 
the interests of the resource capacity management Agent. Hence, 
in the procedure of the task allocation, the task assignment is 
globally optimized while the interests of the resource capacity 
management Agent are locally optimized. The positive feedback 
production scheduling method based on the hierarchical optimi
zation theory is presented in detail in this section.

In the production management process, with the aid of the 
collaborative scheduling Agent, it is necessary to ensure that the 
task management Agent has the lowest possible scheduling 
costs. According to just‐in‐time (JIT) theory, scheduling costs 
include manufacturing costs, temporary inventory costs and 
tardiness costs. If the tasks are completed ahead of production 
schedules, this leads to temporary inventory costs. On the other 
hand, if the tasks are not completed before the delivery due 
dates, this results in tardiness costs. The tasks should be prop
erly allocated to each machine so as to minimize the completion 
time of tasks incurred in each machine.

Indeed, the hierarchical optimization model governing the 
positive feedback production scheduling problem in Job Shop 
manufacturing systems has the following form:

The upper level: to minimize scheduling costs

min Z C P T D D T
m
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The lower level: to minimize the completion time incurred in 
each machine
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Formula (5‐6) is the upper decision objective function of the 
collaborative scheduling Agent, which is to minimize scheduling 
costs for Job Shop manufacturing systems. Formula (5‐7) is 
the lower optimization objective function of the collaborative 
scheduling Agent, which is to minimize the completion time 
incurred in the entire manufacturing system. Formula (5‐8) is 
a constraint related to machine capacity. Formula (5‐9) is a 
constraint that makes sure that the operation processing time 
to manufacturing a part is continuous. Formula (5‐10) is a 
non‐negative constraint.

5.5.2 Multi‐Agent Positive Feedback Scheduling 
System Based on Contract Net Protocol

The positive feedback production scheduling process for Job 
Shop manufacturing systems is completed by using the collabo
rative scheduling Agent, the task management Agent and the 
resource capacity management Agent, simultaneously. The 
collaborative procedure of each Agent is illustrated in Figure 5‐8. 
The tender method is adopted by the task management Agent to 
select machines to implement production tasks. The starting 
time and the completion time for processing each task are taken 
into consideration. In the implementation procedure of sched
uling tasks, the scheduling instructions are adjusted by the task 
management Agent in accordance with changes in instructions 
of the upper level.

The procedure of production task allocation consists of three 
stages: 1) at the first stage, with the aid of the task management 
Agent, the bidding documents generated by tasks are allocated 
to the collaborative scheduling Agent. 2) at the second stage, 
the collaborative scheduling Agent is used to bid according 
to the capacity information provided by the resource capacity 
management Agent in the factory. 3) at the third stage, in 
accordance with the content and time requirements of services, 
the collaborative scheduling Agent is adopted to audit the 
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 bidding documents developed by the resource capacity mana
gement Agent. The successful bidder is determined, and the 
tenders are awarded in terms of the contract net protocol. The 
collaborative process of the positive feedback scheduling driven 
by tasks is generated by the above three stages.

5.5.3 Positive Feedback Production Scheduling 
Algorithm Based on the Hierarchical Genetic Algorithm

With the aid of its internal knowledge base, the collaborative 
scheduling Agent is used to develop effective ways of optimally 
solving production scheduling problems for Job Shop manu
facturing systems. In particular, the techniques of hierarchical 
genetic algorithms are adopted in the positive feedback production 
scheduling optimization method. As a logic inference knowl
edge or method, this approach is packaged in the knowledge 
base of the collaborative scheduling Agent.

Production planner
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Cooperative
Scheduling Agent

Resource Capacity
Management

Agent

1. Task requirement
information

3. Equipment
resource request

4. Equipment resource
list

2. Bidding task list

5. Release
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6. Bid

Until no tasks
7. Requests for
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8. Plan

9. Confirm 10. Successful bidder
list
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Figure 5-8 Multi‐Agent Positive Feedback Scheduling System based on 
Contract Net Protocol.
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Genetic algorithms are stochastic search algorithms based on 
the mechanism of probability and global optimization. Genetic 
algorithms provide many advantages over other methods: to 
name a few, good flexibility, global search ability, universality, 
scalability, implicit parallelism, robustness, a good combination 
capacity with computers, and impressive resulting search perfor
mance in solving large‐scale problems. In this section, a genetic 
algorithm is used as an optimization tool to solve hierarchical 
positive feedback scheduling problems. The task management 
Agent is adopted to allocate tasks, while the resource manage
ment Agent is applied to receive tasks. When the production 
schedules are decided, based on hierarchical optimization theory, 
the upper task management Agent is used by obtaining machine 
capacity data to develop the feasible solution set σ. The lower task 
management Agent is adopted to solve the function min{ }Tn

m  
with parameter σ so as to minimize the completion time of each 
machine, and to feed the results back to the upper task manage
ment Agent. According to the results provided by the lower 
task management Agent, the upper task management Agent is 
employed to adjust σ until the optimal solution Z is found. The 
techniques of genetic algorithms are adopted by the upper task 
management Agent in combination with the lower task manage
ment Agent to develop the feasible solution set and to optimize 
the objective function.

The hierarchical based genetic algorithm comprises the 
following elements:

5.5.3.1 Structure of the Individuals
The real‐number matrix encoding method is used to represent 
feasible solutions to the positive feedback production schedul
ing problem. Each chromosome σ is represented with a real two‐
dimensional matrix m n, whose size is m*n. For instance, 
assume that there are three machines (m = 3) denoted as M1, 
M2, M3 and five tasks (n = 5) in a Job Shop manufacturing sys
tem. This set of tasks is encoded by using the matrix encoding 
method. As shown in the following matrix, each row in the 
matrix represents machine M1, M2, M3, respectively. Each col
umn in the matrix represents the task from 1 to 5, sequentially. 
The second row in the matrix below indicates that the sequence 
of operations in machine M2 is task 4, task 1, task 3, task 5, task 
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2. If there is no need to process the task on the machine, then the 
operation processing time required in the machine is zero.

 

1 2 3
4 1 3
3 2 1

4 5
5 2
4 5

 

5.5.3.2 Initialization
Although the initial population of individuals is generated 
randomly in traditional genetic algorithms, in this section, the 
individuals that will appear in the initial population have to be 
determined by using the upper level. First, a group of individuals 
is randomly generated. Second, according to the constraints 
(5‐2) related to the upper level, the selection operator then 
selects individuals from the randomly generated individuals, 
and places them into the mating pool. The selected individuals 
must satisfy the constraints (5‐2). Assume that the number of 
chromosomes is R, and then the initial population consists of R 
individuals.

5.5.3.3 The Lower Level Feedback
This process is a unique one for the genetic algorithm used in 
the bi‐level programming optimization problem. In the initiali
zation process, R chromosomes are generated for the upper 
problem. The lower problem min{ }Tn

m  is minimized with the 
parameter σ so as to obtain the minimum value of min{ }Tn

m , and 
the obtained value of min{ }Tn

m  is fed back to the upper objective 
function Z.

5.5.3.4 Fitness Function
The fitness function is used to evaluate the merits of the indi
vidual in the genetic algorithm evolution process and is also the 
survival standard (e.g., the fittest individuals dominate over 
weaker ones). In this section, the fitness function is the upper 
objective function presented in section 5.5.1. The chromosomes 
are sorted from good to bad by their fitness function values. The 
smaller the value of Z, the better the optimal chromosome and 
the smaller the number.
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5.5.3.5 Selection Operation
According to the standard “the fittest individuals dominate over 
weaker ones”, the best individuals with higher fitness function 
values will be selected out from the current population, in order 
to increase the number of the best individuals in the population. 
Hence, the evolution process will move in a more optimal direc
tion. Although there are many different selection schemes to 
implement genetic algorithms, the regular geometric selection 
scheme is used. This scheme is given by the following equation:

 p q q r/ 1 1  (511)

In formula (5‐11), q is the probability of selecting the best 
individuals, and r is the serial number of the fitness function 
value. The smaller the serial number of the fitness function 
value, the better the individual.

5.5.3.6 Crossover Operation
In terms of the crossover rate pc, the individuals are selected and 
then placed into a mating pool to perform the crossover opera
tion. In the crossover operation, the individual with the highest 
fitness value should be reserved and placed into the mating pool 
in order to avoid detroying the excellent sequence of genes. 
Hence, the excellent sequence of genes should be picked out 
first. For instance, if the parent chromosomes are encoded by 
using the following matrix representations,

 

1

1 2 3
4 1 3
3 2 1

4 5
5 2
4 5

 

 

2

1 3 2
4 3 1
3 1 2

4 5
2 5
5 4

 

after decoding these two chromosomes, it is known that there is 
no tardiness cost for task 1 and task 2 in the parent chromosome 
σ1, and there is no tardiness cost for task 1 and task 3 in the 
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parent chromosome σ2. Hence, the excellent sequence of genes 
(1, 2, 3) is selected and reserved. Then, the offspring chromo
somes are generated by the crossover operation. The offspring 
chromosomes thus become:

 

1

1 3 3
4 3 3
3 1 2

4 5
5 5
5 5

 

 

2

1 3 3
4 3 3
3 2 1

4 5
2 5
5 5

 

Each row of genes in the offspring chromosome is checked to 
verify the correctness of chromosomes and to ensure that each 
task in a row occurs only once. After the crossover operation is 
executed, non‐crossover genes perform adaptive changes if the 
crossover genes conflict with non‐crossover genes. Then new 
offspring chromosomes are generated after performing this 
checking operation.

 

1

1 3 2
4 3 1
3 1 2

4 5
2 5
5 4

 

 

2

1 2 3
4 1 3
3 2 1

4 5
2 5
4 5

 

5.5.3.7 Mutation Operation
When the crossover process is completed, the mutation 
operator will be used to improve the probability for generating 
the best individuals so as to improve the quality of the entire 
population. It is easy to implement the mutation operator 
based on the real‐number encoding method. The simple way 
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is to exchange two different genes or multiple genes in the 
parent chromosome. For instance, if a parent individual is 
encoded by using the following matrix

 

1 3 2
4 3 1
3 1 2

4 5
2 5
5 4

 

The mutation operator is employed to reverse a randomly 
selected row in the parent chromosome. If the third row is 
selected, whenever the mutation operations are triggered, the 
resulting individual will become

 

1 3 2
4 3 1
4 5 2

4 5
2 5
1 3

 

The basic procedure of the hierarchical based genetic algorithm 
is presented below:

Step 1: Set the initial values of parameters, such as population 
size R, crossover rate pc, mutation rate mu, and maximum 
number of iterations Gen.

Step 2: Generate initial population of R individuals randomly.
Step 3: For each individual, the linear programming subrou

tine is used to solve the lower‐level optimization problem, and 
the results are then input into the fitness function to calculate 
the corresponding fitness value.

Step 4: Sort the individuals by their fitness function values. 
Place the best individual with the highest fitness function value 
in the upper level in the first position. Select individuals from 
the population R times.

Step 5: Pair up the individuals in the mating pool and generate 
new‐born offspring individuals by using the operators of crosso
ver and mutation.

Step 6: Check the pre‐specified stopping condition. If it is sat
isfied, terminate the search process, and return the overall best 
solution as the final solution. Otherwise, go to Step 3.

Step 7: Submit the final solution to decision‐makers. If it is 
satisfied, then output the final solution. Otherwise provide 
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compromise objective function values and its corresponding 
satisfaction degree or feasibility, and go to step 4.

5.5.4 Case Study

In this section, the hierarchical optimization theory–based 
genetic algorithm is proposed for solving the positive feed
back scheduling optimization problem for Job Shop manu
facturing systems. An Intel PIII–based computer is used to 
run the software package developed by using Visual Studio 
2008. The positive feedback scheduling optimization method 
is encapsulated in the collaborative scheduling Agent as logic 
inference knowledge of the Agent controller. And its informa
tion interaction function with other Agents is implemented 
by the object function.

The practical data collected from a company manufacturing 
compressor are used to demonstrate the effectiveness of the 
proposed hierarchical optimization theory–based genetic algo
rithm. The manufacturing system contains five production 
lines identified by using a numerical number, ranging from 1 to 5. 
These five production lines are used to produce the four differ
ent types of compressors, namely, S/Q/V/D. In this study, the 
unit scheduling time in this manufacturing system is a day. 
Table 5‐1 shows the list of incoming tasks. The unit operation 
processing time is summarized in Table  5‐2. The unit cost 
information for four products is shown in Table 5‐3. Table 5‐4 
shows the available hours in each machine.

The genetic parameters to be adopted for the hierarchical 
optimization–based genetic algorithm are as follows: Maximum 
number of iterations = 1000, Population size =50, Crossover 
rate = 0.8, Mutation rate =0.15. Table  5‐5 presents the final 
positive feedback production scheduling results by using the 
hierarchical optimization–based genetic algorithm. The 
results show that the proposed scheduling approach is not 
only effective in providing a good balance between costs and 
machine utilization for the relationship between shop floor 
management and shop floor, but is also very efficient in achiev
ing automation and optimization for production scheduling in 
the assembly shop floor.



Table 5-1 A list of incoming tasks.

Task No. (N) A101 A102 A103 A104 A105 A106 A107 A108 A109 A110 A111

Type (S) S Q V Q S D Q V Q S D
Production volume
(on

s
)

2000 1000 4000 3500 4500 3500 2000 1000 5000 5000 4500

Delivery due date (Dn/day) 4 3 6 5 7 2 4 5 6 3 2

Tardiness penalties coefficient ( T
n) 5.4 4.7 6.2 3.7 1.2 4.2 1.2 4.5 1.5 3.5 6.7



Table 5-2 Unit operation processing time tsm(“/” without assembling, min).

Task Type Machine 01 Machine 02 Machine 03 Machine 04 Machine 05

S 22 25 20 20 21
Q 20 19 20 21 22
V 25 28 20 20 21
D 18 17 19 24 22

Table 5-3 Unit cost of products Cs
m

 ($).

Product 
type Machine 01 Machine 02 Machine 03 Machine 04 Machine 05

S 22.5 25 20 20 21
Q 20 19 20 21 22
V 25 28 20 20 21
D 18 17 19 24 22

Table 5-4 The available hours in each machine Cs
m

 (daily working hours, h).

Machine 01 Machine 02 Machine 03 Machine 04 Machine 05

Available 
hours

10 8 8 10 10

Table 5-5 The final positive feedback production scheduling results.

Task No. Delivery due date Arrange time Cost Tardiness cost

A101 144000  60000 40000 0
A102 108000  93000 20000 0
A103 216000 172000 88000 0
A104 180000 137500 71000 0
A105 252000 115500 93500 0
A106  72000  42000 73000 0
A107 144000 121000 40000 0
A108 180000 135000 20000 0
A109 216000 144000 98000 0
A110 108000 100000 102000 0
A111  72000  68000 77000 0
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5.6  Negative Feedback–Based Production 
Rescheduling in Job Shop Manufacturing 
Systems

When dynamic events occur in the environment of Job Shop 
manufacturing systems, the collaborative scheduling Agent is 
adopted by analyzing the on‐line information provided by Multi‐
Agent production control system to organize the task manage
ment Agent and the resource capacity management Agent to carry 
out negative feedback rescheduling and to adjust to the production 
plan. In this section, the information‐processing requirements 
in negative feedback rescheduling are performed by using the 
collaborative scheduling Agent. The ant colony auction protocol 
based negative feedback rescheduling algorithm is proposed.

5.6.1 Problem Description

In the positive feedback production scheduling process for Job 
Shop manufacturing systems, the collaborative scheduling 
Agent is used to allocate production tasks to different machines 
in order to optimize the performance of the manufacturing 
system. Tasks are assigned based on the determinant task set. 
Suppose that capacity parameters, equipment maintenance 
parameters and machining time parameters in the manufactur
ing systems are known. However, there are a lot of dynamic 
events in the actual manufacturing environment, for instance, a 
shortage of raw materials, new tasks, changes of delivery due 
dates, personnel adjustments inside the shop floor, machine 
breakdown and so on. In general, these dynamic events can be 
briefly classified into four categories:[52] 1) task‐related events; 
2) resource‐related events; 3) process‐related events; 4) others. 
The entire manufacturing process becomes a dynamic process 
while dynamic events occur. It is necessary to introduce the 
appropriate way to solve this kind of problem. In this book, due 
to space limitations, we use only the first type of dynamic events 
with inserting unplanned task to illustrate it.

In order to respond rapidly to various dynamic events in manu
facturing systems and to reduce their impact on determinant 
production plans, response scheduling methods and periodic 
rescheduling methods have been proposed. Response scheduling 
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highlights the ability to respond when the environment changes, 
which is an approach or a response mechanism for reschedul
ing. Periodic rescheduling is an intermittent scheduling method 
with a period of time as a scheduling period. The complexity of 
these dynamic scheduling problems has led to the recent inter
est in theory and engineering in investigating on how to deal 
with the production scheduling problem in a dynamic produc
tion environment with dynamic events; there are various ways 
to solve this problem. In this book, a reactive negative feedback 
rescheduling method is developed.

In the negative feedback rescheduling process for Job Shop 
manufacturing systems, when extra tasks arrive at the manufac
turing system, the blackboard system is used to develop topological 
relationships among resources, shown in Figure 5‐9, which helps 
the task management Agent to choose proper resources 
according to resource capacity in the manufacturing system. 

Equipment idle time
information

Exit

The new task

Equipment idle time
information

Equipment idle time
information

Equipment idle time
informationEquipment idle time

information

Equipment idle time
information

Figure 5-9 The Topology model of resources in the shop floor.
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The collaborative scheduling Agent is adopted to choose a 
reasonable path in the topological model to ensure the minimal 
change to the original task, and to ensure the shortest comple
tion time after the new task has entered the manufacturing 
system. Rather than parameters adopted for the positive feedback 
scheduling problem, some additional ones that are adopted for 
the negative feedback rescheduling problem are presented as 
follows:

 EN e e en eNk the task set of unplanned parts .1 2, , ,

The negative feedback rescheduling problem in Job Shop 
manufacturing systems is expressed by using a graphical model

 G V E,  

Where V: Point set of the available time of resource;

E: Edge set of the edges connecting any two points in V;

The aim of the negative feedback rescheduling problem in Job 
Shop manufacturing systems is to look for a combination of a 
group of edges in V to minimize the changes in the original 
tasks, and to ensure the shortest completion time after the new 
task has entered the manufacturing system.

5.6.2 Multi‐Agent Negative Feedback Rescheduling 
System Based on Ant Colony Auction Protocol

In the real world, a large number of ants take approximately 
a straight path between their nest and the food location (food 
sources) rather than curves or other shapes, as shown in 
Figure 5‐10(a). If there is an obstacle on the moving track of the 
ant colony, shown in Figure  5‐10(b), or if there is an obstacle 
between the nest and the food source  –  a more likely situa
tion – ants encountering the obstacle at the beginning will move 
up and down uniformly to bypass the obstacle, that is to say, 
regardless of the length of the path, the ants select a feasible path 
with the same probability. In the travelling process, ants deposit 
a pheromone on their trajectory and determine the amount of 
pheromone to guide their direction and judge on a variety of 
options. Ants tend to choose a path marked with high pheromone 
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concentrations. In the case of the same time length and the 
equal probability (the same number of ants), ants spend less 
time to go back on the shorter track so that more pheromone 
is left on the shorter path, and gradually more and more ants 
choose the shorter path, as shown in Figure 5‐10(c). Finally, it 
is obvious that almost all the ants move on the shortest path, 
shown in Figure 5‐10(d). The pheromone plays a key role in the 
activity of ants.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Nests Food Sources

Nests Food Sources

Obstacles

Nests Food Sources

Obstacles

Nests Food Sources

Obstacles

Figure 5-10 The foraging behaviour of real ants.
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The ant colony auction protocol is a process to execute nego
tiations by simulating the information‐exchange process of an 
ant colony’s foraging behaviour. In this section, in view of the 
foraging behaviour of real ants, the ant colony auction protocol–
based negative feedback rescheduling algorithm is investigated for 
Job Shop manufacturing systems. The negotiation activities[53–55] 
among Agents in a Multi‐Agent system are designed to guide 
information interaction among the collaborative scheduling 
Agent, the task management Agent, the resource capacity man
agement Agent, and the production control Agent in the sched
uling layer. The negotiation process among Agents is illustrated 
in Figure 5‐11.

The aim of negotiation‐based MAS using the ant colony 
auction protocol is to allocate each unplanned task to its corre
sponding machine. First, the information and parameters in 
dynamic events are obtained by the production control Agent. 
Second, feasible paths are provided to the collaborative sched
uling Agent by multiple resource capacity management Agents 
that can complete the same tasks. Third, pheromone concentra
tions, other parameters on paths and the transition probability 
are evaluated by using the collaborative scheduling Agent. Finally, 
the results are released to the dispatcher, and the resource 
capacity management Agent is awarded after the dispatcher 
confirms it.

5.6.3 Ant Colony Algorithm–Based Negative Feedback 
Rescheduling Approach

As a negative feedback rescheduling optimization method, the 
ant colony algorithm is encapsulated in the knowledge base of 
the collaborative scheduling Agent.

The ant colony algorithm is inspired by the foraging behaviour 
of real ants in nature, and the artificial ant is defined as an 
abstraction of real ants. Owing to simulating the foraging behav
iour of ants in nature, the ant colony algorithm is an application 
mechanism. Therefore, it is necessary to abstract real ants, and 
it is neither possible nor necessary to fully reproduce real ants. 
Its purpose is to more effectively portray the mechanism of the 
real ant colony that could be used by algorithms and to abandon 
the factors unrelated to the algorithm model. According to the 



Cooperative
Scheduling Agent

Resource Capacity
Management Agent

2. Dynamic time information

4. Bid (feasible path)

Until the end of the
cycle time

8. Award (determined solution)

6. Production plan results

7. Confirm

5. Pheromone
assessment

Production
Control MAS

Production scheduler

Task Management
Agent

3. Task information

Fundamental Information
Management MAS

0. Dynamic event

1. Dynamic event details

Figure 5-11 The negotiation model among Agents in a Multi‐Agent negative feedback rescheduling system 
for Job Shop manufacturing systems.
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principle of bionics, the prototype of the ant colony algorithm 
consists of the following three major components:

1) When a path is explored, the amount of pheromone is depos
ited on the path;

2) When an ant is at a starting node, the next node is selected 
according to its respective selection probability;

3) Set the tabu list: ants are not allowed to select passed nodes 
or nodes unsatisfied with executable conditions.

Suppose that b ti( ) denotes the quantity of ants at node i at the 
moment t, and i t( ) denotes the amount of pheromone on the 
path (i, j). n represents the scale of problem, m is the total 
number of ant colony. Then,

 
m b t

i

n

i
1

 (512)

 T t c c Cij i j| ,  (513)

T is a set of the amount of remaining pheromone on the path 
lij in set C at the moment t. At the initial moment, the amount of 
pheromone on all paths is equal and is expressed by the following 
equation:

 ij const0  (514)

In the movement process of Ant k(1,2,…K), its moving direction 
is determined by the amount of pheromone on each path. The 
tabu list Γk(1, 2, …, K) is used to record the visited points. Γk is 
dynamically adjusted as the ants move on. In the search process, 
the state transition probability of ants is calculated in accord
ance with the amount of pheromone and heuristic information 
on each path. At the moment t, the state transition probability 
that ant k chooses to mover from node i to node j is:

 

p t

t t

t tij
k

ij ij

s
ij ij
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•
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if j

k
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 (515)
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where α is the information heuristic factor that indicates the 
relative importance of pheromone accumulated in the move
ment process and changes the dependence of ants on the exist
ing pheromone. The larger the α value, the greater the impact of 
path information on the decision‐making of ants, the more the 
probability selection is consistent with collaboration among ant 
colony. β is the expectation heuristic factor that represents the 
relative importance of the heuristic information on the path 
selection and the dependence on visibility (such as path dis
tance). The larger the β value, the greater the impact of the path 
distance on ant selection, the more the probability selection 
consists with the greedy rule.

n tij  is the value of the heuristic function, which is calculated 
by using the following formula:

 
n t

dij
ij

1  (516)

In formula (5‐16), dij  denotes the distance lij between two adja
cent nodes. For ant k, the smaller dij  is, the larger n tij ( ) is. Excessive 
residual pheromone trail on certain paths directly dispatches the 
probability selection so as to cause undesirable effects. In order to 
avoid excessive residual pheromone, the residual pheromone is 
globally updated after each ant has visited all the nodes (n nodes). 
At the moment t n, the pheromone on the path (i, j) is updated 
according to formula (5‐17):

 ij ij ijt n t t1  (517)

 
ij

k

m

ij
kt t

1
 (518)

Where ρ is the pheromone evaporating rate and 1−ρ is the 
residual pheromone factor. In order to prevent unlimited accu
mulation of pheromone, ρ is to be [ ]0 1, . Δτij(t) is the pheromone 
increment on the path (i, j) in this cycle, and ij ( )0 0 at 
the initial time. ij

k t( ) is the pheromone increment of ant k on 
the path (i, j) in this cycle.

According to the pheromone update strategy, Dorigo proposed 
three different basic ant colony models,[56] respectively called 
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Ant‐Cycle model, Ant‐Quantity Model and Ant‐Density model. 
Their difference lies in how to achieve ij

k t( ).

a) In Ant‐Cycle model:

 

ij
k

ijt
Q
d

if ant k traverses i j in this cycle

other

,

0
 (519)

Where Q is the pheromone intensity that affects the conver
gence speed of the ant colony algorithm. LK is the total length of 
the path visited by ant k in this cycle.
b) In Ant‐Quantity Model:
 

ij
k

ijt
Q
d

if ant k traverses i j between time t and timet

ot

, 1

0 hher
 

(520)

c) In Ant‐Density Model:

ij
k t

Q if ant k traverses i j between time t and time t
other

, 1
0  

(521)

In the Ant‐Quantity model and the Ant‐Density model, the 
local information is used by the pheromone: that is to say, when
ever an ant completes a path, the pheromone trail on the path it 
has visited will be updated. In the Ant‐Cycle model, the global 
information is used by the pheromone: that is to say, after all 
ants have completed all paths (a cycle), the pheromone trails on 
all paths they have visited will be updated. Among these three 
models, it is noted that Ant‐Cycle model achieves good results 
in application. In general, it is regarded as the basic model in the 
ant colony algorithm.

According to the characteristics of the Agent, which include 
autonomy, communicativeness, reactivity, adaptability and 
mobility, and so on,[57] each Agent in Job Shop manufacturing 
systems is adopted to simulate the ant colony foraging process 
to optimize scheduling objectives affected by dynamic events. 
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The procedure of dynamic scheduling based on the ant colony 
algorithm is presented below:

Step 1. Tasks arrive. The task management Agent is used to 
receive them and assign a task ant for each part task. The 
ants bred by the task management Agent are employed to 
record corresponding part tasks information formatted by 
using a one‐dimensional array procedureName[stepNum], 
where stepNum is the process number and procedure-
Name is the name of each process.

Step 2. The resource capacity management Agent is adopted to 
breed ants; the number of ants is equivalent to the num
ber of machines. Then the resource capacity manage
ment Agent is used to record the machining capacity 
information of machines, respectively, and to return 
resource information presented by using the following 
format (machineNum, productName, stepNum). That is 
to say, the process information of a part task could be 
processed by using a machine. And this information is 
transmitted to the collaborative scheduling Agent by 
the resource capacity management Agent.

Step 3. The task management Agent is used to draw the topology 
graph of the Job Shop manufacturing system in accord
ance with the resource information, and feasible solu
tions are explored by task ants in the topology graph. 
The output information of each task is expressed by 
using a two‐dimensional array productName [stepNum] 
[machineNum], which denotes the process of a task is 
completed by using an assigned machine. The task Ant 
is at any node in the shop floor topology; a machine is 
selected according to its respective transition probability 
as shown in equation (5‐22). The probability for select
ing a machine from the set of available machines is

 

p Mjk
jk

k
jk

K

 (522)

Where K is the set of all available machines, and τjk is the 
amount of pheromone trail on the path from machine j to 
machine k.
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Step 4. The collaborative scheduling Agent is used to arrange the 
time value sequence obtained by ants in Gantt chart for
mat and to calculate the minimal completion time in the 
Gantt chart outputted by the task management Agent. 
Then the collaborative scheduling Agent is adopted to 
evaluate the information and to dispatch ants to deposit 
the proper amount of pheromone. The ants correspond
ing to Min[t(oEnd)] deposit a greater amount of phero
mone; while the ants corresponding to larger t(OEND) 
deposit smaller amount of pheromone. In this book, the 
Ant‐Cycle model[58] is used, and the amount of phero
mone is defined by applying the following equation

 
Q
Li

 (523)

Where Q is a constant and Li denotes the completion 
time in one schedule outputted by the monitoring 
Agent i.

Step 5. Due to the feature that the pheromone trail on the paths 
ants have visited will be reduced in the process of ant col
ony foraging, α denotes the pheromone evaporating rate. 
When ants haven’t visited a path for a long time, the 
amount of pheromone on this path will be reduced to zero. 
After an ant has completed a tour, the update of the phero
mone trail on the path is performed by applying the rule

 jk
i

jkt t t  (524)

Step 6. Return to Step 1.
In the procedure of manufacturing the current task, if a new 
task arrives, the ant colony auction mechanism will perform the 
follow operations:

1) Add a new part task i, an ant is assigned for each task, 
and  the assigned ants are used to record the process 
information.

2) The new task ant and the current task ant simultaneously 
start to look for feasible paths according to the above 
procedure.
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5.6.4 Case Study

In this section, a Multi‐Agent system based on the ant colony 
auction protocol is developed, and an ant colony algorithm 
based negative feedback rescheduling approach is proposed. 
The practical data presented in section 5.5.4 are used to demon
strate the effectiveness of the proposed Multi‐Agent negative 
feedback rescheduling system based on the ant colony auction 
protocol. Suppose that the production process in a compressor 
manufacturing system is executed according to the results pre
sented in section 5.5.4. New orders are inserted after 20 hours, 
shown in Table 5‐6.

The ant colony auction protocol–based negative feedback 
rescheduling approach is applied to generate an optimal produc
tion schedule. Table 5‐7 summarizes the results of the ant colony 
auction protocol–based negative feedback rescheduling approach.

Since new task has been inserted, some previous planned 
tasks should be adjusted. Some of the adjusted tasks could not 
satisfy their delivery due dates, which leads to tardiness costs. 
Table 5‐7 indicates that new tardiness costs caused by inserting 
new tasks are 39,350 units. The optimal production schedule is 
determined by manufacturing system administrators according 
to calculated planning results and cost data.

5.7  Conclusion

This chapter has presented the application of Agent technology 
for production scheduling in Job Shop manufacturing systems. 
Firstly, considering the requirements of the dynamic complex 

Table 5-6 A list of new incoming tasks.

Task No. (N) A112 A113

Type (S) S Q

Production volume (on
s) 2000 2000

Delivery due date (Dn) 4 3

Tardiness penalty coefficient ( T
n) 6.4 4.1



Table 5-7 Results of the ant colony auction protocol based negative feedback rescheduling approach.

Order 
No.

Delivery
Due date

Original 
arrange time

Present 
arrange time

Original 
cost

Present 
cost

Original 
tardiness cost

Present 
tardiness cost

A101 144,000 60,000 60,000 40,000 40,000 0 0
A102 108,000 93,000 163,000 20,000 20,000 0 4700
A103 216,000 172,000 210,000 88,000 80,000 0 0
A104 180,000 137,500 144,000 71,000 76,000 0 0
A105 252,000 115,500 188,000 93,500 102,000 0 0
A106 72,000 42,000 42,000 73,000 73,000 0 0
A107 144,000 121,000 163,000 40,000 40,000 0 4500
A108 180,000 135,000 135,000 20,000 20,000 0 0
A109 216,000 144,000 143,000 98,000 98,000 0 0
A110 108,000 100,000 177,000 102,000 98,000 0 30,150
A111 72,000 68,000 68,000 77,000 77,000 0 0
A112 144,000 140,000 40,000 0
A113 108,000 106,000 39,000 0
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manufacturing environment, a Multi‐Agent double feedback–
based scheduling system is developed in this chapter. Next, the 
positive feedback production scheduling scheme for Job Shop 
manufacturing systems is proposed based on the hierarchical 
optimization theory. The ant colony auction protocol–based 
negative feedback rescheduling algorithm is designed. Finally, 
the collaborative process of each Agent and the information 
processing methods of the collaborative scheduling Agent for 
production scheduling in Job Shop manufacturing systems are 
presented in detail. The practical examples are used to dem
onstrate the effectiveness of the double feedback scheduling 
strategy.
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6

6.1  Introduction

The re‐entrant manufacturing system is characterized by lengthy 
processing cycles, various products in process, unstable product 
mix and expensive machines. With the increasing competition in 
the global market, it is necessary to introduce a production 
scheduling technology with optimal performance in a large‐scale 
system level in order to reduce manufacturing costs, shorten 
processing cycles, and ensure on‐time delivery.[1] Therefore, with 
the aid of the characteristics of the Multi‐Agent technology, 
which includes autonomy, collaboration and adaptive ability, a 
hierarchical adaptive production scheduling scheme in Multi‐
Agent re‐entrant manufacturing systems is developed to conduct 
a push‐and‐pull combined production scheduling process. In the 
production scheduling phase, considering preventive machine 
maintenance, batch processing machines, single‐lot processing 
machines and product process constraints, the collaborative 
requirements of production scheduling process between single‐
lot processing machines and batch processing machines must be 
satisfied. A hierarchical collaborative production scheduling 
method is proposed while satisfying the optimal condition. In 
the rescheduling phase, an adaptive rescheduling method is pre-
sented to optimize production profit and inventory cost simulta-
neously by analyzing the impacts of constraints on the machine 
pools scheduling process, which includes the maximum batch 
size of batch processing machines, machine breakdown, random 
product rework and delivery due dates of various products.

Multi‐Agent‐Based Production 
Scheduling in Re‐Entrant Manufacturing 
Systems
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6.2  Production Scheduling in Re‐Entrant 
Manufacturing Systems

The core requirement of the production scheduling process in 
re‐entrant manufacturing systems is to optimally allocate 
resources to both the system layer and the machine layer, so as 
to complete the jobs released by the production plan in an opti-
mal way as far as possible, The scheduling tasks involve decom-
posing production tasks released by the production plan, 
generating the production activity control, feeding back the 
completion status of the production activity control in accord-
ance with production process information provided by the 
Multi‐Agent production control system, and rescheduling pro-
duction tasks when the production progress cannot satisfy the 
requirements.

6.2.1 Re‐Entrant Manufacturing Systems

The main difference between a re‐entrant manufacturing sys-
tem and a traditional manufacturing system such as Job Shops 
and Flow Shops is in the characteristics of composition and pro-
duction organization. It is clear that semiconductor manufac-
turing systems are typically re‐entrant manufacturing systems. 
Hence, in this book, we will consider semiconductor manufac-
turing systems when re‐entrant manufacturing systems are pre-
sented. A semiconductor manufacturing system contains 
processing machines and material handling equipment.

6.2.1.1 Processing Machines
In general, semiconductor processing machines can be classi-
fied as single‐lot processing machines (SPM) and batch process-
ing machines (BPM).

a) SPM
In a semiconductor manufacturing system, quantities of wafers 
are grouped into a standard container, which is called a lot. The 
wafers in a lot are all the same type of products and travel as a 
unit among machines. Each SPM is capable of performing 
 manufacturing operations on many wafers at a time and pro-
cessing wafers one by one. After all the wafers in a lot have been 
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completed, this lot of wafers will leave the SPM together. SPM can 
be further classified into three classes: single lot – single piece pro-
cessing machines, single lot – multiple pieces parallel processing 
machines and MPM (single lot – multiple pieces multi‐chamber 
processing machines). MPM can be sub‐classified as MPM_SC 
(multi‐chamber processing machine with same chambers) and 
MPM_DC (multi‐chamber processing machine with different 
chambers). In the former, wafers can be processed in any availa-
ble chamber one by one. On the other hand, many wafers are 
loaded, and should be processed in several chambers succes-
sively according to its processing sequence. Typical SPM includes 
RTP machine, ion implanter, CVD machine, coating and expo-
sure device in lithography process, and ion etcher, and so on.

b) BPM
Each BPM is capable of simultaneously performing manufactur-
ing operations on multiple lots of wafers with the same process-
ing sequence. All the wafers in multiple lots will be processed 
together, and they will leave the BPM simultaneously. BPM can 
be further classified into two classes. The first one is batch par-
allel processing machines (BPPM), in which multiple lots of 
wafers are processed in parallel machines. The other one is 
batch serial processing machines (BSPM), in which multiple lots 
of wafers are processed in serial machines. Typical BPM includes 
horizontal and vertical oxidation furnaces, metal‐etching 
machines, wet etching machine and so on.

6.2.1.2 Material Handling Equipment
Material handling equipment mainly includes buffer and mate-
rial handling equipment. The buffer is a temporary storage sys-
tem with various types. The most common storage system is the 
automatic shelf, which can be further sub‐classified as the 
Cartesian type and the carousel type. Another storage system is 
under track storage (UTS), which is able to improve the effi-
ciency of the automated material handling system (AMHS). The 
material handling equipment in semiconductor manufacturing 
systems consists of five types of equipment: vertical lifters, over-
head tracks with transport vehicles, rail‐guided vehicles (RGVs), 
automated guided vehicles (AGVs), and conveyors. The material 
handling system to transmit wafers in a production unit is called 
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intrabay AMHS, while the material handling system to transmit 
wafers among production units is called interbay AMHS. AGV 
is widely applied as flexible and intelligent material handling 
equipment.

According to the production organization, processes, and 
processing model of semiconductor manufacturing systems, the 
characteristics of re‐entrant manufacturing systems are summa-
rized as follows:

1) Re‐Entrant flow
The nature of semiconductor manufacturing systems is re‐
entrant. In a traditional manufacturing system such as Job 
Shop and flow shop, the re‐entrant flow occurs either in indi-
vidual processes or in a few rework processes, which belong to 
the local phenomenon. However, in a re‐entrant manufactur-
ing system, a part (e.g., a wafer) may revisit the same machine 
pool multiple times throughout the manufacturing process. At 
different stages in the re‐entrant flow, a wafer has to compete 
with others to be processed in the same machine pool. In par-
ticular, two reasons make the production scheduling process 
in re‐entrant manufacturing systems different from that in 
traditional manufacturing systems. First, the hierarchical 
structure of semiconductor products is so strong that each 
layer is processed in similar operation sequences with different 
materials or precision. Hence, the re‐entrant flow is adopted to 
process the next layer of the same product. (Shown in 
Figure 6‐1.) Second, since machines required in wafer fabrica-
tion are very expensive, there is need to introduce re‐entrant 
flow to improve machine utilization. Because of re‐entrant 
flow, wafers visit the same machine pool many times through-
out the manufacturing process. This results in significant 
increase in the number of wafers to be scheduled in the same 
machine pool, which enlarges the solution space and to 
increase the complexity of the production scheduling process.

2) Mixed processing mode
In general, in semiconductor manufacturing systems, 25 or 50 
wafers are grouped into a standard container, called a lot. Lots 
of wafers are processed in SPM and BPM. One lot of wafers can 
be processed in a SPM at a time, while lots of wafers with the 
same serial number or the same name of the manufacturing 
process can be processed in a BPM at the same time. The maximum 
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batch size is regarded as an important parameter of BPM, 
which indicates its maximum processing capacity. As a major 
feature in semiconductor manufacturing systems, batch pro-
cessing is an important factor needed to meet customers’ 
demands for delivery due dates, and to affect the total produc-
tion cycle of semiconductor production line. Considering 
differences between SPM and BPM, a different scheduling 
method should be proposed to properly arrange operation 
sequences in order to improve the productive efficiency of the 
total semiconductor production line.

6.2.2 Production Scheduling in Re‐Entrant 
Manufacturing Systems

Semiconductor manufacturing is an industry with sophisticated 
technology, intensive funds and high‐yield bonds, which is becom-
ing a mainstay industry in some national economies. With rapid 
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changes in market demands and intensified international 
competition, the procedure of production scheduling in semicon-
ductor manufacturing systems has the following characteristics:

6.2.2.1 Large‐Scale
In a typical wafer fab, there are dozens of processes and hun-
dreds of machines. Each process consists of 300–900 processing 
steps processed in more than one hundred machines. The average 
production cycle time in the production line is approximately 
30–60 days by repeatedly implementing manufacturing processes 
including oxidation, deposition, metallization, lithography, 
etching, ion implantation, photo‐resist strip, cleaning, inspec-
tion and metrology. In addition, various products are processed 
in a semiconductor production line at the same time, which are 
different in thousands of operation sequences; even if similar 
products have different versions. This increases the complexity 
of semiconductor manufacturing processes. Furthermore, 
orders from different customers are processed in the semicon-
ductor production line at the same time; there may be dozens of 
product types in these orders. Production scheduling problems 
in semiconductor manufacturing systems are complex due to 
the large product variation of semiconductor products.

6.2.2.2 Unbalanced Machine Workload
In semiconductor manufacturing systems, the workload of each 
machine is unbalanced. In particular, production efficiency is 
seriously restricted by complex processes with long processing 
times. Machines in semiconductor manufacturing systems are 
very expensive. Furthermore, these machines cannot be 
expanded in a linear way, that is to say, smoothly increasing 
machine capacity will directly increase production costs in a 
nonlinear way. Therefore, unlike many manufacturing systems, 
semiconductor manufacturing systems are developed on the 
basis of a predictable bottleneck. The performance of the whole 
system is determined by the production schedule that affects 
bottleneck machines. Hence, bottleneck machines should first 
be considered in the production scheduling process for semi-
conductor manufacturing systems. In a semiconductor produc-
tion line, different products have different processes, and the 
unit operation processing time required in a machine may be so 
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long that the machine becomes a bottleneck. However, longer 
processes of different products are not the same, which means 
that the bottleneck may shift from one machine to another. 
Consequently, the unbalanced machine workload would be 
more complex.

6.2.2.3 Dynamic Uncertainty
The semiconductor production line is a typical discrete dynamic 
system with a variety of uncertain events. These uncertain 
events can be classified into two categories: internal uncertain 
events and external uncertain events. Internal uncertain events 
are caused by internal problems such as machine breakdown, 
while external uncertain events are caused by changes in exter-
nal conditions such as unstable orders. Uncertain events affect 
the running procedure of the production line, and damage the 
performance of the system.

a) Internal Uncertain Events
i. Machine Breakdown In semiconductor manufacturing 
systems, due to higher machine utilization, machines undergo 
serious stress so that their performance is gradually affected. 
Over time, decreasing performance could cause serious quality 
problems and reduce system reliability and reduce the yield 
rate. At the same time, machine breakdown in re‐entrant 
Manufacturing Systems happens more frequently than in Job 
Shop or Flow Shop, which seriously affects system efficiency. 
Hence, it is necessary to introduce an efficient rescheduling 
strategy to improve the reliability of machines in order to achieve 
an effective production schedule.

ii. Trial run for  New Products Semiconductor products 
update so fast that a trial run of new products is often required. 
However, due to the huge cost required for building a semicon-
ductor production line, enterprises cannot develop a special 
trial production line for new products. Hence, products pro-
cessed in the production line contain mass batch products and 
new products in the developing stage or in the small batch trial 
manufacturing stage. Sometimes these trial products are pro-
cessed with priorities, which change the status of the production 
line and seriously affect system performance.
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b) External Uncertain Events
i. Sudden Changes in Customers’ Demand
Due to intensified international competition in the global 
semiconductor market, companies strive to satisfy customers’ 
demands in order to obtain a larger market share. Therefore, a 
semiconductor production line should be able to respond rap-
idly to sudden changes in customers’ demand such as order 
quantity and product variation. These uncertain events will 
affect the performance of a production line.

ii. Sudden Changes in  Process In an actual semiconductor 
production line, according to the testing statistical data and 
customers’ specific requirements, product engineers may tem-
porarily add or change some processes in order to ensure perfor-
mance and qualified rate of products. These sudden changes lead 
to change production parameters such as the operation process-
ing time, which would greatly affect the system performance.

As the previous presentation shows, it is hard to implement 
production scheduling processes in semiconductor manufactur-
ing systems due to their large scale and high uncertainty. It is 
necessary to introduce an efficient scheduling strategy to reduce 
work‐in‐process (WIP), shorten the production cycle time, and 
improve the overall equipment efficiency (OEE).

6.2.3 The Related Literature Review

The production scheduling and rescheduling problems in re‐entrant 
manufacturing systems belong to the class of typical NP‐hard prob-
lems. In the actual re‐entrant manufacturing environment, for 
instance, long production cycle time, large product variation, 
process uncertainty, and shifting bottleneck, effective optimization 
methods are required to solve complex production scheduling 
problems in order to optimize production management procedures 
and to satisfy performance requirements of cycle time, delivery 
due date, output and WIP in re‐entrant manufacturing systems. 
These approaches can be briefly classified into four categories:

6.2.3.1 Operation Research Methods
Operation research methods should solve various systematic 
optimization problems by using mathematical methods. 
Leachman[2] proposed a linear programming model for production 
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planning and scheduling in semiconductor manufacturing 
 systems in order to minimize the weighted production cost and 
to maximize machine utilization. Glassery[3] et al. used a linear 
programming model to obtain the feeding schedule for a single‐
variation and large‐batch‐size semiconductor production line. 
Sung[4] et al. developed a dynamic programming model to solve 
scheduling problems in semiconductor production lines with 
various part types and different arrival time for the parts. 
Dynamic programming algorithms are mainly applied in single‐
product single‐batch equipment problems since they can ensure 
global convergence for small‐scale problems. Sarin[5] et  al. 
presented an integer programming model for production sched-
uling in a semiconductor production line so as to reduce cycle 
time. Sung and Choung[6] proposed an integer programming 
method to solve batch scheduling problems in semiconductor 
manufacturing systems. Gupta and Sivakumar[7] developed a 
multi‐objective programming model based on multi‐product 
semiconductor production lines in order to minimize the aver-
age production cycle time, to minimize the average tardiness, 
and to maximize machine utilization.

6.2.3.2 Heuristic Methods
The basic principle of heuristic rule is this: after an operation 
has been completed by using a machine, a job is selected from 
the waiting list in accordance with the heuristic rule. Kumar[8–11] 
et al. carried out much groundbreaking research for production 
scheduling problems in semiconductor production lines. In 
their papers, some common heuristic rules, including earliest 
due date (EDD), shortest processing time (SPT), and shortest 
least slack (SLK), were adopted to solve production scheduling 
problems in semiconductor manufacturing systems, and thus 
the performance of these scheduling rules were analyzed. Lu[12] 
et  al. proposed three heuristic rules based on the concept of 
minimum relaxation: fluctuation smoothing policy of the aver-
age cycle time, fluctuation smoothing policy of the cycle time 
variances and fluctuation smoothing policy of tardiness. Qiao[13] 
et al. developed a new improved hybrid rescheduling strategy by 
comparing the existing periodic rescheduling policy, event‐driven 
rescheduling strategy and hybrid rescheduling strategy. Hyung‐
Sik[14] adopted a neural network algorithm to solve rescheduling 
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problems in re‐entrant manufacturing systems. In this study, 
according to the system status, a dispatching rule was selected 
from a dispatching rule base by using a neural network algorithm 
in order to satisfy the requirements of dynamic scheduling.

6.2.3.3 Artificial Intelligence Methods
Artificial intelligence methods make a computer simulate a 
human brain to conduct engaged activities such as reasoning, 
programming, designing, thinking and learning, and so on.[15] 
Li[16, 17] et al. proposed a rescheduling strategy by analyzing trig-
gered rescheduling factors in semiconductor manufacturing 
systems. In addition, they developed a rescheduling model 
based on swarm intelligence by further exploring the global 
modified rescheduling method. Savell[18] et  al. used an expert 
system to implement production scheduling processes in semi-
conductor production lines. In their method, the expert system 
consisted of a central priority assignment module and a machine 
scheduling module. Liu[19] et al. proposed a method based on 
fuzzy logic to optimize the production scheduling process for 
lithography machines subject to specific constraints. Fargher[20] 
developed a fuzzy‐logic‐based planning and scheduling model 
for semiconductor manufacturing systems to deal with uncer-
tain factors in the production cycle time in wafer fabrication. 
Huang[21] et al. presented a fuzzy neural network adaptive infer-
ence system to investigate real‐time rescheduling decisions in 
re‐entrant manufacturing systems.

6.2.3.4 Computational Intelligence Methods
The basic idea of computational intelligence methods is that a 
population of individuals who perform simple stress work col-
laborate by exchanging information in order to achieve high 
intelligence. The computational intelligent system provides 
many advantages over traditional systems: to name a few, strong 
self‐organization, strong self‐learning capabilities, high parallel-
ism, robustness and nonlinearity. In contrast to traditional 
methods, with the aid of computational intelligence methods, 
it is more efficient to solve complex nonlinear problems. 
Applications of computational intelligence methods to complex 
nonlinear problems include pattern recognition, automatic 
knowledge acquisition, parallel search, associative memory, 
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production scheduling and so on.[22] Qu[23] presented a tabu 
search algorithm for production scheduling problems in semicon-
ductor manufacturing systems with a single machine in order to 
obtain approximate optimal solutions within an acceptable time. 
Geiger[24] formulated production scheduling problems at the 
wet etching process in wafer fabrication as flow shop sequenc-
ing problems so as to minimize makespan by considering mate-
rial handling capacity, material processing constraints, and 
mixed storage policies. In addition, a tabu search algorithm was 
developed for this problem to obtain high‐quality solutions in 
reasonable computational time. Bhushan[25] developed an 
algorithm that hybridizes a simulated annealing algorithm with 
a tabu search algorithm for scheduling problems in a wet 
etching unit with shared handling robots. Hiroyasu Toba[26] 
proposed a new segment‐based real‐time reactive rescheduling 
approach. In this study, a greedy scheduling algorithm was 
adopted to divide a wide scheduling range into small segments 
in order to improve production scheduling without decreasing 
production efficiency.

From the previous presentation, it is clear that optimization 
methods adopted for production scheduling processes in re‐
entrant manufacturing systems include operation research, heu-
ristic methods, computational intelligence methods, artificial 
intelligence methods and so on. Scheduling methods based on 
operation research always assume that the system is stable, and 
these methods strive to eliminate the nonlinear characteristics 
of the system by linearization. These scheduling methods focus 
on “stability”, “balance” and “reasonable behavior”, which are not 
suitable for the dynamic environment of re‐entrant manufactur-
ing systems. Therefore, scheduling methods based on operation 
research are always applied in production planning. The local 
stage of the system is taken into consideration by scheduling 
methods based on heuristic rules. Nevertheless, these schedul-
ing methods cannot achieve global optimization; this is their 
major shortcoming. The first limitation of computational intel-
ligence algorithms is that their computational times are very 
long. The second limitation is that these scheduling algorithms 
cannot satisfy requirements of a real‐time dynamic environ-
ment in re‐entrant production lines such as large‐scale, complex 
constraints and multi‐objective optimization. Hence, practical 
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application of such scheduling methods is rare. Although a 
Multi‐Agent scheduling system is well openness, it is not sensi-
tive to the scale of the problem, and it is able to achieve dynamic 
task assignment and production schedules,[27–30] implicit rele-
vance among Agents and various relationships among tasks are 
neglected by current research, which affects system perfor-
mance optimization. Therefore, in re‐entrant, complex, dynamic 
scheduling environments of re‐entrant manufacturing systems, 
Agent‐based artificial intelligence methods are adopted to 
investigate hierarchical adaptive scheduling strategies for re‐
entrant manufacturing systems.

6.3  Multi‐Agent‐Based Hierarchical 
Adaptive Production Scheduling in   
Re‐Entrant Manufacturing Systems

6.3.1 Hierarchical Adaptive Production Scheduling 
Strategy

The scheduling objectives of re‐entrant manufacturing systems 
vary with the operation environment, processing tasks, types 
and quantity of manufacturing resources. There are numerous 
research projects on production scheduling models,[31] such as 
the NIST model,[32] Project 477,[33] Project 809,[34] the PCF 
method[35] and the DREAM method.[36] From previous studies, 
it is clear that the production management procedure of manu-
facturing systems includes releasing instructions, monitoring 
instructions and real‐time responding to dynamic events.

In a re‐entrant manufacturing system, due to large‐scale 
machines, significant WIP inventory, long cycle time and many 
dynamic events, such as machine breakdown, process changes 
and defective products, the formulation of production sched-
ules for such a system is a complex task. The production sched-
uling function of re‐entrant manufacturing systems is expected 
to be superior to that of traditional manufacturing systems in 
terms of global optimal performance. In addition, its production 
scheduling function should be able to deal with major changes 
in the actual manufacturing environment, such as responding 
rapidly to sudden changes such as rush orders, random machine 
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breakdown, preventive machine maintenance and so on. 
Besides, the monitoring function of re‐entrant manufacturing 
systems should be extended to provide real‐time information 
for all available manufacturing resources such as locations and 
processing status.

Therefore, the objectives are to formulate feasible production 
schedules for all manufacturing operations in re‐entrant manu-
facturing systems, in order to respond quickly to sudden changes 
in tasks and the actual manufacturing environment, and to 
achieve hierarchy and adaptability as embodied by the produc-
tion management procedure. In terms of the time‐domain, the 
mechanism of production scheduling process can be presented 
as follows.

1) Production scheduling process in the system layer
In the system layer, a multi‐objective global scheduling math-
ematical model is developed to describe the characteristics of 
a re‐entrant manufacturing system, which includes the con-
straints related to machine preventive maintenance, the 
maximum capacities of manufacturing resources such as 
BPM and SPM, and production recipes. The objectives are to 
formulate feasible production schedules for all manufactur-
ing operations, in order to simultaneously optimize process-
ing profits and the inventory cost.

2) Production scheduling process in the machine layer
Production scheduling problems in the machine layer are 
characterized as a small‐batch multi‐objective scheduling 
problem with hundreds of processes, dozens of machines, 
and large product variation. There is need to optimize 
 production schedules for both SPM pools and BPM pools in 
a large search space according to the real‐time information 
provided by both up‐stream and down‐stream machine 
pools.

3) Rescheduling process
In a dynamic, changeable and random manufacturing envi-
ronment, it is necessary to consider dynamic events such as 
machine breakdown, lot rework and rush orders in re‐entrant 
manufacturing systems. Therefore, a rescheduling strategy is 
adopted to respond rapidly to various dynamic events in 
order to improve system performance.
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6.3.2 The Architecture of a Multi‐Agent Hierarchical 
Adaptive Production Scheduling System

In contrast to traditional manufacturing systems, a semiconduc-
tor manufacturing system has the following special and complex 
features: re‐entrant flow, co‐existence of SPM and BPM, and 
unbalanced machine workload.[37–46] Considering the huge 
machine investment, significant WIP inventory, and large num-
ber of processes in re‐entrant manufacturing systems, an effi-
cient releasing and scheduling strategy is developed in order to 
improve machine utilization. Besides, considering various 
dynamic events in the manufacturing process (e.g., rush orders, 
random machine breakdown, wafer rework, and operator errors), 
a great deal of inaccurate information (e.g., the arrival time of 
each material, the unit operation processing time required in 
each machine, and the setup time of each machine) and incom-
plete information (e.g., quality of materials and quality of manu-
facturing parts), re‐entrant manufacturing systems are required 
to effectively, accurately and rapidly respond to these factors in 
order to improve the efficiency and stability of their systems. 
Therefore, a Multi‐Agent hierarchical adaptive production 
scheduling system is developed in this chapter, which is com-
posed of production scheduling process in the system layer, pro-
duction scheduling process in the machine/machine pool layer, 
and rescheduling process (shown in Figure 6‐2).

Since the Multi‐Agent hierarchical adaptive production 
scheduling system hybridizes advantages of a Multi‐Agent fed-
eral system with those of a Multi‐Agent hierarchical system, it 
reduces the network workload and improves system reliability. 
In a Multi‐Agent system, the collaborative function of the sys-
tem layer is different from that of the machine/machine pool 
layer, but they complement each other. The collaborative sched-
uling strategy in the system layer is constructed by using the col-
laborative scheduling Agent in combination with the task 
management Agent to form the central collaborative scheduling 
process in order to optimize production schedules in the system 
layer. The collaborative scheduling strategy in the machine/
machine pool layer is generated by using the resource capacity 
management Agent in combination with a Multi‐Agent production 
control system to form the collaborative mechanism in the 
machine tool layer so as to dynamically optimize local production 
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schedules in the machine tool layer. The adaptive rescheduling 
strategy is implemented by using the collaborative scheduling 
Agent, the task management Agent, the resource capacity man-
agement Agent and a Multi‐Agent production control system in 
order to maintain the stability of re‐entrant manufacturing 
systems.

6.3.3 The Running Model for a Multi‐Agent Hierarchical 
Adaptive Production Scheduling System

Figure 6‐3 illustrates the mechanism of a Multi‐Agent hierarchi-
cal adaptive production scheduling process in re‐entrant manu-
facturing systems. Firstly, in the system layer, a short and fixed 
time interval (e.g., one day) is adopted to implement a produc-
tion scheduling process in accordance with the rolling horizon 
procedure. Next, in the machine/machine pool layer, the lot 
moving plan is generated by the collaboration triggered by 
scheduling results of the system layer in order to optimize pro-
duction schedules in the machine tool layer. Finally, when 
dynamic events occur, a hierarchical rescheduling process is 
performed according to the real‐time status of the manufactur-
ing system and the impacts of these events on the system. When 
the impacts are larger, a rescheduling process in the system layer 
is required for re‐entrant manufacturing systems, and a resched-
uling process in the machine layer is performed according to the 
scheduling results provided by the system layer; otherwise, there 
is only need to implement a rescheduling process in the machine 
tool layer.

6.4  Agents in a Multi‐Agent Hierarchical 
Adaptive Production Scheduling System

Effective production schedules for re‐entrant manufacturing 
systems are formulated by the task management Agent, the 
 collaborative scheduling Agent and the resource capacity man-
agement Agent based on the collaboration of the Multi‐Agent 
production control system and the Multi‐Agent fundamental 
information management system. Hence, in this section, we will 
focus on introducing the architecture and behaviour models of 
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the task management Agent, the collaborative scheduling Agent, 
and the resource capacity management Agent in re‐entrant 
manufacturing systems.

6.4.1 Task Management Agent

The task management Agent receives the tasks released by the 
Multi‐Agent production planning system. When a task order 
arrives at a re‐entrant manufacturing system according to the 
release plan, a specified task management Agent for this kind of 
task order is generated by a Multi‐Agent production scheduling 
system. When the task has been completed, this task manage-
ment Agent is cancelled by the Multi‐Agent production sched-
uling system. The task management Agent is used to generate 
production schedules for tasks obtained by Lagrangian relaxa-
tion, and to record the following information: task machining 
process, task priority, task delivery due date and task release 
plan. The use case diagram of the task management Agent is 
illustrated in Figure 6‐4.

The task management Agent is adopted to receive tasks 
assigned by the Multi‐Agent production planning system, and 
to deliver tasks to the collaborative scheduling Agent, so as to 
collect the production processing information. In the whole 
process, simple reactive behaviors performed by the task man-
agement Agent are to collect and record the process informa-
tion data, while thinking behaviour performed by the task 
management Agent should implement a complex calculation 
process to solve task sub‐scheduling problems. Therefore, the 
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Figure 6-4 The use case diagram of a task management agent.
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task management Agent in re‐entrant manufacturing systems 
belongs to a mixed structure, shown in Figure‐6‐5.

6.4.2 Collaborative Scheduling Agent

In re‐entrant manufacturing systems, the collaborative schedul-
ing Agent is responsible for coordinating task management 
Agents according to capacity requirements of shared machine 
pools provided by each task management Agent, and for guiding 
scheduling results to improve the overall efficiency of the manu-
facturing system in order to obtain the suboptimal solution to 
the scheduling problem in the system layer. In the above  process, 
the collaborative scheduling Agent is employed to exchange 
information with the task management Agent and the resource 
capacity management Agent. Figure 6‐6 shows an illustration of 
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the behaviour model of the collaborative scheduling Agent in 
re‐entrant manufacturing systems.

In re‐entrant manufacturing systems, the collaborative schedul-
ing Agent is responsible for two schemes. First, at the produc-
tion scheduling phase in the system layer, the collaborative 
scheduling Agent is adopted to configure basic information and 
parameters, and to calculate complex parameters to generate 
production plans satisfying constraints such as manufactur-
ing processes, the delivery due dates of various products and 
the maximum capacities of manufacturing resources to maxi-
mize the resource utilization incurred in manufacturing the 
products. Next, in the adaptive rescheduling phase, the col-
laborative scheduling Agent is used to generate the reschedul-
ing strategy by considering internal and external factors in the 
re‐entrant manufacturing systems. Since a complex knowl-
edge reasoning process is needed in these two phases, the col-
laborative scheduling Agent is regarded as a typical thinking 
Agent. Its mechanism is presented in Figure 6‐7. In informa-
tion processing, the information fusion model represents the 
production scheduling model in the system layer and the 
adaptive rescheduling model, the knowledge base is equiva-
lent to scheduling and decision‐making methods and the goal 
corresponds to various performance measures. The principle 
of the information processing unit will be described in detail 
in section 6.5 and 6.6.
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Figure 6-7 Mechanism of the Collaborative Scheduling Agent.
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6.4.3 Resource Capacity Management Agent

It is known that SPM and BPM co‐exist in re‐entrant manu-
facturing systems. The resource capacity management Agent 
is further sub‐classified as a resource capacity management 
Agent in the machine layer and a resource capacity manage-
ment Agent in the machine pool layer in order to present the 
resource capacity management in re‐entrant manufacturing 
systems in detail. That is to say, the resource capacity man-
agement Agent includes the SPM pool Agent, the BPM pool 
Agent, the SPM Agent and the BPM Agent. The machine/
machine pool Agent is adopted to receive the production 
plan in the system layer released by the collaborative sched-
uling Agent in order to generate the production plan in the 
machine layer by further subdividing.

In re‐entrant manufacturing systems, the resource capacity 
management Agent has two responsibilities. The first is to 
formulate production schedules in the machine layer, which 
belongs to a complex thinking behavior. Second, similar to the 
resource capacity management Agent in other manufacturing 
systems, it is mainly responsible for balancing resource capac-
ity, recording resource capacity information and judging 
whether the results of production scheduling satisfy the 
resource capacity constraints, all of which belongs to a reac-
tion behavior. Therefore, the resource capacity management 
Agent is regarded as a mixed Agent, and its mechanism is 
 presented in Figure 6‐8.
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6.5  Hierarchical Production Scheduling 
in Re‐Entrant Manufacturing Systems

In re‐entrant manufacturing systems, the hierarchical scheduling 
process is implemented by using the collaborative scheduling 
Agent in combination with the resource capacity management 
Agent. The collaborative scheduling Agent is adopted to 
 generate feasible production schedules in the system layer, 
while the resource capacity management Agent is used to for-
mulate feasible production schedules in the machine layer. In 
this section, according to the specific requirements of the 
information processing unit in the scheduling process, a 
knowledge base and a scheduling method are designed in 
order to optimize the production plan for re‐entrant manufac-
turing systems, and to support internal coordination in a 
Multi‐Agent scheduling system.

6.5.1 Problem Description

6.5.1.1 Production Scheduling in the System Layer
As TOC (Theory of Constraints) pointed out, during the lot 
processing, most waiting times happen in bottleneck machine 
pools. The bottleneck machine pools are key machine pools. 
Therefore, the system model is developed on the basis of key 
machine pools with limited capacity while non‐key machine 
pools are treated as machines with unlimited capacity. The 
 production scheduling process in the system layer focuses on 
performing capacity planning for key machines/machine 
pools. A processing process required to manufacture a part 
consists of a number of processing stages, and each processing 
stage  contains a certain number of continuous processes. The 
first processing process is produced in the key machine pool, 
while others are produced in non‐key machine pools. The 
operation processing time is simplified as fixed delay time, and 
the continuous time is discretized into several time periods in 
the planning horizon. Since the first processing process in 
every processing stage occupies the maximum capacity of the 
key machine pool, the operation processing time required in 
the first processing process must satisfy capacity constraints 
related to this key machine pool.
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In order to facilitate the presentation, the following notation is 
used in the development of the mathematical model:

(i,s) – the processing stage s of part i, s=1,2,‥,Si, where Si is the 
number of processing stages of part i;

m – key machine pool;
Mis –  the key machine pool that is able to process processing 

stage s of part i;
uist – the number of processing stages of part i in period t;
Xist – the number of processing stages for waiting part i at the 

beginning of period t;
rit – the number of released part i at the beginning of period t;
tmt – the maximum available capacity of key machine pool m in 

period t;
nis – the number of periods required to manufacture processing 

stage s of part i;
tist – the capacity of the key machine pool required to manufacture 

processing stage s of part i in period t;
Cis – WIP inventory cost per period;
Ris – profit of processing stage s of part i.

In this case, the following assumptions are taken into consid-
eration to construct the mathematical model:

a) The setup time of parts is fixed, and it is included in the 
processing time.

b) The capacity of buffers is infinite, and WIP inventory cost is 
neglected.

c) No rework parts and no defective parts.
d) BPM is simplified as SPM with a maximum capacity tmt, 

which is defined as follows.

 t t f tmt m m m (6-1)

Where tm is the theoretical maximum capacity. fm (0 1fm ) is 
the full batch coefficient according to the actual production statistics. 
tm is the capacity occupied by preventive machine maintenance.

 t B T Nm m P m , 

Where Bm is the maximum batch size of BPM. TP is the length of 
a period. Nm is the number of machines in machine pool m.
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Indeed, the mathematical model governing the hierarchical 
scheduling problem in the system layer has the following form:

 max R u C Xis ist is ist  (6-2)

 min R u C Xis ist is ist  (6-3)

Subjected to:

 X X u ril t ilt ilt it1  (6-4)

 
X X u uis t ist ist i s t ni s1 1 1

 (6-5)

 X X ui s t i s t iS t ni i i iSi1 1 1  (6-6)

 u t tisj is t j mt1  (6-7)

 u X u X Iist ist ist ist0 0, , ,  (6-8)

Where (i, si+1) is a virtual processing stage, which indicates that 
finished parts would ship to stock. Xi s ti 1  is the number of 
finished parts in period t, and I is an integer set. Equation (6‐2) 
is a multi‐objective function, which aims to maximize the differ-
ences between total profits from all processing stages and total 
WIP inventory costs. This equation is equivalent to minimize 
objective function (6‐3). Constraints (6‐4) to (6‐6) represent the 
inventory balance, which must satisfy the constraints related to 
the operation sequence. Constraints (6‐7) represent the maximum 
capacity of key machine pools. Constraints (6‐8) ensure that uis 
and Xist are positive integers.

(2) Production Scheduling in the Machine layer
The production scheduling process in the machine layer is to 
allocate tasks to machine pools.

In the mathematical model governing the hierarchical 
scheduling problem in the machine layer, a re‐entrant manu-
facturing system consists of machine pools Sline={G1,G2, 
…Gi,…,Gm}, where Gi represents the same type of machines, 
Gi={ei1, ei2, … eip}. Tis is the operation processing time required to 
manufacture processing stage s of part i, which contains the 
processing time to manufacture key processes TKis, and the 
processing time to manufacture non‐key processes TNis, i.e. 
Tis=TKis+TNis.
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In order to facilitate the presentation, the following notation is 
used in the development of the mathematical model:

tisk – the starting time for manufacturing processing stage (i,s) of 
part Lk;

xkmnt – a 0‐1 binary decision variable where xkmnt is equal to 1, if 
part Lk is assigned to machine emn in period t; otherwise, xkmnt 
is equal to 0;

cmn – if machine emn is a SPM, then cmn = 1; if it is a BPM, cmn is 
the maximum batch size of BPM;

Rkmnt – the process of part Lk that is assigned to machine emn in 
period t;

TPh – the length of a period;
TPisk  –  the production planning time for manufacturing 

 processing stage (i, s) of part Lk.

Objective function:

 
min
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Subjected to:

 t T tisk is i s k1  (6-9)

 x ckmnt mn (6-10)

 x orkmnt 1 0 (6-11)

 T T t T TPh Pisk isk Ph Pisk1  (6-12)

Constraints (6‐9) represent constraints related to operation 
sequences. Constraints (6‐10) represent constraints related to the 
maximum capacity of a machine. Constraints (6‐11) ensure that a 
processing stage of a part can only be assigned to one machine in 
period t. And if cmn>1and xkmnt=1,k∈K, then Ramnt = Rbmnt, a≠b, 
a, b∈K, where K is a set of waiting parts in the buffer of machines 
emn. Constraints (6‐12) represent constraints related to the production 
planning time, which belong to a soft constraint.
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6.5.2 Contact Net Protocol based Production 
Scheduling in the System Layer

In re‐entrant manufacturing systems, the task management 
Agent acts as a tenderer, while the resource capacity manage-
ment Agent acts as a bidder. In contrast, the collaborative sched-
uling Agent acts as an arbiter. First, in accordance with the 
capacity of machine pools required to manufacture waiting 
tasks for each part, the bidding documents are generated by the 
task management Agent. Second, the available capacity of 
machine pools is discretized into small periods as bidding objec-
tives by the resource capacity management Agent. Finally, the 
optimal production schedule is generated by the resource capac-
ity management Agent in order to bid in terms of the latest price 
and their respective objectives. The resource capacity manage-
ment Agent is adopted to indirectly guide the decision of the 
tenderer by continuously adjusting the price of available periods 
of key machine pools in accordance with the supply and demand 
relationship of all the machine pools. The collaborative proce-
dure of each Agent is illustrated in Figure 6‐9.

6.5.2.1 Step 1) Initialize the Task Management Agent
According to the Lagrangian relaxation principle,[47] the collabo-
rative scheduling Agent in re‐entrant manufacturing systems is 
used to relax capacity constraints (6‐7) of machine pools, and to 
transform the scheduling problem with multiple products and 
limited capacity into several sub‐scheduling problems with sin-
gle product and unlimited capacity, just as in (6‐13) through 
(6‐15). While constraints (6‐3) are changed to become equation 
(6‐16), regarding its corresponding single product scheduling 
problem, the task management Agent is created and instanti-
ated according to the WIP product information obtained by 
resource capacity management Agent.

Capacity constraints of machine pools are relaxed as follows.
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min
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Where λmt is the corresponding Lagrangian multiplier of 
machine pool m in period t. The sub‐scheduling problem PLi, of 
product i is as follows.

 PL t Ri i
s t m j t n
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mj is t j is
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(6-15)

Subjected to constraints (6‐4), constraints (6‐5), and constraints 
(6‐6).

The corresponding dual problem is as follows.

 
max minq PL t
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(6-16)

6.5.2.2 Step 2) Perform the Scheduling Strategy by 
the Task Management Agent
As inventory balance constraints (6‐1) through (6‐7) pointed 
out, the sub‐scheduling problem with single product and unlim-
ited capacity (6‐11) belongs to the minimum cost network flow 
problem. As the developed network regarding this problem, 
shown in Figure 6‐10, node nist denotes the buffer of the pro-
cessing stage (i,s) in period t. After nis periods, the processing 
stage (i,s) has been completed and will be transformed to the 
processing stage (i,s+1) to generate the processing flow uist, 
which is denoted by edge [ ]n nist i s t nis

, 1  with upper bound tmt. 
The unproduced processing stage (i,s) would still remain in the 
buffer to generate the buffer flow Xist, which is denoted by edge [nist, 
nis(t+1)]. Flow Xis1 enters node nis1, which represents the WIP 
part level in the buffer of each processing stage in the first 
period. Flow uis(k)(k = 0, 1,…..nis – 1) enters node nis(nis ‐k), which 
represents the cross‐period processing flow to enter the current 
planning period from the former one. Flow rit enters node ni1t, 
which represents the tasks obtained by the release plan to be 
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produced in the re‐entrant manufacturing system. (i,si+1) is 
a virtual processing stage. Flow uis t ni isi( ) emerges from node 
ni s ti 1 , which represents completed tasks. The cost of edge 
[ ]n nist i s t nis

, 1  is presented as follows.

 m j t n

t

mj is

m Mis
is

R
1

 (6-17)

The cost of edge [ni s t, ni s(t+1)] is Kis. The RELAXIV algorithm is 
adopted by the task management Agent to solve the sub‐scheduling 
problem with single product and infinite capacity, and then to 
send bidding documents to the collaborative scheduling Agent 
in the re‐entrant manufacturing systems. Each bidding docu-
ment corresponds to a sub‐scheduling plan.

6.5.2.3 Step 3) Adjust the Price of the Machine Pool in 
Each Period by the Resource Capacity Management Agent
According to the support and demand relationship of machine 
pools and equations (6‐18) and (6‐19), the collaborative sched-
uling Agent is used to collect all the bidding documents in order 
to calculate the length of each step, and to adjust the price of 
machine pools (per period) in the system level by adjusting the 
Lagrangian multiplier shown in equation (6‐20).
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Figure 6-10 Network flow.
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The length of each step:
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Where q′ is the estimated value of optimal dual cost.
The Lagrangian multiplier:

 max ,0 k kg u  (6-20)

6.5.2.4 Step 4) Adjust Production Schedules in the System Layer
The capacity auction of machine pools is accomplished by 
several rounds of bidding from step 2) to step 3). Due to the 
existence of integer decision variables, the dual equation (6‐16) 
may generate solutions that cannot satisfy constraints (6‐7); it is 
necessary to adjust the production schedule in the system layer 
to make it feasible. In the whole scheduling process, the collabo-
rative scheduling Agent is increased as periods in order to check 
whether all the machine pools satisfy constraints (6‐7) in period 
[tk,tk+1](1 ≤ t ≤ T). Regarding the machine pool that cannot 
meet the requirements, tasks uist will be removed from edge 
[ ]( )( )n nist i s t nis

, 1  with the least priority one by one, until they sat-
isfy capacity constraints of machine pools. In order to maintain 
inventory balance constraints (6‐4) through (6‐6), removed 
tasks uist will be added to the buffer flow Xisk (t+1≤k≤T). 
Meanwhile, tasks uist are required to be eliminated from the 
downstream sub‐network of edge [ ]( )( )n nist i s t nis

, 1  in accordance 
with the RELAXIV algorithm in step 2).

6.5.3 GPGP‐CN Protocol Based Production Scheduling 
in the Machine Layer

In the production scheduling process in the machine layer for 
re‐entrant manufacturing systems, SPM and BPM couple with 
each other. Although there are five basic collaborative mecha-
nisms based on Generalized Partial Global Planning (GPGP), it 
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is hard to implement them to solve such complex scheduling 
problems. In order to overcome this drawback, in this section it 
is necessary to introduce an approach called GPGP‐CN based 
collaborative mechanism. This collaborative mechanism consists 
of two portions: a dynamic collaborative mechanism in SPM 
pool and a dynamic coordination mechanism in BPM pool, 
which are illustrated in Figure 6‐11 and Figure 6‐14, respectively. 
The GPGP‐CN based collaborative mechanism is proposed to 
obtain upstream and downstream collaborative information by 
GPGP in combination with the contract net protocol–based 
bidding mechanism to implement production scheduling pro-
cess in the machine layer for re‐entrant manufacturing systems 
by cooperation and competition among Agents.

6.5.3.1 Production Scheduling Method in SPM Pool
(1) Tendering
The resource capacity management Agent receives the task pro-
duction plan {Pkt|t=1,2,…,M} released by the collaborative 
scheduling Agent, where Pkt is the processing task set of machine 
pool Gk in period t, and M is the maximum planning period. 
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Figure 6-11 GPGP‐CN based SPM pool Collaborative Scheduling.
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And then the Agent of machine pool Gk generates two process-
ing task sets: waiting tendering task set Wk and tendering task 
set Sk.

 W B jk kj   if t  

where Bkj is the WIP product set in the buffer of machine pool 
Gk in period j.

 
S B P L if t j and P L

S B otherwise
k kj kt sk kt sk

k kj

Bkj

 

where

 
t j

Tph 60
 (6-21)

Lsk is the tardy task set that cannot be processed in the planning 
period.

The resource capacity management Agent is adopted to trig-
ger the SPM pool to tender by using three events, that is, SPM 
idling, BPM asking the resource capacity management Agent to 
implement collaborative scheduling, and SPM pool reschedul-
ing caused by machine breakdown. The SPM pool resource 
capacity management Agent issues the tendering task set Sk to 
all machines in the pool.

(2) Collaborating
Each SPM resource capacity management Agent develops the 
ETAEMS‐based local task view shown in Figure 6‐12 in accord-
ance with the tendering task set Sk., and checks collaborative 
requirements of local scheduling decisions. In order to maintain 
WIP products in a uniform distribution, the machine required to 
manufacture the key process with least WIP in the SPM pool 
would be selected with the priority. Each SPM resource capacity 
management Agent asks the resource capacity management Agent 
in re‐entrant manufacturing systems to collaborate. The system 
resource capacity management Agent will determine the key 
machine pool required to manufacture the next processing stage 
of the selected job, and send the WIP information of this machine 
pool to the upstream SPM resource capacity management Agent.
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(3) Bidding
Each SPM resource capacity management Agent constructs the 
ETAEMS‐based non‐local task view shown in Figure  6‐13 
according to collaborative information and the tendering task 
set Sk.

First, the earliest starting time t to manufacture the ten-
dering task set is decided. Next, the task to be processed in 
period t is determined according to equation (6‐22) and 
 equation (6‐23).

Indeed, the mathematical model governing the SPM production 
scheduling problem has the following form:

 
max ,g w Lk

L i sT k ,
 (6-22)
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Figure 6-12 Local task view of each SPM Resource Capacity Management 
Agent.
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In order to facilitate the presentation, the following notation is 
used in the development of the mathematical model:

LTk – current processing stage of task Lk;
(i,s) – processing stage s of task type i, s=1,2,‥,Si, where Si is the 

total number of processing stages of task type i;
w1, w2, w3 – weighted coefficient;
Ais – priority value of processing stage (i,s);
Mij – the machine pool to manufacture processing stage (i,s);
Xijt – the number of waiting processing stages (i,j) in the buffer of 

machine pools to manufacture the next processing stage in period 
t. The number of waiting processing stages (i,j) in the buffer in 
period k can be taken into consideration as the approximate value.
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Figure 6-13 Non‐Local Task View of each SPM Resource Capacity 
Management Agent.
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Where

 
T k

T
f t

TCk
Ph Ph60 60

,  (6-25)

Xijf – the planning amount of waiting processing stage (i,s) in the 
buffer of the machine pool to manufacture the next processing 
stage at the beginning of period f in the system layer short‐term 
collaborative scheduling;

TCk – the current period k (minutes);
Tph – the length of a period (hours);
CMij – available capacity of the key machine pool to manufacture 

processing stage (i,s) (hours);
tDl – the delivery due date of task Ll;
tDls – the earliest completion time for processing stage s of task 

Ll.

In equation (6‐23), the first part represents the priority value of 
processing stage (i,s), while the second part represents the 
 relative WIP level of the machine pool to manufacture the next 
processing stage. Due to the small fluctuations of the relative 
WIP level, the relative WIP level Xijk  in current period k and the 
planning WIP level Xijf at the beginning of period f determined 
by the system layer short‐term collaborative scheduling are 
adopted instead of using Xijt . The third part represents the rela-
tive remaining processing time for processing current part. Each 
SPM resource capacity management Agent determines its own 
weighted coefficient. The bidding information of SPM resource 
capacity management Agent includes task ID, earliest comple-
tion time for processing each task, and workload level of 
machine eij in current period r, which is defined as follows.

 
U u Teij

i s t r
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Where eij is the machine able to manufacture processing stage 
(i,j); uijt is the amount of processing stage (i,j) to be produced in 
period t.
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(4) Contract Signing
After receiving the bidding documents from all the SPM 
resource capacity management Agents, the SPM pool resource 
capacity management Agent determines the bidding winner 
according to the decision‐making rule, which includes ECT rule 
(Select the machine with the earliest Completion Time) and 
LWL rule (Select the machine with the Lowest Workload Level). 
The procedure of bidding is presented below:

Step (1): the ECT rule is used to select the bidding winner.
Step (2): if there are multiple choices, then the LWL rule is taken 

into consideration.
Step (3): if there are still several candidates, then randomly select 

one machine.
Step (4): after having decided the bidding winner, the signing 

information is issued to the selected SPM resource capacity 
management Agent. The signed task is added to the waiting 
task list by the winning SPM resource capacity management 
Agent.

Iteratively implement step (1) to step (4) many times until the 
tendering job set Sk is empty.

(5) Implementing the Signed Task and Rescheduling  
in Machine Pool
In the procedure of implementing the signed task, if machine 
breakdown is detected by the process monitoring Agent, the 
SPM pool resource capacity management Agent will be 
informed to renew the machine status information. In addi-
tion, the SPM pool resource capacity management Agent is 
adopted to add the waiting tasks produced in the breakdown 
machine into the tendering job set Sk, and to request the SPM 
pool resource capacity management Agent to tender. Besides, 
the SPM pool resource capacity management Agent is 
employed to deliver the changed results to the downstream 
SPM resource capacity management Agent in order to make 
corresponding adjustments. After the signed task has been 
completed, this information is issued from the SPM resource 
capacity management Agent to the resource capacity manage-
ment Agent. The resource capacity management Agent will 
update the task processing information, and then detect 
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whether there are idle machines. If there are idle machines, 
then SPM resource capacity management Agent will request 
the resource capacity management Agent to tender. In addi-
tion, the signed task should have completed the subsequent 
non‐key operations before it enters the waiting tendering task 
set Wj produced in the key machine pool Gj.

6.5.3.2 Production Scheduling Method in BPM pool
(1) Tendering
The tendering process of BPM is similar to that of SPM except 
for two points. One is that the triggering events are rescheduling 
caused by BPM idle and machine breakdown. The other one is 
the tendering information, which contains task ID and task pro-
cessing time.

(2) Collaborating
Each BPM resource capacity management Agent constructs an 
ETAEMS‐based local task view as shown in Figure  6‐15, and 
checks collaborative requirements of local scheduling decision. 
The batch size and starting processing time of BPM are determined 
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Figure 6-14 GPGP‐CN based BPM group Collaborative Scheduling.
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by considering the arrival time of upstream tasks with the same 
recipe as the tasks in tendering task set Sk. And this leads to a 
batch‐merging collaborative relationship between SPM production 
scheduling and BPM production scheduling.

The BPM resource capacity management Agent requestS the 
resource capacity management Agent to collaborate in order to 
obtain the arrival time of the corresponding upstream tasks in 
period [t,t+TKis], where t is the tendering triggering time, and 
TKis is the processing time of the tendering task (i, s). Then the 
BPM pool resource capacity management Agent gathers all 
the collaborative demands according to the system layer short‐term 
collaborative production schedule.

 
t t TK ij

i j Sk

,
,
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The BPM resource capacity management Agent requests the 
SPM pool resource capacity management Agent to collaborate 
in order to determine the SPM pool with a batch‐merging 
 collaborative relationship in accordance with the arrival time of 
corresponding upstream jobs and the ETAEMS‐based global 
task view shown in Figure 6‐12.

The SPM pool resource capacity management Agent deter-
mines the arrival time of upstream tasks to the BPM pool due to 
the collaborative scheduling mechanism.

Regarding tasks with several operations before entering BPM 
pool, firstly, the completion time of the key process is deter-
mined by tendering in the current machine pool; and the subse-
quent non‐key processes are simplified as ones with fixed delay 
time. Then the arrival time of the task is sent to the next resource 
capacity management Agent to make a tender. Repeat this 
 process until entering the BPM group. Finally, the arrival time of 
upstream tasks to enter the BPM pool is sent to each SPM 
resource capacity management Agent.

(3) Bidding
Each BPM resource capacity management Agent constructs the 
ETAEMS‐based non‐local task view shown in Figure  6‐16 
according to the collaborative information, and determines the 
tasks that can be batch‐merged according to batch‐merging 
constraints. The task with the maximum batch size will be 
selected with the priority, and will be started to process in idle 
period t0. If there are multiple tasks with the maximum batch 
size, the priority level will be used to select. If there are still 
 several candidates, randomly select one. However, if there is no 
task with the maximum batch size, the waiting cost of each task 
is calculated while starting the process in idle period t0 accord-
ing to equation (6‐27). The BPM resource capacity management 
Agent bids to the tasks with the minimum waiting cost according 
to equation (6‐28), and determines the starting time for process-
ing according to (6‐29).

Indeed, the mathematical model governing the BPM production 
scheduling problem has the following form:
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In order to facilitate the presentation, the following notation is 
used in the development of the mathematical model:

tri –  the arrival time of the ith job at the BPM pool in period 
[t0,t0+TPr].

r – process ID of processing stage (i, j). As long as process ID is 
the same, even if the product type is different, products could 
be merged to one batch.

Cr – the total waiting cost of all tasks manufactured in process r.
qr – the quantity of tasks (in tendering job set Sk) manufactured 

in process r in period t0.
Br – the maximum batch size of tasks manufactured in process r.
TPr – the processing time for processing tasks manufactured in 

process r (hours).
nijt  –  the quantity of new arriving tasks at the BPM pool in 

period t.

In equation (6‐29), the first part represents the WIP waiting cost 
in period [t0, t0+TPr] without considering new arriving tasks, 
while the second part represents the WIP waiting cost with new 
arriving tasks in this period.
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(6-31)

Where t′=min{TPr, trc}.

trc – the time to reach the maximum batch size for tasks manu-
factured in process r in the buffer of BPM pool.
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ti – the arrival time of the ith batch of tasks while considering 
the batch merging.

Rij – the process of processing stage (i,j).

Equation (6‐30) differentiates the WIP waiting cost processed in 
BPM in period t and the WIP waiting cost processed in BPM in 
period t0. Its first part represents the saved WIP waiting cost in 
period [t0, t0+TPr] when the task starts to be processed in BPM 
in period t. The second part represents the increased WIP waiting 
cost in period [t0, t0+TPr].

(4) Contract Signing, Implementing the Signed Task, 
and Rescheduling in the Machine Pool
The procedures of BPM which consists of contract signing, 
implementing and machine pool rescheduling are similar to 
those of SPM except for the bidding process. In this case, that is 
to iteratively implement step (1) to step (4) of the bidding  process 
many times until all the BPMs are occupied or the tendering job 
set Sk is empty. The non‐bidded BPM resource capacity manage-
ment Agent should remove the signed task decided by the 
 collaborative decision with the SPM pool resource capacity 
management Agent from its waiting task list. While accepting 
the updated results provided by the upstream SPM rescheduling 
process, the BPM resource capacity management Agent should 
determine the starting time for batch processing according to 
equation (6‐30).

6.5.4 Case Study

In this section, the combined auction‐based hierarchical sched-
uling method is proposed for solving the hierarchical scheduling 
problem for re‐entrant manufacturing systems. An Intel PIII–
based computer is used to run the software package developed 
by using C++Builder5. Each Agent corresponds to a software 
object, and functions required in collaborative procedure are 
realized by functions of each object.

The practical data collected from a six‐inch semiconductor 
fabrication line (SFL) in Shanghai is used to demonstrate the 
effectiveness of the proposed hierarchical scheduling algorithm. 
This SFL is composed of 11 key machine pools, which add up to 
34 key machines with MTTF and MTTR parameters, as shown 
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in Table 6‐1. The full batch coefficient fm is defined as 0.6 accord-
ing to the practical statistical data. The capacity of the machine 
pool occupied by preventive maintenance activities Dm is ran-
domly defined before implementing the production scheduling 
process without considering the rescheduling process. There 
are three kinds of lot product: “A”, “B”, and “C”. The whole manu-
facturing procedure is divided into 85 processing stages shown 
in Table 6‐2.

In this case, three kinds of wafer are released in the propor-
tion 1:1:1. The production line is not empty at the beginning. 
That is to say, pre‐occupied tasks have been allocated to the 
machines. The planning horizon is one day, and the length of a 
period is three hours. The production scheduling method in 
the system layer proposed in this book is applied to formulate 
production schedules in this case study. The FCFS (first come, 
first served) rule is used for SPM as a machine scheduling 
strategy in practice; whilst the MBS (Minimize batch size) rule 
is adopted for BPM as a machine pool scheduling strategy in 
practice. The minimum batch size is 2 minutes. The experi-
ment is carried out for a week, and the results are summarized 
in Table 6‐3. In the collaborative scheduling process, Agents 
iteratively repeat the auction and bid 20 times, and adjust the 
production schedule in order to generate the feasible daily 
production schedule, as shown in Figure 6‐17. In Figure 6‐17, 
the production scheduling cost in the system layer is plotted 
against the iterations.

Assume that the manufacturing profit coefficient of each 
processing stage in a lot is the same and the WIP inventory cost 
is 1. The manufacturing profit of the lot product from the first 
day to the third day is 7, 5 and 3, respectively. The manufactur-
ing profit of these wafers from the fourth day to the seventh day 
is 3, 5 and 7, respectively. Figure  6‐18 shows the daily sche-
duling cost of wafer fabrication. In Figure 6‐18, the production 
scheduling cost of wafers is plotted against days. When both 
the release proportion and the WIP inventory cost are the 
same, the larger the manufacturing profit coefficient is, the 
lower the scheduling cost is. Therefore, the capacity distribu-
tion of machines is changed by adjusting the manufacturing 
profit coefficient of the processing stage in order to effectively 
control the scheduling cost.



Table 6-1 Configuration of SFL.

Machine
Pool
Number

Processing  
Type

Number
of
Machines per  
Machine Pool

Number of per Batch  
Processing
(u/lot)

MTBF
(f/h)

MTTR
(f/h)

 1 Ion implant 3 1 50 2
 2 Ion implant 4 1 70 1
 3 Diffusion 3 5 100 2
 4 Diffusion 4 5 110 3
 5 Etching 2 1 90 1
 6 Etching 4 1 80 1
 7 Etching 3 1 60 2
 8 Etching 2 1 70 1
 9 Lithography 4 1 90 1
10 Lithography 3 1 70 3
11 Lithography 2 1 100 1



Table 6-2 Lot process stages.

Stage
No.

Number of 
Periods by 
Product A

Machine 
Pool No. of 
Product A

Processing Time 
for Product A 
in Key Machine 
(t/hour)

Number of 
periods by 
product B

Machine 
Pool No. of 
Product B

Processing Time for 
Product B in Key 
Machine(t/hour)

Number of 
Periods by 
Product C

Machine Pool 
no. of 
Product C.

Processing Time 
for Product C in 
Key Machine 
(t/hour)

1 1 8 1 1 10 1 1 10 1
2 1 7 1 1 8 1 1 8 1
3 1 10 1 4 5 1 2 5 1
4 1 9 1 1 10 1 1 8 1
5 5 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1
6 3 0 1 1 6 1 4 3 6
7 4 2 4 1 10 1 1 8 1
8 1 8 1 1 9 1 2 5 1
9 1 5 1 6 0 1 2 2 3

10 1 3 3 1 0 1 1 8 1
11 1 0 1 1 4 1 2 5 3
12 2 10 1 1 8 1 1 0 1
13 1 0 1 2 1 1 2 3 6
14 4 4 2 3 2 3 1 8 1

(Continued )



Table 6-2 (Continued)

Stage
No.

Number of 
Periods by 
Product A

Machine 
Pool No. of 
Product A

Processing Time 
for Product A 
in Key Machine 
(t/hour)

Number of 
periods by 
product B

Machine 
Pool No. of 
Product B

Processing Time for 
Product B in Key 
Machine(t/hour)

Number of 
Periods by 
Product C

Machine Pool 
no. of 
Product C.

Processing Time 
for Product C in 
Key Machine 
(t/hour)

15 1 6 1 1 10 1 2 9 1
16 2 1 1 1 8 1 2 4 1
17 3 4 2 2 5 2 3 0 1
18 1 9 1 1 3 1 1 8 1
19 1 5 1 2 5 1 3 6 1
20 1 8 1 1 9 1 2 1 1
21 3 3 3 1 1 1 1 8 1
22 1 5 1 2 5 1 3 7 1
23 4 2 4 1 9 1 2 2 3
24 1 9 1 3 0 1 2 5 1
25 3 4 2 3 2 3 1 0 1
26 2 0 1 2 10 1 1 9 1
27 1 8 1 2 7 1 2 4 1
28 1 7 1 / / / 1 1 1
29 2 3 3 / / / / / /
30 1 2 1 / / / / / /
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Table 6-3 Results.

Date
Release  
Amount r/lot

Low Bound  
Cost

Feasible 
Cost

Dual Difference  
Rate w/%

1 30 –6964 –6393 8.2
2 36 –7535 –6687 11.26
3 24 –6797 –5960 12.31
4 30 –7012 –6064 13.52
5 36 –7948 –7326 7.82
6 24 –6881 –6251 9.16
7 45 –8081 –6916 14.42
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Figure 6-17 Result of Auction and Bid. Dual Difference Rate w=|(Feasible 
Cost—Low Bound Cost)/Low Bound Cost.
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6.6  Adaptive Rescheduling in Re‐Entrant 
Manufacturing Systems

In re‐entrant manufacturing systems, the collaborative scheduling 
Agent is adopted to organize the task management Agent and 
the resource capacity management Agent to implement the 
adaptive rescheduling process in order to adjust the original 
production plan by analyzing the real‐time information pro-
vided by the Multi‐Agent production control system. In this 
section, a fuzzy neural network (FNN) based adaptive resched-
uling method is proposed according to the information process-
ing requirements of the collaborative scheduling Agent in the 
adaptive rescheduling process.

6.6.1 Problem Description

6.6.1.1 Disturbances
The re‐entrant manufacturing system operates in uncertain 
dynamic system environments, where disturbances include 
machine breakdown, lot rework and rush orders. When distur-
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Figure 6-18 Scheduling cost of wafer fabrication (per day).
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bances happen, it is necessary to select the optimal rescheduling 
strategy on the basis of the current system status and the 
impact of disturbances to ensure the stability and effectiveness 
of the re‐entrant manufacturing system. In order to quantita-
tively describe the impact of the disturbances on the system, it 
is noted that they are uniformly converted to the effects of 
 disturbances on machine processing time. Hence, the influence 
of disturbances on the system scheduling process is presented 
as follows.

(1) Disturbance of machine breakdown
Assuming that M1j is defective machine pool j; and mji is defec-
tive machine i in machine pool j with repair time t1ji (hours). t1 
is the processing capacity reduction of the system caused by 
machine breakdown.

 
t t

M F m M
ji

j ji j

1 1
1 1 1

 (6-32)

Where F1 is the set of machine pools in which machine break-
down occurs.

(2) Disturbance of lot rework
Suppose that M2j denotes the machine pool j to process rework 
tasks. R2j is the rework task set processed in machine pool j. pjk 
is rework part k processed in machine pool j with operation pro-
cessing time t2jk. t2 is the processing capacity increasing demand 
of the system caused by rework tasks.
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Where F2 is the set of machine pools in which rework tasks are 
processed.

(3) Disturbance of rush order
M3j denotes the machine pool j to process rush orders in the 
current scheduling period. R3j is the task set including rush 
orders processed in machine pool j. pjk is task k contained in the 
rush orders processed in machine pool j with operation process-
ing time t3jk. t3 is the processing capacity increasing demand of 
the system caused by rush orders.
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Where F3 is the set of machine pools in which rush orders are 
processed.

Therefore, the effects of disturbances on the re‐entrant manu-
facturing system are defined as follows.

 T t t t1 2 3 (6-35)

6.6.1.2 Performance of Rescheduling Process
The aim of the rescheduling strategy is to reduce the impact of 
disturbances on production schedules for re‐entrant manufac-
turing systems, and to maintain better system performance after 
revising original production schedules. In this section, the 
fluctuation of both the objective function and the starting time 
is adopted to evaluate the robustness of the rescheduling strategy.

(1) Fluctuation of Objective Function Value
The fluctuation of the objective function indicates the relative 
changing rate of objective function values, which is measured 
from before adjusting to after adjusting
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O
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Where Onew and Oold are the objective function values after 
adjusting and before adjusting, respectively.

(2) Fluctuation of Starting Time
The fluctuation of the starting time indicates the average changing 
rate of task starting time which is measured from before adjusting 
to after adjusting
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Where tis and tis are the starting times of product i processed in 
processing stage s after adjusting and before adjusting, respectively. 
S is the set of production schedules generated by system layer 
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 production scheduling. qis is the quantity of product i  processed in 
processing stage s. Tp is the length of the scheduling horizon.

(3) Robustness of rescheduling strategy
The robustness of a rescheduling strategy is defined as follows.

 
R 1

1
0 1  (6-38)

Where λ is the weighted coefficient.

6.6.2 Rescheduling Strategy

Considering the real‐time status of the system and the influence 
of disturbances on the original production plan, it is necessary 
to introduce the hierarchical rescheduling strategy.

1) When the effects of disturbances on the re‐entrant manufacturing 
system are large, the collaborative production scheduling 
strategy in the system layer is adopted. According to the 
 current status of the system, the rescheduling strategy in the 
system layer is employed to revise production schedules in 
the system layer. The collaborative production scheduling 
algorithm in the machine layer for re‐entrant manufacturing 
systems is used to implement real‐time the production 
scheduling process for machines/machine pools on the basis 
of the results of the system layer rescheduling process.

2) When the effects of disturbances on the re‐entrant manufac-
turing system are small, the rescheduling strategy in the 
machine layer is adopted. The starting times of lot operations 
must be adjusted while the operation sequences of the lots 
are kept from changing.

3) When the effects of disturbances on the re‐entrant manufac-
turing system are between the above two, the rescheduling 
strategy in the machine pool layer is adopted. The collabora-
tive production scheduling algorithm in the machine pool 
layer for re‐entrant manufacturing systems is used to locally 
adjust production schedules for disturbed machine pools 
while production schedules of machine pools formulated by 
the collaborative production scheduling algorithm in the system 
layer are kept from changing.
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6.6.3 FNN‐Based Rescheduling

Due to the advantages of fuzzy logic theory in solving uncertain 
problems, expert knowledge such as fuzzy language is trans-
formed as network weighted values, and the nodes in the neural 
network are given practical meanings in order to convert the 
rule selection problem to a network local‐weighted estimation 
problem. Furthermore, the uncertain relationship between sys-
tem status parameters, disturbance parameters and reschedul-
ing strategies is identified and analyzed, and the nonlinear 
relationship between them is established by using a FNN. Then 
an appropriate rescheduling strategy can be selected based on 
current system running status when sudden changes in the 
actual manufacturing environment occurred.

6.6.3.1 Input Variables of FNN Model
The variables in the FNN input layer consist of state parameters 
and disturbance parameters T for re‐entrant manufacturing sys-
tems. The state parameters include average queue length, stability 
of system and average relative loads.

1) w is the average queue length of machine pools affected by dis-
turbances. It reflects the machine utilization of machine pool j.
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Where wj is the queue length of machine pool Mj. R is the 
number of machine pools affected by disturbances.

2) βc represents the scheduling stability of re‐entrant manufac-
turing systems, which is defined as the deviation in predicted 
average starting time of a rescheduling strategy from the real 
starting time.
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Where tcis is the practical starting time of lot (processing 
stage s of product i). tcis is the planned starting time of lot 
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(processing stage s of product i) generated by system layer 
production schedule (middle time of scheduling time). tc is 
the current time when disturbance happens.

3) Let η represent the average relative loads of machine pools 
affected by disturbances, which are measured from the 
 current time to the end of the scheduling horizon.
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Where tpis is the operation processing time of processing 
stage s of product i. tis is the starting time of processing stage 
s of product i. Sd is the set of machine pools affected by dis-
turbances in the scheduling results generated by the system 
layer. nj is the number of machines in machine pool Mj. In 
addition, one variable ts represents the average slack, which is 
the schedule adjustment space given to machine pools 
affected by disturbances.
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6.6.3.2 FNN Structure
FNN consists of five layers, as shown in Figure 6‐19. In FNN, the 
Mamdani‐based fuzzy inference[48, 49] is used. Suppose the fuzzy 
rule Ri describes the relationship between input and output. 
Then

IF x1 is A1i and x2 is A2i and … and xm is Ami THEN y1 is B1i and 
y2 is B2i and … and ym is Bki, i=1,2, …,n.

Where n is the number of rules; m is the number of input vari-
ables; k is the number of output variables; Aji is the value of 
fuzzy linguistic variable xj; Bji is the value of fuzzy linguistic 
variable yj.
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FNN is presented in detail as follows:

1) The first layer is the input layer. The input vector is X = [x1, 
x2, x3, x4, x5] = [w, βc, η, ts, T]. The node input‐output func-
tion is:

 f x x x g f ii i i i i i
1 0 1 1 1 1 2 5; ; , ,  (6-43)

2) The second layer is the fuzzifier layer. The Gaussian member-
ship function[50] is adopted.
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Where cij and σij are the center and width variables, respec-
tively. The node input‐output function in this layer is defined 
as follows:
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3) The third layer is the rule layer. Each node represents a fuzzy 
rule that matches the front part of the fuzzy rule and calculates 
the adaptive value of the fuzzy rule.
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The node input‐output function in this layer is:
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4) The fourth layer is the normalized layer. Node numbers are 
equal to those in the third layer. In this layer, the adaptive 
values of rules are normalized.
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The node input‐output function in this layer is:
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5) The fifth layer is the output layer. It is used to defuzzify the 
output variables. Each node represents a rescheduling strategy. 
If a rescheduling strategy is selected, then the corresponding 
output is approximately 1, otherwise it is 0. The node input‐
output function in this layer is:
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Where wij is the connection weighted parameter.

6.6.3.3 Learning algorithm
The learning algorithm of FNN consists of structure learning 
and parameters learning. Structure learning comes first. Based 
on the statistics distribution of disturbances, a simulation model 
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is developed for re‐entrant manufacturing systems. When distur-
bances occur, a robust rescheduling strategy is selected based 
on effectiveness and stability. In this way, the mapping between 
system state parameters, disturbances, and rescheduling strate-
gies is built up, and the learning sample is accumulated. Based 
on special rescheduling strategies, the samples are divided. 
Next, the fuzzy c‐means cluster method is applied to classify the 
sample space. If there are ni classes of samples, there are also ni 
fuzzy rules. The total number of rules is n ni. The center and 
radius of the cluster is shown as follows:
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Where yi  is the predicted output, and yi is the actual output.
Parameter learning is based on the error back propagation 

algorithm. A supervised gradient descent algorithm is adopted 
to adjust FNN parameters wij, cij and σij. The resulting parameter 
adjustment equations are:

 w k w k y y bij ij i i j1  (6-52)
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Where 0 is the learning rate and is positive.
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6.6.4 Case Study

The practical data collected from a 6‐inch semiconductor 
 fabrication line (SFL) in Shanghai is used to demonstrate the 
effectiveness of the proposed FNN‐based rescheduling strat-
egy. This SFL is composed of 11 key machine pools, which add 
up to 34 key machines with MTTF and MTTR parameters. 
There are three different types of lot products with 85 pro-
cessing stages. In the simulation model for the production 
line, 150 sets of data are acquired by three rescheduling strat-
egies, as shown in Tables  6‐4; 90 sets of data are randomly 
selected as training samples, and another 60 sets of data are 
used as testing samples.

The proposed FNN‐based rescheduling strategy for re‐entrant 
manufacturing systems is run in Matlab 6.5. In this study, the 
fuzzy c‐means cluster algorithm identifies 12 rules. During the 
FNN training stage, the learning rate γ was 0.01, and the initial 
value of wij was 1. The output of the FNN‐based rescheduling 
strategy is shown in Table 6‐5. It is obvious that the outputs of 
FNN‐based rescheduling strategy are closer to the optimal 
rescheduling strategy. Figure 6‐20 illustrates the mechanism of 
the network training process graphically. The output of FNN‐
based rescheduling strategy and its corresponding objectives 
are analyzed by using the linear regression analysis, as shown in 
Figure 6‐21. It reveals that the optimal algorithm selected by the 
rescheduling strategy is an efficient algorithm.

6.7  Conclusion

In this chapter, a Multi‐Agent‐based hierarchical adaptive 
 production scheduling method for re‐entrant manufacturing 
systems has been introduced in detail. In the hierarchical pro-
duction scheduling method, constraints related to machine 
preventive maintenance, the capacity of BPM and SPM, and 
production process are taken into consideration in the system 
layer. A Multi‐Agent system combined with auction‐based pro-
tocol in the system layer is used to optimize production sched-
ules. Constraints related to the maximum batch size of BPM, 
machine breakdown, lot rework job and delivery due date are 



Table 6-4 Samples of FNN training and testing.

Sample
NO.

Average Queue 
Length of 
Disturbed Machine 
Pools x1/lot

Stability of 
Scheduling 
x2/h

Average Load 
of Disturbed 
Machine Pools 
x3

Average Slack 
Time of Disturbed 
Machine Pools 
x4/h

Disturbance 
x5/h

Rescheduling strategy

Machine 
Layer y1

Machine 
Pool Layer 
y2

System 
Layer y3

 1 1 1.10 0.59 6.42 2.14 1 0 0
 2 2 0.78 0.52 6.51 2.01 1 0 0
 3 0 0.81 0.46 5.16 1.76 1 0 0
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
41 3 3.22 0.73 6.32 7.32 0 1 0
42 2 2.24 0.74 4.84 6.04 0 1 0
43 3 4.19 0.64 2.11 6.46 0 1 0
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
88 6 4.23 0.75 3.81 9.81 0 0 1
89 4 4.15 0.76 5.64 9.18 0 0 1
90 5 4.01 0.76 4.97 9.77 0 0 1



Table 6-5 Output of FNN‐based rescheduling strategy.

Sample
NO.

Average 
Queue 
Length of 
Disturbed 
Machine 
Pools x1/lot t

Stability of 
Scheduling 
x2/h

Average 
Load of 
Disturbed 
Machine 
Pools x3

Average 
Slack Time 
of Disturbed 
Machine 
Pools x4/h

Disturbance 
x5/h

Rescheduling strategy
FNN Selected Rescheduling 
strategy

Machine 
Layer y1

Machine 
Pool 
Layer y2

Production 
Line Layer 
y3

Machine 
Layer y1

Machine 
Pool 
Layer y2

Production 
Line Layer y3

 1 0 1.07 0.48 5.81 1.21 1 0 0 0.9749 0.0375 0.0727
 2 2 1.42 0.49 4.62 1.42 1 0 0 1.0744 –0.1905 0.1192
 3 1 1.29 0.52 5.54 1.79 1 0 0 1.0051 –0.0021 0.0013
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
15 3 3.18 0.76 6.13 6.42 0 1 0 0.0261 0.8944 0.0902
16 3 3.34 0.76 5.73 5.76 0 1 0 0.0222 0.9557 0.0283
17 3 2.21 0.81 4.53 6.11 0 1 0 –0.0253 1.07 –0.0376
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
58 8 4.67 0.77 3.21 8.94 0 0 1 0.4339 –0.0253 0.6217
59 6 3.96 0.84 5.18 9.46 0 0 1 0.0179 0.2662 0.7766
60 7 3.75 0.72 4.76 9.71 0 0 1 –0.0715 –0.009 1.1457
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taken into consideration in the machine layer. A Multi‐Agent 
GPGP‐CN–based protocol in the machine pool layer is 
adopted to optimize production schedules in the machine 
pool. The objectives of the system layer are to maximize the 
profit of every processing stage and to minimize the WIP 
inventory cost, while the objectives in the machine pool layer 
are to improve machine utilization and to increase daily out-
put. It is necessary to satisfy both the requirements in the 
system layer and those in the machine pool layer. In the adap-
tive rescheduling phase, considering the impact of constraints 
related to the maximum batch size of BPM, machine break-
down, lot rework, and delivery due date on the production 
schedule for machine pool, a FNN‐based rescheduling method 
is presented in order to maximize the processing profit and to 
minimize the WIP inventory cost. It has provided an impor-
tant tool to maintain the stability of re‐entrant manufacturing 
systems in a dynamic environment.
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Figure 6-20 FNN learning process.
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7

7.1  Introduction

The results of production scheduling in Job Shop manufacturing 
systems or re‐entrant manufacturing systems are delegated 
to the shop floor in the form of task orders. The aim of the 
production layer in manufacturing systems is to ensure accu
rate running of the manufacturing process, to coordinate all 
the resources (e.g., machines, materials, humans and so on) 
and to track the manufacturing process. The manufacturing 
process is tracked in order to obtain, analyze and feed back the 
information related to the raw materials, machines, operators 
and processes. As pointed out in Chapter  3, this production 
control process is defined as a typical pull production control 
process. Although the traditional black box method is adopted 
by most companies, it is hard to obtain real‐time information, 
which leads to insufficient accurate real‐time production data 
to support the planning and scheduling layer so as to promptly 
and effectively respond to the complicated manufacturing 
environment. In order to overcome the disadvantage of the 
traditional production control manner, a technology called 
Agent with mobility and proactive properties has been intro
duced as an alternative to obtain information related to raw 
materials, machines, operators and processes in the produc
tion control procedure in order to implement feedback and 
analysis functions.

Multi‐Agent‐Based Production Control
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7.2  Multi‐Agent Production Control System

7.2.1 Requirements of Production Control Process

Production control process can be described as follows:

 ● The production control process exists in the bottom layer of 
the production planning and control system;

 ● The production control process is an important function of 
production management;

 ● The production control process provides an efficient means 
to achieve objectives of the production planning and produc
tion scheduling process;

 ● The production control process is a collection of activities 
to achieve the predefined production planning target, by 
which supervision and inspection of the actual production 
process, deviation detection, adjustment and correction 
are carried out in accordance with its corresponding 
arrangements and standards of production planning and 
scheduling process.

The pull production control system is introduced in this 
book. The production control system is required to formulate 
real‐time feedback of production progress, to track the produc
tion process, to analyze the production data and to provide 
warning signs of abnormal states by acquiring real‐time data 
about production procedures. The specific requirements of the 
pull production control process in manufacturing systems are 
summarized as follows:

1) Production Task Allocation
In this phase, the production control system is adopted 
to  receive production plans released by the Multi‐Agent 
production scheduling system, then allocates task orders 
to material managers and machine managers in order 
to  ensure that material and resources are well prepared 
in the required time, and are ready to execute the production 
process.

2) Production Process Management
During the implementation process of production tasks, it is 
necessary for the production control system to obtain statis
tics of all kinds of progress data, production process quality 
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data, machine status data and production quantities, and 
thus to analyze and visualize these statistics.

3) Data Acquisition
In this phase, the production control system is used to provide 
real‐time accurate production data for the production 
control process to ensure the traceability of the production 
process.

7.2.2 The Architecture of a Multi‐Agent Production 
Control System

Due to the initiative, mobility and other features of Agents, an 
Agent‐based production control system is proposed in this 
book. According to the requirements of the pull production 
control process, a Multi‐Agent production control system is 
developed, as shown in Figure 7‐1.

Agents in the Multi‐Agent production control system are pre
sented in detail as follows:

1) Collaborative Task Management Agent
The collaborative task management Agent is used to receive 
the production plan released by the Multi‐Agent production 
planning system, and to convert it into task orders. The 
collaborative task management Agent is adopted to maintain 
the information of task orders, which includes Material No., 
quantity, the starting time, and the delivery due date. The 
collaborative task management Agent is employed to track 
the execution process of task orders, and to feed back the task 
execution status information to the Multi‐Agent production 
planning system.

2) Machine Management Agent
The machine management Agent represents the fundamental 
information of processing machines or assembling machines, 
and maintaining machines, which includes functions, attributes, 
ability levels, membership units, history records, depreciation 
and so on. When the machine has received a task order, the 
machine management Agent is used to record the information 
of the task required to be processed in the machine. When the 
status of the machine changes, the machine management 
Agent is adopted to interact with the OPC MAS in order to 
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Figure 7-1 The architecture of Multi‐Agent production control system.
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obtain the real‐time running information on machines, and to 
automatically update the data.

3) Material Management Agent
The material management Agent is used to record the 
information related to material inventory and work‐in‐
process inventory. When the materials are produced, the 
material management Agent is adopted to save the real‐
time status information of each product. The Multi‐Agent 
RFID system is used to collect material data, and to inter
act with the material management Agent so as to obtain 
the real‐time information of the material management 
Agent.

4) Production Monitoring Agent
The production monitoring Agent is used to visualize the 
data obtained by the warning management Agent, the per
formance analysis Agent, the quality management Agent 
and the production process tracking and tracing Agent. The 
statistical analysis information based on the above data is 
also visualized by the production monitoring Agent in order 
to monitor the production process on line, along with the 
product quality and the status of machines.

5) Warning Management Agent
The warning management Agent is used to build up a 
production‐incidents library. The warning management 
Agent is adopted to generate warnings by analyzing the 
real‐time information of the production process, and to 
track warning events and its solving process so as to 
ensure that abnormal events in the shop floor are detected 
and solved in time.

6) Performance Analysis Agent
The performance analysis Agent is used to carry out statistical 
analysis for the production process, which includes the 
amount of raw material input, throughput, scrap rate, repair 
rate, machine utilization, and so on.

7) Quality Management Agent
The quality management Agent is adopted to develop quality 
standards for the manufacturing process. The quality manage
ment Agent is used to acquire the quality data of the produc
tion process so as to analyze the quality, and to record the 
analysis results.
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8) Production Process Tracking and Tracing Agent
The production process tracking and tracing Agent is 
adopted to generalize the material processing information 
and machine information incurred in the manufacturing 
process according to the material No. so as to support the 
product information inquiry and product backtracking to 
realize the historical information inquiry, and to obtain all 
the processing parameters corresponding to this product.

9) Multi‐Agent Material Data Acquiring System
The Multi‐Agent material data acquiring system is employed 
to implement real‐time material data acquisition for manu
facturing systems, which will be presented in detail in 
Chapter 8.

10) Multi‐Agent Machine Data Acquiring System
The Multi‐Agent machine data acquiring system is adopted 
to implement real‐time machine data acquisition for 
manufacturing systems, which will be presented in detail in 
Chapter 9.

7.2.3 The Running Model for Multi‐Agent Production 
Control Systems

A Multi‐Agent production control system is a running process 
based on several Agents, which consists of three functions: 
production task allocation, production process management 
and data acquisition. In the production task allocation phase, 
the collaborative task management Agent is used to receive the 
production plan release by the Multi‐Agent production sched
uling system to generate task orders, and to send task orders to 
the machine management Agent. In addition, the collaborative 
task management Agent is adopted to send material delivery 
requests to the material management Agent. The material 
management Agent is employed to distribute material, while 
the machine management Agent is used to manage the imple
mentation information of the manufacturing process, and to 
feed back the task execution information. Figure 7‐2 illustrates 
the mechanism of production task allocation in Multi‐Agent 
production control systems graphically.

The production process is managed jointly by the produc
tion monitoring Agent, the warning management Agent, the 
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performance analysis Agent, and the quality management 
Agent in order to analyze and visualize the data of the produc
tion process. First, each Agent is used to analyze and trans
form the real‐time data of the production process provided 
by the production process tracking and tracing Agent. Next, 
the production monitoring Agent is adopted to visualize the 
data. The collaborative procedure of the production process 
management in Multi‐Agent production control systems is 
illustrated in Figure 7‐3.

The production process tracking and tracing Agent is used to 
track the production data, and to provide real‐time accurate 
production data to the Multi‐Agent production control system. 
Data acquisition is the basis of a Multi‐Agent production con
trol system. The data acquisition process consists of a machine 
data acquisition process and a material data acquisition process, 
which are completed by a Multi‐Agent machine data acquiring 
system and a Multi‐Agent material data acquiring system, 
respectively. Their implementation processes will be presented 
in detail in Chapter 8 and Chapter 9.
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Figure 7-2 Production task allocation in Multi‐Agent production control 
systems.
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7.3  Agents in Multi‐Agent Production 
Control Systems

7.3.1  Collaborative Task Management Agent

The collaborative task management Agent is used to receive the 
production plan and to send clear instructions to operators on 
the shop floor. These instructions should clearly specify the 
information of each task to manufacture a part by using one 
machine in a period. The collaborative task management Agent 
is also adopted to record production indexes including capacity 
utilization, material shortage, efficiency of progress and so on. 
Whether the material is ready will be investigated before the 
product is processed on the production line, the implementation 
of task orders will be monitored after the product is processed 
on the production line. The behavior model of the collaborative 
task management Agent is illustrated in Figure 7‐4.

1) Receive production plan and generate task orders
In this phase, the collaborative task management Agent is 
adopted to interact with the Multi‐Agent production schedul
ing system to obtain the production plan for manufacturing 
systems, and thus to generate task orders that clearly point 
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orders

Multi-Agent production
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Figure 7-4 The use case diagram of a collaborative task management Agent.
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out any product that is produced in any machine with any 
material in any period.

2) Distribute task orders
In this phase, the collaborative task management Agent is 
used to send task orders to the machine management Agent 
and the material management Agent to check the preparation 
status of material and production capacity in order to ensure 
that material and production capacity are ready.

3) Implement statistics for task orders
In this phase, according to scan results of the production 
material obtained by using RFID, the collaborative task 
management Agent is adopted to record the implementa
tion status of task orders in order to implement statistics for 
this implementation status including production trends, 
completion rate of task orders, and so on.

Since the procedures of both obtaining the production plan 
and distributing task orders are a fixed process, the statistical 
results of implementing task orders are obtained by using many 
methods on the basis of parameters provided by the sensors, the 
collaborative task management Agent is regarded as a typical 
reactive Agent, and its mechanism is presented in Figure 7‐5. 
In Figure  7‐5, the information processing unit consists of the 
decomposition rules of the production plan to generate task 
orders and statistical rules of task orders implementation, 
and so on.
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Processing Unit

Decomposition Rules of Production
Plan/statistical Rules of Task Orders

Implementation

Distribute Task Orders/update
Implementation Results

Dispatching Orders
Distribution/Implementation

Update

Material Management
Agent Feedbacks Information

Figure 7-5 The mechanism of the collaborative task management Agent.
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7.3.2 Machine Management Agent

The machine management Agent is adopted to manage process
ing or assembling machines in manufacturing systems. Its main 
functions are presented as follows:

1) Maintain machine fundamental information
The machine fundamental information contains functions, 
properties, capacity levels, membership units, history 
records, depreciation of machines and so on.

2) Receive task orders
When a task order is allocated to a machine, the machine 
management Agent is used to record the information of the 
task required to be processed in this machine.

3) Update machine status
When the machine status changes, the machine management 
Agent is used to interact with the Multi‐Agent OPC system 
in order to obtain the real‐time running information of 
machines, and to automatically update the data.

In terms of the above functional analysis, the behavior model 
of the machine management Agent is developed, as shown in 
Figure 7‐6.
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Multi-Agent fundamental
data management system

Multi-Agent material
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Figure 7-6 The use case diagram of a machine management Agent.
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In terms of simple rules, the machine management Agent only 
needs to maintain machine basic information, to receive task 
orders/submit feedbacks, to update machine status and so on. 
Therefore, the machine management Agent is a reactive Agent.

7.3.3 Material Management Agent

The material management Agent is used to record information 
related to material inventory and work‐in‐process inventory. 
When the product is processed, the material management 
Agent is adopted to record the real‐time status information 
of each work‐in‐process. The material management Agent is 
employed to interact with the Multi‐Agent material data 
acquisition system in order to provide real‐time material infor
mation. The behavior model of material management Agent is 
shown in Figure 7‐7.

The material management Agent is similar to the machine 
management Agent, which is responsible for real‐time updating 
and recording of the information related to warehouse inventories 
and the quantity of work‐in‐process. The material management 
Agent belongs to the reactive Agents.
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Multi-Agent Production
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Figure 7-7 The use case diagram of a material management Agent.
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7.3.4 Production Monitoring Agent

With the development of more complex technologies, the 
shorter cycles for various products – from their introduction to 
the stage of stable production – the more challenges are incurred 
in introducing new products. Similarly, the more complex product 
functions become, the more difficulties increase to design a 
new product. Hence, a manual or semi‐automated monitoring 
system is no longer functional for flexible product manufactur
ing processes. At the same time, the complexity and precision of 
manufacturing systems are becoming more sophisticated; while 
the size of work in process is shrinking, there is need to improve 
the management level in manufacturing processes. The produc
tion monitoring Agent is used to visualize the data obtained 
by the warning management Agent, the performance analysis 
Agent, the quality management Agent and the production 
process tracking and tracing Agent. The statistical analysis 
information based on the above data is also visualized by the 
production monitoring Agent in order to monitor the production 
process on line, the product quality and the status of machines. 
The behavior model of production monitoring Agent is shown 
in Figure 7‐8.
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Figure 7-8 The use case diagram of a production monitoring Agent.
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The production monitoring Agent is adopted to obtain the data 
from each production management Agent, and to display the 
data, which makes it a reactive Agent.

7.3.5 Warning Management Agent

When machine breakdown or scrap occurs in production 
processes, the warning management Agent acquires the real‐
time data. When the data exceeds the allowable range, the 
warning management Agent is adopted to provide alarms 
prompts to guide production managers to make decisions. 
The behavior model of the warning management Agent is 
shown in Figure 7‐9.

The warning management Agent is used to obtain data from 
other related production management Agents and to display 
data with statistical analysis, which belongs to reactive Agents. 
The steps for implementing the warning management Agent are 
outlined clearly in Figure 7‐10.
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Figure 7-9 The use case diagram of a warning management Agent.
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7.3.6 Performance Analysis Agent

The performance analysis Agent is used to carry out statistical 
analysis for the production process, which includes the 
amount of raw material input, throughput, scrap rate, repair 
rate, machine utilization and so on. The behavior model of 
the performance analysis Agent is shown in Figure 7‐11.

Statistical results of the machine operating and material 
 processing status can be acquired in the production process or 
at the end of the production process. The data related to the 
machine operation processing time, the machine operational 
efficiency, the total processing capacity, performance and 
product quality index are calculated and displayed by using the 
performance analysis Agent, respectively. The statistical work
flow of the production process data is shown in Figure 7‐12. In 
this book, the performance analysis Agent is developed based 
on given methods to implement statistical analysis without 
involving complex business logic, which is regarded as a reac
tive Agent.
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N
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Figure 7-10 Workflow of abnormal warnings.
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7.3.7 Quality Management Agent

Quality management is a process to continually improve key 
quality indexes based on the quantitative analysis in order to 
achieve excellent standards and to significantly improve enter
prise performance and business performance by acquiring critical 
data of products and integrating a variety of knowledge and 
methods. In general, quality management consists of two aspects: 
quality analysis and quality control.[1] Quality analysis tracks 
quality factors in production processes and provides a variety of 
information queries and statistical analyses according to the 
management demands of administrations. Quality control 
provides improvements based on results of quality analysis. In 
terms of the above function analysis, the behavior model of the 
quality management Agent is developed in Figure 7‐13.

The quality management Agent is a thinking Agent; its mech
anism is shown in Figure 7‐14. In Figure 7‐14, the database is 
used to store the data acquired by material and quality testing 
devices, quality information of products, and results of data 
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Figure 7-11 The use case diagram of a performance analysis Agent.
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analysis. The control logic is adopted to design in accordance 
with the functional requirements of the quality management 
Agent, which consists of the quality analysis algorithm and the 
quality control algorithm, and so on.
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Figure 7-12 Statistical workflow of production process data.
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7.3.8 Production Process Tracking and Tracing Agent

The purpose of production process tracking is to achieve 
traceability. However,there has been no rigorous definition of 
“traceability” until now. As pointed out in ISO8402 (Quality 
management and quality assurance‐terms), traceability is the 
capability to track the history, the application and judgments of 
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Figure 7-13 The Use case diagram of a quality management Agent.
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an object by recording information.[2] The definition of tracea
bility made by APICS[3] in logistics view has two meanings: the 
first is to determine the location of goods in transportation; the 
second is to record and track parts, processes and material by lot 
numbers or serial numbers.

Traceability[4] has two meanings: tracking and backtracking. 
Tracking is a data recording process that follows the same direction 
as the production process, which records real‐time information 
from raw material to products leaving the warehouse. Back
tracking is a data recording process that moves in the opposite 
direction from the production process, which retrieves and dis
plays the historical data process from products or semi‐finished 
products. Production process tracking processes the status and 
events of dynamic production processes based on real‐time 
data. Backtracking based on historical information has two 
meanings: the historical information inquiry of production 
processes and the backtracking of finished products. The former 
one runs inside the shop floor, which provides inquiries to the 
information related to workers, machines and material in pro
duction processes. The latter one runs outside the shop floor 
or even outside the enterprise, providing inquiries to the 
information related to batch number, quality and raw material. 
In particular, recalling products that the industry attaches great 
importance to is an important part of backtracking.

Based on the above definition, two main functions of produc
tion process tracking are summarized as follows:

1) Correlate and record production data
The system is required to correlate and integrate the relevant 
data (including operator, machines, quality and material) 
acquired in production processes, and to record the informa
tion in the production processing process in detail, so as to 
develop the product information database to achieve real‐
time tracking of production processes.

2) Inquire production process information and backtrack prod
uct information
In the production process, various statistical data of produc
tion process information is acquired so as to support optimal 
control of the production process. Meanwhile, when prod
ucts are in the market, the backtracking function is enabled 
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for customers to backtrack production process information 
for each product. The production process information 
includes raw material, machines, operators, and processes.

The behavior model of production process tracking and 
tracing Agent is shown in Figure 7‐15.

In terms of the tracking functional analysis of the production 
process, the production process tracking and tracing Agent is 
adopted to analyze and process the real‐time production process 
data acquired by data acquiring system, and then to provide 
the data for customers to back track the production process. 
Therefore, the production process tracking and tracing Agent is 
regarded as a thinking Agent, which should be given a special 
internal structure and control logic design as shown in Figure 7‐16.

1) Database
The database is adopted to store the data acquired from the 
material and machines in the physical layer by using the pro
duction process tracking and tracing Agent, and to record 
various operating status information about machines and 
material. Meanwhile, the database is also used to save results 
from the analysis of production process data.
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Figure 7-15 The use case diagram of a production process tracking and 
tracing Agent.
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2) Control logic
According to the function requirements of the production 
process tracking and tracing Agent, the thinking Agent needs 
to design the logic process, which includes data correlate 
logic, data inquiry logic and so forth.

3) Knowledge base
The knowledge base is used to provide knowledge support 
for the decision‐making process of control logic, and to pro
vide statistical knowledge of quality data for statistical logic.

7.4  Technologies and Methods for  
Multi‐Agent Production Control Systems

7.4.1 XML‐Based Production Monitoring

The main functions of the production monitoring Agent are to 
obtain and display real‐time data, which visualize the production 
process. Its main purpose is to acquire and display, in real time, 
the information related to the production process. In particular, 
the status of a machine at any time, material ID on the station 
and its processing parameters are dynamically displayed to help 
the administrator to monitor the status of material handling 
and the processing status of a machine in the production process. 
The procedure of data visualization is presented in Figure 7‐17, 
in which the XML file is applied to implement real‐time data 
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exchange in the system. In the visualization process, the pro
duction process Agent sequentially receives the data related to 
machines and material released by XML sources so as to resolve 
XML and to display the data.

7.4.2 Differential Manchester Encoding Rule‐Based 
Warning Management

A differential Manchester encoding rule‐based incident response 
mechanism is developed by the warning management Agent to 
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Receive XML Data of
OPC / RFID
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Store Temporary
Variables

Display

Terminate? N

Start

End

Y
Search and Connect

XML sources

Delete Thread

Figure 7-17 Workflow of real‐time data visualization.
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judge the abnormal status of machines. The Manchester encoding 
technique proposed in 1949 is a synchronous clock encoding 
technique, which is used to encode a synchronous bit stream 
clock and data by the physical layer.[5] The Manchester encoding 
technique is applied in the LAN data transmission. In the 
Manchester encoding technique, there is a hopping in the 
middle of each bit, and the intermediate hopping can be 
regarded as either clock signal or data signal. Changing from 
low level to high level indicates a logic value ‘0’; while changing 
in the opposite direction indicates a logic value‘1’. The differen
tial Manchester encoding technique has been developed to 
improve its encoding technique. In the differential Manchester 
encoding technique, the hopping in the middle of each bit only 
provides clock timing; a logic value ‘1’ indicates that the polarity 
of the signal bit is the same as the previous value; while a logic 
value ‘0’ indicates that the polarity of the signal bit is different 
from the previous value, as shown in Figure 7‐18.

Since there are fewer changes in differential Manchester encod
ing rule than in Manchester encoding rule, it is more suitable 
for high‐speed transmission of information. In the production 
process of manufacturing systems, the production tracking and 
tracing system is required to respond rapidly to sudden changes 
in the actual manufacturing environment. In particular, when 
abnormal production situations occur, an alert should be issued 
immediately by the tracking system. The system is required to 
respond to changes in events, rather than data transmission; 
its focus is on the changing moments of events. Therefore, the 
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1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1

Figure 7-18 Manchester encoding rule.
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differential Manchester encoding rule is consistent with the 
abnormal response mechanism of the production process. In 
the production process of manufacturing systems, the produc
tion tracking and tracing system is adopted to monitor status 
changes of operators, machines and quality. A logic value ‘1’ 
indicates that operating parameters are normal; while a logic 
value ‘0’ indicates that operating parameters are abnormal. 
Its corresponding differential Manchester encoding rule is 
presented in Figure 7‐19. When operating parameters are normal, 
it is encoded as a single high‐level signal; when operating param
eters are abnormal, it is encoded as alternating high and low 
signals, and the system issues an alert simultaneously.

By comparing the normal signal with the warning signal, it is 
noted that it almost operates normally in the production process, 
in which the signal is constant; while abnormal events seldom 
occur with changing signal output. In addition to machine abnor
malities in the shop floor, there are material abnormalities and 
other abnormalities, as shown in Figure  7‐20. The warning 
management Agent is used to determine whether the material is 
lost‐based on the time difference to obtain the material informa
tion between two adjacent stations. After reading the material 
information, the former station sends the code to the latter station; 
if the latter station doesn’t obtain the material information within 
a specified period, then it is believed that the material is lost; 
otherwise, the latter station will send the material information to 
its subsequent station, and the information is transmitted in 
such a way until the end of the production line. The material 

Normal
status

Warning
status

Figure 7-19 Status of differential Manchester encoding rule.
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loss monitoring system of the production line is not applied in 
product quality control stations; material with quality problem 
will be offline, but this doesn’t mean that the material is lost. 
Hence, this algorithm doesn’t contain the inspection station and 
the product repair station while setting the middleware. When 
the product is offline due to quality problems, the middleware 
will remove this product’s information from the incoming list 
before going offline in order to prevent the false alarm.

7.4.3 Material Identification Technology for Production 
Process Tracking and Tracing

The process task is used to integrate the information obtained in 
the production process tracking and tracing Agent, such as mate
rial, machine, quality, operator and so on. Process production 
planning is the foundation of all the information. The information 
involved in production planning related to material, machine, 
quality and operator is obtained by the tracking system at the 
initial stage of the production process. The information obtained 
in the assembling production process related to material, machine 
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Figure 7-20 Material loss prevention algorithm.
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production parameters, product quality that is acquired by quality 
inspection devices and operators is recorded through real‐time 
data acquiring technology. All the information is integrated by 
the material information involved in the production process in 
order to track the production process information in real time. 
When the production processing process is completed and the 
product is offline, all the information related to the product is 
associated with the product data so as to achieve traceability of 
the production process, as shown in Figure 7‐21.

The fundamental technology of production process tracking 
and tracing is material identification and tracking technology. 
Hence, the research on material‐based information relevance is 
the foundation of the research on production process tracking 
and tracing information integration and production process 
visualization. The research on the production process tracking 
system will focus on implementing the relevance of information 
related to material, machine, product quality and operator. Since 
various kinds of information obtained in the production process 
are collected in real time, it is possible to develop a data rele
vance mechanism based on time. In this section, the association 
of material information and machine information based on time 
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Figure 7-21 Tracking information.
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is used to illustrate information relevance algorithms involved 
in the production tracking system.

The Multi‐Agent material data‐acquiring system is adopted to 
read, store and issue material information involved in the produc
tion process, and to store machine operating parameters in the 
database. Apart from the fundamental information, there is need 
to consider time information involved in the data‐storing proce
dure, the association of material information and machine infor
mation is achieved on the basis of this uniform time information. 
The material label is used to record the time that the material 
enters or leaves the station in the effective working period; 
however, this record usually doesn’t match the operation process
ing time for processing the material recorded by the processing 
machine at this station. As a consequence, there is need to validate 
whether the material record matches the machine record; the 
verification method is presented as follows:

1

1 2 1 2

2 1
2

1 2 1 2

2 2 2 2
T T T T

T T

T T T T

T

b b a a

a a

b b a a

b
,

22 1Tb
 (7.1)

where

λ1 denotes the approval parameter 1 at the station;
λ2 denotes the approval parameter 2 at the station;
Ta1 denotes the starting time of the processing machine record 

at the station;
Ta2 denotes the completion time of the processing machine 

record at the station;
Tb1 denotes the starting time of the material record at the station;
Tb2 denotes the completion time of the material record at the 

station.

Since the machine’s working area is greater than its correspond
ing station area at the station, the time range of each material record 
is generally greater than that of machine production parameters 
recorded by the processing machine, i.e. 2 1. After the above 
processing procedure, equation 7.2 is used to determine whether 
the material record matches the machine record at the station.

 b a2 1  (7.2)
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where

λb denotes the boundary material parameters at the station;
λa denotes the boundary machine parameters at the station;

Due to the setup difference between different machines at 
different stations in the same line or at the same stations in a 
different line and different operation processing times required 
in different machines and other factors, λa and λb are not unified. 
Hence, it is necessary to determine them by experiments after 
completing the machine setup process.

As in the previous presentation, the relevance verification 
algorithm based on material identification and its corresponding 
machine processing parameters in the production process is 
outlined in detail. Since product quality parameters are acquired 
and stored by the online quality inspection device, quality infor
mation corresponds to operating parameters information on 
the quality inspection device. Consequently, the association of 
material information and quality information is achieved as the 
material data is correlated to the production machine data. 
Similarly, the association of material information and operator 
information at its corresponding station can be achieved. 
Therefore, relevant technologies of material information and 
machine information, operator information and product quality 
information involved in the production process are proposed in 
order to provide a foundation for the production management 
system to track production status, treat dynamic events, and 
inquire and backtrack production parameters for products.

Another important function of the production process track
ing and tracing Agent is to trace the products’ information. The 
production process history information inquiry consists of 
multiple parts: machine‐based production information inquiry, 
material‐based production information inquiry, operator‐based 
production information inquiry and quality‐based production 
information inquiry. These inquiries are closely related to the 
production process tracking process; they are generated by 
reversing this production process tracking process. The inquiry 
algorithm is presented in Figure 7‐22. In the procedure of the 
production process history information inquiry, firstly, the 
system obtains the record lists specifying the information 
related to material, machine, quality and operator, and then 
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checks these lists one by one, and eventually generates a required 
history information list.

Different from the production process history information 
inquiry, the content acquired by product backtracking is divided 
into batches, and its focus is on the quality, origin of material 
and traces of finished products in the batch. After each batch is 
completed, the system statistically arranges this batch data, and 
the preserved information related to operator, material, machine 
and quality should be unified in association and classification 
and saved in batches according to their requirements. In addi
tion, the track information record is updated after products’ 
output.

With reference to the history information inquiry algorithm 
in the production process shown in Figure 7‐22, the product 
backtracking inquiry and recall operation algorithm is developed 
by the system on this basis. Since the product information is 
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Figure 7-22 The history information inquiry algorithm in the production 
process.
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classified when the processing product is completed, and product 
backtracking process needs to be implemented with a lower 
requirement of the detail information, the complexity of ‘corre
lated information’ in its corresponding algorithm will decrease.

In Figure 7‐22, the data layer consists of data related to mate
rial, machine and operator involved in the production process 
tracking and tracing process. The data processing processes are 
classified as those based on real‐time data tracking and those 
based on historical data backtracking. Since XML is used to 
transfer the real‐time data, the data processing process based 
on real‐time production data tracking is implemented on the 
basis of data analysis in order to match various types of data 
and display these data in the interactive interface. The historical 
data is collected from the database, the quality data included in 
the historical data is validated by the quality standards before 
displaying it. In the display process, based on the backtracking 
information, inquiry methods are classed as those based on 
materials and those based on machine; the final result for any 
inquiry way is displayed on the interactive interface on the basis 
of correlated data.

When implementing the production process, the aim of the 
production control process is to track resources related to 
machines, materials operators involved in the production pro
cess, and to complete production tasks in accordance with the 
pre‐requirements of conditions related to quantity, time, quality 
and cost and so on. It is necessary to accurately perceive and 
rapidly solve various abnormal events that have occurred in 
the production period. In this process, multiple Agents in the 
production control system interact with each other, and com
plete the production control process by collaboration.

In the production control process, the most frequent interaction 
among Agents happens in the production process tracking and 
tracing process. The production process tracking and tracing 
Agent is required to interact with other Agents, and to store the 
obtained information after processing in the production process 
tracking and tracing process, as shown in Figure 7‐23.

Firstly, the production process tracking and tracing Agent is 
used to collect production process–related real‐time data to 
the Multi‐Agent material data acquiring system, Multi‐Agent 
machine data acquiring system, and the quality management 
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Agent, and then to associate these data, and to store them in the 
database. When a warning occurs in the production process, the 
production process tracking and tracing Agent will also correlate 
the warning information with the material and quality informa
tion of its corresponding machine. Finally, the production process 
tracking and tracing Agent will analyze production performance 
data as a part of the tracking process.

In the procedure of production process monitoring, the status 
of task orders is updated, which will trigger further updates 
related to the production plan status and the product order status. 
The interaction among them is illustrated in Figure 7‐24.
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Figure 7-23 Inquire about production data and issue backtracking 
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First, the production process tracking and tracing Agent is 
used to acquire real‐time parts processing information, and to 
update the task orders’ status. Next, when the tasks on the task 
order are completed, the collaborative task management Agent 
is adopted to update the real‐time status of the production plan. 
Finally, the final status of the production plan will affect results 
of sales orders in display and storage.

7.5  Conclusion

First, this chapter has introduced the architecture of a Multi‐
Agent production control system. Next, a detailed description 
of several important business Agents has been presented. These 
Agents included production monitoring Agents, warning 
management Agents, production performance analysis Agents, 
production process tracking and tracing Agents, collaborative 
task management Agents, quality management Agents and so on. 
Finally, technologies to achieve key businesses of a Multi‐Agent 
production control system have been explained in detail.
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Figure 7-24 Interaction among Agents in the order management process.
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8

8.1  Introduction

The pull production control process in manufacturing systems 
is required to collect real‐time data, and the collected material 
data is transferred to the production planning and scheduling 
layer by using some related technology.[1] During this proce-
dure, the material data acquisition and the equipment data 
acquisition are the most important parts. This chapter explains 
how to collect the material data in manufacturing systems. Since 
the advantages of RFID technology include real‐time reading 
and writing, high recognition efficiency, full marks and precise 
identification, a Multi‐Agent RFID‐based material data acquisi-
tion system has been developed.[2]

8.2  RFID Technology

8.2.1 Development of RFID Technologies

Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) is a non‐contact automatic 
identification technology. Its basic principle is to transfer data 
between a reader and an RFID tag by using radio frequency signal 
transmission characteristics and spatial coupling (inductive or 
electromagnetic coupling) data transmission characteristics.

The implementation of RFID technology consists of three 
parts: an RFID tag, a reader and an antenna (as shown in 
Figure 8‐1). For some RFID equipment with less power demand, 

Multi‐Agent‐Based Material Data 
Acquisition
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an RFID reader together with an antenna is referred to as a 
reader. When an object attached to an RFID tag moves into the 
reader‐driven antenna range, the contactless reader can capture 
it and read out the data in the RFID tag, which enables wireless 
item identification within a certain range. Some RFID equip-
ment with writing functions are able to write useful data into the 
attached tag when the object is within the readable range.

As early as World War II, RFID technology has been used by 
the U.S. military to identify enemy and allied planes; it was an 
automatic identification technology evolved from radar. In 1948, 
Harry Stockman published a paper “Communication by Means 
of Reflected Power” in the IEEE Radio Frequency Integrated 
Circuits Symposium, which provided the theoretical foundation 
of RFID technology[3]

In the 20th century, theory and application of radio technol-
ogy are among the most important scientific and technological 
development achievements. Developments of RFID technology 
can be divided into the following stages.[4]

1941–1951: Improvement and application of radar‐spawned 
RFID technology. In 1948, “Communication by Means of 
Reflected Power” provided the theoretical foundation of RFID 
technology.

1951–1960: RFID technology early exploration stage, mainly in 
the laboratory.

Obtain the signal, the
label has been
charging in the

electromagnetic field
to send back label

data

Label

Reader
transfer data
by antenna

Computer

ReaderAntenna

Figure 8-1 RFID
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1961–1970: Theory of RFID technology has been developed and 
some applications have been launched.

1971–1980: RFID technology and product development entered 
a great development period. Various applications have 
appeared.

1981–990: RFID technology and products came into the com-
mercial application stage.

1991–2000: Standardization of RFID technology is being 
increasingly considered. RFID products are widely used and 
have become a part of our lives.

2001 until now: More and more RFID products such as active 
RFID tags, passive RFID tags and semi‐passive RFID tags have 
been well developed.
The cost of an RFID tag continues to decrease, while the scale 

of industrial applications expands. RFID technology theory has 
been enriched and promoted. Single‐chip RFID tags, multiple 
RFID tag reading, wireless readable and writable, passive RFID 
tag remote identification, RFID tag fast‐moving object identifi-
cation have all been developed. In fact, the world’s biggest 
retailer (Wal‐Mart) has announced that RFID technology will 
be used in widespread applications, and the U.S. military has 
announced that RFID technology will be used to identify and 
track military material, which will greatly promote the research 
and application of RFID technology.[5]

With the development of RFID technology, its products are 
diverse. RFID equipment mainly includes:
1) Active RFID tags and passive RFID tags according to differ-

ent power supplies
Active RFID tags use the energy from batteries in the tags, 

have an identification range up to ten meters, or even hundreds 
of meters. However, their lives are short, and prices are high; 
they are generally too big to be easily attached. Passive RFID tags 
do not have batteries; they use coupled electromagnetic energy 
emitted by the reader as their power. The advantages include 
light weight, small volume, long life and low price. However, the 
effective range is restricted, normally from ten centimeters to 
ten meters, and large reader‐transmitter power is required.

2) Active, passive and semi‐passive RFID systems according to 
the data modulation type
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In general, RFID tags without inner batteries are passive 
RFID systems, while RFID tags with inner batteries are active 
RFID systems. Active RFID systems send data to the reader 
by using their own RF energy. The data modulation types 
include amplitude modulation, frequency modulation or 
phase modulation. Passive systems transmit data by using 
modulation mode scattering, which have to use a carrier of 
the reader to modulate their signals.

In active systems, RFID tags use the energy from batteries in 
the tags; therefore they are highly reliable and have a long 
 identification range. In passive systems, RFID tags without any 
inner power supply rely on outside energy. Typical apparatus for 
generating electrical energy are coils and antennas. When the 
RFID tag enters the working area of the system, the electromag-
netic waves received by the antenna coil will generate a specific 
induction current. When the RFID tag goes through the rectifi-
cation circuits, the micro switch will be activated, and the RFID 
tags will be supplied with the electrical power.

Semi‐passive systems are also called battery‐supported 
 repercussions‐scattering modulation systems. Semi‐passive 
 systems have their own power batteries which provide electric 
energy for internal digital circuit in RFID tags. RFID tags do not 
take the initiative to send data by using their own energy until 
they are activated by the reader’s energy field. The data modula-
tion type is backscatter.
3) LF, HF and UHF and microwave systems according to opera-

tion frequency
The frequencies that are used to send signals by a reader 

are the operation frequencies of an RFID system. They can be 
divided into five main areas: LF (30–300 kHz), HF (3–30 MHz), 
UHF (300 MHz–3 GHz) and microwave (higher than 
2.45 GHz). LF systems work at the frequency of 100–150 KHz, 
among which 125 kHz and 134.2 kHz are normally used. HF 
systems work at the frequency of 10–15 MHz, among which 
13.56 MHz is normally used. UHF systems work at the fre-
quency of 850–960 MHz, and 915 MHz is the common one. 
Microwave systems work at the frequency of 2.4–5GHz.

4) Read‐Only, Read‐and‐Write, Write‐Once‐Read‐Multiple times
The RFID tags can be divided into three different types 

according to different internal memories: the read‐and‐write 
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(RW) card, the read‐once‐read‐multiple times (WORM) 
card, and the read‐only card.

5) Identification tag and portable data file according to data 
storage capacity

For an identification tag, a number or multiple numbers, 
 letters, or strings are stored in the RFID tag for the purpose 
of identification or entering the database of an information 
system. An identification tag only stores the sign number to 
identify people, things and places. More information about 
the identified project can be searched in its corresponding 
database.

The portable data file indicates that the data stored in the 
RFID tag is too much to be treated as a data file. These kinds of 
RFID tags are normally programmable. In addition to the sign 
number, other related information about packing instruction 
and process description is stored in RFID tags.

8.2.2 RFID Technology Standard

Currently there is no consensus standard on UHF RFID tech-
nology. International standards[6] include the European and 
American Electronic Product Code (EPC), the Japanese 
Ubiquitous ID (UID), the ISO 18000 series, and the South 
American iP‐X.

1) EPC standard. EPC global is responsible for maintaining 
the EPC standard. In 1999, the Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology (MIT) established the Automatic Identification 
(AUTO‐ID) Center, and proposed the EPC concept. Then, 
EAN.UCC officially took over the global dissemination and 
application of the EPC standard and established EPC 
Global. The Auto‐ID Center has been renamed as the Auto‐
ID Lab, and the research work of EPC is promoted by the 
Auto‐ID Lab.[7] EPC global is a joint venture of the European 
Article Numbering Association (EAN) and the Uniform 
Code Council (UCC). It is a non‐profit organization 
entrusted by industry companies and is responsible for 
global standardization of the EPC network, in order to 
identify the product in supply chains more quickly, auto-
matically and accurately.
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Except for the definition of an RFID tag, EPC global has 
defined the structure of a reader in its fifth document. In the 
sixth document, EPC global defined the structure of a savant 
(later renamed Application Level Events (ALE)), which is 
responsible for collecting and storing EPC information sent 
by an RFID reader and taking corresponding actions. The 
seventh document defined the PML (Product Markup 
Language), which is an XML‐based format language as a 
standard for communication between EPC hosts. The struc-
ture of an ONS (Object Name Service) is defined in the 
eighth document. Through the network searching mecha-
nism of an ONS, users can share information with each EPC 
group: for example, the name of the product, specifications, 
manufacturing date, and so on. Its function is similar to a 
DNS in the network environment. All relevant documents 
are currently in ongoing updates.[8]

2) UID standard.[9] The UID standard is published by the 
Ubiquitous ID Center. Ubiquitous ID was founded in March 
2003, as a combination of many Japanese‐related associa-
tions and organizations. The UID standard proposed the 
encoding scheme of a UID code, in which the length of a UID 
code is 128 and can be extended to 256, 384 or 512 as needed. 
Compared with EPC standard, UID standard is more com-
plete because UID standard contains definitions of transition 
practices, tags, and other parts.

3) ISO 18000 series of standards. In terms of contactless smart 
cards, the current technical specifications developed by ISO 
focus on the communications protocols. They include the 
ISO l8000 series for supply chains, ISO 10536 for Close 
Coupling Cards, ISO14443 for Proximity Cards, and ISO 
l5693 for Vicinity Cards, among which ISO 14443 and ISO 
15693 are commercially popular.

The EPC specification is led by American EPC Global 
Association, which includes Wal‐Mart, Tesco and other compa-
nies, and it is supported by IBM, Microsoft, Philips, Auto‐ID 
Lab. UID standards are mainly maintained by Japanese manu-
facturers. ISO organizations currently developed ISO18000‐6 
protocols for RF at UHF, and EPC global developed standard 
Electronic Product Code for UHF. These two organizations for 
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standardization have been converging recently. ISO examines 
and approves EPC Gen 2 Class 1 UHF, modifies it in order to 
generate a 18000‐6 RFID interface standard for 860–960 MHz 
ISM equipment.

In terms of RFID coding, the EPC global standards are com-
patible with the bar coding standard widely used in mixed 
model manufacturing systems. In terms of air interface, the 
frequency of RFID equipment applied in mixed model manu-
facturing systems is mainly in the UHF frequency band.[10] As 
a member of EAN.UCC, the Chinese Article Numbering 
Center (ANCC) is also actively involved in promoting the EPC 
standard. The ultimate goal of the EPC standard is to establish 
a global open standard for every product. It consists of six 
areas:[11]

8.2.2.1 EPC Coding Standard
The EPC code is a new coding standard, which is compatible 
with EAN/UPC code. In an EPC system, EPC code is combined 
with GTIN instead of replacing the existing barcode standard. 
In the future, current barcode standards will gradually transfer 
to the EPC standard, and the EPC standard may coexist with 
EAN.UCC system in the future supply chain. The EPC code seg-
ment is assigned by EAN.UCC. In China, GTIN code in EAN.
UCC system is allocated and managed by the Chinese Article 
Numbering Center. Moreover, ANCC is about to start EPC ser-
vices to meet the demands of domestic enterprises.

EPC code consists of a version number and three sections of 
data (i.e., domain manager, object category, serial number). The 
version number is used to identify the EPC version, which indi-
cates the length of the subsequent code segment. The domain 
manager describes the information of the related manufacturer, 
for example, Coca‐Cola Company. The object category records 
the product information about its exact type, for example, 
330 ml U.S Diet Coke (a new product of cola)”. The serial num-
ber is used to uniquely identify the product. The EPC encoding 
scheme is shown in Table 8‐1.[12]

8.2.2.2 EPC Tag
An EPC tag consists of four parts: antennas, integrated circuits, 
joint of antennas and integrated circuits, and the bottom for 
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hosting the antennas. A 96 or 64‐bit EPC code is the only information 
stored in the RFID tag. The high cost of an EPC tag is one of the 
biggest obstacles to promoting the technology on a large scale. 
Therefore, the cost of an EPC tag is being reduced in order to 
allow the EPC tag to play a role in single product tracking. The 
following measures have been taken into consideration: to 
reduce the chip, to develop new antennas and to look for alter-
natives to silicon.

In view of the functionality level, EPC tags can be classified 
into five categories. Currently the Class1 Gen2 tag is used for 
EPC experiments.

8.2.2.3 Reader
Readers use a variety of ways to exchange information with tags. 
Inductive coupling is the most common method to close read 
passive RFID tags. A magnetic field is formed between the 
antenna of coiled readers and the antenna of coiled RFID tags 
when they are close. RFID tags use this field to send electromag-
netic waves to readers. The returned electromagnetic wave is 
converted into data information, which is the EPC code of an 
RFID tag. A reader costs about $1,000 or more, and most can 
only read information in a single frequency chip. In general, the 
HF RFID tag has a longer reading range. A typical LF RFID tag 
is readable only within a foot; while a UHF RFID can be read at 
a distance of 3.05–6.10 m.[13]

Table 8-1 EPC encoding scheme.

Version
Domain 
Management

Object 
Category

Serial 
Number

EPC‐64 TYPE I 2 21 17 24
TYPE II 2 15 13 32
TYPE III 2 26 13 23

EPC‐96 TYPE I 8 28 24 36
EPC‐256 TYPE I 8 32 56 160

TYPE II 8 64 56 128
TYPE III 8 128 56 64
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The operating frequencies of RFID systems can be divided 
into four main areas: LF (30–300 kHz), HF (3–30 MHz), UHF 
(300 MHz–3 GHz), and microwave (higher than 2.45 GHz). LF 
RFID systems are normally applied in short‐distance, low‐cost 
applications, for example, most access‐controls, charge cards 
and so on. HF RFID systems are common applied in library 
management, medical logistics systems and so on. UHF RFID 
systems are implemented in logistics, production automation, 
railway parcels and other fields. Microwave is used for scenarios 
requiring longer reading ranges and higher reading and writing 
speeds. Its antenna beam direction is narrow, and the cost is 
relatively high; therefore it is normally applied in railway moni-
toring and highway toll systems.[14]

8.2.2.4 Savant (a Neural Network Software)
After adding RFID tags onto each product, the reader will 
receive a series of EPC codes in the processes from production, 
transportation to sale. In this procedure, the most important 
and the most challenging part is how to transfer and manage the 
data. The Auto ID Center has developed software named Savant, 
which is a neural system of the new network.

Savant uses a distributed architecture to hierarchically organize 
and manage the data flow. Savant will be applied in stores, distribu-
tion centers, regional offices, factories and even on truck or cargo 
aircraft. A Savant system at each level will collect, store and process 
the information, and communicate with other Savant systems.

8.2.2.5 Object Naming Service (ONS)
The Auto‐ID Center considers that it is necessary to adopt some 
special network structures for an open, global tracking goods 
network. Rather than storing EPC codes in the RFID tags, some 
matching methods are still needed to match the EPC code with 
the corresponding product information. This function is real-
ized by Object Naming Service (ONS). When a reader gets the 
information stored in an RFID tag, an EPC code is transferred to 
a Savant system. The Savant system finds the location where the 
product information is stored by using ONS on a LAN or the 
Internet. ONS indicates the server that stores the product data 
for the Savant system; the file will be found, and all information 
in this file will be extracted for managing supply chains.
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8.2.2.6 Physical Markup Language (PML)
An EPC code is used to identify a single type of product; all use-
ful information related with the product is described by a new 
standard computer language  –  Physical Markup Language 
(PML). PML is developed from the well‐known Extensible 
Markup Language (XML). Since it has become a unified standard 
to express all natural objects, processes and the environment, 
PML will be applied widely and enter all industries. The purpose 
of the AUTO‐ID center is to start from a simple language and to 
encourage adopting new technologies. PML is still evolving to 
become a more complicate language, just like the basic language 
of Internet – HTML.

As in the previous presentation, an EPC standard system is a 
global Internet‐oriented RFID information system. Its aim is to 
establish a unified RFID data network structure, and users can 
obtain the history information of the product in a savant system 
by scanning its RFID tag. The EPC codes, RFID tags and readers 
are the most essential parts in product tracking systems. In 
terms of EPC codes, EPC‐64 and EPC‐96 are the most common 
standards. In terms of RFID tags, the most popular ones are 
RFID tags obeying Class 1 Gen 2 standard. RFID readers are 
mainly compliant with the air interface standard at 13.56 MHz 
and UHF.

8.3  Agent‐Based Material Data 
Acquisition System

8.3.1 Requirement Analysis of Material Data 
Acquisition

The requirements for material data acquisition process in 
manufacturing systems consist of the following three aspects:

1) Real‐time capturing material data. The production planning 
and control process is required to collect, process, upload 
and download the material data in real time.

2) Integrating heterogeneous device information. The material 
data acquisition system should provide data in a uniform for-
mat in order to read and feedback information. For various 
types of data acquisition equipment deployed on the shop 
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floor, a method to shield the differences in hardware should 
be adopted to obtain the uniform data.

3) Integration. The real‐time communication between a Multi‐
Agent production planning and control system and a Multi‐
Agent material data acquisition system is required to ensure the 
effectiveness of making decisions in the dynamic environment.

8.3.2 Multi‐Agent RFID‐Based Material Data Acquisition 
Structure

Functions and physical mapping methods of Agents were 
 presented in Chapter 3. In terms of RFID technology, physical 
decomposition is adopted in order to generate independent 
defined Agent objects, which include the RFID reader Agent, 
the RFID tag Agent and the RFID middleware Agent. As shown 
in Figure 8‐2, these Agents constitute the Multi‐Agent material 
data acquisition system, so as to provide the following functions:

1) Hardware management. A Multi‐Agent‐based material data 
acquisition system is used to manage RFID tags, readers and 
antennas and other equipment, in order to register the hard-
ware in the software system, and to develop the RFID operat-
ing environment. Material data acquisition functions must 
be implemented by the interaction between multiple Agents. 
Since the data acquisition hardware interaction involves 
RFID, it is necessary to carry out the mapping process 
between the physical hardware and the software.

Data processing
module

Registry monitoring
module

Data
demand

from upper
layer

Human

RFID reader
agent

Data definition
module

Communicator

Interface

RFID middleware agent

RFID tag
agent

Figure 8-2 Multi‐Agent‐based material data acquisition system.
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2) Data acquisition and processing. A Multi‐Agent‐based mate-
rial data acquisition system is used to obtain real‐time infor-
mation about materials so as to manage heterogeneous 
material data acquisition equipment.

The data processing process transfers the data stored in an 
RFID tag Agent to the data in the B2MML (Business to 
Manufacturing Markup Language) format. The B2MML lan-
guage plays a role in providing a data exchange standard for 
different levels of enterprise application systems in order to 
enable easier data exchange. The XML Schema is used to 
express standard defined resources and information flow, and 
define the exchange data in control systems. The data col-
lected can be reused in order to share information between 
systems by using this specification conversion. The data pro-
cessing module has two‐way functions and can also transfer 
the upper layer data provided by the request command of the 
communication, and then sent to the RFID middleware Agent 
or product Agent. The data processing procedure is shown in 
Figure 8‐3.

Upper layer application

RFID tag agent

Data 
demand

XML 
analysis

Results

Enquery

XML 
packing

Inquiry 
results

Data processing module

Figure 8-3 Data processing procedure.
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The definition of data transmission is implemented by issuing 
XML. XML is applied to publish the core part of data stored in 
an RFID tag, which is defined as follows:

‐
‐
“tag coding record”
“equipment number”
“time for an RFID tag to enter the device reading area”
“time for an RFID tag away from the device reading area”
“the number of reading times for an RFID tag in the device read-

ing area”

The data content contains the RFID reader ID number corre-
sponding to an RFID tag Agent, the RFID tag data content, the 
entering and leaving time points of an RFID tag and the number 
of reading times for an RFID tag. An RFID middleware Agent 
releases RFID tag data by using a frequency, and changes of the 
data are monitored by the application layer to obtain the latest 
material data. In addition, the data requirements are also trans-
mitted to the RFID tag Agent by using an RFID middleware 
Agent.

3) Data upload and release. The Multi‐Agent RFID‐based mate-
rial data Acquisition system is integrated with a Multi‐Agent 
production planning system and a Multi‐Agent production 
scheduling system in order to improve the efficiency of infor-
mation transmission. When the Multi‐Agent material data 
acquisition system receives the request sent by the upper appli-
cation, it is processed and sent to the corresponding Agent. The 
feedback is sent to the Multi‐Agent material data acquisition 
system, and the Multi‐Agent material data acquisition system 
will transfer the data and send it to the upper application.

8.3.3 The Running Model of a Multi‐Agent Material 
Data Acquisition System

The running procedure consists of the following phases: RFID 
reader and tag hardware register and Agent deployment phase, 
the material data acquisition request and the response phase. 
There are some changes in the Multi‐Agent environment, 
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such as RFID middleware Agent service changes, lost connections 
between RFID readers and RFID tags, and so on – all of these 
need to be dealt with through the interaction between 
Agents.

A RFID reader Agent and an RFID tag Agent are used to install 
RFID readers and RFID tags, and connect Agents with hardware 
devices. Then the RFID reader Agent and the RFID tag Agent 
respectively transmit the message to the RFID middleware 
Agent. The RFID middleware Agent returns the confirmation 
message after receiving the message, which indicates that the 
RFID reader Agent and RFID tag Agent registration process is 
completed. The running model is shown in Figure 8‐4.

The information processing procedure is shown in Figure 8‐5. 
Firstly, the application interface receives instructions, and the 
RFID middleware Agent informs the RFID reader Agent to 
configure the hardware. Secondly, the reader interface sends a 
reading command to the hardware, and the hardware returns 
the data. Thirdly, the data is stored in an RFID tag Agent, and is 
sent to the RFID reader Agent and the RFID middleware Agent. 
Finally, the data is processed, and the results are sent to the 
application layer through the application interface.

RFID Middleware
Agent

RFID Reader Agent RFID Tag Agent

Connection request

Confirm connection

Send standard reading message

RFID middleware Agent creates the
message

Confirm connection with RFID Tag
Agent

Record RFID
Middleware
Agent match
information

Create RFID
Reader Agent

Create RFID
Tag Agent

Figure 8-4 Agent installation and registration.
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Figure 8-5 Information processing flowchart.
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8.4  Agents in Multi‐Agent RFID‐Based 
Material Data Acquisition Systems

Multi‐Agent systems play the core role for collecting material 
data; the upper production process tracking Agent obtains real‐
time material information in manufacturing systems by com-
municating with Multi‐Agent systems. A Multi‐Agent RFID‐based 
material data acquisition system collects the material data by 
collaborating with an RFID reader Agent, an RFID middleware 
and an RFID tag Agent. The internal operation principles and 
external information interaction of Agents are presented in this 
section by using Agent structures and behavior models.

8.4.1 RFID Middleware Agent

An RFID middleware Agent is the core component of a Multi‐
Agent system as a coordinator Agent. The RFID Middleware 
Agent exchanges information with an RFID reader Agent in 
order to access and process material related data. At the same 
time, the RFID middleware Agent communicates with a pro-
duction process tracking Agent to upload and release data in a 
production planning and control system. The behavior model of 
an RFID middleware Agent is shown in Figure 8‐6.

RFID Middleware Agent

Data upload

Data
reading/processing

Production
tracking Agent

RFID Reader
Agent

Data release

Production
Manager

Figure 8-6 The use case diagram of an RFID Middleware Agent.
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The RFID middleware architecture proposed by Auto‐ID Lab 
contains a reader interface, a processing module unit, and the 
application program interface. Savant Specification 1.0 defines 
object name service (ONS) and other functions. Object Name 
Service is primarily used to determine production location 
when the product is traceable, and then to query the production 
status of the product. Due to complex manufacturing systems, 
diverse production processes, the MAS must be able to collect, 
store and publish data rapidly and accurately. Existing RFID sys-
tems require large amounts of data frequently exchanged 
between systems in order to enhance its versatility to meet the 
demands of various industries, which leads to a huge and 
increasing network overload. On the basis of Savant Specification 
1.0 standard middleware architecture, this book combines 
 production information records, inventory materials, and other 
demands in order to develop an RFID middleware Agent for 
manufacturing systems. The RFID middleware Agent is a 
 unified Agent model, which consists of a basic definition 
module, an automatic driver module, an information processing 
module and an Agent communication interface. Its structure is 
shown in Figure 8‐7.

Driver module
Agent Communication

Interface

Data
Processing

Module

Data Buffer
Module Coordination control module

Event processing
module

Data
selection
module

Smoothly filter
module

Data analysis
module

Basic definition module

Figure 8-7 The Structure of an RFID Middleware Agent.
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The first part is the basic definition module, which is used to 
define the underlying data. For the reader, it is necessary to 
define RFID frequency, communication pathways, reader 
location and other information; for RFID‐tagged products, it is 
necessary to define their production information as well as data 
formats.

The second module is the automatic driver module, which is 
adopted to ensure that RFID equipment works normally in 
accordance with the basic definition module. The driver mod-
ule completes data interaction between an RFID middleware 
Agent and a reader Agent, and its function consists of two 
parts: First, the module receives the command, controls the 
RFID reader and monitors readers. The second part is to 
receive product codes provided by the reader and send them to 
the information processing module. The automatic driver 
module is used to connect and test equipment, set operation 
parameters, collect and upload data. The reader interface 
module receives information defined by the basic definition 
module, converts the data to machine languages in order to set 
the operation parameters of the hardware device and send the 
reading command.

Since RFID technology standards are not uniform, EPC 
global developed Savant specifications to determine how to 
receive data for an RFID middleware Agent, and encourage 
hardware manufacturers to form a unified hardware inter-
face. However, current hardware vendors often provide hard-
ware API or simple interface programs, in which API or 
interface programs are rarely used to transmit data and send 
commands by using Savant definition. For RFID devices with 
common communication interface and API, the driver mod-
ule offers standard USB, serial, and Wi‐Fi interfaces. The 
Universal Device Interface is designed by using the EPC 
global standard (as shown in Figure 8‐8) in order to achieve 
better compatibility between middleware and hardware. For 
the device with other third‐party agreements or API, the 
driver module defines the device driver library to be called by 
these special devices. The middleware interface is primarily 
designed to complete six functions: connect readers, discon-
nect readers, set up readers, send reading instructions, stop 
reading and return RFID tags.
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The third module is the Agent communication interface, 
which is used to exchange data between an RFID middleware 
Agent and other Agents.

The fourth module is the information processing center, 
which is the core of an RFID middleware Agent. Information 
received by readers goes through the buffer module and enters 
the information processing center. The information processing 
center sends the information to the related processing module 
in accordance with the requirements defined by the basic defini-
tion module. And the results are sent to the upper application by 
using the adapter. The information Processing Center consists 
of six processing modules: data buffer module, event processing 
module, smooth filter module, data selection module, data anal-
ysis module and coordination control module. The event pro-
cessing module confirms the type of a new RFID tag, and then 
determines treatment methods; the smooth filter module trans-
fers data to extract useful information by statistical classifica-
tions for other modules to call; the data selection module filters 
data in accordance with demands and sends the sorted data to 
other modules; the data analysis module is a backup module, its 
role is to optimize the data selection processing module in order 
to ensure information processing efficiency in complex situa-
tions. In addition to the above four core processing modules, 
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+ReaderDisconnect()
+ReaderSet()
+StartIdentify()
+StopIdentify()
+ReturnData()

<< >>
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PowerSet
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+strCOM
+uPower +GetID() : bool
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+GetFre() : unsigned char
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+GetHandle()
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Figure 8-8 The reader interface of an RFID middleware Agent.
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there are two auxiliary modules, which have two functions: the 
data buffer and coordinated control.

The information processing center is the core of an RFID 
 middleware Agent; four algorithms are investigated according 
to the status of the production manufacturing systems. The 
event processing module determines the type of an RFID tag. 
The smooth filter module organizes the data obtained by a 
reader to obtain valid data. The data selection module screens 
data according to demands. The data analysis module assists the 
data selection module to filter the data. Four algorithms are 
developed for four modules.

8.4.1.1 Event Processing
The event processing module is the gateway module of an infor-
mation processing center. When a new RFID tag goes through 
the data buffer module and enters the information processing 
center, the event processing module needs to determine the 
properties of the RFID tag, and then to determine its handling 
method. Different types of events are dealt with by using differ-
ent approaches. Event types are classified into the following 
three categories:

1) A new record to record the event that has not appeared in the 
middleware history;

2) A new record to record the event that is processed in the 
middleware;

3) A new record to record the event that appears after stops in 
the middleware history.

For a new record, the type of an event must be determined, 
then a treatment according to the event type is recorded, as 
shown in Figure 8‐9.

When the event processing module obtains a new record, if 
there is no historical record of this RFID tag, it adds a new 
record; if the RFID tag has been processed in the middleware, it 
must further determine whether it has been out of the current 
event cycle. If the current event has left its cycle, the treatment 
is equivalent to a new record; while the old record of the same 
RFID tag does not depart from the current period, it is considered 
equivalent to the processing record in the current period, its post‐
processing mode is the same as the one of the processing record. 
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Figure 8-9 Algorithm of an event processing module.
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When all records are processed, the event processing module 
generates a data list and sends it to the smooth filter module to 
determine the validity of each record.

8.4.1.2 Smooth Filter Data
The smooth filter module is the basic module of an RFID middleware 
Agent. The adjacent station distance of the manufacturing 
 systems is usually less than 3 m, the material continuously trans-
mits on the line, the material RFID tags of adjacent stations may 
conflict, and these RFID tags must be effectively distinguished. 
As the material will stay at a single station for a short period, the 
number of occurrences and the RFID tag can be recorded. The 
validity of the RFID tag information is judged by comparing it 
with the threshold value set in advance. The threshold value is 
related to the situation; it is set by the coordination control 
module according to the actual production situation.

As shown in Figure 8‐10, the data storage list is provided by 
the information buffer module. The data stored in the informa-
tion buffer module are read directly by each reader and are not 
processed. It includes this station’s RFID tag data and other 
interference data. The middleware filters the data in both the 
time dimension and the space dimension in order to generate a 
valid data list. In the time dimension, the middleware obtains a 
particular residence time of an RFID tag at a station; the record 
outside of this period can be considered as independent of the 
station. In the spatial dimension, the reading effect of an RFID 
tag is related to distance. The closer an antenna, the better the 
reading effect; RFID tags beyond the readable range may be 
occasionally read; the number of times are necessarily much 
smaller than the closer ones, Therefore, the count threshold can 
be determined experimentally by the middleware; it indicates 
that the reading record below the threshold value is invalid. 
Information generates a record list through the smooth filter 
module, returns it to the information buffer module, and it will 
be stored in the database for other modules to call.

8.4.1.3 Data Selection
In most cases, only some of material or product is recorded 
rather than all the inventory. The information system obtains 
part of an RFID tag’s information, for example, by period, according 
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to the station, according to the reader, by batch, press materials, and 
so on. All RFID‐tag‐associated data consist of two parts: reading 
time and RFID tag encodings. The data are selected in two direc-
tions according to the requirements of the information systems. 
For RFID‐tag‐encoded data, the selection process is made by 
setting the coding mask, and filtering the RFID tag scope of a 
mask in order to divide the RFID tag library into two parts: the 
inner mask and the outer mask. The data selection module is set 
up based on this demand.

RFID tag code bits are allocated according to the actual situa-
tion and EPC code bit allocation in order to generate the mask 
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Figure 8-10 Flowchart of the smooth filter module.
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in the data selection period. For example, the code of a produc-
tion line in the RFID tag encoding is needed in order to select all 
the RFID tag information related to the production line. The 
corresponding RFID tag information is obtained when the code 
queries the RFID tag library as a mask.

As shown in Figure 8‐11, the data selection module obtains 
the input list, and the data list is compared with the mask set. If 
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Figure 8-11 Flowchart of the data selection module.
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the record satisfies the required range, the data is written into 
the output list. If it does not satisfy the required range, the data 
is written into the backup list. When all the data in the record 
list are inspected, the data selection module returns the output 
list and the backup list.

The data record list goes through the data selection module in 
order to generate a backup list and an output list. The data selec-
tion module is called by other systems and modules, and the 
module uploads the filter list or the backup list according to the 
system requirements.

8.4.1.4  Data Analysis
Data analysis is an auxiliary module of the data selection mod-
ule. If the amount of an RFID tag data is very large and other 
systems in the application layer process the RFID tag data many 
times, then the large amount of RFID tag data will become a 
burden on the system. Large data transmission and computing 
will reduce the overall system efficiency or even make the sys-
tem unable to meet production requirements. To deal with this 
situation, a data analysis module is developed to preprocess 
RFID tag data, which makes the latter data selection and data 
manipulation more convenient.

As shown in Figure 8‐12, the length of EPC‐96I Data encoding 
is 36 bits, if each encoding consists of three portions, then each 
RFID tag includes three data lists that store different data. Not 
all the bits in the material encoding appear for production tasks, 
only one segment changes many times, and the other two seg-
ments seldom change. However, the data processing process 
does not distinguish changes; all the RFID tag data are preproc-
essed. The data processing deletes duplicated secondary data in 
order to improve the efficiency of the data processing process.

Determine whether the A1 segment data is in a consistent rela-
tionship with the ith class in processing batch task (i = 0,1,2, …, n1). 

A1
A2

A3

Figure 8-12 Tag encoding and data analysis.
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A2, A3 segments follow the same rule. After the above operation, 
the RFID tag record is processed by an RFID middleware Agent 
as shown in Figure 8‐13. The number of bits is shortened from 9 
to log log log16 1 16 2 16 3n n n . In the actual production 
process, the last segment often changes, all the records are 
changed to a “00A3” format in order to reduce the complex-
ity of the value comparison. When all the data have been 
processed, the records are returned to the original coded data 
list by the inverse operation if it is necessary to show the signifi-
cance of the encoded data.

The flowchart of an RFID middleware Agent is shown in 
Figure 8‐13. The application interface receives instruction infor-
mation from a reader, transfers it to the reader debugging com-
mand, and sends it to the appropriate reader by a reader 
Interface. At the same time, the application program interface 
sets the information processing process according to the 
requirements, and sends it to the information processing center. 
An RFID reader reads the RFID tag information, and sends it 
to the data buffer module through the reader interface. The 
information processing center calls the RFID tag information 
in  the buffer module and sends it to the application program 
through an application program interface in accordance with 
the requirements.

8.4.2 RFID Reader Agent

An RFID reader Agent is used to manage RFID readers in 
manufacturing systems, and register hardware; while the 
RFID reader Agent is adopted to read and write data for an 
RFID tag Agent. Its behavior model is shown in Figure 8‐14. 
The functions of an RFID reader Agent are simple, and are 
managed without complex business logic or knowledge; it is a 
reactive Agent.

8.4.3 RFID Tag Agent

The function of an RFID tag Agent is relatively simple 
(Figure  8‐15); it is mainly responsible for receiving the data 
request sent by an RFID reader Agent and writing it in an 
RFID tag; while an RFID tag Agent is used to send material 
information stored in an RFID tag to an RFID reader Agent. 
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The information transmitted by an RFID tag Agent is primarily 
material data information. The RFID tag Agent belongs to a 
reactive Agent.

Currently, since the storage capacity of an RFID tag has been 
improved, rather than the RFID tag ID, a lot of material 
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Figure 8-14 The use case diagram of an RFID Reader Agent.
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Figure 8-15 The use case diagram of an RFID Tag Agent.
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 information related to the production is stored, as shown in 
Figure  8‐16. RFID tag information consists of two zones, the 
static information zone and the dynamic information zone. The 
static information zone is used to store static information of a 
material; the information in the production process is always 
the same, which includes the RFID tag ID, the component ID, 
the product type ID, the production Order ID, the customer 
Order ID, the  process information and the processing path 
information. In addition, a reserved area is designed for future 
expansion. The dynamic information zone is used to store real‐
time production information, which includes information about 
the process and the quality of the finished parts. There are addi-
tional information areas designed for expansion demands.

In the actual implementation process, the capacity of RFID 
tags may be different for various reasons; a flexible implemen-
tation method is adopted in order to solve this problem. For 
example, basic material information is stored in the RFID tag, 
the process and most dynamic information can be stored in 
the corresponding RFID tag Agent. Although it separates infor-
mation and material, it satisfies demands of the data acquisition 
process.
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Order ID
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Completed
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Quality
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Other
Information
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Figure 8-16 RFID tag Information.
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8.5  Multi‐Agent RFID‐Based Material 
Data Acquisition Systems

8.5.1 Hardware and Configuration

1) Development environment and resources
System development platform: visual studio 2005; database: 
mySQL 5.0.45; System and database interface: mySQL 3.51 
driver

2) RFID hardware selection
The frequency of an RFID system is the frequency that a 
Reader uses to transmit data. As shown in Table 8‐2, it con-
sists of four ranges: low frequency (30 kHz–300 kHz), high 
frequency (3 MHz–30 MHz), UHF (300 MHz–3GHz) and 
microwave (2GHz–30GHz).

The low‐frequency RFID systems are mainly applied in 
short‐distance, low‐cost applications: for example, most 
access controls and fee cards. The high‐frequency RFID sys-
tems are mainly applied in library management, medical 
logistics and other systems. UHF systems are applied in 
logistics, production automation, railway parcels and other 
areas. Microwave systems are applied in a longer reading 
range and high reading and writing speed occasions (narrow 
antenna beam direction and high prices): for example, train 
monitoring and highway toll systems.[14] RFID systems are 
also applied in supply chains, EPC Global defined two bands 
(13.56 MHz and 860 MHz–930 MHz) for EPC carrier fre-
quency. For 860 MHz–930 MHz band, ISO approved the EPC 

Table 8-2 RFID Operating Frequency Distribution.[15]

Wave Band Low High Ultra High Micro Wave

Frequency 30–300 kHz 3–30 MHz 300 MHz–3GHz 2–30GHz
Common  
Frequency

125–134 kHz 13.56 MHz 865–956 MHz 2.45GHz

Reading  
Distance

Within 0.5 m Around 
1.5 m

0.5 m–5 m Longer than 
10 m
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Gen 2 Class 1 UHF standard in order to make it a revision of 
the 18000‐6 RFID air interface standard. In this paper, UHF 
readers are selected to manage the production process. The 
EPC‐96I‐type RFID tag is selected, which follows ISO/
IEC18000‐6 Type C (EPC global Class1 Generation2).

3) Reader install and setup
This example is implemented in flexible manufacturing sys-
tems in a laboratory environment. Five RFID devices are 
installed in each piece of processing equipment, and the 
installation locations are determined by experiments. The 
basic parameters for each RFID device are shown in Table 8‐3.

4) Encoding the RFID tag
Due to the limited capacity of an RFID tag, the material cod-
ing portion only encodes the EPC. For the RFID tag informa-
tion allocation method presented in Section 8.4.3, a simplified 
manner is adopted as shown in Table 8‐4.

8.5.2 Material Data Process and Publish

The parameters of RFID devices are configured by using an RFID 
middleware Agent, devices are connected and initialized, and then 
the read mode is opened. The interface is shown in Figure 8‐17.

Table 8-3 RFID equipment basic parameters.

ID Data Transmission Address

1 TCP/IP 192.168.0.111
2 TCP/IP 192.168.0.112
3 TCP/IP 192.168.0.113
4 TCP/IP 192.168.0.114
5 TCP/IP 192.168.0.115

Table 8-4 EPC‐96I Coding Allocation Scheme.

Version
Domain 
Management

Object 
Category

Serial 
Number

EPC‐96 TYPE I 8 28 24 36



Figure 8-17 Interface of Hardware Connection and Data Acquisition in an RFID Middleware Agent.
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As RFID tags enter the readable range of RFID device 1, readers 
get RFID tag data and upload it. The RFID middleware Agent 
calls API to obtain data in order to generate the original list after 
the event identification and treatment. The valid data list is gen-
erated by using the original data list through the filter. The 
required data in the valid data list are screened out by using the 
data selector and sent to other Agents. A valid data list is written 
to the database by the administrator according to the frequency 
or written to the database after the batch production plan is 
completed. The real‐time data selecting and publishing inter-
face is shown in Figure 8‐18.

The refresh rate (1 s, 5 s or 15 s) is set; the frequency is the 
one that middleware uses to refresh identified data and pro-
cess releasement; it is 1 s in this example. As shown in 
Figure 8‐18, a valid data list is displayed in area 1, a selected 
result list is displayed in area 2, and the released results are 
displayed in area 3.

Material information can be used at any time by the upper 
application layer at any time through a Multi‐Agent RFID‐based 
material data acquisition system. Figure  8‐19 presents a real‐
time dynamic material information monitoring interface. If 
material is in a device, then the RFID reader identifies the mate-
rial RFID tag encoding. The display page also shows the material 
coding,; and administrators can be informed of the current posi-
tion of each piece of material and its equipment running status 
according to the display page. If the device status displays “work” 
and there is not a material RFID tag at this position, then it is an 
abnormal event.

8.6  Conclusion

First, the RFID technology has been introduced in this chapter. 
Second, a Multi‐Agent RFID‐based material data acquisition 
system has been proposed in order to meet requirements of 
the data collection process. Third, an RFID middleware Agent, 
an RFID reader Agent and an RFID tag Agent have been pre-
sented in detail. Finally, the implementation process of a Multi‐
Agent RFID‐based material data acquisition system has been 
addressed.
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Figure 8-18 Interface of Real‐Time Processing and Publishing in an RFID Middleware Agent.



Figure 8-19 Interface of Real‐Time Production Tracking.
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9

9.1  Introduction

A Multi‐Agent material data acquisition system was presented 
in the previous chapter. In this chapter, the manufacturing sys-
tem’s equipment data acquisition technology is presented. Since 
the various pieces of equipment of manufacturing systems have 
heterogeneous software and heterogeneous network character-
istics, the traditional methods have become extremely complex 
and are not conducive to acquiring equipment data in the cur-
rent complex environment. In recent years, the equipment data 
acquisition technology based on OLE for Process Control (OPC) 
technology is gaining more and more attention. OPC technol-
ogy makes it possible to communicate between a control unit 
and a heterogeneous manufacturing unit, to reserve a common 
user data interface for the upper users at the same time. This not 
only solves the complex data acquisition problem caused by the 
inconsistency of heterogeneous software and network transmis-
sion protocol, but also makes the manufacturing system man-
agement level does not have to think much about the internal 
implementation methods of data acquisition, which speeds up 
the manufacturing system manager’s real‐time response to 
manufacturing equipment, and to carry out the integration of 
manufacturing systems at a higher level.[1]

Multi‐Agent‐Based Equipment Data 
Acquisition
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9.2  Basics of OPC Technology

9.2.1 Development of OPC Technology

There are many controllers and pieces of digital equipment in 
manufacturing systems. These devices are from a variety of 
manufacturers with different communication standards, and 
they can only form their own control systems depending on 
their own drivers to a certain extent, and they communicate 
only with specific application software. These device‐dependent 
bottom‐up solutions are mostly from the same equipment pro-
viders, which can only integrate the data from the equipment of 
a specific company.[2] In addition, there are third‐party applica-
tions to access different equipment through the drivers provided 
by the manufacturer or developed by themselves.[3]

In general, since every application of the manufacturing system 
has its own specific requirements of data formats, protocols and 
other demands, which makes it impossible for a hardware manu-
facturer to provide drivers for all the corresponding applications, 
the users have to develop their own specific drivers according to 
their requests. This will lead to the situation that different users 
develop their own drivers for the same equipment. As shown in 
Figure 9‐1, each of the three different pieces of application soft-
ware should develop its own drivers for four types of devices.

The way has been shown by Figure 9-1, although the network 
interconnection and data integration are realized, they are not 
universal, and there are many shortcomings,[4] which are pre-
sented as follows:

1) Duplication of development
Each software system developer must provide specific driv-
ers for each particular hardware.

Application Software x

Driver
AX

Device A Device B Device C Device D

Driver
BX

Driver
CX

Driver
DX

Application Software X

Driver
AX

Driver
BX

Driver
CX

Driver
DX

Application Software X

Driver
AX

Driver
BX

Driver
CX

Driver
DX

Figure 9-1 Traditional data integration methods.
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2) Inconsistencies among different vendors
According to the respective requirements of software, differ-
ent data exchange protocols are adopted to develop drivers 
by software developers, which creates driver inconsistencies 
among various developers, and each driver does not support 
all the hardware features.

3) Changes in hardware features are not supported
As drivers are developed by software developers, changes in 
the hardware features make some drivers useless. In order to 
adapt to new changes in the hardware characteristics, soft-
ware developers must develop new hardware drivers.

4) Access Violation
Two packages cannot simultaneously access the same device 
because they use different drivers. The developers tried to 
solve this problem by using hardware driver development 
methods, but the problem could not be solved due to differ-
ent customers using different client agreements.

In such circumstances, better approaches should be consid-
ered for integrating information. Object Linking and Embedding 
(OLE) prompted for Process Control (OPC) technologies has 
emerged, which is a better information integration approach to 
solve heterogeneous devices information exchange problems.[5]

9.2.2 OPC Technology Overview

OPC technology is an industry standard.[6][7] It is a co‐crystalli-
zation of the world’s many leading automation and software and 
hardware companies, including Microsoft. This standard 
includes a standard set of interfaces, properties and methods, 
which defines the method to exchange real‐time data among the 
client PCs by using Microsoft operating systems. This standard 
can be used for process control and manufacturing automation 
systems, and is managed by the standard OPC Foundation.[8] 
The OPC Foundation has more than 220 members worldwide, 
which contains all the major automation control systems, instru-
mentation and process control system companies in the world.

The OPC technology built a bridge for Windows‐based appli-
cations and site process control applications. In the past, in 
order to record the data information of field devices, each appli-
cation software developer had to develop specific interface 
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functions. Since there are many types of field devices and prod-
ucts are upgraded constantly, users and software developers 
often have a tremendous workload. Typically this cannot meet 
the actual requirements of their works; it is necessary to develop 
an efficient, reliable, open, interoperable plug and play device 
driver for system integrators and developers. In this case, the 
OPC standard emerged.

OPC technology has been developed on the basis of 
Microsoft’s COM/DCOM (Distributed COM) technology to 
enable greater interoperability among applications such as 
automation control systems, field devices and business 
offices, so as to provide a standard interface for hardware 
vendors and application software developers. Open and 
interoperable control system software is created by using 
DCOM technologies and OPC standards. The OPC technol-
ogy uses a client/server model, in which the access interfaces 
are developed by hardware manufacturers or third‐party 
manufacturers. This form solves the contradiction between 
software vendors and hardware vendors, completes system 
integration, and improves openness and interoperability of 
the system. OPC servers typically support two types of access 
interfaces, such as automation interface and custom inter-
face, which provide access mechanisms for different pro-
gramming language environments.

The automation interface is usually a standard interface 
defined for languages based on script; OPC client application 
servers can be developed by using Visual Basic, Delphi, Power 
Builder, and so on. However, the custom interface is specifically 
a standard interface formulated for C++ and other high‐level 
programming languages. The OPC technology has become the 
default system interconnect solution, which brings convenience 
for industrial control programming, and users want to utilize 
the communication protocol without any worries. If one of the 
automated software providers does not support OPC, then it 
will be eliminated by history. Figure 9‐2 demonstrates the data 
integration solution. OPC servers package the collected data 
from the devices into standard format, and then leave the data 
interfaces based on OPC. Each application software needs only 
one OPC client to access all the OPC servers. One server can be 
accessed by several clients as well.
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In September 1997, the OPC foundation published OPC 
standard V1.0, and changed its name to Data Access standard 
V1.0.[9, 10] In June 2006, they published OPC Data Access stand-
ard V2.05 (OPC DA 2.05). The current version is OPC DA 3.0. In 
December 1998, they released Alarms & Events specification 
V1.0, which was upgraded to V1.02 in December 1999. Moreover, 
History Data Access Specification V1.0 was also released in 1998. 
Batch Specification V1.0 was published in January 2000. In 
October 2000, they released Security Specification V1.0. The 
specific details are presented as follows:

1) OPC Data Access specification. It defines a group of COM 
objects and interfaces in OPC servers, and formulates the 
criterion for clients to access the server’s data. The stand-
ard consists of customizable interface specifications and 
automated interface specifications. This is the core of the 
OPC specification series and the basis of other 
specifications.

2) OPC Alarms & Event specification.[11] This specification pro-
vides a program for the servers to inform the clients about 
the site alarm events. It enables the industrial control soft-
ware to handle a variety of alarm events in accordance with 
uniform standards.

3) OPC History Data Access specification.[12] It provides a com-
mon historical data engine that can provide additional data 
to interested users and clients. OPC Historical Data Access 
specification treats historical information as certain types of 
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Figure 9-2 OPC‐Based Data Integration Solutions.
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data and uses uniform standards to integrate information of 
different application levels.

4) OPC Batch specification.[13] Based on OPC Data Access 
specification and IEC61512‐1 international batch control 
standard (corresponding to U.S. standard ISA‐88), it pro-
vides a way to record real‐time batch data and device infor-
mation. The purpose of this specification is not only to 
provide solutions for batch process control, but also to enable 
different production control schemes to work collaboratively 
in heterogeneous computing environments.

5) OPC Security specification.[14] OPC servers provide impor-
tant field data. If these parameters are mistakenly changed, 
unpredictable consequences will follow. Therefore, it must 
prevent unauthorized operations. OPC Security specifica-
tion provides such a special mechanism to protect sensi-
tive data.

In the traditional implementation process as mentioned 
above, the OPC specifications are able to collect effectively 
information of underlying heterogeneous devices in the COM/
DCOM technology based manufacturing systems’ internal 
LAN. However, the COM/DCOM technology has limitations. It 
limits the expansion of OPC technology applications, mainly in 
the following areas.[15]

1) Lack of cross‐platform versatility. Since the COM/DCOM 
technology depends on Microsoft platforms, the information 
provided by OPC is difficult to be obtained by applications 
based on other platforms.

2) Difficult to integrate with Internet applications. The 
DCOM technology is unable to penetrate the firewall; most 
DCOM‐based data transmissions will be filtered out. Thus, 
the upper enterprise applications such as ERP manufactur-
ing system are difficult to directly access the underlying 
real‐time data. Meanwhile, a business OPC client cannot 
directly access another enterprise OPC server through the 
Internet.

To solve these problems, the OPC Foundation has been 
looking for a remote procedure call standard as a complement 
to the existing OPC specifications. XML languages and the 
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appearance of Web services has filled the gap.[16] The 2002 OPC 
Foundation launched the XML‐based XML‐DA standard, which 
is the first step to achieve cross‐platform integration and dis-
tributed applications on the Internet. In July 2003, they released 
OPC‐XML‐DA specification V1.0.

Data provided by the OPC‐XML‐DA specification is simi-
lar to that provided by the original COM‐based OPC‐DA 
specification. But it uses the concept of XML‐based Web ser-
vices, uses the Simple Object Access Protocol as a standard 
for packaging application‐sharing messages, and uses the 
Web Services Description Language for describing Web ser-
vices. Web services are transferred between OPC clients and 
Web servers via HTTP so that data communications can be 
successfully achieved in a variety of platforms and the 
Internet.

OPC‐XML‐DA specification supports the methods shown in 
Table 9.1.[17]

Table 9.1 Methods supported by the OPC‐XML‐DA specification.

Methods Methods Introduction

Browse Query name space on the server to get 
all the available data

GetProperties Get information about the data items
GetStatus Obtain the information of server, 

version, operation mode, operating 
conditions and other relevant 
information

Read Obtain the value, quality and 
timestamp of process data

Subscribe Order a data item list wanted by 
customers from the server

SubscriptionCancel Delete the specified list of items in a 
previous call

SubsriptionPolledRefresh Client asks the server to return the 
data entry since the last change in 
values

Write Write a new value to the data item
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9.3  Agent‐Based Equipment Data 
Acquisition System

9.3.1 Requirement Analysis of Equipment Data 
Acquisition

Data acquisition process for manufacturing systems should sat-
isfy the following four areas:

1) Real‐time underlying data acquisition. A lot of real‐time data 
should be collected by platforms. Then the underlying data 
should be collected, processed, uploaded and handled in the 
production planning and control process of the manufactur-
ing system.

2) Underlying heterogeneous equipment information integra-
tion. The format of the underlying data should be unified so 
as to conveniently read information and give feedback when 
the control system is managed by a manufacturing system. 
Hence, it is necessary to obtain unified data information 
from different hardware (PLC, DCS, and so on) in different 
situations of a factory.

3) Data transmission cross networks is required. In order to 
integrate enterprise information and provide a convenient 
way for users in enterprise management platforms to under-
stand producing situations in the equipment layer in real 
time, there are some problems. First of all, it is impossible to 
establish only one LAN, due to different location and distrib-
uted factories. If there are several LANs, synchronizing data 
poses a problem. Secondly, there are differences between 
manufacturing system environments and enterprise business 
environments. In a factory, industrial Ethernet networks or 
other forms of networks are adopted instead of Internet 
because devices in the manufacturing system are always 
based on the industrial Ethernet networks. Hence, Inter‐net-
work transmission is an objective requirement of the actual.

4) Data integration is needed. In order to integrate effectively 
the Multi‐Agent production scheduling system, the Multi‐Agent 
production control system, and the Multi‐Agent production 
planning system, it is necessary to collect effectively equip-
ment data, real‐time send data to support real‐time decisions 
during the production planning and control process.
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9.3.2 The MAS Structure of the OPC‐Based Equipment 
Data Acquisition

Considering the timeliness, integration and cross‐platform net-
work of data collection in manufacturing systems, this book 
adopts the OPC‐XML‐DA specification for data acquisition. 
The scheme is shown in Figure 9‐3. The scheme consists of the 
underlying hardware, OPC data acquisition system, the upper 
application and so on. These use the OPC to collect the equip-
ment data information including starting‐ending time, waiting 
time, queue time, actual working hours, job status, the underly-
ing device status of the manufacturing process and so on. The 
upper application sends the information to the front interface 
directly or to feed back to the upper management control sys-
tem after information disposing. This information includes the 
production task status/completion, starting‐ending time, 
resources, status, information, the actual production process 
and so on. The OPC data acquisition system contains the OPC 
server, the OPC client, the OPC XML transformation, the OPC 
XML‐DA‐DA client server and the OPC XML. The OPC client 
accesses the underlying device information by creating the OPC 
server object in the OPC server; the information transformation 
transforms the information into XML language; the OPC XML‐
DA server sends the information described by the XML  language 
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Figure 9-3 The Data Acquisition Based on the OPC Technology.
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to the OPC XML‐DA client. Upper applications get the data 
through OPC XML‐DA clients. For various manufacturing 
equipment, equipment providers supply the corresponding 
OPC server for each kind of equipment to call, many OPC serv-
ers and clients will be run at the same time in manufacturing 
systems.

According to the above data acquisition scheme, a Multi‐
Agent OPC‐based equipment data acquisition system is devel-
oped to package and manage the OPC servers and clients in 
manufacturing systems by using the Agent technology. Its struc-
ture is shown in Figure  9‐4, the system should include the 
 following four main functions:

1) Real‐time access the underlying device information.
2) Unify the obtained data in the heterogeneous environment 

so as to solve the data acquisition unification problem in the 
heterogeneous environment.

3) Solve effectively the data transmission cross‐network prob-
lem. The underlying devices tend to be distributed networks, 
which are made up of different local area networks (LANs). 
We can solve problem of the data transmission across net-
work by using equipment data acquisition.

OPC Agent

OPC Client
Agent

OPC Client
Agent

OPC Server
Agent

OPC Server
Agent

OPC Server
Agent

OPC Client
Agent

Figure 9-4 The Data Acquisition MAS Structure Based on OPC Technology.
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4) Integrate the collected equipment data with other func-
tional modules of manufacturing systems: production 
planning, production scheduling, production control and 
production process tracking, in order to upload the pro-
duction data upload and formulate production orders. A 
unified data integration pipeline is developed to improve 
the efficiency of information transmission in manufactur-
ing systems.

The Multi‐Agent equipment data acquisition system contains 
the following Agents: OPC Agent, OPC server Agent and OPC 
client Agent. The OPC Agent is the coordinator in the system 
and manages other Agents’ life cycles. The OPC client Agent 
acquires data from the OPC server Agent. The OPC Agent gen-
erates a corresponding OPC client Agent for each OPC server 
Agent in the network. The OPC server Agent gets the data 
directly from the hardware, and transforms it in accordance 
with the OPC‐DA‐XML specification.

In terms of the proposed structure of a Multi‐Agent equip-
ment data acquisition system, the equipment layer’s informa-
tion is transmitted on the Internet by using the OPC‐XML‐DA 
specification. As shown in Figure  9-5, the firewall can be 
divided into three layers: equipment layer, management layer 
and network terminal. In the equipment layer, the control 
equipment is different, each production unit is connected 
with a piece of equipment by field bus. At the same time, 
industrial PCs and servers are used as Internet interfaces in 
the manufacturing systems; many Multi‐Agent data acquisi-
tion systems are adopted to be responsible for foreign com-
munication and OPC XML data announcement. The office 
networks are connected with others through the Internet, 
which is cheaper and more convenient. Enterprises choose 
network servers as Internet interfaces, which communicate 
with servers in the equipment layer and announce web ser-
vice in the Internet. In the complex and heterogeneous net-
work situation, a Multi‐Agent OPC‐based equipment data 
acquisition system is developed to connect the manufacture 
system layer with the management layer. Both the Internet 
users and the Intranet users are available to access the under-
lying data in real time.
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9.3.3 The Running Model of the Equipment Data 
Acquisition MAS

The equipment data acquisition process is finished through the 
interactions of multiple Agents; the running process of a 
Multi‐Agent equipment data acquisition system consists of the 
following stages: the OPC server Agent deployment and service‐
registered stage, the OPC client Agent creation and connection 
stage, and the data collection request and reply stage. In the 
Multi‐Agent environment, there will be some exceptions such as 
OPC server Agent service changes, the OPC server and the 
client’s connection failure, and so on. All these exceptions can be 
handled by the interactions among Agents.

The main step of the OPC server Agent deployment process is 
to install OPC servers and configure them so as to access their 
corresponding equipment. The OPC server Agent deployment 
stage is established after they are connected to equipment. The 
OPC server sends a Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) 
message to the OPC Agent to explain the supplied services 
(usually read and write data service) and the collected data in 
detail. The OPC Agent stores the information after receiving it, 
and returns a confirmation message. An OPC server Agent is 
registered at this time.

After the OPC server Agent is registered successfully, the 
OPC client Agent creation process is started due to the moni-
toring effect of the OPC Agent. The specific process is shown in 
Figure 9‐6. The OPC Agent sends service query requests to an 
Agent registration center. When a new service is registered, the 
Agent will send the new detailed publishing service information 
to the OPC Agent, and the OPC Agent creates the OPC client 
Agent at this time. After the OPC client Agent is created suc-
cessfully, the OPC client Agent will send the successful creation 
information to the OPC Agent. Then the OPC Agent will send 
the information of the corresponding OPC server Agent to the 
OPC client Agent. The OPC client Agent connects to the OPC 
server Agent according to this information, and sends feedback 
to the OPC Agent. Finally, the OPC Agent will save the server‐
client matching relationship.

After the OPC client Agent is created and connected, the 
data acquisition process is booting. The main task of the data 
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acquisition process is to satisfy the upper application require-
ments of enterprises; the specific process is shown in Figure 9-7. 
The OPC Agent deals with the data after receiving the data 
request from the upper application in order to meet the OPC‐
XML‐DA specification, and then chooses proper OPC client 
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Server Agent
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the OPC Client Agent
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Server Agent and a Client 
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Figure 9-6 The OPC client Agent Creation.
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Figure 9-7 The Equipment Data Acquisition Flow.
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Agents according to the contents of the data request, and sends 
data requests to the Agents. The OPC client Agent obtains the 
needed data from the OPC server Agent, and sends it to the 
OPC Agent. The processed data will be sent to the upper appli-
cation in B2MML format.

9.4  Agents in the Multi‐Agent OPC‐Based 
Equipment Data Acquisition System

9.4.1 OPC Agent

As the coordinator of an equipment data acquisition system, 
the OPC Agent is the core of the Multi‐Agent system. 
The upper application can obtain real‐time equipment infor-
mation by communicating with the OPC Agent. The OPC 
Agent is also used to coordinate the collaboration of all the 
Agents. The behavior model of an OPC Agent is shown in 
Figure 9‐8.

The OPC Agent consists of four function modules and three 
interface modules. Its configuration is shown in Figure 9‐9. The 
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Production
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Figure 9-8 The use case diagram of an OPC Agent.
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OPC Agent has an internal data–type conversion protocol, and 
it needs to deal with the input and then gives outputs. The Agent 
belongs to the reactive Agent.

A definition module is used to define the kind and type of the 
information; at the same time the module is also used to config-
ure an Agent running environment.

A registry‐monitoring module is adopted to monitor the 
Agents’ registry center in real time. When registration services 
are changing, the module notifies the OPC client management 
module to do the corresponding processing. For example, if a 
new OPC server Agent is added to the system, the registry mon-
itoring module will find that the Agent center has a new server, 
and it will send detailed information about the server to the 
OPC client management module.

A data processing module converts data from the OPC client 
Agent to B2MML format. The module with a two‐way data pro-
cessing function can also transform the upper data request from 
a communicator into an OPC specification, which can be easily 
used by the OPC client Agent.

An HMI is used to provide a GUI and deal with artificial 
intervention and command. At the same time, HMI provides 
customers running status information.

An OPC interface is adopted to communicate with an OPC 
client/server Agent.

A communicator is used to transmit the upper data request 
command and real‐time collected data to upper application. 
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Figure 9-9 The structure of an OPC Agent.
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At the same time, it still can obtain the Agent registry informa-
tion and will store the collected data in the data pool.

9.4.2 OPC Server Agent

The first task of an OPC server Agent is to block differences among 
underlying devices. There are different devices running under 
various kinds of communication protocols, and each device con-
nects with an OPC server. The OPC server can get the data from 
all kinds of PLC, DCS controllers, and can directly get the data via 
connected field bus sensors, actuators and other equipment; data 
can also be obtained from the SCADA system. Therefore, for the 
upper application, the underlying hardware becomes invisible. On 
the other hand, the underlying hardware only needs to communi-
cate with each OPC server interface to obtain data. The behavior 
model of an OPC server Agent is described in Figure 9‐10.

Since the OPC servers developed by providers in the industry 
are traditional OPC servers based on COM technology, they 
cannot visit across the firewall and access the Internet in real 
time. For this reason, an OPC XML server has been developed 
in this book by packing the existing OPC COM client in accord-
ance with XML DA specification. According to its configuration 
as shown in Figure 9‐11, the lower layer is regarded as the OPC 
client, which accesses and connects with each OPC data server 
of the underlying device through the COM/DCOM interface, 
and gets the data from the underlying control system. Different 
servers are added on the client (Server) object. The data in 
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Figure 9-10 The use case diagram of an OPC server Agent.
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different underlying hardware can be accessed at the same time 
by one client program, and communication in the OPC specifi-
cation form is adopted to ensure real‐time performance. This 
part provides data exchange service in the SOAP message 
format to the upper layer. According to the OPC data access 
user interface standard, OPC data accesses the automation 
interface, the XML specification, the SOAP protocol and the 
communication function requirements. As the web server, the 
OPC data is released and is accessed by an OPC client Agent. 
The heterogeneity of the underlying operating equipment is 
shielded by the server, and the data obtained in real time is 
remotely sent in XML format across the network.

The information flow of an OPC server Agent is illustrated in 
Figure  9‐12. Its main thread is started and initialized in the 
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Figure 9-12 The Information flow of an OPC Server Agent.
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configuration, then the state of monitoring customer requests 
is inserted by the system program. After the web server moni-
tors a SOAP request from an OPC client Agent, it will parse the 
SOAP message and start the data access module. A COM client 
program obtains data from OPC servers by means of OPC 
automation interface servers. The data obtained from the exter-
nal server are converted according to the data definition and 
the server type in the XML protocol and OPC interface specifi-
cation, and OPC XML documents and the OPC data format 
are assembled, split, and analyzed in accordance with the 
communication so as to generate the message in the corre-
sponding XML SOAP format and release them out to the OPC 
client Agent. The server operation process will be terminated 
when termination events occur. These events include the shut-
ting‐down‐server command sent by the client and operator 
commands sent by the server and so on. The OPC server Agent 
is a reactive Agent.

9.4.3 OPC Client Agent

In Multi‐Agent operating environment, an OPC Client Agent 
obtains data from an OPC server, and converts the data request 
from OPC Agent into SOAP messages according to the OPC 
specification. Afterwards, it converts SOAP data returned by 
the OPC server into the OPC format and then imports it into a 
data buffer. An OPC server interface is used to connect with an 
OPC server. The behavior model of an OPC client Agent is illus-
trated in Figure 9‐13.

The structure of an OPC client Agent is shown in Figure 9‐14.
The processing flow of an OPC Client Agent is illustrated by 

Figure 9‐15.
After an OPC Agent is created, the OPC Agent registers in 

the Agent Registration Center, and then connects with an 
OPC Server in accordance with the address provided by an 
Agent. Upon connecting, the XML operation object encap-
sulates the data request from the Agent communication 
module as a SOAP request according to the OPC data struc-
ture specification, and sends it out through the OPC server 
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interface. The OPC server returns the corresponding data, 
the XML operation object obtains data by parsing the 
returned SOAP message, and stores the data in the data buffer 
that is compliant with OPC specification. The data buffer 
opens the data according to the OPC specification, turns it 
into a structure that can be processed, and passes it to the 
Agent communication module.

The OPC 
server data 
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Production
manager
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server data
send down

OPC server
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Figure 9-13 The use case diagram of an OPC Client Agent.
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9.5  Implementation of a Multi‐Agent 
OPC‐Based System

The Programmable Logic Controller (PLC) has an important 
position in underlying device control problems. It is highly 
reliable with high resistance to electromagnetic interference. 
In addition, it is able to complete a variety of control functions, 
provides a variety of function expansion interfaces, and users 
can flexibly select function modules as required. In addition, 
the PLC programming is graphical language‐based; it is simple, 
convenient and high flexible. Finally, PLC generally has low 
power consumption, smaller size and weight. Thus PLC is 
widely applied in the industrial field, becoming a master device 
of CNC machines, transport trolley, robots, conveyors, and so 
on. Nowadays many manufacturers provide PLC globally and 
have tried to promote their own communication protocols. 
Therefore, this brings a great deal of inconvenience for selecting 
internal control equipment, collecting data and integrating data 
in manufacturing systems.

Currently many PLCs have networking capabilities, which 
support multiple field bus protocols. However, the controller 
interoperability, interaction between the control layer and the 
upper layer application have become complex due to non‐uni-
form data definitions and formats. This will cause high cost, and 
the open problem of the system cannot be solved. Therefore, a 
Multi‐Agent OPC‐based equipment data acquisition system has 
developed and applied in PLCs.

9.5.1 System Hardware and System Network 
Architecture

9.5.1.1 Network Protocol
The emergence of the fieldbus has played a huge role for the 
equipment of the automatic system; however, the field bus has 
high cost, low speed and limited support applications. There are 
many different kinds of field bus, and it is very difficult to inte-
grate them. Ethernet has advantages such as low cost, high 
transmission rate, rich resources of software and hardware, 
good openness and compatibility that has been widely employed. 
The high‐speed Ethernet overcomes its defect, and becomes an 
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industrial Ethernet in the industrial fields. The compatible 
industrial Ethernet with common Ethernet in technology (e.g., 
the IEEE802.3 and IEEE802.3 U standard) can be used as a coor-
dinative level and unit level network. Hence, the industrial 
Ethernet is chosen as a connection of PLC to PLC and PLC to 
network of computer controlling.

9.5.1.2  Hardware
Siemens S7 200 PLC and CP243‐1 have been chosen as the 
controller hardware and the Ethernet module, respectively. The 
CP243‐1 was developed by Siemens which uses it for the 
expanding function module through connecting the S7‐200 
PLC system to the industrial Ethernet. CP243‐1 can use STEP 7 
Micro/Win 32 on S7‐200 remote configuration, programming, 
and diagnosis. It can undertake communication with other similar 
PLC and communicate with the server based on OPC as well. 
So, the CP243‐1 has been chosen as a PLC network interface.

9.5.1.3  System Network Architecture
System network architecture adopts a layer structure, and the 
machine layer connects to the upper computer through the 
industrial Ethernet. Remote users can access the system through 
the Internet. The system hardware network architecture is 
illustrated in Figure 9‐16.

CP243‐1 for Ethernet network has a “server/client”configuration: 
a particular PLC in the network is the server, other PLCs and 
PCs are the clients, and each client can be connected to only one 
server. In this system, all the equipment information interacts 
with the AGV, so it is configured as a server, and other equip-
ment are clients. As long as the IP address of the server is set in 
the client program, the network interconnection can be realized 
as indicated in Figure 9‐17.

9.5.2 Data Integration Based on OPC Technology

The Siemens S7‐200 specially provided for PC Access is selected 
as the OPC server, which provides data to the OPC client and can 
communicate with any standard OPC client. PC Access software 
comes with the OPC client test side; the user can easily detect 
and configure communications correctness of their projects.
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PC Access can be used to connect Siemens, or third‐party PC 
software supporting OPC technology, which supports the OPC 
Data Access version 3.0; it can run on Windows 2000 or 
Windows XP. The symbol table can be imported from the 
Micro/WIN project, which supports the new S7‐200 smart 
cable (RS‐232 or USB). The following describes how PC Access 
achieves information integration.

As already mentioned, during the network configuration, the 
IPC (that is PC Access) is configured as a client. So as long as the 
IP address of the Server PLC is set in PC Access, the communi-
cation between PC Access and PLC can be achieved. In this 
case, data entry should be added in the PC Access (Figure 9‐18); 
then it will be able to access the PLC data.

Since remote users hope to monitor real‐time information on 
the PCL via the Internet, as the data acquisition module in 
the upper information system, PC Access itself does not have 
the ability to release XML; users need an OPC COM client in 
the remote to read PC Access first. Subsequently, these data 
are consolidated to a structure (item, value, quality, times-
tamp) via a simplified OPC XML server, and encapsulated in 

Figure 9-18 Add data to PC Access.
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Figure 9-19 Information process of data acquisition

Item ⊂ Group ⊂ Server. The OPC client gets information in the 
OPC XML server through the subscribed server entry in order 
to ensure timeliness in real time. Because different servers are 
simultaneously loaded, the underlying isomerism cannot be 
perceived by the upper layer, and the information can be easily 
integrated in the general OPC client. Binary data is converted 
into XML format on the OPC XML server for publishing, which 
is done by the OPC client Agent. The information process of 
data acquisition is shown in Figure 9‐19.

The most important function of an OPC Agent is to provide 
users data and the configuration window of an OPC Server. 
As shown in Figure 9‐20, there are five areas on the screen, each 

Figure 9-20 OPC Agent configuration interface.



Figure 9-21 Real‐time data acquisition in the remote devices.
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region in the platform interface and their functions are pre-
sented as follows:

1) Establish OPC Server Agent object area. Enter target OPC server 
Agent’s IP address in the corresponding text box of Server IP, 
and then enter the name of the OPC server Agent in ServerName. 
Click “Connect” or “Disconnect” to establish a connection.

2) Set group properties area. Input group property values in 
each corresponding text box, click “configuration” to config-
ure the properties of a group.

3) Select Item Area. Select the desired Item in the Checklist Box.
4) Write Item value. Input Item ID and values to the Item; click 

“write” to do the writing operation on a particular Item.
5) Write into the database. Click “writetoMR” to collect data. 

Then the collected data is written to the database.

Through the above configuration, an OPC Agent can access 
controller information remotely. Figure 9‐21 shows the device 
status information of the device controller obtained in real time, 
the green color displays the working status of the controller.

9.6  Conclusion

In this chapter, OPC technology for equipment data acquisition 
has been presented. Then the data acquisition requirement has 
been analyzed in the heterogeneous environment. Subsequently, 
a Multi‐Agent OPC‐based equipment data acquisition system 
has been developed. The OPC Agent, the OPC server Agent, and 
the OPC client Agent have been designed as well. The imple-
mentation process of a Multi‐Agent equipment data acquisition 
system has been introduced at the end of this chapter.
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10

10.1  Introduction

The previous chapters introduced Agent‐based production 
planning methods, production scheduling methods, and pro-
duction control methods for complex manufacturing systems, 
such as Job Shop manufacturing systems and Re‐entrant manu-
facturing systems. In order to integrate Agent technology with 
RFID technology and OPC technology, the prior chapters also 
developed a Multi‐Agent material data acquisition system and a 
Multi‐Agent equipment data acquisition system to collect mate-
rial and equipment data in the manufacturing process. To apply 
and validate these technologies and methods, this chapter shows 
how the prototype of an Agent‐based production planning sys-
tem and control is designed and properly implemented.

10.2  Architecture of a Prototype System

10.2.1 The Software Architecture

The prototype of an Agent‐based production planning and con-
trol system is a logical architecture that is composed of a human‐
computer interaction process, a running kernel and an operating 
environment on the basis of a network. The human‐computer 
interaction process is adopted to manage information exchanges 
with users. The running kernel manages and controls the control 
flows, data flows and information flows in order to maintain the 
operation of the system. The operating environment concerns 

The Prototype of a Multi‐Agent‐Based 
Production Planning and Control System
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the hardware environment of a system. Such an architecture is 
based on the logical architecture of the prototype of production 
scheduling and production control manufacturing systems. 
Relevant software platforms can be classified as follows: the 
interface layer, the functional layer, the tool layer, the collabora-
tive layer, the model layer, the physical layer and the protocol 
layer as shown in Figure 10‐1.

1) Interface layer
Interfaces contain the production planning interface, the pro-
duction scheduling interface for Job Shop manufacturing 
systems, the production scheduling interface for re‐entrant 
manufacturing systems, the production control interface, 
equipment data acquisition interface and the material data 
acquisition interface. The interaction process between human 
and computer can be achieved through the above interfaces.
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Figure 10-1 The software architecture of the prototype system.
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2) Functional layer
Through collaborations of various functional models, the 
system simulates the operation process of a manufacturing 
system, and validates production planning methods, pro-
duction scheduling methods and production control meth-
ods. The functional modules include the production 
planning module, the production scheduling module for 
Job Shop manufacturing systems, the production schedul-
ing module for re‐entrant manufacturing systems, the pro-
duction control module, the material data acquisition 
module based on the RFID technology and the equipment 
data acquisition module based on the OPC technology. 
The data acquisition module is able to reconfigure the data 
acquisition interface according to the status of material 
and equipment.

3) Collaborative layer and tool layer
Being the operation environment of a Multi‐Agent pro-
duction planning and control system, the collaborative 
layer and the tool layer construct the core of the collabora-
tive process in the prototype system through the Agent. 
They are similar to the distributed operating systems with 
special designs, where cross‐computer platforms, operat-
ing systems and network systems provide functional mod-
ules with necessary services, including data management, 
statement management, object model management, own-
ership management, time management, and data release 
management. Data release management and time manage-
ment are complex, mostly affect the system, and are difficult 
to implement.

4) Model layer
The model layer is used to simulate resources in manufactur-
ing systems in order to reproduce the production process in 
Job Shop manufacturing systems and re‐entrant manufactur-
ing systems. The simulation model library is  composed of 
simulation models of a machine layer, a machine group layer 
(a cell layer), and a manufacturing system layer, in order to 
enable the hierarchical modeling.

5) Physical layer and protocol layer
As the bus of the platform, the distributed object technol-
ogy based on SOAP is employed by the protocol layer. It is 
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composed of three parts: 1) the SOAP package policy, 
which defines a framework to describe the message con-
tent in detail; 2) the SOAP response representation, which 
defines the protocol for remote procedure calling and 
response; 3) the SOAP encoding rules, which define a seri-
alization mechanism to exchange data instances defined in 
application programs. The protocol runs on the basis of 
TCP/IP protocol. Due to the interface restriction of some 
applications, for instance, eM‐Plant provides socket com-
munication interface; the  platform also supports Socket 
communications.

10.2.2 The Hardware Architecture

The hardware architecture of Agent‐based production plan-
ning and control prototype system are presented in 
Figure  10‐2. In the architecture, the prototype systems are 
connected by Ethernet with the hardware in manufacturing 
systems. The  relational database, the production planning 
and control system, and the data collection system are con-
nected through the switches. The architecture thus collects 
data in real time, stores data, further supports the production 
planning and control process based on real‐time data. Among 
common methods that construct industrial control systems, 
such as Ethernet, field bus and serial connections, this book 
employs an industrial Ethernet to connect devices and PCs in 
the laboratory, and adopts RFID technology and OPC tech-
nology to collect the real‐time data of equipment and 
materials.

10.3  Agent Packages and Communication 
in a Prototype System

Abstract components constituting the prototype system and 
their connections have been described in the architecture, 
which demonstrates communications among components in 
detail. In the implementation stage, these abstract components 
can be further classified as actual Agent and MAS in order to 
implement specific functions.
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10.3.1 The Agent Package Method

In a Multi‐Agent system, the Agent is closely related to distrib-
uted objects involved in the production planning and control 
process. The distributed object technology provides basic tools 
for organizations and packages of a Multi‐Agent system. There 
are two specifications for distributed objects in the world: 
CORBA and COM/DCOM. Both specifications provide the 
underlying support for software component technologies and 
apply technologies produced upon them, that is, OpenDoc and 
OLE/ActiveX. To implement the “plug and play” function of an 
Agent, the standard object interface should be defined on the 
basis of the Agent interface definition language  –  KQML. 
Through language mapping in KQML, users can write the 
interactive Web Service between servers and clients via NET, 
and interact information among Agents via the SOA 
technology.

To exchange information among Agents, KQML interfaces 
should be defined at the first step. KQML interface descriptions 
used in object implementations and client calls are independent 
from operation systems and programming languages. According 
to the information exchanged between objects, the object’s 
interface is designed and described by KQML language. 
Abnormal operations are defined so as to make the system 
robust and friendly. The process for writing interfaces is illus-
trated in the following “Task bidding” process for a collaborative 
scheduling Agent.

ModuleAgent
Interface TaskBid//Bidding interface

{
Excedtion Reject{longErrorNum};
void announceToLeaguer(outstring Task_
no,outstring Part_id,outstring Item,
outlong Parteenumber,outstring Due_
time,outstring Statetime,outstring Reply_
with):
void bidFromLeaguer(instringTask_
no,instringPart_id,infloatBid_value,instring 
Finishjime, instringStatetime, instringRe-
ply_with, instring Reply_with);
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void awardTOLeaguer (outstring ask_
no,outstring Part_id,Reply_with_to):
};
interfaceaskPlanning//accessing request to 
mission planning
{
ExceptionReject{longErrorNum}:
Void Preselected BidList(outstring Bid_
Path,outstring Label_l);
Void winnerList(instring Plan_path,instring 
Label_2);
Outstring;
}://endmoduleAgent_SC

where parameters in the function announceToLeaguer represent 
the bidding task information, that is, “task number”, “sub‐task 
number”, “task description” “quantity” “earliest starting time”, 
“completion time”, and so on. For unsuccessful bidding, the 
system might rebid some tasks in the form of asynchronously 
datagram calls without return, where the parameter Replywith 
represents the message sign of a bid.

Parameters of the function BidFromLeaguer represent the 
bidding information of Agents of collaborative members, 
which are similar to parameters in the bidding tasks. 
Parameters Reply_with_to corresponds to Reply_with in bid-
ding messages. Function preseletedBidList describes the 
request information of a collaborative Agent to a demand 
management Agent. Since a task Agent belongs to the infor-
mation Server Agent, which belongs to the collaborative 
scheduling Agent, only information of ability control and 
decision‐making are passed among them, and data informa-
tion is directly obtained from corresponding databases. The 
parameter Bid_Path describes path names of databases to 
store information of all the bidding tasks. Parameter Label 
transfers a number to information receivers to read data cor-
rectly. For example, “0” represents reading from the first line 
in the database. Function winnerList represents the Agent list 
with bidding winners in the task scheduling process of the 
task Agent. The collaborative scheduling Agent returns eval-
uation results of bidding information, whose parameters are 
similar to the function presectedBidList.
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Several KQML files are generated based on definitions of 
KQML interfaces. These files are translated to become interface 
communication programs used in applications in clients and in 
servers through the KQML compiler. To implement the applica-
tions, client programs are written to stimulate and handle oper-
ation requests in the defined objects. Moreover, codes that can 
respond to requests in clients are also required in servers. The 
client interface programs are included in projects of client appli-
cation programs to generate executable client programs, and the 
server programs are included in projects of SOA servers to gen-
erate executable server programs. The Server object class is reg-
istered in the implementation database through the object 
adapter. In this way, servers can operate automatically when cli-
ents use the Server object. When designing application pro-
grams in clients, users need to consider choosing whether 
statistic calls or dynamic calls to send requests. Compared with 
dynamic calls, statistic calls have advantages such as simpler 
programs, better performance and more reliable type checking, 
but they are not flexible. When employing dynamic scheduling, 
KQML files must be added in the interface library.

10.3.2 The Communication Implementation Model 
of Agents

The communication model of Agents adopts a hierarchical 
structure, as shown in Figure  10‐3. The internal module of 
Agents in the top layer is composed of the knowledge database of 
Agents, the logical reasoning mechanism of Agents and so on. 
The cooperation and negotiation between Agents are solved in 
the protocol and interpreter module. The explanation and 
description module based on XML implements proposition, 
description and explanation of message contents. KQML pro-
vides Agents with unified languages and acts. Based on package 
technologies and service technologies provided by SOAP, the 
message receiving and sending module communicates and inter-
acts between Agents.

In terms of this structure, a unified communication interface 
can be defined for each Agent, which contains data and 
 operations provided by Agents. Here is a basic framework for 
communication interfaces:

Interface Communication
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{
  void    SendMessage(out String description);   
//Send messages;
  void    ReceiveMessage(in String descrip-
tion);  //Receive messages from related 
Agents;
  BOOL  DataOut(out file* data);    //
Respond to related Agents
  BOOL  DataIn(in file* data);      //
Receive response messages from related 
Agents
  String   SeekPartner(outMessagenumber);     
//Seek cooperation
  String   StopCooperate(outMessagenumber);   
//Stop cooperation
};

Internal modules

Protocol explanation

XML-based content
explanation and

description

KQML explanation and
package

Message receiving
and sending

Internal modules

Protocol explanation

XML-based content
explanation and

description

KQML explanation and
package

Message receiving
and sending

SOAP

Agent 1 Agent 2

Figure 10-3 The communication model for Agents.
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where file and Message are predefined data structures to define 
forms of information and messages sent by Agents.

10.3.3 The Message Classification of Agents

Functions of a production planning and control system are 
implemented through communication and collaboration among 
Agents, where communications can be classified as information 
delivery and service requests. The information delivery is that 
sender Agents proactively deliver the relevant information to 
recipient Agents. The service request is that sender Agents ask 
recipient Agents for necessary services and further return ser-
vice results to the recipient Agents.

Message delivery among Agents and MASs in the prototype 
system are illustrated in Figure 10‐4. Through continuous mes-
sage sending and service response among Agents and MASs, the 
functions of production planning and control system are 
realized.[1]

P represents a Multi‐Agent production planning system. CA 
represents an order/product demand management Agent. S 
represents a Multi‐Agent production scheduling system. C rep-
resents a Multi‐Agent production control system. R represents 
a Multi‐Agent data acquisition system. Collaborative relation-
ships between Agents in Figure 10‐4 are explained as follows:

1) Information exchange between CA and P.
CA‐P01: bidding information of orders.
P‐CA01: tendering information of orders.
P‐CA02: awarding information of orders.
CA‐P02: tracking information of orders.

2) Information exchange between P and M.
P‐M01: material information of products required in orders.
P‐M01: resource information required in orders.

3) Information exchange between P and R.
P‐R01: material preparation plans.
R‐P01: material preparation reports.
P‐R02: material preparation processing advice.
P‐R03: resource utilization inquiries.
R‐P02: resource utilization reports.
R‐P03: resource purchase plans/equipment maintenance plans.
R‐P04: material and resource purchase plans.
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4) Information exchange between S and M.
S‐M01: information requests for product structure.
S‐M02: process information requests for product components.
M‐S01: releasing product structure information.
M‐S02: releasing process information of product components.

5) Information exchange between P and S.
P‐S01: plan assignment.
S‐P01: plan completion notice.
P‐S02: plan change notice.
S‐P02: dynamic information notice in production process.

6) Information exchange between S and R.
S‐R01: resource plans.
R‐S01: resource plan arrangement.

7) Information exchange between M and C.
C‐M01: task lists of products.
M‐C01: equipment and material list required in products.
M‐C02: process list.

8) Information exchange between R and C.
C‐R01: resource request/equipment request/maintenance 

request.
R‐C01: resource allocation plans/equipment maintenance plans.
R‐C02: resource utilization inquiries.
C‐R02: resource utilization information.

Order/product demand
management Agent

Multi-Agent
production

planning system

Multi-Agent
production

scheduling system

Multi-Agent data
acquisition system

Multi-Agent
production control

system

Multi-Agent fundamental
information

management system

[1]

[5]

[8]

[6]

[2]

[4]

[3]

[7]

[9]

Figure 10-4 The collaborative relationships between Agents in production 
planning and control.
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9) Information exchange between S and C.
S‐C01: job order arrivals.
S‐C02: task modifications/temporary task arrivals.
S‐C03: task fulfillment inquiries.
S‐C04: task bidding information.
S‐C05: starting time of tasks.
S‐C06: temporary task notice.
C‐S01: task fulfillment notice.
C‐S02: task delay owing to machine breakdown.
C‐S03: tendering information.
C‐S04: tasks allocated to machines

Therefore, Multi‐Agent production planning, scheduling and 
control process plays a leading role in the production planning 
and control system, and other Agents and MASs are in subordi-
nate positions that respond to its requests and provide services. 
This is a collaborative relationship based on master‐slave ser-
vices. For example, there are master‐slave services in production 
planning MAS and data collection MAS. In addition, there is 
another peer collaborative relationship between MASs and 
Agents, and MASs and Agents are on equal positions to provide 
services for each other. For example, the relationship between 
the production planning Agent and the production scheduling 
Agent is peer.

10.3.4 Realization of the Communication Mechanism 
of Agents

In a production planning and control system, the messages 
between Agents are composed of header, primitive, content and 
number.[2] The header consists of two parts: the recipient name 
and the sender name. Such a message structure is not suitable 
for broadcast messages. Therefore, messages should be repeat-
edly sent to other Agents for messages to be broadcast. If the 
message is a response to another message, the number here 
refers to the number of the responded message. The number 
contains information about the message delivery time.

The system mainly uses primitives in KQML as follows:

“Ask”: ask for other Agents for services or inquiries
“Announce”: mainly for task biddings
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“Tell”: inform other Agents about related message
“Broadcast”: broadcast messages
“Bid”: bidding information
“Award”: confirm messages of bidding
“error”: indicate wrong formats of messages
“sorry”: indicate recipient unable to answer for requests

The system also adds two primitives: Deliver-Release. The former 
passes data about orders and jobs, the latter releases production 
commands that must be performed by recipients.

Message example:

Tell
::content ( COrder<<01<<A<<Hongqi Machinery 
Factory<<2001/3/16<<3000<< )
::receiver taskAgent
::language Order

This message is sent from the order/demand management 
Agent to the collaborative planning Agent to inform the recipi-
ent about details of an order. The recipient calls upon the order 
handling methods to deal with the process content of the mes-
sage to generate a new order object. It also gives message data to 
the corresponding attribute. This process includes converting 
strings into numbers, time and converse handlings. Since numer-
ous data are required to describe an order in detail, mainly the 
characteristic information or index information are included in 
the message delivery. Detailed or additional process data and 
product data are dynamically read from the Multi‐Agent funda-
mental data management system if required by Agents.

10.4  The Manufacturing System 
Simulation in a Prototype System

With respect to disadvantages such as high operation costs and 
difficult maintenance in real manufacturing systems, simulation 
techniques are adopted in the prototype system. The Agent‐
based production planning and control prototype system is 
examined by constructing a simulation platform for manufac-
turing systems.
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10.4.1 The Manufacturing System Simulation

Simulation techniques are important means and methods to 
analyze movements, explain dynamics and investigate the rules 
of systems.[3] They developed very fast after the first computer 
was invented in the 1940s. Especially in recent years, with the 
development of control theories, computing technologies and 
information processing technologies, as well as computer hard-
ware and software, system simulation techniques have achieved 
many breakthroughs. Remarkable achievements have been 
made in theoretical research, industrial applications, simulation 
engineering, and tool development environments. Simulation 
techniques have already become an independent comprehen-
sive science. They are the methods that investigate objects based 
on similarity principles and analogy relationships. Simulation 
techniques investigate objects indirectly based on models that 
have similar features and variations.[4]

The basic procedure of simulation is shown in Figure  10‐5. 
The key steps are summarized as follows:

1) Problem abstraction: analyze a system to generate a target 
system;

2) Simulation: generate simulation data by executing the simulation 
model;

3) Data collection: collect data from the real system;

Mathematical
model

Problem
Abstraction

Target
system

Data
collection

Real
data

Simulation
model

Model
modi�cation Comparative

analysis

Simulation
data

Figure 10-5 The basic principle of simulation.
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4) Comparative analysis: compare simulation data with real 
data in order to evaluate fitness of the model;

5) Model modification: revise the simulation model on the basis 
of data analysis results in order to make the simulation model 
become as close to the target system as possible.

With the continuous development of network technologies, the 
modern simulation environment has become increasingly com-
plex. Simulation systems are mostly multi‐platform, multi‐system 
complex applications, which require current simulation applica-
tion solutions to become compatible to support different system 
platforms, data formats and multiple connectivity options. It is 
necessary to achieve loose coupling, cross‐platform, language‐
independent, reliable distributed simulation in the network envi-
ronment. Higher interoperability and reusability are required in 
distributed simulation. Currently, a large number of researchers 
closely follow the development direction of modeling and simula-
tion, employ network technologies to extend traditional simula-
tion technologies and develop theories of distributed simulation 
and parallel simulation. The characteristics of the distributed sim-
ulation include distribution, interaction, heterogeneity, time‐space 
consistency and openness.[5] In a distributed simulation system, 
each simulation node is distributed in physical locations, as well as 
in functions and computing power. They can run interactively 
through networks or run each simulation independently.

A simulation model of manufacturing systems is developed based 
on simulation technologies; this simulation model communicates 
and exchanges information with an Agent‐based production plan-
ning and control system. Compared with traditional simulation 
models, the simulation model has following requirements:

1) Part of the simulation model is associated with Agents.
2) Simulation objects can interact with Agents to respond to 

changes in manufacturing systems, and have a feedback feature.
3) The simulation‐based manufacturing systems collaborate 

with MASs, which are able to investigate dynamic character-
istics of manufacturing systems. They are able to obtain spe-
cific response measures of manufacturing systems in dynamic 
environments by the interaction among Agents at the macro 
level and the micro level.

Meanwhile, with respect to the distributed nature of manu-
facturing systems, distributed computing is necessary for 
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manufacturing system simulation. The research of distributed 
computing is a widely investigated field of computer science. 
There are various problems in distributed systems from theory 
to practice, which include distributed programming languages, 
distributed computing theories, operating systems, communi-
cation, reliability, data management and application and so on. 
These are presented in detail in relevant literatures and thus 
are not discussed here. In terms of distributed simulation and 
its requirement analysis, the simulation process should satisfy 
the following requirements:
1) Clock synchronization and update consistency. Since the 

event delay caused by calculation and communication in 
simulation is different from the real delay, the clock synchro-
nization mechanism is applied to ensure consistency between 
orders of simulation events and real events in order to guar-
antee causal accuracy in simulation.

2) Distributed object service. Distributed object service organ-
izes simulation resources in the network according to objects; 
a clear access interface is defined for each object. The mid-
dleware shields the underlying computing development such 
as interoperability between objects, network hardware, and 
protocol heterogeneity in order to ensure that simulation 
application developments can focus on the simulation layer 
and the model layer.

3) Message transmission and data distribution management. 
With respect to communication redundancy and excessive 
overhead in distributed simulation, message transmission 
and data distribution management are used to forward the 
data between simulation applications according to data sup-
ply and demand relationships between simulation entities. 
Data are also filtered to ease the pressure of redundant data 
on system resources.

4) Load balance. Distributed simulation decomposes the system 
into multiple logical processes that communicate with each 
other. As the resource management module of a distributed 
simulation system, the load distribution redistributes simula-
tion loads among processors reasonably and transparently to 
optimize the comprehensive performance of a system.
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5) State data storage and fault tolerance. State data storage 
and fault tolerance can be used to recover unexpected 
errors in the simulation process, to obtain the same initial 
conditions for testing optional methods, and to realize 
continuous  execution and exception handling in long term 
simulation.

The production planning and control prototype system is 
 verified through building simulation models, production plan-
ning, scheduling, control activities are developed on the basis of 
simulaand analyzing performances of manufacturing systems. 
These processes are implemented with the following 
requirements:

1) The simulation model of a manufacturing system is built 
according to requirements of a production planning and 
 control system.

2) Since the simulation models and the production planning 
and control system are developed in different languages and 
environments, systems are integrated in heterogeneous 
environments.

3) The interfaces between simulation models, the production 
planning, and control system with configurable functions, 
the production planning and control system can configure 
the data interface according to the number of devices in sim-
ulation models in order to transmit data.

4) Interoperability between the simulation process and the pro-
duction planning and control system is required to ensure 
data interaction between the planning and control system 
and the simulation system.

The discrete event simulation tool eM‐plant and SimTalk 
 language are employed to program the model of an Re‐entrant 
manufacturing system shown in Figure  10‐6. Hierarchical 
modeling methods are applied to Re‐entrant manufacturing 
systems, the hierarchical model is composed of a system layer, a 
machine layer and a machine group layer. eM‐plant is useful to 
provide equipment utilization and system yield in manufacturing 
 systems efficiently.



Figure 10-6 A simulation modeling instance of Re‐entrant manufacturing systems.
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10.4.2 The Information Interaction Logic Architecture 
between the Prototype System and the Simulation Model

The common distributed mechanism at every part of the system 
is considered in the logic architecture. In the prototype system, 
the common mechanism mainly refers to the information 
exchange mechanism between simulation models and Agent 
software systems. The interactions between traditional simula-
tion tools and other software systems are achieved by using API 
to call other software systems based on the Remote Procedure 
Call Protocol (RPC). RPC usually calls remote services via COM 
and DCOM interfaces. Its disadvantages are complex program-
ming processes, limited service access according to specified 
operation systems, and difficult promotion on the Internet. As a 
sequential information exchange mechanism, SOAP can be 
used to exchange data type instances defined by applications, 
which is simple and easy. Consequently, a remote access server 
method based on SOAP is developed in this book to implement 
the information exchange mechanism.

The distributed elements in every part of the system are also 
considered in the logical architecture, which mainly refers to data 
generation, data control and data management. These  elements 
form a unitary structure through data exchange. With respect to 
the practicality of the SOAP technology in integrating data, 
the logical architecture based on SOAP technology in the prototype 
system is adopted in this book, as shown in Figure 10‐7, where 
the production planning and control management process are sup-
ported by information exchanges in the prototype system.

Data generation

Data interaction

SOAP-based collaborative simulation control Agent

MAS-based
simulation

model

MAS-based
system control

MAS-based
planning and
scheduling

Data control Data management

Figure 10-7 The logic architecture of a manufacturing control system.
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The SOAP‐based information exchange mechanism links up 
data generation, data control and data management, as pre-
sented in Figure 10‐8, which mainly contains a service provider, 
a service user, a Web Service server and a local machine. 
According to the information exchange requirements, these 
three elements can be regarded as service providers and service 
consumers, respectively. The interaction process between a 
Web Service server and a local machine is presented as follows:

1) The service provider determines the name and content of 
services that it can provide, and expresses them in WSDL 
language through the Web Service server. And then the con-
tent of described services is standardized by UDDI stand-
ardization integration.

2) Service users ask for solutions in the UDDI components of a 
Web Service server according to required services. A UDDI 
server analyzes the contents of service requests from service 
users and generates the path to services.

3) The service user’s local machine sends service requests to the 
Web Service based on the SOAP protocol. The Web Service 

UDDI

WSDL

Local computer

SOAP

SOAP

Web service
Server

Service
user

Service
provider

Figure 10-8 The SOAP‐based interaction model for Web service.
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performs services analysis after receiving requests from ser-
vice users and sends the specific service to the service user’s 
local machine based on SOAP protocol.

10.5  Software Implementation 
and Application of a Prototype System

10.5.1 Function Design of a Prototype System

In terms of requirements of the Agent‐based production plan-
ning and control process in manufacturing systems, functions 
of a prototype system are designed, as depicted in Figure 10‐9. 
The prototype system contains the following functional 
modules:

1) Production planning for distributed manufacturing systems
 ● Order management: collect customer orders, convert order 

demands to product tasks, return completion of orders.
 ● Production planning: analyze workloads of critical bottle-

neck resources in the planning period, determine the type 
and quantity of final products required in the planning 
cycle, determine the order delivery time.

 ● Production plans inquiry: provide production plan inquir-
ing, modifying, deleting and production plan completion 
inquiring in distributed manufacturing systems.

2) Production scheduling for Job Shop manufacturing systems
 ● Positive feedback scheduling: allocate tasks to resources in 

Job Shop systems while considering process constraints, 
resource capacity constraints and other conditions of 
tasks, assigning resources and completion times to prod-
uct tasks, generate positive feedback to optimize the oper-
ation plan.

 ● Negative feedback rescheduling: reschedule periodically, 
based on negative feedback, and then generate new operat-
ing plans in order to effectively manage various types of 
dynamic events in Job Shop systems through real‐time 
access to relevant data.

 ● Operation plan inquiry: provide production plan inquir-
ing, modifying, deleting and production plan completion 
inquiring in Job Shop manufacturing systems.
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Figure 10-9 Basic functional modules.
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3) Production scheduling for Re‐entrant manufacturing systems
 ● Hierarchical production scheduling: allocate resources 

and completion times to product tasks based on process 
constraints, resource capacity constraints and other con-
straints in the system layer and the machine layer of  
re‐entrant manufacturing systems and generate opera-
tion plans.

 ● Adaptive rescheduling: develop the assessment model for 
dynamic events in re‐entrant manufacturing systems, 
determine the rescheduling layer and generate new operation 
plans based on adaptive rescheduling decisions by using 
fuzzy logic methods.

 ● Operation plans inquiry: provide production plan inquiring, 
modifying, deleting and production plan completion 
inquiring in re‐entrant manufacturing systems.

4) Production control
 ● Work order management: generate work orders for pro-

duction equipment, personnel and other resources within 
a certain time or shift based on operation plans.

 ● Production monitoring: visualize collected data, monitor 
tasks being performed, respond to implementation results 
of operation tasks and emergencies in operations, provide 
timely feedback to the planning layer and the scheduling 
layer once exceptions happen.

 ● Production process tracking: collate and classify collected 
information in the production process, which includes 
production tracking activities, material tracking activities 
and quality tracking activities, in order to meet the require-
ments of the production process tracking.

 ● Material management: manage movement, buffer and 
storage of materials and provide data basis for material 
data tracking.

 ● Production performance analysis: provide the latest evalu-
ation report of the actual manufacturing process.

 ● Equipment management: track and guide maintenance 
activities for machines and tools.

 ● Quality management: record and analyze quality information 
in the manufacturing process to control quality.

 ● Data collection management: manage hardware and software 
interfaces related to RFID and OPC, ensure the stability of 
the real‐time data collection process.
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5) Fundamental data management
 ● Material code management: manage material and provide 

each material with a unique identification code.
 ● BOM management: define technical files for product 

structures to guide the generation processes of production 
plans and operating plans.

 ● Process management: describe processing steps and opera-
tion sequences for products.

 ● Equipment data management: manage equipment and 
tools and provide equipment with unique identification 
codes.

 ● Calendar management: manage the factory calendar, 
which includes sabbatical mode, working hours, overtime 
and other settings.

6) Rights management
 ● Personnel management: manage system operators.
 ● Role management: manage different roles and define their 

permissions.

10.5.2 The Running Process of a Prototype System

The running process of an Agent‐based production planning 
and control prototype system consists of the following modules: 
Multi‐Agent production planning system, Multi‐Agent produc-
tion scheduling system, Multi‐Agent production control system, 
Multi‐Agent material data acquisition system, and Multi‐Agent 
equipment data acquisition system, and so on. The running 
 process of a prototype system is shown in Figure 10‐10.

1) production planning, scheduling and control: accept customer 
orders via the Agent‐based production planning and control 
system, publish production plans, operation plans, work orders 
and production control commands via collaboration among a 
Multi‐Agent production planning system, a Multi‐Agent pro-
duction scheduling system, a Multi‐Agent production control 
system, a Multi‐Agent fundamental information management 
system and a Multi‐Agent data acquisition system, simulate 
production processes by using simulation models.

2) Data acquisition in running processes: collect equipment 
information and material information via a Multi‐Agent 
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Figure 10-10 The running process of a prototype system.
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equipment data acquisition system and a material data acquisition 
system, which is the basis for production planning and con-
trol activities in running processes.

3) Rescheduling policies under disturbance: simulate the pro-
duction planning and control process under internal or 
external disturbances such as rush orders. For example, the 
Multi‐Agent production scheduling system publishes 
rescheduling policies and makes decisions when machines 
break down, and then regenerates production control com-
mands to ensure the stability of manufacturing systems.

4) Event simulation until completing all events: obtain produc-
tion information from a Multi‐Agent equipment data 
 acquisition system and a Multi‐Agent material data acquisi-
tion system. Compared with production plans, operation 
plans and work orders in the Agent‐based production plan-
ning and control system, statistically analyze production 
processes.

10.5.3 Production Planning in Distributed 
Manufacturing Systems

As regards distributed manufacturing systems, information 
among multiple factories of a distributed manufacturing system 
is completely shared or incompletely shared, a Multi‐Agent pro-
duction planning system employs a contract net‐based collabo-
rative protocol and an auction‐based negotiation protocol to 
solve production planning problems. Production managers can 
arrange production plans reasonably by using the production 
planning module; the running process is shown in Figure 10‐11.

1) Production planning parameter maintenance: maintain the 
data related to the critical resource table, the process table 
and BOM involved in the production planning process of 
distributed manufacturing systems. In the test, product 
demand information is published by the order/demand man-
agement Agent according to customer demands.

2) Architecture parameter configuration in distributed manu-
facturing systems: configure architecture parameters in dis-
tributed manufacturing systems due to the difference 
between optimization models and optimization policies 
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while considering completely shared information or incom-
pletely shared information in manufacturing systems.

3) Production planning: generate production plans for distrib-
uted manufacturing systems by using the contract net‐based 
collaborative protocol and the auction‐based negotiation 
protocol. The mathematical programming tool (e.g., Cplex) 
is employed to generate solutions for the underlying system 
in the optimization process.

4) Results analyses of production plans: analyze the optimiza-
tion performance of production plans in manufacturing sys-
tems with different organizational structures and different 
length of planning periods.

10.5.4 Production Scheduling in Job Shop 
Manufacturing Systems

As regards production scheduling problems in Job Shop 
 systems, the complexity of the problem and the dynamic man-
ufacturing system environment are taken into consideration. 
A Multi‐Agent production scheduling system is developed, 
and then the scheduling method based on positive feedback 
strategies and the rescheduling method based on negative 
feedback are designed. They optimize operating plans and 
maintain stability of manufacturing systems during operation 
processes, whose procedure is presented as shown in 
Figure 10‐12.

1) Production plan acceptation: accept production plans of 
distributed manufacturing systems and generate the task 
list in Job Shop manufacturing systems; the task list con-
tains material number, name, quantity, delivery time and 
so on.

2) Scheduling based on the positive feedback strategy: maintain 
the data related to the critical resources table, the process 
table and BOM involved in production planning process in 
Job Shop manufacturing systems. In the test, parameters in 
the hierarchical genetic algorithm are set to optimize pro-
duction scheduling results.

3) Analyses of production scheduling results: obtain the Gantt 
chart of Job Shop manufacturing systems and analyze 
machine utilization.
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Figure 10-12 The positive feedback production scheduling process in Job Shop manufacturing systems.
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In the actual manufacturing environment, sudden changes 
such as rush orders and random machine breakdown are taken 
into consideration in the rescheduling process. In this case, the 
rescheduling method based on the negative feedback strategy is 
proposed for the rescheduling problem with rush orders. The 
rescheduling results are published by the Multi‐Agent produc-
tion scheduling system. The changed operating plans after 
rescheduling, are optimized to ensure the stability of production 
processes in Job Shop manufacturing systems, as shown in 
Figure 10‐13.

10.5.5 Production Scheduling in Re‐Entrant 
Manufacturing Systems

As regards Re‐entrant manufacturing systems, a hierarchical 
adaptive production scheduling method is developed in this 
book due to their particular organization. At the system layer, a 
global collaborative scheduling method based on a combinato-
rial auction is proposed to solve the global production schedul-
ing problem by collaboration amongst a set of Agents. The 
running process is shown in Figure 10‐14.

1) Resource data maintenance: maintain the data related to 
machine resource tables, process tables and WIP tables. In 
the test, data of ordered WIP tables are provided by the task 
Agent.

2) Material parameters setting: determine the priorities of 
 different re‐entrant products while considering the delivery 
time of orders.

3) Feeding plan input: generate the feeding plan based on upper 
production plans.

4) Production scheduling period setting: determine the produc-
tion scheduling period according to the complexity of real 
production processes.

5) Production scheduling methods at the system layer: generate 
the global production scheduling plan in reentrant manu-
facturing systems based on the combinatorial auction 
algorithm.

6) System‐layer global rescheduling: perform the system‐layer 
global rescheduling process when the system is greatly 
 disturbed. (i.e., the feasibility of operating plans is affected.)
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7) System‐layer global rescheduling result publish: send system‐layer 
global rescheduling results to the ETAEMS/GPGP‐CN‐
based production scheduling module at the machine group 
layer.

At the machine group layer, ETAEMS/GPGP‐CN‐based 
 production scheduling extends non‐local effects in TAEMS to 
quantitatively describe and analyze collaborative relationships 
in the production scheduling process. Meanwhile, the collabo-
rative production scheduling process at the machine group layer 
is achieved by collecting upstream and downstream collabora-
tive information with the GPGP mechanism and employing the 
bidding mechanism in the improved contract net (shown in 
Figure 10‐15). In this procedure, collaborative data of upstream 
and downstream information is published by the collaborative 
scheduling Agent.

With respect to the uncertain and multi‐valued relationships 
among various environmental factors in the rescheduling pro-
cess, the rescheduling optimization module integrates neural 
networks with the fuzzy sets theory to solve uncertain prob-
lems. By learning from training samples, the module identifies 
and analyzes the uncertain relationships between operational 
parameters and rescheduling policies. When the environment 
or the manufacturing system changes, the rescheduling optimi-
zation module selects optimized rescheduling policies in 
accordance with operational states of manufacturing systems, 
and then sends them to the Multi‐Agent production scheduling 
system (shown in Figure 10‐16) so as to ensure the stability of 
manufacturing systems.

10.5.6 Production Control in the Manufacturing 
Process

The Multi‐Agent production control system mainly completes 
the production dispatching process. And it also tracks 
 execution of manufacturing processes to provide real‐time 
accurate data for production control and further ensure the 
traceability of manufacturing processes. Through manufac-
turing process management, the process quality data, equip-
ment data, production data and other data are analyzed and 
 visualized (Figure 10‐17).
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1) Production dispatching: the Multi‐Agent production control 
system accepts production plans published by the Multi‐
Agent production scheduling system and generates the work 
order to instruct the operations of machines.

2) Data acquisition: the Multi‐Agent equipment data acquisi-
tion system and the Multi‐Agent material data acquisition 
system collect equipment data and material data, these data 
are visualized in order to generate the records of equipment 
and material commands.

3) Production process management: The material and equipment 
operating processes are visualized to display alarm messages 
when equipment or quality abnormality occur. Meanwhile, 
production process records are checked according to material 
number, which includes equipment status, service numbers, 
time and location of data collection, equipment names, and 
so on.

10.6  Conclusion

The hardware and software architecture of an Agent‐based 
 production planning and control prototype system has been 
analyzed in this chapter. A simulation test platform has been 
developed as well. The effectiveness of the proposed Agent‐based 
production planning and control method has been demonstrated 
through this application.
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